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–Summary in Dutch–
Wanneer mensen muziek beluisteren, kunnen er twee interessante observaties gemaakt
worden. In de eerste plaats hebben mensen een onweerstaanbare drang om mee te bewegen
met muziek. Deze bewegingen, motorisch-mimetische responsen genaamd, manifesteren
zich in een rijke varie¨teit aan overte gedragingen zoals meetikken met de voet, schudden
van het hoofd, meebewegen van de armen, rondspringen, enzovoort. Een tweede interes-
sante observatie is dat mensen niet kunnen ontsnappen aan het gebruik van metaforen,
wanneer ze beschrijven hoe ze de muziek subjectief ervaren. Op die manier wordt de
muziek onttrokken van zijnde een louter fysisch fenomeen van vibrerende lucht, naar een
fenomeen dat verbonden wordt met andere domeinen van ervaring (bv. muziek is zwaar,
muziek is vloeiend, enzovoort) en zelfs met menselijke eigenschappen (bv. gevoelens, be-
doelingen, enzovoort). Hoewel deze twee observaties op het eerste zicht vrij triviaal lijken,
wordt in dit onderzoeksproject geargumenteerd dat door beide te combineren, fundamen-
tele aspecten van muzikale betekenisvorming kunnen worden blootgelegd.
Studies in het domein van de menselijke cognitie hebben aangetoond dat conceptuele
metaforen (bv. liefde is een reis) niet als randfenomenen bestempeld moeten worden,
maar dat ze daarentegen functioneel zijn voor de manier waarop mensen denken en han-
delen. Doorgaans worden metaforen gebruikt wanneer het moeilijk is om iets in letterlijke
taal uit te drukken of wanneer iemand de levendigheid van een fenomenale ervaring wil
vastleggen. Op die manier verbindt een metafoor twee conceptuele domeinen: het doel
domein (“target domain”) dat een abstract idee omvat (bv. ‘liefde’) en het bron domein
(“source domain”) dat concepten omvat die een kwaliteit uitdrukken, gerelateerd aan een
concrete, sensorimotorische ervaring (bijvoorbeeld ‘reis’). Onderzoek heeft aangetoond
dat de twee conceptuele domeinen met elkaar verbonden worden omwille van een deels
gemeenschappelijke ervaring op vlak van sensorimotorische beleving.
In het voorgestelde onderzoeksproject werd onderzocht of een gelijkaardig cognitief
mechanisme aan de basis ligt van hoe mensen hun subjectieve muziekervaringen concep-
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tualiseren. Er werd gesteld dat motorisch-mimetische responsen op muziek (i.e., actie) en
metaforische beschrijvingen van muzikale expressiviteit (i.e., perceptie) met elkaar kunnen
verbonden worden. Bovendien werd verondersteld dat zowel de motor-mimetische respon-
sen als ook de metaforische beschrijvingen sterke gelijkenissen vertonen tussen mensen
onderling, die te wijten zijn aan gedeelde fysieke, biologische en culturele condities. Daar-
naast had deze studie ook als primair doel het blootleggen van causale verbanden in de
actie-perceptie koppeling. Er werd geopperd dat lichaamsbewegingen die mensen met mu-
ziek associe¨ren een invloed uitoefenen op hoe mensen muzikale expressiviteit percipie¨ren.
Via een aantal gedragsexperimenten werden pogingen ondernomen om op deze vragen en
hypothesen een empirisch antwoord te bieden. Het theoretische kader waarop deze expe-
rimenten gebaseerd zijn, is de “embodied music cognition theory” (Leman, 2007; Godøy
& Leman, 2010). Het “motor model” voor de communicatie van muzikale expressiviteit
voorgesteld door Leman (2007), de motorisch-mimetische theorie voorgesteld door Godøy
(2003) en de conceptuele gelijkaardige hypothese voorgesteld door Cox (2011) fungeerden
daarvoor als referentietheoriee¨n. Verder werden deze visies gekaderd in de meer algemene
theorie van een “grounded” cognitie en emotie (Barsalou, 2008; Lindquist, Wager, Kober,
Bliss-Moreau, & Barrett, 2012). In deze “grounded” theorie wordt de veronderstelling
gemaakt dat menselijke cognitie en emotie “gegrond” zijn in de activiteit van een neuraal
netwerk dat gespreid ligt over verschillende modaliteit-specifieke hersengebieden (i.e., sen-
sorisch, motorisch en introspectief). Bovendien wordt gesuggereerd dat dergelijke neurale
netwerken gevormd worden via associatieve leerprocessen.
In hoofdstuk 1 wordt het theoretische kader geschetst waarop de gedragsexperimenten,
gepresenteerd in dit onderzoeksproject, steunen. Er wordt ook een grondig overzicht
gegeven van het gehele onderzoeksproject.
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een experiment (N=25) voorgesteld waarin onderzocht werd hoe
deelnemers auditieve stimuli omzetten in overeenkomstige lichaamsbewegingen. Deze sti-
muli werden gekenmerkt door klanken waaraan in toenemende en afnemende mate har-
monisaties toegevoegd werden. Er werd ook gevraagd aan de deelnemers om de ervaren
expressiviteit van de geluiden te beschrijven in verbale termen. De resultaten toonden aan
dat er tussen de verschillende deelnemers een grote overeenkomst bestond tussen beide
taken. Een toename en afname van harmonisatie stemde overeen met respectievelijk een
expansie en een contractie van de bewegingsgrootte van de bovenste ledematen. Boven-
dien werd een hoge mate van harmonisatie omschreven als “intens” en “krachtig”, terwijl
een lage mate van harmonisatie als “leeg” en “delicaat” omschreven werd.
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een experiment (N=36) voorgesteld waarin dezelfde procedure
als in het vorige experiment gehanteerd werd. Maar terwijl het vorige experiment slechts
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e´e´n geluidseigenschap in beschouwing nam, werd in dit experiment onderzocht of er ver-
banden bestaan tussen de verschillende akoestische eigenschappen van bestaande mu-
ziek (i.e., Brahms’ Eerste Piano Concerto), motorisch-mimetische responsen en meta-
forische beschrijvingen van muzikale expressiviteit. Daarvoor werd een correlatiemodel
ge¨ıntroduceerd dat gebaseerd werd op Laban’s “Eﬀort-Shape” theorie.
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een experiment (N=28) voorgesteld waarin onderzocht werd of
de expressiviteit van bewegingen die kinderen leren associe¨ren met muziek later een in-
vloed hebben op hun houding betreﬀende de expressiviteit van die muziek. Aan de hand
van de psychologische methode van ‘evaluatieve conditionering’ werden in twee groepen
van kinderen, twee verschillende expressieve danschoreografiee¨n (i.e., ‘blij’ en ‘droevig’)
geassocieerd met dezelfde muzikale stimulus. Door middel van vragenlijsten werd ach-
teraf in kaart gebracht hoe de kinderen de expressiviteit van de muziek ervaarden. De
resultaten laten inderdaad sterk blijken dat de expressieve kwaliteiten van bewegingen
een significante invloed hebben op hoe kinderen muzikale expressiviteit ervaren.
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt een experiment (N=32) voorgesteld waarin onderzocht werd of de
emotionele toestand van de deelnemers (i.e., blij en droevig) een invloed heeft op hoe ze
vrij bewegen op een emotioneel “neutraal” muziekstuk. Resultaten hebben aangetoond
dat deelnemers in een blije toestand sneller bewegen, meer acceleratie vertonen en meer
uitgestrekte en impulsieve bewegingen maken dan deelnemers die in een droevige toestand
verkeren.
De resultaten van deze gedragsexperimenten hebben aangetoond dat er verbanden be-
staan tussen akoestische eigenschappen, de fysieke vertoning van de motorisch-mimetische
responsen en de metaforische beschrijvingen van de waargenomen expressiviteit. Daar-
naast bleek ook dat mensen zich erg gelijkaardig gedragen wat betreft hun motorisch-
mimetische responsen en metaforische beschrijvingen. Ook bleek dat de manipulatie van
de sensorimotorische ervaringen die gebaren aan geluid koppelen, een invloed heeft op hoe
mensen muzikale expressiviteit percipie¨ren. Bovendien werd aangetoond dat de bewegin-
gen uitgelokt door muziek afhankelijk zijn van de emotionele toestand waarin mensen
verkeren. Deze bevindingen ondersteunen de stelling dat de conceptualisatie van mu-
ziek afhankelijk is van de activatie van een neuraal netwerk gespreid over verschillende
modaliteit-specifieke hersengebieden (i.e., sensorisch, motorisch, introspectief).
Een tweede belangrijke doelstelling van dit onderzoeksproject was het toepassen van de
kennis afkomstig uit experimenteel onderzoek en van specifieke analytische concepten (vb.
spatio-temporele, doelgerichte en topologische bewegingsanalyse, etc.) in het domein van
praktische mens-computer interactie applicaties. De daaruit voortkomende applicaties
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zijn gesitueerd in het domein van muziek- en dansuitvoeringen en muziek- en dansedu-
catie. De ontwerpen hadden een conceptuele basis in Lemans “motor model” voor de
communicatie van muzikale expressiviteit. De hoofdrol van technologiee¨n in deze ontwer-
pen ligt vervat in hun interventie in, en de uitbreiding van, de gekoppelde actie-perceptie
mechanismen van muziekverwerking. We introduceerden een model om die idee toe te
passen in het ontwerp van verschillende mens-computer interactie toepassingen.
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt het “One-Person Choir” voorgesteld. Deze applicatie laat toe
om in real-time de harmonisatie van een zangstem te manipuleren door middel van bewe-
gingen. Daarvoor introduceerden we een innovatieve “sound-gesture mapping” strategie
voor digitale muziekproductie. Deze strategie is gebaseerd op sensorimotorische integratie
en de koppeling van actie en perceptie. Het systeem maakte het mogelijk om lichaams-
bewegingen te registreren met een inertieel sensorsysteem en om daarvan expressieve be-
wegingskenmerken te extraheren. Deze bewegingskenmerken werden vervolgens gebruikt
voor het manipuleren van parameters van een harmonisatiemodule die het audiosignaal
van een stem in real-time bewerkt. Op basis van deze applicatie werd een compositie
gecree¨erd door componist Olmo Cornelis, getiteld Nelumbo.
In hoofdstuk 7 wordt een model-gebaseerd systeem voor de sonificatie van directio-
nele bewegingen voorgesteld. De applicatie bouwt verder op de “mapping” strategie
ge¨ıntroduceerd in het One-Person Choir. Er werd gesteld dat de integratie van intentio-
naliteit en expressiviteit in auditieve biofeedback systemen noodzakelijk is om sonificatie-
processen meer transparant te maken.
In hoofdstuk 8 wordt de “Conducting Master” voorgesteld. Met behulp van deze toe-
passing kunnen meerdere gebruikers leren hoe het metrische ritme in muziek kan omgezet
worden in lichaamsbewegingen. Er werden algoritmes ontwikkeld om lichaamsbewegingen
te moduleren en te vergelijken om op die manier multimodale feedback te voorzien voor
gebruikers. De technieken steunen op een template-gebaseerde methode die toelaat om
bewegingen te benaderen vanuit een spatio-temporele visie.
In hoofdstuk 9 wordt de “Dance-the-Music” applicatie voorgesteld. Deze toepassing
kan gebruikt worden als ondersteuning in het dansonderwijs om de basis van danspassen
aan te leren. De belangrijkste bijdrage van deze applicatie is de spatio-temporele bena-
dering van danspassen. Dit houdt in dat de positionele aspecten van een beweging direct
gelinkt worden aan de temporele structuur van de muziek. Dit werd gerealiseerd door het
toepassen van een methode gebaseerd op spatio-temporele bewegingstemplates.
Om af te sluiten worden in hoofdstuk 10 de bijdragen en problemen van het onder-
zoeksproject bediscussieerd, samen met enkele vooruitzichten voor toekomstig onderzoek.
English summary
When people are listening to music, two interesting observations can be made. First,
people have an almost irresistible urge to move along with the music. These, what we
will call motor-mimetic responses, are manifested into a multitude of overt behaviors
like tapping a foot, nodding the head, swaying the arms, jumping around, playing air
guitar, and so forth. A second interesting observation is that, when people describe how
they subjectively experience music, they cannot seem to escape the use of metaphoric
descriptions of physical motion and space, and descriptions of emotion-related states.
Thereby, music is withdrawn from being a mere physical phenomenon of vibrating air, to
a phenomenon to which cross-domain, and even human-like qualities (feelings, intentions,
etc.) are attributed (see opening quote Chapt.3). Although these two observations seem
fairly trivial at first sight, it will be argued that both, in intimate relationship with each
other, reveal fundamental aspects of musical meaning formation processes in humans.
Studies in the domain of human cognition have shown that conceptual metaphors (e.g.,
love is a journey, anger is heated fluid in a container, etc.) are - rather than mere peripheral
phenomena - functional for the way people perceive, think and act. Commonly, metaphors
are used when something is diﬃcult to express in a literal form of language or when one
wants to capture the vividness of a phenomenal experience. Thereby, a metaphor connects
two conceptual domains: the target domain which comprises of an abstract idea (e.g., love,
anger, etc.), and the source domain in which concepts have a quality based on a concrete
and sensory experience (e.g., journey, heated fluid in a container, etc.). The two parts of
the conceptual metaphor are said to be connected via a partially shared experiental basis.
In the presented research project, it was investigated whether a similar cognitive mech-
anism is active underlying how people conceptualize their subjective experience of music.
It is advocated that motor-mimetic responses to music (i.e., action) and metaphoric de-
scriptions of musical expressiveness (i.e., perception) can be connected to each other.
Moreover, it was hypothesized that, due to shared physical, biological and cultural dispo-
sitions, these connections show a high degree of similarity among people. Also, a primary
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aim of this research study was to uncover causal relationships in the action-perception
coupling underlying people’s conceptualization of musical expressiveness. The claim was
made that the direct, embodied experience of music underlies, to a large extent, the way
people perceive and describe musical expressiveness.
An attempt was made to provide empirical solutions to these research questions and hy-
potheses. Therefore, a number of behavioral experiments were conducted. The theoretical
framework on which these experiments were based was the embodied music cognition the-
ory. The motor model for the communication of musical expressiveness presented by Le-
man (2007), the motor-mimetic theory presented by Godøy (2003), and the conceptually
similar mimetic hypothesis presented by Cox (2011) function thereby as reference theories
to conceptualize motor-mimetic responses to music. Further, these theories were framed
in the more general theory of grounded cognition and emotion (Barsalou, 2008; Lindquist
et al., 2012). In this grounded theory, the claim is made that cognition and emotion rely
on the activation of neural circuitry distributed across modal-specific (i.e., sensory, motor,
and introspective) brain areas. Moreover, it is suggested that these distributed networks
are established through associative learning processes in which correlated sensory-motor
experiences create excitatory links between sensory and motor representations.
In Chapt.1, this theoretical framework is outlined in detail and an overview (e.g.,
methodological, epistemological, etc.) is provided of the complete research project.
In Chapt.2, an experiment (N=25) is presented in which was investigated how sound
harmonization was translated into corresponding body movements. Also, participants
were asked to describe the expressivity of the sounds in verbal terms. The results showed
that there was a high degree of similarity in both tasks among the participants. An
increase and decrease of the harmonization pattern corresponded with respectively an
expansion and contraction of the upper limbs. Moreover, a high amount of harmonization
was perceived as ‘intense’ and ‘forceful’, while a small amount of harmonization was
perceived as ‘empty’ and ‘delicate’.
In Chapt.3, an experiment (N=36) is presented in which the same procedure was used
as in the previous experiment. However, in the previous experiment, only one sound
property (i.e., harmonization) was investigated in isolation in artificially created sound
stimuli. In this experiment, we investigated whether correlations could be found between
acoustic properties of “real” music (i.e., Brahms’ First Piano Concerto), motor-mimetic
responses, and metaphoric descriptions of musical expressiveness. Therefore, we intro-
duced a correlation model based on the taxonomy presented in Laban’s Eﬀort-Shape
theory.
In Chapt.4, an experiment (N=28) is presented in which was investigated whether the
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expressiveness of movements that children learn to associate with music have, later on,
a causal influence on their attitude towards the expressivity of that music. Through the
method of evaluative conditioning, we associated two diﬀerent expressive dance chore-
ographies (i.e., ‘happy’ and ‘sad’) with two musical stimuli that had an ambiguous ex-
pressiveness. Questionnaires, based on the semantic diﬀerential method, were designed to
assess the children’s perception of musical expressiveness in terms of valence and arousal.
The results strongly suggested that the expressive qualities of movements associated with
music, had a significant impact on how children perceived musical expressiveness.
In Chapt.5, an experiment (N=32) is presented in which was investigated whether the
emotional state of people (i.e., ‘happy’ and ‘sad’) had an impact on how the participants
performed free dance movements to an emotionally ‘neutral’ piece of music. Results
revealed that in the happy condition, participants moved faster, with more acceleration,
and made more expanding and impulsive body movements compared to the sad condition.
The results of these behavioral experiments showed that correlations existed between
acoustic properties of music, motor-mimetic responses to music and the metaphoric de-
scriptions of perceived musical expressiveness. These correlations were found on the level
of physical appearance and/or expressive qualities. Also, a high degree of similarity was
found among people related to their motor-mimetic responses as well as their metaphoric
descriptions. Moreover, empirical evidence has been provided indicating that the body
movements that people associate with the music have a causal influence on how people
attribute expressiveness to music. In addition, it has been shown that body movements,
performed in response to music, are dependent on the emotional state of people, pro-
viding support for the view that music cognition is a situated form of cognition. These
behavioral findings support the thesis that the conceptualization of music depends on the
activation of a distributed neural network of sensory-motor activation.
A second important aim of this research project was to apply knowledge gained from ex-
perimental research, and certain analytical concepts (e.g., spatiotemporal, goal-directed,
topological gesture analysis (TGA), etc.) into practical human-computer interaction
(HCI) and mediation technologies. The resulting applications were situated in the domain
of music/dance performance and music/dance education. The designs had a conceptual
basis in Leman’s motor model for the communication of musical expressiveness (2007,
p.160). The primary role of technology in all designs can be seen as to intervene into, and
thereby extend, the coupled action-perception mechanisms of music processing. A model
was introduced to conceptualize this idea into the design of HCI mediation technologies.
In Chapt.6, the “One-Person Choir” is presented. The One-Person Choir facilitates
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gestural control over a digital signal processing module for harmonizing the singing voice
in real time. Thereby, we introduced an innovative sound-gesture mapping strategy for
digital music production relying on sensory-motor integration and the coupling of action
and perception. The system facilitates to capture body movements with an inertial sen-
sor system and to extract expressive movement features in real time. These movement
features are then used to control certain parameters of the harmonizer. The application
was used in several artistic setups. Also, a composition, called ‘Nelumbo’ was created by
composer Olmo Cornelis.
In Chapt.7, a model-based system for the sonification of directional movements was
presented. The application elaborated on the mapping strategy introduced in the One-
Person Choir. It was claimed that the integration of intentionality and expressivity in
auditory biofeedback interaction systems is necessary in order to make the sonification
process more precise and transparent.
In Chapt.8, the “Conducting Master” was presented. The Conducting Master is a HCI
application that facilitates multiple users to explore and learn how musical meter can
be articulated into body movements. Algorithms are developed to model and compare
body movements of users in order to provide multimodal feedback streams back to the
users. These techniques are based on template-based methods that allow approaching
meter-mimicking movements explicitly from a spatiotemporal account.
In Chapt.9, the “Dance-the-Music” was presented. Similar to the Conducting Master,
the Dance-the-Music can be used to learn to translate temporal musical structures into
body movements. However, instead of hand gesturing, dance gestures are central in this
application. Also, in a dance educational context, the Dance-the-Music can be used to
explore and learn the basics of dance steps. The main contribution of this application
resided in the spatiotemporal approach of dance gestures. This implies that the spatial
deployment of body parts is directly linked to the temporal structure outlined in the
music (involving rhythm and timing). The application took this aspect into account by
introducing a method based on spatiotemporal motion templates.
To conclude, in Chapt.10, a general discussion is provided of the results, the contribu-
tions, the problems and the future outlook of the presented research project.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Considering the response of people listening to music, a distinction can be made between
a direct and indirect involvement with the music (cf. Leman, 2007, p.3-6). A direct in-
volvement pertains to an embodied, sensory-motor experience of the music. It is about
how music literally “moves” people, and about how people feel immersed into, and res-
onate with, the physical sound energy. An indirect involvement with music relates to an
involvement during which access to the music is mediated as mental representation. The
linguistic descriptions people use to describe how they experience music illustrate this
form of involvement. Linguistic descriptions entail the abstraction, the conceptualization,
and the verbalization of the physical sound energy. Thereby, people often use metaphor-
ical concepts (Guck, 1994; Cox, 1999; Aksnes, 1996; Linsley, 2011). These are enormous
in scope and richness and often seem to attribute human-like qualities to physical sound
streams (e.g., feelings, intentions, etc.; see opening quote of Chapt.3). Although these de-
scriptions are often “rejected as hopelessly subjective and unscientific by music analysts”
(Aksnes, 1996, p.82), they are considered important as they serve the communication of
musical experiences, shape the cognitive understanding of music, and in general, deepen
people’s involvement with the music. (Leman, 2007, p.6).
In the presented research project, it was investigated to what extent the direct involve-
ment with music - interpreted as the embodied, sensory-motor experience of music -
and the indirect involvement with music - interpreted as the metaphoric descriptions of
how people perceive musical expressiveness - can be linked to each other. Thereby, it
was hypothesized that the embodied, sensory-motor experience of music determines, to a
large extent, the way in which people describe their perception of musical expressiveness
through metaphorical concepts.
1
2 Introduction
Commonly, metaphors are used when something is diﬃcult to express in a literal way or
when one wants to capture the vividness of a phenomenal experience (Ortony & Fainsilber,
1987, p.181). In other words, metaphor is used to understand and experience one kind
of thing in terms of another. When used to grasp the human’s conceptual system (e.g.,
categorization, etc.), metaphor is not merely a matter of peripheral interest but instead,
metaphor is considered critical for how people perceive, think and act. Lakoﬀ and Johnson
(1980) speak of conceptual metaphors as being cross-domain mappings. In this regard,
a metaphor connects two conceptual domains: the target domain which comprises of
an abstract idea (e.g., love, anger, etc.), and the source domain in which concepts have
a quality based on a concrete and sensory experience (e.g., journey, heated fluid in a
container, etc.). Important is the claim that “the two parts of each metaphor are linked
via an experiental basis (including sensory, motor, introspective and social experiences)
and that it is only by means of these experiental bases that the metaphor can serve
the purpose of understanding” (Lakoﬀ & Johnson, 1980, p.20). Later, strong empirical
evidence has been provided in support of the claim that conceptual metaphors (also,
metaphors of aﬀect) are grounded into individuals’ embodied, sensory-motor experiences
(see Seitz, 2000; Gibbs, Costa Lima, & Francozo, 2004; Crawford, 2009, for reviews).
This framework of conceptual metaphor has been adopted in music research to explain
the mechanisms underlying music conceptualization (e.g. Cox, 1999; Johnson & Larson,
2003; Zbikowski, 2008; Linsley, 2011; Jandausch, 2012; Larson, 2012). People speak of
music as being delicate, carefree, triumphant, heavy, etc. These expressions, which are
omnipresent in people’s description of music, can be interpreted as conceptual metaphors
with music as target domain and the concepts delicate, carefree, triumphant, heavy, etc.
as source domain. The central claim of this research project is that both parts of these
conceptual metaphors - i.e., the music and the concepts that are used to describe that
music - can be linked to each other by means of an experiental basis which is closely
tied to the experience of motion and space (cf. Cox, 1999; Johnson & Larson, 2003;
Larson, 2012). Thereby, the central idea is that people’s actual experience of music as
movement determines, to a large extent, the way people describe their perception of
musical expressiveness.
In Sect.1.1, the mechanisms are discussed which are held responsible for the fact that
people experience music as movement. In that section, a philosophical-aesthetic debate
is presented that pinpoints the importance of the body and body movements when con-
sidering musical expressiveness. Next, three models are presented that explain people’s
basic embodied understanding of physical motion in music: the motor model for the
communication of musical expressiveness presented by Leman (2007), the motor-mimetic
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theory presented by Godøy (2003), and the related mimetic hypothesis introduced by Cox
(2011). Also, more details are provided about how auditory and motor representations
are connected to each other through correlated sensory-motor experiences and associa-
tive learning processes. In the following Sect.1.2, references are made to the theory of
grounded cognition and emotion (Barsalou, 2008; Lindquist et al., 2012) to provide a
framework that may explain how music and linguistic concepts are linked based on their
modal-specific representations. In Sect.1.3, an outline is given of the presented research
project. The research project encompasses behavioral studies investigating how music-
driven body movements are correlated with, and causally related to, linguistic descriptions
of musical expressiveness. Moreover, as explained in Sect.1.4, human-computer interac-
tion (HCI) systems were designed that apply the acquired findings into the context of
music/dance performance and education. Then, in the following chapters (Chapt.2 to
Chapt.5), four behavioral studies are disclosed which pertain to the central research ques-
tion. From Chapt.6 to Chapt.9, the designs and practical application of four HCI systems
are outlined in detail. Finally, to conclude, a general discussion is provided of the results,
the contributions, the problems and the future outlook of the presented research project
(Chapt.10).
1.1. Music listening as embodied experience
In the presented research project, one of the primary aims is to provide a better under-
standing of the link between people’s embodied experience of music, and their linguistic
descriptions of the perceived musical expressiveness. Therefore, an empirical approach is
adopted to elaborate on existing concepts and models. In this section, the focus is on
the definition of what is called ‘the embodied experience of music’. In a first part of this
section, it is explained how music philosophy and aesthetics outline interesting conceptual
constructions and assumptions about the role of the body and body movements in rela-
tion to how people perceive musical expressiveness. Then, three models are provided that
approach these underlying conceptual assumptions from a systematic and empirical point
of view. Based on these models, explanations are given on how music literally “moves”
people, and about how people feel immersed into, and resonate with, the physical sound
energy. To conclude this section, more details are provided about how auditory and motor
representations are connected to each other through correlated sensory-motor experiences
and associative learning processes.
4 Introduction
1.1.1. Expressivity and the body: a philosophical-aesthetic debate
In general, one can discern two main positions in the debate considering the nature of
musical emotion and expressiveness, namely the cognitivist and emotivist positions (see
Hunter & Schellenberg, 2010). In its most basic form, this distinction represents the
distinction between perceived emotion and felt emotion.
Emotivists claim that people’s attribution of emotion to music is caused by the dispo-
sition of music to actually arouse certain emotions in the listeners. In their view, happy-
and sad-sounding music do evoke/induce happiness and sadness in listeners. A large
body of empirical studies (see Hodges, 2010, for an extensive review) have shown that
music induces psychophysiological activity that can diﬀerentiate among various emotions.
However, as Konecˇni and colleagues (2008, p.292) remark, attention is requried as psy-
chophysiological activation does not equal the presence of an actual emotional experience.
Moreover, Scherer (2004) points to a lack of appropriate research paradigms and methods
to study emotional eﬀects of music on people.
In contrast to the emotivists’ stance, cognitivists claim that music does not arouse emo-
tions directly in the listeners. According to them, there is no such thing as happy- and
sad-sounding music that make listeners feel happy and sad in the same way as they ex-
perience these emotions in everyday life. However, this does not exclude the possibility
that people can be emotionally moved by music. Cognitivists consider these emotions
rather as to reflect an aesthetic appreciation of musical beauty (Kivy, 1999; Konecˇni,
2008), or as an altered form of those emotions experienced in everyday life (Davies (1994)
and Levinson (1990) as discussed by Kivy (1999)). In essence, cognitivists consider mu-
sical expressiveness as a property of the music that can be recognized by the listener
without it necessarily being felt. The philosophical-aesthetic debate about how expres-
siveness can be an intrinsic property of music has resulted into two main theoretical
frameworks, namely resemblance-based theories and persona-based theories (cf. Trivedi,
2001). Resemblance-based theories state that the attribution of expressiveness to music
is based on a resemblance between music and characteristics of human experiences (phys-
ical and mental). Without going into detail, three prominent variants can be further
distinguished in resemblance-based theories considering either a formal resemblance (e.g.,
Langer, 1957), material resemblance (e.g., Kivy, 1989; Davies, 1994), or phenomenal re-
semblance (e.g., Budd, 2003) between music and human experience (cf. Rinderle, 2003,
p.80-81). According to persona-based theories, a second main theoretical framework of
cognitivism, musical expressiveness is about recognizing music as the manifestation of
a personal expression of an indefinite agent (i.e., persona), to which an emotional state
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is attached (Levinson, 2006). It diﬀers from resemblance-based theories as it treats mu-
sic as the genuine expression of emotions rather than as merely an appearance of emotions.
Apart from diﬀerences, as well as similarities between both stances (see Hunter, Schellen-
berg, & Schimmack, 2010, for an extensive review), it is interesting to note how emotivist,
as well as cognitivist approaches assign a prominent role to the body and body movements
in their conception of musical emotion and expressiveness. The presented research project
will focus on the perception, instead of the actual feeling, of musical expressiveness. There-
fore, in the next paragraphs, more details are provided about cognitivists’ views on the
role of the body and body movements in the perception of musical expressiveness.
Davies (1994, p.229), for example, believes that “the expressiveness of music depends
mainly on a resemblance we perceive between the dynamic character of music and human
movement, gait, bearing, or carriage”. Further, Davies (1994, p.233) claims that music
is consciously associated with actual body movements as well as evoking pre-conscious
empathic and kinaesthetic perceptual impressions of movement.
Similar to the stance of Davis, Kivy (1989, p.52-54) claims that the expressiveness
of music is due to a relation of analogy to human expressive behavior and expression.
Thereby, bodily gesture and posture are key aspects. Illustrated with an example (i.e.,
the melodic line played by the oboe in the second movement of Bach’s First Brandenburg
Concerto), Kivy argues that musical figures “map” or resembles the bodily manifestations
of human emotions. The focus is no longer on the literal but on the synaesthetic and
metaphorical (Kivy, 1989, p.53).
These notions of the synaesthetic and metaphorical are reflected in the writings of
Broeckx (1981, 1997). He distinguishes four processes that lead to verbal descriptions of
musical expressiveness: synaesthetic, kinaesthetic, cenaesthetic, and analogical processes
(see Leman, 2007, p.93-94, for an explanation). Broeckx considers musical figures as akin
to facial expressions and bodily attitudes which are synaesthetically and kinaesthetically
associated with particular states of mind (Broeckx, 1997, p.271). Through analogies of the
formal patterns and sonorous qualities of music with bodily attitudes and movements, and
with visuo-tactile sensations, music is considered to evoke moods and feelings (Broeckx,
1997, p.266).
Also Budd (2003, p.37-51) considers the human body and body movements as be-
ing essential components in order to understand musical expressiveness. When people
experience an emotion, says Budd (2003, p.45), what they feel are processes which in-
volve movements of, or within, our body. Moreover the fact that people can feel bodily
movement kinaesthetically and organically is responsible for the many words they use to
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describe how they feel and signify music (Budd, 2003, p.39). Therefore, music is described
in emotion-related terms like agitated, restless, triumphant, calm, etc. since it can possess
the character of the bodily movements which are involved in the actual experience of these
emotions. (Budd, 2003, p.47).
Levinson, the main advocator of the persona-based theories, claims that hearing expres-
siveness in music, is to hear music as instances of behavioral expressions of emotions (cf.
Levinson, 2006, p.77-108). Therefore, Levinson conjectures, one needs to comprehend or
imagine the means by which music is actually produced. Oﬀ course, he adds (2006, p.81),
only a sense of the possible sources of the music is required, not necessarily knowledge of
their actual sources.
Levinson’s theory of musical expressiveness was interpreted by Cochrane (2010) and
elaborated into the simulation theory of musical expressiveness. With this theory, Cochrane
claimed to have developed a theory that synthesized the ideas of the resemblance-based
theories and the persona-based theories. The simulation theory can be summarized by
its appeal to people’s capacity for empathy. In particular the kind of empathy that arises
from the simulation of bodily patterns whereby people recognize someone’s emotion by
perceiving their own expressive behavior (Cochrane, 2010, p.194-195).
From the perspective of music philosophy and aesthetics, there seems to be a broad con-
sensus on the critical role that the human body and body movements play in establishing
people’s perception of musical expressiveness. Thereby, intentionality, imagined experi-
ence of movement (kinaesthesia), and corporeal imitation seem to be essential for the
understanding of musical expressiveness. This implies the existence of a mirror system in
humans. The presented accounts provide a conceptual framework in which corporeal and
cerebral perspectives on the notion of gesture may be linked. However, as Leman claims
(2010, p.129), this approach “should be extended to include an empirical approach in
order to clarify its concepts and to make the model as concrete as possible”. Thereby, a
broadening of the conceptual framework towards the measurement and analysis of covert
motor processes, as well as overt body movements in response to music is straightforward.
In the following sections, three models are presented that explain how synaesthetic and ki-
naesthetic experiences in response to music can be considered from an empirical viewpoint.
Supported by empirical evidence, these models unveil the underlying mechanisms of what
was defined earlier as the direct, embodied experience of music. In the presented research
project, this empirical approach will be illustrated by several behavioral experiments that
show how music-driven expressive movements (i.e., direct, embodied experience of music)
are related to self-observed verbal descriptions (i.e., indirect experience of music).
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1.1.2. Leman’s motor model for the communication of musical
expressiveness
With his book ‘Embodied music cognition and mediation technology’, Leman (2007)
provided a strong theoretical framework for the systematic study of the embodied, sensory-
motor processes underlying people’s involvement with music. Thereby, he departs from a
motor model for the communication of expressiveness (Leman, 2007, p.160). In this model,
the basic conception of the phenomenon ‘music’ is based on the idea that music originates
from body movements, translated into sound through the use of a music instrument
(or, the vocal cords). Body movements are considered to convey aspects of the inner
life (i.e., feelings, thoughts, emotions, intentions, etc.) and are therefore indicated with
the term gestures (cf. Cadoz & Wanderley, 2000). In other words, the human body is
considered as a mediating instance translating subjective feelings of human experience and
thought into physical phenomena that can be communicated to others. These physical
phenomena are multimodal as they involve various sensory modalities (mainly, auditory,
visual, and tactile senses). At the other end of the communication chain, the receiver
of the multimodal information streams is able to decode the gestures from which the
physical signals originated. The decoding process manifests itself into covert and/or overt
motor resonance (i.e., motor simulation). Also, for the receiver, these motor simulations
appeal to subjective feelings of human experience (i.e., feelings, thoughts, interpretations,
emotions, intentions, etc.). Empirical support for the claim that listeners can decode the
musician’s expression encoded in the musical audio, has been provided by Leman and
colleagues (2009) in a case study based on Chinese guqin music.
1.1.3. Godøy’s motor-mimetic theory
In the articles ‘Motor-mimetic music cognition’ (2003), and ‘Gestural aﬀordances of mu-
sical sound’ (2010a), Godøy explains his vision on how listeners are able to render musical
sounds into body movements. In general, this vision is based on the motor theory of per-
ception, and the notion of aﬀordances adopted from Gibson’s (1979) ecological approach
to perception. Both theories stress the role of motor faculties in the structuring of human
perception and cognition. Initially developed in the domain of speech perception, the mo-
tor theory of perception essentially assumed that the perception of speech sounds involves
an identification and simulation of motor programs that could have produced the sounds.
Expanded to other domains of perception (e.g., auditory and visual action recognition,
object recognition, etc.), the theory claims that perception, in general, can be conceived
as simulated action. The ecological view on perception presented by Gibson, holds that
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perception is oriented towards, and structured by action-relevant cues (i.e., aﬀordances).
This involves the perception of action-relevant sources of sensory information, as well as
cues that facilitate potential action (e.g., a chair invites a person to take a seat).
According to Godøy, both theories can be applied to the perception and cognition of
musical sound. As he explains, the idea of gestural aﬀordances of musical sound rests
on “the assumption that musical sound is a transducer of source-information, meaning
both the actions that go into producing the sound [...] and the material properties of
the sound source” (Godøy, 2010a, p.106). Moreover, in line with the motor theory of
perception, Godøy assumes that “we mentally imitate the sound-producing action when
we attentively listen to music, or that we may image actively tracing or drawing the
contours of the music as it unfolds” (Godøy, 2003, p.318). This is what he calls the
motor-mimetic element in music perception and cognition. It is important to note that
the “capacity for spontaneous and robust associations of sound and movement extends
from very basic neurophysiological predispositions to more learning-based associations,
making sound-movement relationships solid but also variable” (Godøy, 2010a, p.107).
This ecological, motor-mimetic view presented by Godøy provides an explication for the
cross-modal working of music. The actions people spontaneously associate with music
function thereby as mediating instance between the diﬀerent sense modalities as it appeals
to visual/kinematic images, eﬀort/dynamics sensations, etc. Moreover, as Godøy says
(2010a, p.107), this is also what enables us to see similarities between sound-producing
gestures and other types of gestures. Also, motor-mimetic responses to music, must not
be considered merely as a spontaneous response to what persons hears, but also as a
way of how persons familiarize themselves with the sounds and how they progressively
enhance their capacity to discriminate, and to understand, the various features of the
sounds (Godøy, 2010a, p.119).
This simulation, or re-enactment of sound-producing gestures can either be covert or
overt. Several studies have been conducted investigating listeners’ free, overt gestures
performed to diﬀerent kinds of musical excerpts (e.g., Godøy, Haga, & Jensenius, 2006a,
2006b; Godøy, 2008; Haga, 2008). These studies have shown that, when people are asked
to move freely in response to music and sound, the corresponding body movements reflect
structural properties of that music and sound. Moreover, it has been shown that this
eﬀect is only influenced a little by the people’s expertise in music and movement.
1.1.4. Cox’s mimetic hypothesis
In the studies ‘The metaphoric logic of musical motion and space’ (1999, Chapt.2), and
‘Embodying music: principles of the mimetic hypothesis’ (2011), Cox provides us with
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a detailed explanation of, what he calls, the mimetic hypothesis. Similar to the motor-
mimetic theory presented by Godøy, Cox’ mimetic hypothesis is concerned with the per-
ceptual and cognitive processes underlying the embodied experience of music. Moreover,
Cox provides us with a detailed account of how an embodied, mimetic comprehension
of music motivates people’s conceptualization of music and musical aﬀect. The crux of
the mimetic hypothesis is based on the general human proclivity to understand one an-
other in part via overt and covert imitation (i.e., mimetic cognition). In line with this
view, Cox compares music comprehension to a kind of mimetic engagement whereby the
sounds people hear are understood in terms of sounds people have produced themselves.
In other words, music comprehension involves an implicit knowledge of the physicality
of the sound source (Cox, 2011, p.3). The mappings between perception and production
are established via systematically repeated, correlated experiences of gestures being felt
and sounds being heard. As a result of cumulative experience, excitatory links between
sensory (e.g., auditory) and motor representations are developed in a way that, when
sounds are heard, corresponding gestures are promoted (either covertly or covertly) and
vice versa. This mimetic engagement (or, physical empathy) with the music, according
to Cox, creates an imagined participation with, and imitation of, the sound source (Cox,
1999, p.63). Cox shares Godøy’s viewpoint that music aﬀords (or, invites) mimetic en-
gagement. He even claims that music nearly demands mimetic participants; “mimetic
participation is compulsory once we give our attention to music” (Cox, 2011, p.11).
In the article ‘Embodying music: principles of the mimetic hypothesis’, Cox outlines
18 principles underlying the mimetic hypothesis. Thereby, he pinpoints three sets of im-
portant variables to capture the innate, acquired, and contextual diﬀerences in the nature
of mimetic motor action and imagery that arise between individuals (Cox, 2011, p.17).
First (cf. principle 5), he argues that mimetic motor action and imagery can be acti-
vated by either the sight, the sound, or the feel of movements. Second (cf. principle 7),
he explains that mimetic comprehension can be either intentional or unintentional, con-
scious or unconscious, and covert or overt. According to Cox, mimetic comprehension
in adults is most often unintentional, unconscious, and covert (Cox, 2011, p.7). Third
(principle 10), Cox outlines diﬀerent forms of mimetic motor action and imagery. A main
distinction is made between direct-matching (intra-modal) and cross-modal (inter-modal)
mimetic engagement. Intra-modal mimetic engagement involves an identical imitation of
the sound-producing actions, inter-model mimetic engagement involves the imitation of
the mere exertion schema underlying the sound-producing actions, meaning, the strength,
duration, and shape of gestures. These gestures involve analogous, cross-modal (so also,
non-musical) exertions, like swaying, dancing or vocal utterances.
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An important aspect in the studies of Cox is the claim that mimetic motor action and
imagery can be linked further to musical knowledge and meaning. The basic idea is that
bodily exertions can be linked in themselves to an aﬀective quality, a phenomenological
feel or quale. Moreover, bodily exertions are associated with congruent experiences be-
yond the domain of music that appeal to the same feeling. As Cox claims, metaphoric
conceptualizations of embodied musical experience are the result of such cross-domain
congruencies (Cox, 2011, p.14). However, Cox acknowledges that empirical evidence is
required to support the claim that embodied experience motivates people’s conceptualiza-
tion of, and aﬀective response to, music. This will exactly be one of the main challenges
of the presented research project.
1.1.5. Auditory-motor integration and association
In this section, it is advocated that motor simulation processes evoked during music
listening can be understood by applying a more general framework to the study of action-
perception couplings. Currently, three main theories can be distinguished that explain
how actions represented in the motor system link with perception: the common coding
theory, the direct matching hypothesis, and predictive models of action understanding (see
Hala´sz & Cunnington, 2012, for a review). In this research project, these theories cannot
be explored into detail. But what is important is that the main contention in all of these
accounts is that perceived events (e.g., music) and performed actions share a common
representational domain. In other words, between action execution and action perception,
there are no fundamental diﬀerences to be found in the representative patterns of neural
activation. However, as Hala´sz and Cunnington (2012) have remarked, these accounts do
not define clearly what mechanisms determine how the representational content of action
and perception are linked.
A common claim is that links between sensory and motor representations are estab-
lished via processes of associative learning. The study of these processes can be traced
back to the philosophy of Aristotoles in which it was stated that things that occur near
each other in time and/or space are readily associated (i.e., law of contiguity). Dur-
ing the Enlightenment, these ideas were further developed by the Associationist School
(e.g., David Hume, John Locke, John Stuart Mill, etc.). In the 19th century, psycholo-
gist William James stated, as elementary law of association, that “when two elementary
brain-processes have been active together or in immediate succession, one of them, on
reoccurring, tends to propagate its excitement into the other” (James, 1890, p.566). A
more recent account, elaborating on these ideas, is the theory of associative sequence
learning (ASL) introduced by Heyes (Heyes & Ray, 2000). The ASL theory suggests
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that imitation is mediated by associative processes that establish links between sensory
and motor representations. This theory has been applied to the human mirror neuron
(MNS) system in order to understand it better. Neurophysiologic measurements done
on primates (Pellegrino, Fadiga, Fogassi, Gallese, & Rizzolatti, 1992; Rizzolatti, Fadiga,
Gallese, & Fogassi, 1996) and later on humans (Mukamel, Ekstrom, Kaplan, Iacoboni, &
Fried, 2010) highlighted neurons that become activated both during the actual execution
of an action and during the mere (multimodal) observation of that action. Soon, these
so-called mirror neurons were considered as a driving force behind people’s understanding
of each other’s actions (e.g., Gallese, Fadiga, Fogassi, & Rizzolatti, 1996; Iacoboni et al.,
1999; Rizzolatti, Fogassi, Gallese, et al., 2001; Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004). Accord-
ing to this view - what Heyes (2010b) calls the adaptation hypothesis - mirror neurons
inherently code the meaning of actions (e.g., goals, intentions, etc.). People are born
with them and experience contributes only marginally to their development. Since the
discovery of the existence of mirror neurons, this view has been adopted rapidly to ex-
plain a broad range of behaviors and cognitive faculties. However, studies (e.g., Lustig,
2008; Toni, De Lange, Noordzij, & Hagoort, 2008; Hickok, 2009; Heyes, 2010a, 2010b)
have shown that this view on action understanding based on the MNS is problematic
and even “fails dramatically on empirical examination” (e.g., Hickok, 2009). The alter-
native for the adaptation hypothesis, what Heyes (2010b) calls the associative hypothesis,
states that the development of the MNS is promoted by sensory-motor learning. Through
systematically repeated experiences, sensory events are associated with particular motor
acts and excitatory links between both are created. According to Hickok (2009), these
links are automatically reactivated (i.e., primed), as a result of their prior association (cf.
partial cue retrieval). According to this theory, mirror neurons do not code the meaning
of actions directly.
A large body of empirical studies exist that support these ideas. For example, it has
been shown that, when people are trained to play certain sounds or music on a musical
instrument, auditory-motor linkages are developed as a result of that training (Bangert &
Altenmu¨ller, 2003; Lahav, Boulanger, Schlaug, & Saltzman, 2005; D’Ausilio, Altenmu¨ller,
Olivetti Belardinelli, & Lotze, 2006; Lahav, Saltzman, & Schlaug, 2007). Also, stud-
ies have shown that, during passive music listening, trained musicians exhibit stronger
auditory-motor couplings compared to non-musicians (e.g., Haueisen & Kno¨sche, 2001;
Gaser & Schlaug, 2003; Baumann et al., 2007). This supports the idea that auditory-
motor linkages are established by intensive training which involves involving long-term
skill acquisition and the repetitive rehearsal of the very same skills.
In the presented research project, it will be advocated that this eﬀect of brain plasticity
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induced by a systematically repeated, correlated experience of sounds heard in coincidence
with gestures being felt, can be applied to other domains of musical involvement. More
particularly, the results of the experiment presented in Chapt.4 strongly suggest that
a systematic pairing of body movements to music by means of dancing can establish
auditory-motor linkages as well.
1.1.6. Conclusion
In this section, the underlying mechanisms of how music listening appeals to motor pro-
cesses, and subsequently, to music as an embodied experience, are defined. Based on
theoretical constructs as well as on empirical findings, it was suggested that motor re-
sponses induced by music could be considered in a more general framework of action
understanding. Various theories and models have shown that both action execution and
action observation (through the diﬀerent modalities) recruit similar neural circuitry in the
brain. This phenomenon is shown to rely, at least partly, on sensory-motor associations
based on previous experiences. It has been advocated that these mechanisms have a fun-
damental role in action understanding and empathy. Similarly, in the domain of music
research, it has been shown that systematically repeated experiences of sounds heard in
coincidence with gestures being felt, create excitatory links between auditory and motor
representations. The existence of such links make that, when one representation is trig-
gered, the other is co-activated simultaneously. When considering the models of Leman,
Godøy and Cox, this enables people to imagine and understand the motor actions that
produced the sound and music. Although sensory-motor couplings originate mostly from
physical propositions (i.e., gestures are mechanically mediated into sounds), cultural and
learned aspects can also have an influence on gesture-sound relationships (e.g., pitch is
associated with height, etc.).
Moreover, in the previous sections, hints were presented of how the direct, bodily ex-
perience of music may be linked further to self-reported verbal descriptions of perceived
expressiveness. However, in order to better understand that link, the concepts and models
need to be integrated into a more general model of human cognition and emotion. This
will be discussed in the following section. In this section, a general model is presented,
based on a grounded approach to human cognition and emotion. This model provides a
framework according to which the link between the embodied experience of music (i.e.,
action) and the linguistic description of musical expressiveness (i.e., perception) can be
studied. In the presented research project, behavioral experiments were conducted in
order to extend this general theoretical framework with empirical evidence.
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1.2. Linking embodied experiences to linguistic concepts:
A grounded epistemology
1.2.1. Theory of grounded cognition and emotion
In this thesis, it is advocated that the coupling of action and perception in musical involve-
ment must be understood within a broader perspective of human cognition and emotion.
In recent decennia, trends in cognitive psychology and psychology of emotion have sig-
nalled a prominent shift from disembodied to embodied approaches or, more in general,
from amodal to modal approaches to cognition and emotion. In what follows, the main
diﬀerences between both approaches will be outlined. Moreover, empirical support will be
discussed in favor of the embodied, modal nature of human cognition and emotion. In the
presented research project, the theory of grounded cognition and emotion will function as
general scheme to explain the relationship between the body movements that are elicited
in people during music listening (what we have called the direct, embodied experience of
music) and linguistic descriptions of musical expressiveness.
1.2.1.1. Disembodied, amodal approach to cognition
The disembodied approach to perception and cognition adheres to the classical information-
processing theory that was inspired by prominent developments in the field of computer
science, logic, statistics and linguistics in the 1950s and 1960s (Neisser, 1967; Fodor, 1975).
According to the information-processing theory, the mind is a symbol manipulator func-
tioning very much like a computer. The theory claims that sensory information received
from the external world is translated into a syntactic code (i.e., symbols), stored into
dedicated memory locations and manipulated (i.e., processed) according to a systematic
set of rules. Inherent to this view is that the symbols that carry meaning (i.e., proposi-
tional representations) are arbitrary and completely detached from their sensory origins
and the brain’s modal-specific systems. Categorization is realized by mapping sensory
stimulation onto internal representations. Moreover, characteristic for this approach is
that humans are considered as passive recipients and that interaction with the outside
world is not relevant. Body movements and other sorts of behavior are merely influenced
by the outcome of higher-level formal symbol manipulations and are not considered im-
portant for the development of high-level cognitive processes as such. In this view, action
and perception form two distinct processes and can be investigated separatly.
This disembodied, amodal (i.e., modality-independent) approach was applied to the dif-
ferent fields related to human perception and cognition. In the field of visual information
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processing, the most illustrative example is the work of David Marr (e.g., 1982). Also, the
information-processing approach had a big impact on auditory and music cognition. As
Laske (1974) and Leman (1989, 2007) mention, the foundations of cognitive musicology
can be found in the computer sciences (i.e., information processing psychology) and lin-
guistics (e.g., generative grammar). The information-processing approach has been used
in order to understand structural properties of music (e.g., Palmer & Krumhansl, 1990),
as well as to understand musical expressivity (e.g., De Poli, 2004). A primary example of
a generative grammar approach applied to music processing can be found in Lerdahl and
Jackendoﬀ (1983).
1.2.1.2. Embodied, modal approach to cognition and emotion
The information-processing approach to perception and cognition, which is inherently
disembodied and amodal, faces major problems (Barsalou, 2008, p.620). First, there
is little empirical evidence that supports the presence of amodal symbols. Second, the
information-processing account fail to explain how cognition interfaces with perception
and action. Third, there is a lack of understanding about where the brain stores amodal
symbols. As an alternative, Barsalou (1999, 2008) and others (e.g., Gallese & Lakoﬀ,
2005; Kiefer & Pulvermu¨ller, 2012) proposed a grounded theory of conceptual knowledge.
According to this view, cognition does not reside in a dedicated and rule-based represen-
tational system in the brain. Instead, as Barsalou (2008, p.618) claims, cognition is firmly
grounded in the brain’s modal systems for perception (e.g., vision, audition, etc.), action
(e.g., movement, proprioception, etc.) and introspection (e.g., mental states that include
aﬀect, motivation, intentions, meta-cognition, etc.). Conceptual knowledge resides then
in the overall pattern of activation across these distributed, modal-specific brain struc-
tures (what Barsalou (1999) calls perceptual symbols). A large body of neurophysiological
studies have indeed shown that action-related words, words referring to animals and tools,
as well as abstract words, promote activation in a distributed network of sensory-motor
systems in the brain (see Martin, 2007; Aziz-Zadeh & Damasio, 2008; Binder, Desai,
Graves, & Conant, 2009; Marmolejo-Ramos, 2011, for reviews). These perceptual sym-
bols are established through repeated correlated sensory-motor experiences during which
concepts are acquired (cf. Kiefer & Pulvermu¨ller, 2012, p.809). More details on the un-
derlying mechanisms can be found in Barsalou (2009). Access to, or thinking of, concepts
involves then a partial re-enactment (cf. simulation) of the sensory, motor and emotional
states one experienced during the actual experience of the concept. The exact content of
perceptual symbols (i.e., the various modal-specific systems involved in the representa-
tion) is determined by the sensory-motor experiences an individual has had in the past.
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Perceptual symbols also greatly depend on the context in which they occur (cf. Barsa-
lou, 2009). For example, the concept of ‘car’ used in the context of a rally race or in
the context of a taxi ride results in diﬀerent situated conceptualizations (Barsalou, 2009;
Wilson-Mendenhall, Barrett, Simmons, & Barsalou, 2011).
When considering the representation of emotion in the brain, broadly spoken, two rivaling
approaches can be distinguished: the locationist approach and the psychological construc-
tionist approach (see Lindquist et al., 2012, for a review). According to the locationist
approach, all emotional states can be reduced to a limited number of discrete emotion
categories (e.g., happy, sad, anger, fear, etc.). Moreover, these emotion categories are said
to be consistently and specifically rooted in distinct mechanisms in the brain and body.
But, neurophysiological studies have failed to find stable dedicated neural signatures for
discrete emotion categories. In contrast, neurophysiological research has shown that the
processing of emotion concepts (see Citron, 2012, for a review) and concepts related to
abstract emotional states (Niedenthal, Winkielman, Mondillon, & Vermeulen, 2009; Mose-
ley, Carota, Hauk, Mohr, & Pulvermuller, 2012) recruit distributed modal-specific neural
cell assemblies. Moreover, the same brain regions seem to be activated when processing
and experiencing instances of diﬀerent emotion categories (Lindquist et al., 2012, p.126).
This is seen as evidence by psychological constructionists (and the conceptual act theory of
emotion), to support the claim that the grounded theory and the related modal approach
to cognitive representation can be applied likewise to conceptual knowledge of emotion
(Barrett, 2006; Wilson-Mendenhall et al., 2011; Lindquist et al., 2012).
1.2.1.3. A grounded approach to music cognition
The idea that the production, the communication, and the understanding of music is
based on coupled action and perception processes forms a central part of the theory of
embodied music cognition (Leman, 2007; Godøy & Leman, 2010). This theory is grounded
in the idea that the human brain’s modality-specific systems support a situation-grounded
system (cf. Barsalou, 1999, 2008) that is rooted in human action. In music processing,
this situation-grounded system is known to involve the coordination of various processing
modalities, including diverse sensory modalities (e.g., auditory, visual, touch, etc.), motor
modalities (e.g. fine-control of body parts, expressive gesturing), and modalities related
to cognitive and emotive processing (Brown, Martinez, & Parsons, 2004; Koelsch, Fritz,
Mu¨ller, & Friederici, 2006; Zatorre, Chen, & Penhune, 2007; Chen, Penhune, & Zatorre,
2008; Alluri et al., 2011). In this respect, the grounded approach to human cognition is
already contained in the general theory of embodied music cognition (e.g., Leman, 2007;
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Godøy & Leman, 2010). However, the notion ‘embodied cognition’ could lead to the
mistaken assumption that body states are necessary preconditions for cognition and that
all research focuses exclusively on body states (Barsalou, 2008, p.619). Therefore, to avoid
misunderstandings, maybe it would have been better to have used the term ‘grounded
music cognition’. This would have indicated that music cognition is grounded in multiple
ways (bodily states, cultural context, autobiographic memory, etc.). However, in this
research thesis, the notion of ‘embodied music cognition’ will be held. First, because
it is the most common terminology, and second, because the presented research project
focuses exclusively on the embodied character of music cognition.
1.2.2. Conclusion
The grounded, modal view on human cognition and emotion may function as a general
scheme to explain how music is linked to metaphorical descriptions (e.g., music is heavy,
music is fluent, etc.). One of the central claims of this research project (see Sect.1.3.4)
is that both parts of these metaphorical descriptions - i.e., the music and the concepts
that are used to describe that music - share an experiental basis which is closely tied
to the experience of motion and space (cf. Cox, 1999; Johnson & Larson, 2003; Larson,
2012). Thereby, in this research project, the focus lies on the development of behavioral
experiments that can validate this claim. In the following section, a detailed outline of
the research project is provided.
1.3. Outline of the research project
1.3.1. Problem statement
There is a large body of empirical evidence showing that mere music listening spon-
taneously recruits corresponding motor processes and body movements. Neurophysio-
logic studies have shown that passive music listening activates motor areas in the brain
(Haueisen & Kno¨sche, 2001; Hickok, Buchsbaum, Humphries, & Muftuler, 2003; Bangert
et al., 2006; D’Ausilio et al., 2006; Zatorre et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2008; Alluri et al.,
2011). In the domain of behavioral research, studies have shown that people, already at
a young age, have a spontaneous urge to move to music (e.g., Retra, 2010). Moreover, a
large body of studies have demonstrated that the free body movements that people make
in response to sounds or music, reflect structural and aﬀective features inherent to these
sounds and music (Godøy et al., 2006a; Jensenius, 2008; Leman et al., 2009; Valiente-
Ochoa & Payri, 2009; Caramiaux, Bevilacqua, & Schnell, 2010; Punkanen, Saarikallio, &
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Luck, 2012). On the other hand, a large body of studies have pinpointed the relationship
between music and linguistic descriptions of emotion and expressivity (e.g., Hevner, 1936;
Murakami & Kroonenberg, 2003; Leman et al., 2004; Lesaﬀre & Leman, 2006; Mion,
De Poli, & Rapana`, 2010). However, until now, very few studies have addressed the rela-
tionship between music, corresponding body movements, and how musical expressiveness
is perceived and described in linguistic terms (e.g., Krantz, Merker, & Madison, 2006). In
other words, there is a lack of studies focusing on correlations between body movements
made in response to music and linguistic descriptions of musical expressiveness.
Moreover, theoretical accounts in the domain of embodied music cognition claim that
movements made in response to music carry an inherent semantics and that listening to
music appeals to this repository of action semantics guiding meaning formation and the
perception of musical expressiveness (Leman, 2007). In other words, people’s perception
of music as being expressive of emotions and meaning is said to be mediated, to a large
extent, by people’s corporeal involvement with the music. This implies that a causal rela-
tionship exists between action (i.e., motor-mimetic responses) and perception of musical
expressiveness. In the past, studies have shown a causal influence of body movements on
the interpretation and perception of music. Callen (1985) claimed, from a philosophical
point of view, that moving to music may significantly shape and enhance our appreciation
of a music performance. Other studies showed that movements can influence people’s per-
ception of musical structural features such as rhythm and pitch (Phillips-Silver & Trainor,
2005, 2007; Repp & Knoblich, 2009) and people’s musical preferences (Sedlmeier, Weigelt,
& Walther, 2011; Scha¨fer & Sedlmeier, 2011). A study of Linsley (2011) also strongly sug-
gests that expressive meaning is derived from the embodied experience of music. However,
up to now, no direct empirical evidence has been provided concerning a causal influence
of body movements on people’s perception of musical expressiveness.
In summary, there is a need for empirical evidence pinpointing to correlations between
body movements associated with music (i.e., action) and linguistic descriptions of musical
expressiveness (i.e., perception). Moreover, empirical evidence is required to further inves-
tigate the causal role of action in perceptual processes related to musical expressiveness.
This would validate the critical claim inherent to the theory of embodied music cognition
that the human body and body movements play a mediating role in musical meaning
formation processes instead of being merely epiphenomenal. Therefore, new paradigms
and models need to be developed that facilitate the investigation of these relationships.
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1.3.2. Hypotheses and research questions
Music promotes an aggregate of neural activity distributed across sensory, motor and
introspective brain areas. Following a grounded and modal view on cognition and percep-
tion, music perception can be considered to exist in this overall, modal-specific represen-
tation (what Barsalou would call, perceptual symbol). Therein, the activation of motor
processes is essential. Moreover, behavioral studies have shown that, when covert motor
processes are turned into overt body movements, these movements reflect structural, as
well as expressive properties of the music (Godøy et al., 2006a; Jensenius, 2008; Leman
et al., 2009; Valiente-Ochoa & Payri, 2009; Caramiaux et al., 2010; Punkanen et al.,
2012). On the other hand, studies have shown that conceptual thinking involves a partial
re-enactment of the sensory, motor and introspective brain states one experienced dur-
ing the actual experience of the specific concepts (Aziz-Zadeh & Damasio, 2008; Citron,
2012; Niedenthal et al., 2009). As studies suggest, concepts used to describe music often
relate to emotions or include cross-domain metaphors related to bodily experience, mo-
tion, and space (cf. Cox, 1999; Johnson & Larson, 2003; Larson, 2012). In the presented
research project, it is conjectured that these notions of emotion, bodily experience, mo-
tion, and space present in linguistic descriptions of music (i.e., perception) correlate with
the physical appearance and quality of body movements evoked by the music (i.e., action).
According to the grounded and modal view on cognition and perception, perceptual sym-
bols are established, at least partly, through systematically repeated, correlated sensory-
motor experiences. Neuroimaging studies in music research have supported this view by
showing that when sounds are systematically heard in coincidence with gestures being felt,
excitatory links are created between auditory and motor areas in the brain (Bangert & Al-
tenmu¨ller, 2003; Lahav et al., 2005; D’Ausilio et al., 2006; Lahav et al., 2007). Moreover,
theoretical accounts claim that these auditory-motor couplings have a causal influence on
how people perceive music in terms of expressive content (e.g., Leman, 2007). However,
behavioral evidence for this claim is currently lacking. In the presented research project,
an attempt was made to validate this claim of causality based on two hypotheses. First, it
was hypothesized that auditory-motor couplings can be manipulated through associative
learning processes. Second, it was hypothesized that, according to this manipulation,
changes will occur in people’s interpretation of the expressive character of music.
Again in line with a grounded and modal view on cognition, it is conjectured that music,
like concepts, is rarely represented in isolation but instead represented, and conceptu-
alized, against a meaningful background situation (cf. Wilson-Mendenhall et al., 2011,
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p.1108). In other words, music cognition is considered as a situated form of cognition. As
Wilson-Mendenhall and colleagues explain, situated conceptualizations include a setting,
agents, objects, behaviors, events, and internal states. Moreover, situated conceptualiza-
tions are also responsible for producing the actions that underlie goal-related activity in
the current situation (Wilson-Mendenhall et al., 2011, p.1108-1109). In the presented re-
search project, it is investigated to what extent this mechanism can be applied to people’s
involvement with music. More in particular, it was assumed that the emotional state of
people would influence their free body movement responses to music.
In summary, the following basic research questions are asked in this research project:
1. How do body movements that people freely perform in response to music correlate
with structural features in the music, and people’s linguistic descriptions of per-
ceived expressiveness? (Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, & Moelants, 2010; Maes,
Van Dyck, Lesaﬀre, Kroonenberg, & Leman, 2012, Chapt.2 and Chapt.3)
2. Do body movements that people associate with music have a causal influence on
people’s perception of the expressive character of music? (Maes & Leman, 2012,
Chapt.4)
3. Does the momentarily emotional state of people have an influence on the body move-
ments that they freely perform in response to music? (Van Dyck, Maes, Hargreaves,
Lesaﬀre, & Leman, 2012, Chapt.5)
In the presented research project, several behavioral experiments were conducted to gather
empirical evidence on these matters (see Sect.1.3.4.1 for an overview).
1.3.3. Methodological framework
As explained, our main research questions relate to how body movements can be con-
nected to the perception of musical expressiveness and to aspects of musical meaning
formation. The global methodological framework used to answer these questions, is based
on the multi-layered conceptual framework introduced by Leman and colleagues (2007,
p.177-182) and Camurri and colleagues (2004). This framework is structured according
to three diﬀerent levels: a sensory level, a gestural level, and a semantic level. Roughly
spoken, the sensory level involves the acquisition of low-level physical measures of audio
(e.g., amplitude, spectral flatness, etc.) and body movements (e.g., three-dimensional
position coordinates, orientation, etc.), the gestural level involves segmentation and the
extraction of relevant mid-level features (e.g., smoothness, impulsiveness, etc.) from the
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physical signals, and the semantic level involves the integration of high-level descriptions
and taxonomies (e.g., Eﬀort/Shape theory of Laban) linking the extracted features with
aspects of expressivity and the subjective, emotional state of humans.
In order to put this framework into practice, there is a need for the development of (1)
concrete devices to capture/sense body movements, (2) algorithms in order to segment
physical motion data and to extract expressive movement features, and (3) models and
taxonomies that facilitate the link between movement features and aspects of musical
meaning formation. In the following paragraphs, it is explained in detail how these three
requirements were realized in the presented research project.
• Body movement acquisition
Currently, various devices can be used to capture human body movements. In
the presented experimental studies, it was important that the device facilitated
three-dimensional position tracking and that participants could move their whole
body and turn around freely while body movements were being tracked. More-
over, a decent spatiotemporal resolution was required. The system that was most
suited for these purposes was the optical motion capture system OptiTrack (http://
www.naturalpoint.com/optitrack/). This motion capture device was used in sev-
eral of the presented studies to record people’s body movements in response to mu-
sic (Maes, Van Dyck, et al., 2012; Maes & Leman, 2012; Van Dyck et al., 2012).
For the same purpose, another study (Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, & Moelants,
2010) used a device consisting of inertial sensors. Thereby, five inertial sensors
were attached to the upper body in an integrated network. As each of these sen-
sors outputted only three-dimensional orientation data, algorithms were developed,
based on forward kinematics computation, that calculated the three-dimensional
position of the complete upper body. This device was preferred as it could easily be
transported to various locations.
• Segmentation and feature extraction
In the presented studies, algorithms were developed to extract various movement
features from the recorded body movements, represented as time-series of three-
dimensional position coordinates. Movement data originating from the OptiTrack
motion capture system, required some preprocessing to obtain three-dimensional po-
sition coordinates within a body-based reference frame (with the origin positioned
at the body-center). This way, the position or orientation of the participants in
the motion capture space (i.e., “absolute” space) did not have an influence on the
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calculation of the position coordinates of the individual body parts. The movement
features that were extracted from this time-series of three-dimensional position coor-
dinates were all kinematic features. Thereby, geometric aspects of body movements
(i.e., trajectory-shapes) as well as aspects of eﬀort (e.g., velocity, acceleration, etc.)
were taken into account. In summary, quantitative measures were obtained for
velocity, acceleration, impulsiveness, smoothness, contraction-expansion, directness
index, direction of movement, and height. A detailed description of these movement
features can be found in Maes and colleagues (2012).
Some of the presented features (i.e., impulsiveness, smoothness, and directness in-
dex ) are based on a segmentation process that divides a complete trajectory path
into discrete motions segments. The segmentation strategy that was used was in line
with strategies used in previous research that considered velocity profiles as basis
for defining the boundaries of each segment (Camurri et al., 2004; Glowinski, Ca-
murri, Chiorri, Mazzarino, & Volpe, 2009; Desmet, Nijs, Demey, Lesaﬀre, & Leman,
2012). From a physical point of view, the velocity signal of movements performed
by a specific body part is characterized by a concatenation of bell-shaped curves or
motion bells. The boundaries of a segment are determined by local minima found
in the velocity signal (i.e., points in time where the acceleration is zero). These
indicate a transition from a decrease to an increase of movement velocity. In this
way, each segment is defined by an increase and subsequent decrease in movement
velocity. Corresponding movement features were calculated based on the individual
motion segments.
• Eﬀort/Shape taxonomy
The coupling of the various kinematic movement features to expressive and seman-
tic qualities was derived from the Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) method. The
LMA method provides an integrated terminological system that facilitates to high-
light expressive movement features based on four main categories: Body, Eﬀort,
Space and Shape (the so called BESS categories). Thereby, the Eﬀort and Shape
categories were taken as most important categories. The combination of these two
categories has been described as the Eﬀort/Shape theory. According to the theory,
body movements are an outward manifestation of an inner experience (i.e., atti-
tudes, motivations, feelings, etc.) of a person. Movements made in response to
music can thus provide insights into how listeners perceive that music in terms of
expressiveness. The Eﬀort/Shape model provides us with an integrated termino-
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logical system that facilitates the coupling between objectively measured movement
features (see above), expressive qualities, and by extension linguistic descriptions of
musical expressiveness.
As the name implies, the Eﬀort/Shape taxonomy consists of two main components,
namely Eﬀort and Shape. Eﬀort relates to the dynamics (i.e., energy, quality)
of body movements while shape relates to the correlated changes in the form of
the movements. As Watson and Lamb (1979, p.74) stated, Eﬀort and Shape are
two processes by which movement is created and need to be combined in order to
fully understand movement behavior. Both components are further subdivided into
various categories. The Eﬀort component is divided into four dimensions: weight
eﬀort, time eﬀort, flow eﬀort and space eﬀort. Each dimension is structured around
two opposite polarities: weight eﬀort relates to the polarities strong-light, time eﬀort
to sudden-sustained, flow eﬀort to bound-free, and space eﬀort to direct-indirect. The
Shape component is divided into three dimensions structured around the polarities
spreading-enclosing, rising-descending, and advancing-retreating.
1.3.3.1. Motor attuning tasks and self-reports
In the following paragraphs, it is explained in detail how this layered framework, and
the corresponding motion capture/processing techniques and taxonomies, were embedded
into the general research framework. As explained, one of the main aims of the presented
research project is to investigate to what extent one’s direct, embodied experience of
music (i.e., action) is correlated with indirect, linguistic descriptions of one’s perception
of musical expressiveness (i.e., perception). Therefore, it was required that measures were
obtained for both the action and perception component. This was realized by integrating
two tasks: motor attuning tasks for measuring the direct involvement, and self-report
tasks for measuring the indirect involvement.
Motor attuning task The embodied approach to music cognition assumes that the
perception and understanding of music relies on motor attuning (i.e., resonance, simula-
tion, imitation, mimicry) processes in which acoustic and musical features promote motor
representations (Leman, 2007; Godøy & Leman, 2010). In most instances, motor attune-
ment is a covert process. However, experiments have been conducted in which listeners
were motivated explicitly to translate structural and aﬀective features of music into overt
body movements (e.g., tasks involving motor attuning, embodied listening, sound-tracing,
motor-mimetic sketching, etc.) The body movements that resulted from these tasks have
provided valuable insights into the participants’ direct, embodied understanding of the
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structural and aﬀective features of music. There are many examples of experiments that
have focused on overt body movements performed in accordance with structural features
(e.g., melody, harmony, rhythm, timbre, etc.). Overt movement responses involved free
body movements (e.g., Caramiaux et al., 2010; Jensenius, 2008; Valiente-Ochoa & Payri,
2009; Ku¨ssner, Gold, Tidhar, Prior, & Leech-Wilkinson, 2011), drawing with a pen on a
digital tabet (Godøy et al., 2006a; Ku¨ssner et al., 2011), manipulating a joystick (Leman
et al., 2009), “air instrument performances” (Jensenius, 2008), etc. To a lesser extent,
other studies focused on body movements attuned to aﬀective features of music (e.g.,
Boone & Cunningham, 2001; De Bruyn, Moelants, & Leman, 2012; Punkanen et al.,
2012).
Three experiments enclosed in this research project, confronted participants with a mo-
tor attuning task (i.e., Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, & Moelants, 2010; Maes, Van Dyck,
et al., 2012; Van Dyck et al., 2012). Thereby, participants were asked to translate the ex-
pressiveness they perceived in the sound and music into corresponding body movements.
By recording these movements by means of motion capture technology, and by extracting
expressive features from these recordings, quantitative measures were obtained. These
were interpreted as indicators of the participants’ direct, embodied experience of musical
expressiveness. Further, these quantitative measures could be used to compare diﬀerent
participants, and to investigate how music-driven movements are linked with acoustic
features and linguistic descriptions of music expressiveness.
Measuring the perception of musical expressiveness: Self-report methods As men-
tioned before, in the study of emotion and expressivity in music, one can either focus
on felt emotions or on perceived emotions. Felt emotions refer to the ability of music to
induce real, everyday emotions in the listener. Perceived emotions refer to the ability
of the listeners to recognize emotions expressed by the music. In the presented research
project, the focus was solely on perceived expressiveness. Moreover, the terms expression
and expressiveness were used as we focused on both the recognition of emotions (e.g.,
music is happy, music is fearful, etc.) as well as on a broad range of cross-domain asso-
ciations promoted by music (e.g., music is heavy, music is fluent, etc.). The self-report
method has been the most widely used approach to assess the perception of expressivity
in music. Respondents answer to questions related to their attitude, feeling, or mean-
ing related to certain concepts, objects, or events without interference of the researcher.
There are numerous variants of the self-report method. In the presented research project,
questionnaires (with closed-form response format) and interviews (with open-ended re-
sponse format) were used as self-report instruments. In the questionnaires, respondents
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were asked to rate the extent to which they perceived certain emotions (‘music is happy’,
‘music is sad’, etc.) and other cross-domain expressions (e.g., ‘music is fluent’, ‘music is
heavy’, etc.) in the music they listened to. In music research, this form of self-report
is dominated by two models: discrete, categorical models (e.g., Nawrot, 2003; Resnicow,
Salovey, & Repp, 2004; Juslin & Lindstro¨m, 2010; Eerola & Vuoskoski, 2011; Mohn,
Argstatter, & Wilker, 2011), and dimensional models (e.g., E. Schubert, 2004; Ilie &
Thompson, 2006; Livingstone, Muhlberger, Brown, & Thompson, 2010; Eerola & Vu-
oskoski, 2011). In the presented research project, the dimensional model approach was
favored (1) because dimensional models provide more nuanced and fine-grained defini-
tions of emotion, and (2) because it was intended to include cross-domain associations
related to musical expressiveness. In one study (i.e., Maes & Leman, 2012), the typical
dimensions of valence and arousal were used, and in another study (Maes, Van Dyck, et
al., 2012), a new dimensional model was used based on the categories of the Eﬀort/Shape
theory of Laban. In both studies, the dimensions were represented by a set bipolar ad-
jectives integrated into semantic diﬀerential scales. The semantic diﬀerential method was
introduced by Osgood and colleagues (1957) as a technique for measuring how people
attribute meaning to an object or concept. According to the procedures of this method,
respondents are presented with pairs of bipolar (opposite) adjectives placed each at one
end of a continuous rating scale (mostly a seven-point rating scale, although five-point
scales and nine-point scales are also used). Confronted with these scales, respondents are
asked to rate the association of a particular musical stimulus in relation to the specific
bipolar adjective pairs.
In another study (Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, & Moelants, 2010), the interview
technique was used as self-report instrument. Participants were asked to name adjectives
that described what the sounds expressed according to them. Their answers were coded
into a response model based on a framework for semantic description of music developed
by Lesaﬀre and colleagues (2008). The model provides a framework for structuring the
descriptions of perceived high-level musical qualities. Based on this model, the dimensions
expressivity, richness, intensity and structure were created.
1.3.3.2. Experimental manipulations
To conclude, two methods are presented that were used in two experiments to manipulate
the relationship between music and associated body movements: evaluative conditioning
and emotion induction.
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Evaluative conditioning This method was introduced in a study (i.e., Maes & Leman,
2012) that investigated whether a causal relationship exists between action and perception
in the processes of musical meaning formation. In essence, evaluative conditioning is the
psychological principle that involves a process during which a person’s aﬀective response
or attitude (cf. evaluation) towards a neutral stimulus (i.e., conditioned stimulus, CS) is
changed due to a pairing of that conditioned stimulus with another, aﬀect-laden stimulus
(i.e., unconditioned stimulus, US). Juslin and Va¨stfja¨ll (2008) refer to this principle as
one of the six critical psychological mechanisms involved in the musical induction of emo-
tions. In our study, the pairing between a conditioned and an unconditioned stimulus is
instantiated by the pairing of an, in origin, expressively ambiguous musical stimulus (CS)
with expressive body movements (US). It was hypothesized that the participants’ attitude
towards the expressive character of the musical stimulus would change in accordance with
the expressive character of the body movements that were associated with it.
Emotion induction Emotion induction was used in a study (Van Dyck et al., 2012) that
investigated whether diﬀerent emotional states (i.e., happy and sad) had an influence on
how people associate body movements with an emotionally ‘neutral’ piece of music. The
emotion induction procedure consisted of a combined method where foreground attention
was manipulated by guided imagery and emotion-supporting music was played in the
background. Both in the happy and in the sad condition, a series of eight guided imagery
vignettes were presented. The vignettes were Dutch translations of those developed by
Mayer and colleagues (1995). Four musical pieces (two for the happy induction and
two for the sad induction) accompanied the vignettes. All musical pieces were non-vocal
classical compositions drawn from prior designed emotion induction procedures (cf. Bower
& Mayer, 1989; Mayer et al., 1995).
1.3.4. Operational model
Musical meaning formation relies on a complex of various processes and systems, all coop-
erating together. In the presented research project, the focus lies on the role that motor
processes play therein. It is advocated that motor representations promoted by music
provide a basis on which linguistic descriptions of musical expressiveness are founded. In
Fig.1.1, a simplified, schematic representation, or operational model, is provided of the
relationships and information flows between the diﬀerent components. The model allows
making predictions of how people perceive musical expressiveness based on the physical
measures obtained from their movement responses to music, and vice versa.
The basis of this model is that both music and concepts promote activation of sen-
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Figure 1.1.: Operational model underlying the various behavioral studies.
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sory, motor, and introspective brain areas (see Sect.1.2.1.2). As explained in Sect.1.1.5,
the internal motor representations activated when listening to music are supposed to be
established, at least partly, as the result of associative learning processes. These motor
representations can be externalized into overt body movements of which the physical ap-
pearance can be further related to qualitative aspects of experience. In this way, motor
representations can be considered as mediating instances that link music to qualitative
aspects of experience. Also, concepts (i.e., metaphors of motion and space, and emotion
concepts) promote activation of motor and introspective brain areas and can be further
related to physical appearances and qualities. If the representations of both the music
and the linguistic concepts overlap to a certain extent, it is assumed that they can be
taken together in the process of musical meaning formation.
In the presented research project, the main goal is to provide empirical evidence for
this operational model based on several behavioral experiments. In the following, a brief
overview is given of the diﬀerent behavioral studies.
1.3.4.1. Behavioral studies
In a first study (Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, & Moelants, 2010, Chapt.2), one musical
parameter (i.e., musical harmonization), was isolated and processed into diﬀerent sound
stimuli. The stimuli presented successive increases and decreases in the harmonization
of an in origin monophonic voice. The participants (N=25) received two tasks. First,
they were asked to translate their perception of the expressivity of the sounds into corre-
sponding body movements. Second, they were asked to describe their perception of the
expressivity of the same sounds into verbal terms. Based on the model of Lesaﬀre (2008),
it was shown that the body movements and the verbal descriptions could be linked based
on shared expressive qualities.
In a following study (Maes, Van Dyck, et al., 2012, Chapt.3), an experiment (N=36) was
created in which the same procedure was used as in the previous experiment. However, in
the previous experiment, only one sound property (i.e., harmonization) was investigated in
isolation in artificially created sound stimuli. In this experiment, we investigated whether
correlations could be found between acoustic properties of real music (i.e., Brahms’ First
Piano Concerto), motor-mimetic responses, and metaphoric descriptions of musical ex-
pressiveness. Therefore, we introduced a correlation model based on the taxonomy pre-
sented in Laban’s Eﬀort-Shape theory. Again, strong correlations were found between
acoustic properties of the music, expressive movement features, and verbal descriptions
of musical expressiveness.
Another implication of the operational model (see Fig.1.1) is that the attribution of
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linguistic concepts to music is dependent on the physical appearance and expressive qual-
ities of the body movements evoked by the music. To test this, a behavioral experiment
was designed (Maes & Leman, 2012, Chapt.4). There were two experimental groups of
children (N=28). In each group, diﬀerent body movements, expressing either ‘happiness’
or ‘sadness’, were repeatedly paired to the same musical stimulus. For this, the psycho-
logical principle of evaluative conditioning was implemented. Afterwards, the perception
of musical expressiveness was assessed for all children based on the semantic diﬀerential
method. The bipolar adjective pairs consisted of opposite valence and/or arousal related
concepts corresponding to either ‘happiness’ or ‘sadness’. Children were asked to indicate
on a rating scale which of both adjectives they considered to be most associated with the
musical expressiveness and how strong this association was. According to the model, it
was hypothesized that the group of children in which happy movements were repeatedly
paired with the music would be more attracted to the high valence and/or high arousal
concepts and vice versa. The results of the experiment confirmed this hypothesis.
In a last experiment (Van Dyck et al., 2012, Chapt.5), it was investigated to what extent
the emotional state of people (i.e., happy and sad) had an impact on how the participants
performed free dance movements on an emotionally ‘neutral’ piece of music. Results
revealed that in the happy condition, participants moved faster, with more acceleration,
and made more expanded and more impulsive movements than in the sad condition.
1.3.5. Epistemological contributions
• In the presented research project, an operational model was created to explain how
the embodied experience of music might be linked to more cerebral processes related
to the perception of musical expressiveness. This model was based on existing the-
ories and empirical results of previous research on grounded cognition and emotion,
and embodied music cognition. However, in this research project, this framework
was applied to the domain of musical meaning formation and extended with em-
pirical support. The focus on the empirical validation of the model was the most
important contribution of this research project. Hopefully, the obtained findings
can form the basis of further empirical research on the embodied nature of musical
expressiveness.
• An important contribution of the presented research project is that a move is made
from mere correlation models to causal models. However, although causal eﬀects
are outlined, the underlying causal mechanisms are still unclear. Further research
in this direction needs to be conducted in order to obtain a better understanding of
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the complexity of these mechanisms.
• The results of the presented research show that, in order to understand how people
perceive musical expressiveness, it is necessary to approach music from the perspec-
tive of gesture and intentionality. The various sensory modalities through which
the multimodal phenomenon ‘music’ is communicated to a listener can be related to
sensory-motor knowledge and related introspective aspects of feeling, intentionality,
and memory.
• The results of the presented research project pinpoint that musical meaning forma-
tion and music cognition is a situated form of cognition. Therefore, musical meaning
is not an inherent part of the music itself. Instead, meaning is created through peo-
ple’s interaction with the music, based on earlier sensory-motor experiences, shaped
by physical and cultural predispositions, and embedded in a certain context.
1.4. Human-computer interaction applications
1.4.1. Introduction
With the advance of new electronic and digital technology, music is more omnipresent
than ever in the daily-life of people. Also, new technologies were rapidly picked up in the
domain of music performance (see Holmes, 2008, Chapt.10, for an overview) and music ed-
ucation (see Webster, 2012, for an overview). They drastically expanded the possibilities
for exploring and communicating artistic creativity and educational methods by providing
new ways for sound exploration, gesture input (i.e., interface), multimodal feedback, etc.
Also, problems induced by the new technologies shed light on certain critical processes
underlying people’s involvement with music. For example, when playing a traditional,
acoustic instrument, there exists a direct coupling between a performed action and the
sound resulting from that action. However, in electronic and digital music production,
this direct coupling of action and perception was problematized. Because this severely in-
fluenced music expression, it signaled the importance of direct action-perception couplings
for the production of music. In other words, the integration of new technologies raised a
series of new questions related to music cognition and perception. On the other hand, the
question needs to be asked to what extent new knowledge on music cognition can be rel-
evant for the development of human-computer interaction (HCI) technologies (i.e., music
mediation technologies) in the field of music performance and music education. In other
words, there must be a synergy between the development of new music mediation tech-
nologies and fundamental research on music cognition. To apply this idea into practice,
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Figure 1.2.: Schematic overview of the conceptual model underlying the HCI devices.
an important part of the presented research project consisted of the development of some
practical music mediation technologies/applications that apply fundamental knowledge,
obtained in the experimental research part. The presented applications were based on
the following fundamental ideas: (1) the ability to imitate musical structures into body
movements helps people to better understand and discriminate these structures, (2) the
physical appearance of body movements performed in response to music is functional for
the development of an expressive awareness of music, (3) a direct coupling of action and
perception is crucial for the exploration and communication of musical expressiveness in
music performance. In total, four applications will be presented: (1) the “One-Person
Choir” (see Chapt.6), (2) a model-based sonification system (see Chapt.7), (3) the “Con-
ducting Master” (see Chapt.8), and (4) the “Dance-the-Music” (see Chapt.9).
1.4.2. Methodology
The designs of the diﬀerent mediation technologies are conceptually based on Leman’s
motor model for the communication of musical expressiveness (Leman, 2007, p.160). The
main challenge of music mediation technologies, as the term implies, is to make it possible
to naturally incorporate subjective experiences and thoughts into the virtual domain of
electronic and digital media through body movements. Thereby, similar to traditional
acoustic instruments, gestures must be naturally mediated (i.e., encoded) into physical
information streams so that these information streams convey similar expressive and struc-
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tural content and can be decoded as such. According to Leman’s motor model, this is an
essential requirement that has to be met in order for a successful transfer of expressive
and structural information between sender and receiver. Moreover, the encoding-decoding
schematic can serve a direct coupling of action and perception. This enhances gesture-
based music production (cf. the “One-Person Choir” (Chapt.6), model-based sonification
system (Chapt.7)), as well as motor simulation processes in response to music (cf. “Con-
ducting Master” and “Dance-the-Music”). The primary role of technology in all designs
can be seen as to intervene into, and thereby extend, the coupled action-perception mech-
anisms of music processing. In this regard, technology extends performed actions in order
to provide augmented, multimodal feedback of these actions. This feedback serves two
purposes. First, auditory feedback streams can be used for the purpose of expressive mu-
sic production (cf. traditional instrument playing). Second, multimodal feedback streams
can enhance people’s awareness of how performed body movements match with certain
structural and/or expressive elements in the music. In this research project, a design
model was introduced to conceptualize this idea into the design of HCI mediation tech-
nologies (see Fig. 1.2). Most important in the model are body movements performed by
users. Through a gesture interface, these body movements are then transferred in real
time into the digital domain. There, body movements are processed in order to give the
user direct multimodal feedback. Subsequently, users can perceive this multimodal feed-
back in real time, evaluate their actions based on this feedback and correct their actions in
accordance with the intended goal. This design model underlies all four HCI applications
presented in this research project. However, at the surface level, all three applications
represent radically diﬀerent views and serve radically diﬀerent purposes. Before giving a
brief overview of the diﬀerent HCI applications (see Sect.1.4.3), more details are presented
on the gesture interfaces and the gesture processing.
Gesture interfaces A crucial requirement for all four HCI applications is the ability to
capture users’ gestures. Thereby, the gesture interface needs (1) to transfer movement
data in real time to the computer, (2) to track three-dimensional position data in reference
to a body-relative coordinate frame, (3) to track multiple body parts of multiple users
simultaneously. Diﬀerent motion capture and sensing systems are well suited to these
needs. However, depending on the system, diﬀerences occur in the system properties re-
lated to spatial resolution, temporal resolution, mobility, visual occlusion, and movement
constraint. Spatial resolution relates to the accuracy in the determination of the three-
dimensional position. Temporal resolution relates to the number of position calculations
per second provided by the system. Mobility refers to how easily a system can be moved
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OptiTrack Kinect Inertial sensing
Spatial resolution + - - +
Temporal resolution + - - +
Mobility - + - +
Visual occlusion - + - +
Movement constraint - + + -
Table 1.1.: Performance of each system on the diﬀerent properties. For movement
constraint, ‘+’ means ‘less constraint’, and ‘-’ means ‘a lot of constraint’.
Visual occlusion, the same
from one location to another. Visual occlusion is the phenomenon that occurs when a
body part is tracked by an external reference (e.g., camera) and an object, person, or other
body part blocks the direct view on the body part being tracked. Movement constraint
relates to the extent to which free body movement is restricted as a result of the motion
capture suit, the placement of sensors, etc. Diﬀerent motion capture/sensing systems
have been used as gesture interface for the HCI applications: an optical motion capture
system (OptiTrack, http://www.naturalpoint.com/optitrack/), an infrared video sys-
tem (Microsoft Kinect, http://www.xbox.com/en-US/kinect/), and inertial sensing sys-
tems (XSens MTx, http://www.xsens.com/en/general/mtx; Orient-2, (Young, Ling, &
Arvind, 2007)). The performance of each system on the five properties mentioned above
is indicated in Table 1.1.
The advantage of the HCI applications presented in this research project is that they
do not depend on a specific interface. This means that every gesture interface can be
used for every application depending on the concrete setup and goals. For example, in
a research context, high spatial and temporal resolutions are required while mobility is
much less of an issue when experiments are conducted in a laboratory context. However,
when one wants to use the same application in a school context, mobility of the system
becomes a more important factor than a high spatial and temporal resolution.
Spatiotemporal gesture processing A main contribution of the HCI applications pre-
sented in this research project is that they apply research findings on (1) basic gestures
(Leman & Naveda, 2010), and (2) spatiotemporal aspects of body movements in response
to music and Topological Gesture Analysis (TGA) (Naveda & Leman, 2010). Both find-
ings are embedded in applications that facilitate the analysis of body movements per-
formed in response to music. These body movements involve dance steps performed on
the beat of music (i.e., the “Dance-the-Music”, Chapt.9) or gestural renderings of the
metrical structure inherent to the music (i.e., the “Conducting Master”, Chapt.8 ). Re-
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search has shown that, underlying entrainment of body movement to music, there is a
spatiotemporal reference frame that encodes temporal information inherent to certain
musical and sound patterns into the spatial deployment of gestures (e.g., Brown, Mar-
tinez, & Parsons, 2006; Naveda & Leman, 2010; Leman & Naveda, 2010; Ku¨ssner et al.,
2011; Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, & Moelants, 2010; Ku¨ssner et al., 2011). These
spatiotemporal frames of reference exist as motor memory patterns carried out physically
when engaged in a musical activity (listening to music, dancing to music, creating music,
etc.) and they relate to people’s structural and expressive understanding of the music
and sound. Considering various kinds of dance steps and body movements performed in
response to musical meter, spatiotemporal frames of reference are manifested as repeti-
tively performed trajectory shapes (by the hands, feet or other body parts) attributing
specific locations in space to specific temporal points in the music (cf. Naveda & Leman,
2010). This trajectory shape can be further linked to the concept of basic gesture, already
explored in the 1920s and 1930s of the 20th century by Becking (1928) and Truslit (1938)
(see Repp, 1993a, for a review). Based on this concept of basic gesture, Naveda and
Leman (2010) introduced a method based on concepts of topology to analyze gestures..
The idea behind this Topological Gesture Analysis (TGA) method is to reduce the full
trajectory shape covered by a basic gesture to only the points which correspond to im-
portant “landmarks” into the temporal flow of music (here, points in time with metrical
gravity, called beat points, or metrical beat levels). Because of the repetitive nature of
gestures synchronized to metrical patterns, spatial point clouds are formed corresponding
to certain metrical levels. The topological structure inherent to these point clouds reveal
aspects of expressivity, synchronization accuracy, etc.
To apply a spatiotemporal account to the processing of body movements, a method
was introduced based on spatiotemporal motion templates. These templates are used
to model and compare periodic gestures performed in response to music. At first sight,
HMMs or dynamic time warping (DTW)-based approaches might be understood as proper
candidates. However, HMM and DTW-based methods exhibit some degree of invariance
to local time-warping (Bishop, 2009). For performance of dance gestures and gestural
renderings of musical meter, where timing is of critical importance, this is problematic.
Therefore, when explicitly taking into account the spatiotemporal relationship of gestures,
the template-based method introduced in this article provides us with a proper alternative.
The core of this method is that spatial parameters of body movements (i.e., position and
rotation) are stored together with a reference to the temporal structure of the music
into a multidimensional feature array. Based on a light-weight machine-learning method,
a model (or, basic gesture) can be obtained from such an array storing the data of a
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periodically repeated gesture in response to music. Moreover, once a model is obtained,
new instances of the same gesture can be compared with the model in real time by
adopting a template-matching method based on cross-correlation computation.
Multimodal feedback An important aspect of three of the four HCI applications (i.e.,
the sonification system for directional movement behavior, Chapt.7; the “Conducting
Master”, Chapt.8; the “Dance-the-Music”, Chapt.9) is the possibility to provide multi-
modal feedback of users’ performed actions. This service is essential for the design model
discussed earlier (Sect.1.4.2, Fig.1.2). In this model, technology is considered to intervene
into, and extend, normal action-perception processes. Thereby, gesture interface tech-
nologies capture body movements and transfer these into the digital domain. There, the
movement data can be processed in order to provide “augmented”, multimodal feedback
streams back to the user. Subsequently, users can perceive this multimodal feedback
in real time, evaluate their actions based on this feedback and correct their actions in
accordance with the intended goal. In the presented research projects, augmented feed-
back streams serve two purposes. First, they help users to perform body movements
that articulate certain structural and/or expressive properties of the music. Thereby,
direct visual and/or auditory feedback indicate the quality and patterning of the per-
formed body movements compared to visual and/or auditory references (cf. knowledge of
performance feedback). A second aim of the multimodal feedback streams is to link peo-
ple’s understanding of musical concepts and sounds to motor and visual representations.
It was hypothesized that this integrated, multimodal representation of musical concepts
and sound enhances the discrimination and understanding of the musical concepts and
sounds.
In the presented research projects, it was shown that augmented multimodal feedback
is beneficial for motor skill acquisition. This is in line with previous research in the field
of motor rehabilitation (see Molier, Van Asseldonk, Hermens, & Jannink, 2010, for a
review), and sports (see Magill & David, 2012, for a review). However, in the scope of
the research projects, no decisive results could be presented on whether the multimodal
feedback enhance people’s understanding of musical properties. Further research in this
direction is required.
1.4.3. Overview of the HCI applications
1.4.3.1. The “One-Person Choir”
The emergence of sensors, motion capture technology and digital sound processing units
in the domain of music production facilitate to transform basically all possible gesture
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controls into sounds. However, as Leman (2007, p.2) rightly indicated, musicians working
with electronic and digital music instruments often lack a fine-grained control over the the
sounds they produce. The basic problem of digital music production is the fact that the
mediation between the diﬀerent modalities (basically from movement to sound) has an
arbitrary component, which is due to the fact that the energies of the modalities are trans-
formed into electronic signals. This is not the case with traditional instruments, where
energetic modalities are mechanically mediated and where the user gets a natural feeling
of the causality of the multimodal interface. Therefore, there is a need for transparent
mediation technology that creates a feeling of non-mediation, what Leman (2007, p.2) de-
scribes as, “a feeling that the mediation technology “disappears” when it is used”. In the
article ‘From expressive gesture to sound: the development of an embodied mapping tra-
jectory inside a musical interface’ (see Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, & Moelants, 2010,
Chapt.2), an empirical solution was presented based on the embodied music cognition
theory (Leman, 2007; Godøy & Leman, 2010) and more in particular, the motor model
for the communication of musical expressiveness (Leman, 2007, p.160). Because the ex-
perience and understanding of actions are partly shared by humans (based on biologically
and cultural grounds), this ontology creates a repository for semantic communication. As
a result, the diﬀerent types of sensory modalities (basically the kinaesthetic, auditory and
visual sense) involved in the production and perception of music should have a semantic
match in the encoding-decoding process involving the mediation between subjective hu-
man experiences and physical phenomena. This multisensory congruency would enhance
a natural feeling of causality in the human-computer interface.
This strategy was applied in a HCI application called the “One-Person Choir”. The
application enabled real-time gesture control of the harmonization of the singing voice.
The definition of the gesture-sound mapping was based on the results of an experiment
that was conducted (see Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, & Moelants, 2010). In that
experiment, we prepared sound stimuli in which harmonizing eﬀects occurred much in
the same way as the harmonizing eﬀects that were controlled by gestures in the One-
Person Choir application. We asked participants (N = 25) to translate these musical
stimuli into free body movements performed by the upper body. The results showed
a high consistency in the physical appearance of body movements in response to the
stimuli. The increase and decrease of harmonization were respectively reflected into an
expansion and contraction of the upper limbs performed in a specific direction. This
movement behavior was then used as basis for the gesture-sound mapping inherent to the
“One-Person Choir”.
The application was integrated into an artistic composition, Nelumbo, written by com-
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poser Olmo Cornelis for two soprano voices, dancer, and electronics. Thanks to this
composition, we were able to extend the interaction model of Di Scipio (2003) by focusing
on the motor level, the multimodal character of music, and the social interaction. More-
over, we introduced the concept of ‘social body’ extending the present embodied music
cognition theory focusing almost exclusively on the individual body (whether or not in a
social context).
1.4.3.2. A model-based sonification system for directional movement behavior
The model based sonification system presented in Chapt.7 elaborates on the mapping
strategy introduced in the “One-Person Choir”. The core of the sonification system
consists of an algorithm that enables to calculate in real time the direction in which
body movements are performed. Directions are defined in a virtual model of a person’s
kinesphere (i.e., “the sphere around the body whose periphery can be reached by easily
extended limbs” (Laban & Ullmann, 1966, p.10)). By directing movement towards specific
areas of the virtual kinesphere, diﬀerent sound processes can be triggered. Now, two
diﬀerent sonification options, or models, are presented. First, what is indicated as the
additive synthesis option, the surface of the virtual kinesphere is divided into a certain
number of specific areas. Each of these areas is connected to a sound processor module
that generates sine wave tones of a diﬀerent frequency. These sine wave tones can be
triggered by directing the movements of the hand(s) towards the specific area of the surface
of the kinesphere model. In this way, the complexity of movement behavior is directly
transferred into the complexity of the sound generated. The second option, what is
indicated as the sampler option, departs from the idea that the diﬀerent spatial directions
in which body movements occur, are related to certain dynamic qualities and nuances.
As Laban explains (1966, p.31-32), lightness, strength, flexibility, sudden tensions, etc.
correlate with respectively upward, downward, opening, backward, etc. movements. Now,
it is proposed that these gestural qualities can be mapped, through the use of the virtual
kinesphere model, to sounds that express the same qualities. In this way, a transparent
gesture-sound mapping is realized whereby the user, and the audience, get a natural
feeling of the causality of the multimodal interface.
This model-based sonification system emphasizes the role of interaction in sonification.
Moreover, this study claims that the integration of intentionality and expressivity in
auditory biofeedback interaction systems is necessary in order to make the sonification
process more precise and transparent.
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1.4.3.3. The “Conducting Master”, and the “Dance-the-Music”
From a philosophical point of view, Callen (1985) claimed that moving to music may
significantly shape and enhance our appreciation of a music performance. Godøy shares
this opinion as he claims that motor-mimetic responses to music must not be considered
merely as a spontaneous response to what persons hears, but also as a way of how persons
familiarize themselves with the sounds and how they progressively enhance their capacity
to discriminate, and to understand, the various features of the sounds (Godøy, 2010a,
p.119). Also, in more general terms, Viviani (2002) has provided strong support for the
idea that implicit motor competences act as a default frame of reference for the percep-
tion of dynamical events. A growing body of research has provided concrete empirical
support for this idea. For example, it has been shown that body movements in relation
to music have a causal influence on the perception and interpretation of structural prop-
erties of music, such as rhythm and pitch, in the sense that the movements influence the
interpretation of these musical properties (Phillips-Silver & Trainor, 2005, 2007; Repp &
Knoblich, 2009). Also, studies have shown that body movements and physical arousal can
influence people’s musical preferences (Sedlmeier et al., 2011; Scha¨fer & Sedlmeier, 2011).
Complementary with these findings, the results of the study presented in Chapt.4 (Maes
& Leman, 2012) indicate that body movements can modulate people’s attitude towards
musical expressiveness.
The development of the “Conducting Master”, and the “Dance-the-Music” must be con-
sidered from the perspective of these findings. Both applications provide means to learn
how to articulate temporal structures in music (i.e., musical beat, meter, phrases, etc.)
into corresponding body movements. According to the findings of the studies presented
above, this must help people to develop a more profound understanding, appreciation and
expressive engagement with music.
The “Conducting Master” (Maes, Amelynck, Lesaﬀre, Arvind, & Leman, 2012, Chapt.8)
focuses on the concept of musical meter. Musical meter refers to the periodically repeated
basic pattern of strong and weak accented beats in the music. The procedure for the use
of the “Conducting Master” is divided into three steps. In the first step, users familiar
with musical meter - such as music teachers or parents - need to select music (from a
playlist) and to perform body movements that imitate the timing and accentuation pat-
tern of the musical meter. The body movements can be captured with various motion
capture/sensing devices. Algorithms are provided that enable to model these performed
body movements. Subsequently, this model can be stored in the system together with the
corresponding music. In the second step of the procedure, novice users learn to perform
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these reference models aided by an audiovisual monitoring service that provides direct,
multimodal feedback of the users’ performances. In the final step of the procedure, once
the users have learnt to imitate specific gestural models, they can automatically query
and retrieve the music indexed with a specific gestural model by performing the particular
gesture. The algorithms that were developed to model, visualize, and automatically rec-
ognize body movements are based on a method using spatiotemporal motion templates.
This method facilitates to consider spatial aspects of body movements explicitly in refer-
ence to the temporal structures outlined in the music.
The “Dance-the-Music” (Maes, Amelynck, & Leman, 2012, Chapt.9) extends the ap-
proach presented in the “Conducting Master” to dance movements (instead of hand ges-
turing). In this way, the application can be used, not only to learn to imitate musical
structures into body movements, but also to learn how to perform basic dance steps (e.g.,
tango, jazz, salsa, etc.). In this way, the application can be used in a dance education
context. In general, the same three-step procedure as in the “Conducting Master” is
applied. Also, the algorithms to model, visualize, and automatically recognize are based
on spatiotemporal motion templates.
Part I.
Behavioral Experiments on Embodied
Music Listening
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CHAPTER 2
From expressive gesture to sound: The development of an
embodied mapping trajectory inside a musical interface
Maes, P.-J., Leman, M., Lesaﬀre, M., Demey, M., and Moelants, D. (2010).
From expressive gesture to sound: The development of an embodied mapping
trajectory inside a musical interface. Journal on Multimodal User Interfaces,
3 (1-2), 67-78.
Abstract
This paper contributes to the development of a multimodal, musical tool that extends the
natural action range of the human body to communicate expressiveness into the virtual
music domain. The core of this musical tool consists of a low cost, highly functional
computational model developed upon the Max/MSP platform that (1) captures real-time
movement of the human body into a three-dimensional coordinate system on the basis of
the orientation output of any type of inertial sensor system that is OSC-compatible, (2)
extract low-level movement features that specify the amount of contraction/expansion as
a measure of how a subject uses the surrounding space, (3) recognizes these movement
features as being expressive gestures, and (4) creates a mapping trajectory between these
expressive gestures and the sound synthesis process of adding harmonic related voices on
an in origin monophonic voice. The concern for a user-oriented and intuitive mapping
strategy was thereby of central importance. This was achieved by conducting an empirical
experiment based on theoretical concepts from the embodied music cognition paradigm.
Based on empirical evidence, this paper proposes a mapping trajectory that facilitates
the interaction between a musician and his instrument, the artistic collaboration between
(multimedia) artists and the communication of expressiveness in a social, musical context.
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42 From Expressive Gesture to Sound
2.1. Introduction
2.1.1. Theoretical framework
Playing music requires the control of a multimodal interface, namely, the music instru-
ment, that mediates the transformation of bio-mechanical energy to sound energy, using
feedback loops based on diﬀerent sensing channels, such as auditory, visual, haptic and
tactile channels. In recent decennia, a lot of attention has been devoted to the develop-
ment of electronic multimodal interfaces for music (Cadoz & Wanderley, 2000; Camurri,
De Poli, Leman, & Volpe, 2001; Camurri, Volpe, De Poli, & Leman, 2005). The basic
problem of these interfaces concerns the fact that the mediation between the diﬀerent
modalities (basically from movement to sound) has an arbitrary component, which is due
to the fact that the energies of the modalities are transformed into electronic signals. This
is in contrast with traditional instruments, where energetic modalities are mechanically
mediated and where the user gets a “natural” feeling of the causality of the multimodal
interface.
So far, research has focused on theoretical reflections on the possible connection between
movement and sound (Winkler, 1995; Camurri, De Poli, Friberg, Leman, & Volpe, 2005;
Dahl, 2005; Jensenius, 2008) and especially also on the development of all kinds of elec-
tronic multimodal interfacing technologies, including models and practical designs for the
mapping of performed action to sound synthesis parameters (Rovan, Wanderley, Dubnov,
& Depalle, 1997; Hunt, Wanderley, & Kirk, 2000; Bevilacqua, Ridenour, & Cuccia, 2002;
Tarabella & Bertini, 2004; Fenza, Mion, Canazza, & Roda, 2005). However, relatively less
attention has been devoted to the idea of an empirical solution to the mapping problem.
Such a solution would be based on experiments that probe the natural tendencies for mul-
timodal mappings. The theoretical grounding for such approach is found in the embodied
music cognition paradigm, in which the importance of gesture and corporeal imitation
as a basis of understanding musical expressiveness is stressed (Leman, 2007; Leman &
Camurri, 2006). In this view, multimodal interfaces for music are approached in terms of
mediation technologies that connect with action-relevant cues (i.e., aﬀordances). Musical
intentionality and expressiveness can be attributed by a mirroring process that relates
these cues to the subject’s own action-oriented ontology.
The present paper aims at identifying mapping strategies for multimodal music inter-
faces, using these concepts of embodiment, action-perception coupling and action-oriented
ontology as a starting point. The goal is to better understand body movements in rela-
tion to sound from the viewpoint of the peripersonal space, that is, the space immediately
surrounding a person’s body which can be reached by the limbs (Laban, 1947; Farne, De-
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matte, & Ladavas, 2005). This study will focus on the relation between the dynamically
changing pattern of the upper limbs in terms of contraction and expansion and the com-
munication of musical expressiveness. The choice for this particular movement feature is
made in line with findings of previous research indicating that: (1) music intuitively stim-
ulates movement in the peripersonal space (Repp, 1993b; Eitan & Granot, 2004, 2006;
Craenen, 2007), (2) the human body is an important channel of aﬀective communication
(De Silva & Bianchi-Berthouze, 2004; De Silva, Osano, Marasinghe, & Madurapperuma,
2006; Coulson, 2008; Bianchi-Berthouze, Cairns, Cox, Jennett, & Kim, 2006; Schindler,
Van Gool, & Gelder, 2008), (3) the upper body features are most significant in conveying
emotion and expressiveness (Kleinsmith, Fushimi, & Bianchi-Berthouze, 2005), (4) the
movement size and openness can be related to the emotional intensity of the musical
sound production (Davidson, 1994; Camurri et al., 2004), and (5) an open body position
in contrast to a closed body position reinforces the communicator’s intent to persuade
(Mehrabian & Friar, 1969; McGinley, LeFevre, & McGinley, 1975). It is assumed that a
better understanding of the connection between this spatio-kinetic movement feature and
expressive features in relation to multimodal interfaces may provide a cue to the solution
of the mapping problem in a number of application contexts.
2.1.2. Methodological framework
The methodology of this paper will follow the layered, conceptual framework proposed by
Leman and colleagues (2007, p.177-182) and Camurri and colleagues (2004). This model
starts with modelling movement on a pure physical level, followed by the extraction of
features that are subsequently mapped into gestural trajectories and linked with high-
level structures and concepts. This framework makes it possible to establish connections
between the sensory, the gestural and the semantic level.
The first part of this paper focuses on the development of a low cost, highly functional
Max/MSP algorithm that enables measurement and modelling of human movement on the
basis of the orientation output of inertial sensing systems. The platform is innovative in
the way it supports basically every sensor that outputs orientation data. The second part
of this paper integrates this modelling platform into an empirical-experimental framework.
An experiment is conducted in order to study the natural, corporeal resonance behavior of
subjects as a response to a specific musical feature integrated in four diﬀerent pre-recorded
sound stimuli. The musical feature that is under investigation is termed with one-to-many
alternation. It concerns the musical process of adding and subsequently removing extra
harmonic related voices on an in origin monophonic voice. As a result, this study wants to
put in evidence the eﬀect of the contrast between a solo voice and multiple harmonic voices
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on body movement behavior. After pure physical measurements of human movement, low-
level movement features are extracted. Based on the Eﬀort/Shape theory of Laban (1947)
a particular interest lies on spatio-kinetic movement features that measure the amount
of contraction/extension of the upper limbs in the peripersonal space or kinesphere of
subjects. This feature will be defined by taking into account the distance between (1) the
elbows relative to each other and (2) the wrists relative to each other. Then, the extracted
movement features are investigated in relation to the auditory feature and mapped into
gesture trajectories that describe the one-to-many alternation. A next layer defines how
these specific, spatio-kinetic gestural trajectories can be associated with an expressive
content forming expressive gestures (Kurtenbach & Hulteen, 1990; Cadoz & Wanderley,
2000; Camurri et al., 2004). This will be realised by integrating verbal descriptions related
to emotion and expression into a model for semantic description of music (Lesaﬀre et al.,
2008). The gestural trajectory may then be connected with parameters that control
the synthesis of in principal every kind of energetic modality (Leman, 2007). However,
we will limit these possibilities in this paper to the proposal of a system that enables the
recognition and extraction of expressive gestures that are subsequently mapped to control
a sound process that corresponds with the one-to-many alternation.
2.2. Technical Setup - Motion Sensing and
three-dimensional position determination
Inertial sensors were used to measure the movement of the upper body of the user. The
sensors enable a mobile setup, which is often useful in an artistic context. There is no
problem of visual occlusion of marker points or lighting conditions, although the large
mass and shape of the sensors can be problematic. Inertial sensors do not provide an
absolute three-dimensional position but it is possible to determinate the relative three-
dimensional position of the joints of the upper body with respect to a fixed point on the
body, using only the orientation output of the sensors together with fixed lengths of the
diﬀerent body parts. In what follows the motion sensors are described in more detail,
together with the software used and the diﬀerent steps in the algorithm that determines
the relative three-dimensional position of the upper body.
In this study, five commercial inertial sensors are used from Xsens (MTx XBus Kit).
They are positioned on the chest, the upper arms and the lower arms as shown in Fig.2.1
(left). Flexible straps with Velcro are used to attach the sensors to the body. The sensors
are daisy chained with wires and connected to a battery powered central unit (XBus) that
is attached to the subjects hip with a belt. From this central unit the data is transmitted
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Figure 2.1.: Left: person equipped with five inertial MTx sensors from Xsens on the
upper body. Right: a stick-figure representation of the upper body generated
in Jitter (Cycling ‘74).
wirelessly over a Bluetooth connection. This setup enables a sampling rate of 25 Hz of the
quaternion information of the five motion sensors. This data is collected on a MacBook
Pro laptop running a standalone program that collects the data from the Bluetooth port
and converts this into the OSC protocol. The sensor data is then send to a Max/MSP
program that calculates the relative three-dimensional position of the four joints (the
elbows and wrists) of the upper body. A visualization, generated in Jitter, is shown in
Fig.2.1 (right).
To calibrate the system the subject had to stand up with horizontally stretched arms,
so that a T-shape is formed with the torso and the arms. In this posture all sensors
are orientated in the same way, which allows a calibration of the system. The three-
dimensional coordinate system attached to the body of the subject is called the local
system. Its vertical direction is defined as the Y-axis, the horizontal direction as the
X-axis pointing to the left from the viewpoint of the user and coinciding with the arms
when the T-pose is assumed and the Z-axis is defined as pointing forward in the horizontal
plane. As such, a right-handed coordinate system is defined. The origin of this system is
located on the torso in the middle of the line connecting the shoulders. The orientation
of this local coordinate system is fixed by the orientation of the motion sensor attached
to the chest.
The position of the shoulders is then fixed on the X-axis at a distance of 17 cm from
the origin, resulting in coordinates (−0.17, 0.0, 0.0) and (0.17, 0.0, 0.0), where the units are
expressed in meters. The length of the upper arms and lower arms are fixed to 26 cm and
27 cm respectively. To obtain the position of the elbows one has to calculate the relative
orientation of the upper arm with respect to that of the chest. This is obtained through
the Hamiltonian product of the quaternions of the chest (qc) and that of the upper arm
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(qu) where the first quaternion is conjugated:
q = q∗c · qu (2.1)
The resulting quaternion is converted into three Euler angles namely the pitch (rotation
around the Y-axis), roll (rotation around the X-axis) and yaw (rotation around the Z-
axis). When taking the biomechanical constraints of the shoulder joint into account, one
can see that there are only two rotations that influence the position of the elbow. These
rotations are the flexion/extension (rotation in the horizontal plane around the vertical
direction) and abduction/adduction (rotation in the vertical plane around the horizontal
direction). Using the Euler angles, the length of the upper arm and the position of the
shoulders the three-dimensional position of the elbow in the local coordinate system can
then be calculated.
Once the positions of the elbows are calculated, the position of the wrists can be
obtained in the same way as described above, using the relative diﬀerence in orientation
between the upper arm and the lower arm. For the case of the elbow joint there is only
the flexion/extension rotation that has an eﬀect on the position of the wrists. The results
from this rotation is a vector ￿w describing the position of the wrist in reference to the
elbow. A crucial step is the transformation of this vector ￿w from the frame oriented in
the elbow to the local coordinate system with the orientation of the sensor on the chest.
This transformation is accomplished through the use of the following equation:
￿w￿ = q · ￿w · q∗ (2.2)
where q is the relative orientation of the upper arm qu with respect to the chest qc
as defined in Eq.2.1 and ￿w￿ is the resulting three-dimensional position of the wrist in
orientation of the local coordinate system. To make the implementation of Eq.2.2 more
clear one can write out the quaternions explicitly as follows:
￿w￿ = (qw, iqx, jqy, kqz) · (0, iwx, jwy, kwz) (2.3)
· (qw,−iqx,−jqy,−kqz).
By making use of the Hamiltonian product and the calculus of the quaternions one can
obtain the following result:
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w￿x = wx(qxqx + qwqw − qyqy − qzqz) (2.4)
+ wy(2qxqy − 2qwqz)
+ wz(2qxqz + 2qwqy)
w￿y = wx(2qwqz + 2qxqy) (2.5)
+ wy(qwqw − qxqx + qyqy − qzqz)
+ wz(−2qwqx + 2qyqz)
w￿z = wx(−2qwqy + 2qxqz) (2.6)
+ wy(2qwqx + 2qyqz)
+ wz(qwqw − qxqx − qyqy + qzqz).
When the resulting coordinates of vector ￿w￿ are added with the coordinates of the elbow,
the coordinates of the wrist in the local frame are obtained. From this point on the three-
dimensional coordinates of the joints of the upper body are fully determined and can
be used both in the visualization of an avatar and in the measurement of the expressive
movement of the subject.
2.3. Set-up of the empirical-experimental framework
Like it was quoted in Sect.2.1 the experiment proposed in this paper starts from the
embodied music cognition theory that states that musical involvement relies on motor
imitation (Leman, 2007). That is why in this experiment research is done concerning
the motor resonance behavior of subjects in response to the musical process called the
one-to-many alternation (see Sect.2.1). The hypothesis of the experiment is that there
exists a coupling between the auditory information received from the pre-recorded sound
stimuli and the motor behavior as a spontaneous “re-action” to this sensory input (cf.
sensory-motor coupling). Moreover, it is assumed that (1) the spatial characteristics of this
motor reaction in terms of contraction and expansion of the upper limbs in peripersonal
space shows communalities over the diﬀerent subjects participating in the experiment and
(2) the sensory-motor coupling arouses a similar expressive percept among the diﬀerent
subjects. If this is indeed the case, knowledge about this sensory-motor coupling could
provide grounds for the development of a mapping trajectory facilitating an intuitive,
expressive interaction between man, machine and social/artistic environment.
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2.3.1. Subjects
25 subjects, aged 21-27 (M = 23.24, SD = 1.59), 5 male, 20 female, participated in the
experiment. 20 of them reported had at least seven years of musical education, four of
the non-musicians and two musicians had between 1 and 10 years of dance education.
2.3.2. Auditory stimuli
Stimuli Timbre Mode Direction Cycle length Tempo Repeats
A Voice Major Below 12 90 5
B Voice Major Below 4 90 10
C Piano Minor Above 4 90 10
D Piano Minor Above 4 120 14
Table 2.1.: Characteristics of the four musical stimuli.
The experiment presented in this study investigates the eﬀect of a changing number of
musical, harmonic voices on body movement. Therefore, four sound stimuli were made
and recorded in advance of the actual experiment emphasizing this specific musical feature.
They all exist of one single musical pattern repeated over time (see Fig.2.2), characterised
by the appearance and subsequently disappearance of extra harmonic voices upon an
in origin single voice (a musical feature that was termed with ‘one-to-many alternation’).
The extra voices are the harmonic third and fifth. The starting tone is always A4 (440 Hz).
As a result, a single voice is gradually building up to a triad chord and subsequently fading
away back to a single sounding voice. This eﬀect of harmonization, applied in advance
of the experiment, was done diﬀerently for the diﬀerent stimuli. In the first two stimuli,
discrete quarter notes produced by the human voice were used as input of a harmonizer
(i.e., MuVoice) that electronically synthesized the extra voices by real-time pitch shifting.
The volume of the two extra voices was controlled and recorded manually with the help
of a USB controller (Evolution UC-16) in a way it resulted in the patterns defined in
Fig.2.2. In the last two stimuli, piano sounds were used. There, the harmonization of
the discrete quarter notes was applied directly by a pianist by adding respectively the
third and fifth. In order to find out if shared strategies of movement can be found using
diﬀerent stimulus material, pitch direction, mode, timbre, rhythm and tempo were varied.
In order to avoid confusion with the eﬀect of a rising or falling pitch on the movements, in
two of the stimuli the triad was added above the starting tone, while in the other two it
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G ˇ ˇ ˇ 4ˇˇ ˇˇ ˇˇ ˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ ˇˇ ˇˇ ˇˇ
G ˇ 4ˇˇ ˇˇˇ ˇˇ
G ˇ ˇˇ ˇˇˇ ˇˇ
G ˇ ˇ ˇˇ ˇˇ ˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
1Figure 2.2.: Representation of the auditory stimuli by means of note patterns. From top
to bottom: A, B, C and D.
was added below the starting tone. Similarly, a possible eﬀect of the mode was dealt with
by using a major triad in the first two stimuli and a minor triad in the other two. The
main characteristics of the four series are summarized in Table 2.1, and a transcription in
musical notation is given in Fig.2.2. These show the variation in rhythm and tempo, and
the use of two diﬀerent timbres: a recording of a soprano voice singing A4 in the first two
and the A4 played on a piano in the last two stimuli. The patterns given in Fig.2.2, were
repeated between 5 and 14 times, so the total length of one series was always between 45
and 60 seconds.
2.3.3. Procedure
The subjects were subsequently equipped with the five inertial sensors (Xsens, MTx XBus
Kit) as explained in Sect.2.2 (see Fig.2.1). The subjects were instructed to move along
with the variation they noticed in the pre-recorded sound stimuli, using their arms and
upper body. Neither details about the stimuli were given, nor more precise specifications
on the way to move to be sure that the results arose from a natural and intuitive interac-
tion between the subjects and the auditory stimuli.
Before starting the actual experiment, the participants performed a test trial. The re-
searchers created and recorded the test stimulus in advance according to the same principle
described in Sect.2.3.2. However, a sine wave was used instead of the human voice or pi-
ano sound. This test trial allowed the subjects to get acquainted with the task and the
feeling of the sensors attached to their body. It also allowed to check the technical setup
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Figure 2.3.: Visualization of the one-to-many alternation in auditory stimulus A.
and eventually to fix some problems.
After the test trial, the subjects performed the same task while listening to stimulus A. Im-
mediately after the measurement, they were asked to give a verbal, subjective description
of how they experienced the evolution in the auditory stimuli using aﬀective adjectives
that they could choose spontaneously at own will. This procedure was repeated for stimuli
B, C and D.
2.4. Results of the experiment
2.4.1. Analysis of the one-to-many variation in the auditory stimuli
The intent of this study is to quantify the relation between the musical structure inherent
in the four pre-recorded sound stimuli and the body response of subjects in terms of the
contraction/expansion pattern of the upper limbs in peripersonal space. The quantifica-
tion of this relation requires a comparison between the two features on a low-level, physical
level. Therefore, the musical feature under investigation (i.e., one-to-many alternation)
needs to be extracted from the complex acoustic signal representing each pre-recorded
sound stimulus. The process to obtain this feature in physical format is explained in
more detail in this section. It demands several operations whereby the complexity of the
original acoustic signal is reduced in a high degree, yet without losing essential infor-
mation. First, a pitch-tracking algorithm is executed on the acoustic signal of the four
pre-recorded sound stimuli in order to obtain the frequencies inherent in the sound as
a function of the time. By selection of (i.e., filtering out) the fundamental frequencies
related to the three diﬀerent voices (tonica, third, fifth), it could be observed how the
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presence (i.e., amplitude) of the multiple voices evolves over time and as such establish
the eﬀect of harmonization termed as one-to-many alternation. Second, a continuous
contour is created that gives an indication of the evolving harmonization. This was done
by adding the diﬀerent amplitudes of the third and fifth and normalizing this result from
0 to 1. The minimum value of the signal means that only the root voice is present, the
middle value means root and third are present and the maximum value means root, third
and fifth are present. The continuous contour is obtained by applying an FFT-based filter
to the data where the lower phazors were retained. The result (Fig.2.3) is a low-level,
physical signal specifying the musical feature providing a means to quantify the relation
between sound and movement.
2.4.2. Movement feature extraction
The movement feature of interest is related with the amount of contraction/expansion of
the upper body, which is here expressed by the changing distances between (1) the elbows
relative to each other, and (2) the wrists relative to each other. An increase in distance
means an expansion of the used peripersonal space and vice versa.
The amount of contraction/expansion is calculated as the Euclidian distance between
positions, according to Eq.2.7, where d is distance, and ∆E is the diﬀerence in position
between the left (E1) and right elbow (E2) in (x, y, z).
d(t) =
￿
∆Ex(t)2 +∆Ey(t)2 +∆Ez(t)2 (2.7)
The signal is then scaled between 0 (i.e., minimum distance between the elbows) and 1
(i.e., maximum distance between the elbows) and smoothed with a Savitzky-Golay FIR
smoothing filter of polynomial order 3 and with a frame size of 151. The same operations
are executed to obtain the contraction/expansion index of the wrists.
2.4.3. Cross-correlation between movement feature and sensory
feature
The comparison between (1) extracted movement features (distance between elbows, or
wrists), and (2) auditory stimulus (regularly repeated alternations between tonic, tonic +
third, and tonic + third + fifth) is based on a cross-correlation analysis, from which the
highest correlation coeﬃcient r is selected within a given time lag interval. A time lag
interval is allowed in order to take into account the anticipation/retardation behavior of
the subjects. However, the value of the time lag is limited to a quarter of a period that
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Figure 2.4.: Left: Scaled PDF expressing the probability distribution for each auditory
stimulus of the correlation coeﬃcients defining the similarity between
movement feature (i.e., the distance between the elbows) and musical feature
(the one-to-many alternation). Right: the same for the movement feature
defining the distance between the two wrists.
characterizes an alternation between tonic, tonic + third, and tonic + third + fifth and
back. This is done in order not to cancel anti-phase correlation patterns.
Every subject (N = 25) performed the motor attuning task on each of the four auditory
stimuli. From the captured movement data of each performance, features were extracted
and cross-correlated with the signal that describes the structural musical feature in each
stimulus. In this way, for each of the auditory stimuli, 25 correlation coeﬃcients were
obtained relative to the performances of each subject. These data can be structured
in a 25×4 data matrix wherein each column bundles the 25 correlation coeﬃcients of
each auditory stimulus. Once this data structure was obtained a statistical distribution
was fit to the 25 correlation coeﬃcients of each of the four columns. These four fitted
distributions, represented by probability distribution functions (PDF), can be seen in
Fig.2.4 (left). The horizontal X-axis locates all the possible values of the correlation
coeﬃcient expressing the correlation between movement and musical feature while the
vertical Y-axis describes how likely these values can occur (i.e., the probability) for each
auditory stimuli. The same operations were executed for the movement feature that
defines the distance between the two wrists (Fig.2.4, right). Table 2.2 gives an overview
of the means and medians of the eight diﬀerent distributions.
Analysis of the correlations shows that the coordination between the movements of the
wrists and the music is significantly smaller than the coordination of the elbows with the
music. Analysis of variance shows a significant diﬀerence for stimuli B (F (1, 48) = 5.66,
p < .05) and D (F (1, 48) = 8.62, p < .01), while there is a similar tendency for the two
other stimuli, with p values of .1 and .06 for A and C respectively. A significant diﬀerence
between the four stimuli is found for both the wrists (F (3, 96) = 5.48, p < .01) and the
elbows (F (3, 96) = 2.87, p < .05). Post-hoc tests show that in both cases the diﬀerence
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Stimuli A B C D All
N 25 25 25 25 100
Elbow
rmean 0.65 0.45 0.60 0.54 0.56
rmedian 0.76 0.46 0.71 0.64 0.65
Wrist
rmean 0.53 0.25 0.47 0.36 0.40
rmedian 0.52 0.24 0.48 0.28 0.41
Table 2.2.: The means and medians of the 25 correlation coeﬃcients r of each of the four
data vectors that express the similarity between the varying distance of the
elbows/wrists and the one-to-many alternation in the four musical stimuli)
is caused by a poorer coordination in stimulus B.
These observations suggest, in general, that the elbows as well as the wrists (although in
a lesser degree) attune with the auditory stimuli. This means that, when extra harmonic
voices are added to a monophonic voice there is a general tendency to make broader
gestures and vice versa. This indicates that a gestural trajectory is established as a
response to the one-to-many alternation, expressed as a pattern of contraction/expansion
of the upper limbs in peripersonal space. However, this seems not the case for every
performance. From the lower ends of the diﬀerent probability curves, it can be observed
that some performances do not establish a clear sensory-motor coupling. Therefore, the
results of the performances were related to the music and dance background of the subjects
in order to see if this influenced the performance results. For each of the 25 subjects, a
mean was calculated of the eight correlation coeﬃcients defining how well the distances
between both the elbows and both the wrists correlated with the one-to-many alternation
in each of the four sound stimuli. The distribution of these 25 mean correlation coeﬃcient
in relation to the years of musical and dance education that the subjects experienced,
revealed no linear relationship (see Fig.2.5). The relation was measured by calculating the
correlation coeﬃcient between the variable specifying the correlation between movement
and music and the two variables years of music education and years of dance education
(respectively r = .30 and r = .09).
An alternative analysis is presented in Sect.2.5 focusing on the subjective descriptions
that subjects gave after each performance in order to find out whether these could be
related with the performance results.
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Figure 2.5.: Distribution of mean correlation coeﬃcients in relation with artistic (i.e.,
music and dance) background of subjects.
2.5. Quality of experience
The subjective descriptions of the participants’ experiences were given after each mea-
surement, which gives a total of 100 (N = 25 ∗ 4) description moments, and a total of 204
descriptors. As these descriptions were given on a free and spontaneous basis, they were
first categorized into four categories, namely, ‘expressivity’, ‘richness’, ‘intensity’; and
‘structure’. These description types go together with a model for semantic description of
music used by Lesaﬀre (2008) in an experiment that focused on unveiling relationships
between musical structure and musical expressiveness. The category ‘expressivity’ (11%)
relates to interest, aﬀect and judgment and in our test it was expressed with adjectives
such as irritancy, cheerfulness and diﬃculty. ‘Richness’ (17%) consists of tone qualities
such as fullness, wealth and spatiality. ‘Intensity’ (9.3%) was expressed in terms of exu-
berance, intensity, force, and impressiveness. ‘Structure’ (63%) had a focus on aspects of
harmony (e.g., from unison to many-voiced, triadic) and movement (e.g., larger, wider,
repetitive). The large amount of structure-related adjectives can be explained by the
interview setup, which requires participants to give adjectives that express participants’
perception of evolution within the musical samples and their overall experience during
the performance.
Starting from this categorical approach a ‘quality of experience’ value was assigned to
each of the 100 description sets, using a score from 0 to 3. This was done twice by two
musicologists who worked independently of each other. Their assessments resulted in two
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Figure 2.6.: Scaled probability distributions (PDF) that define the degree of
sensory-motor coupling (expressed with correlation coeﬃcient values that
determine the correlation between the expansion/contraction pattern of the
elbows and the one-to-many alternation in the music) as a function of the
quality of experience. Four groups are defined based on diﬀerent qualities of
experience in terms of intensity, richness, expressivity and structure.
spreadsheets that were qualitatively compared with each other. In 93% of the cases, an
agreement was found between both the assessments. In the other cases, disagreement
occurred due to specific assessment of the terms ‘greater’ and ‘louder’. After discussion
and based on Lesaﬀre’s model for semantic description of music, they were put in the
‘intensity’ category. The obtained scores lead to four ‘quality of experience’ groups in
the following way: (1) the lowest score of 0 (5 descriptors), groups the description sets
that provide no, minimal or vague sketches of the sensory stimuli; (2) the score of 1 (17
descriptors) has been given to the group that holds to one single descriptor category. This
group also represents subjects who among other things said that they focused on the pulse
(rhythm) of the sound stimuli, had negative experiences such as irritancy and oppression,
or found the task diﬃcult; (3) the group with a score of 2 (49 descriptors) corresponds
with rather well described experiences, but the description simply accounts for one or
two out of four description categories; (4) the group with the highest score of 3 (29
descriptors) consists of description sets that include multiple descriptors spread over the
four categories, although there were no descriptions sets that covered all four description
categories. The distribution of correlation coeﬃcients (representing the probability of
correlation between movement and auditory stimulus) was then re-calculated for each of
the four ‘quality of experience’ groups. Once all the values of the correlation coeﬃcients
are obtained, a fitted probability distribution (PDF) is created for each group (see Fig.2.6).
With a mean r of respectively .37 and .27, group 1 and 2 score less good than group 3
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Figure 2.7.: Distribution and PDF of the correlation-coeﬃcients (N = 78) expressing the
correlation between the varying distance between the elbows (left) and wrists
(right) and the one-to-many alternation in the music.
and 4 who have a mean r of respectively .65 and .67. These results suggest that when
subjects are capable of giving a clear description of their experience in terms of expressive
features like richness and intensity and structural features, they are more likely to give
proof of a sensory-motor coupling (i.e., motor resonance behavior).
The mapping trajectory that will be proposed further in this paper is based on the results
of the performances of which the subjective descriptors were categorized in group 3 and
4 (see Fig.2.6). In contrast with the performances that have a subjective descriptor in
group 1 and 2 (i.e., 22 performances), performances of group 3 and 4 (i.e., 78 performances)
gave evidence of a strong sensory-motor coupling accompanied with clear descriptions of
subjective percepts in terms of coherent expressive and structural features. As a result,
only the 78 performances classified in group 3 and 4 are relevant and meaningful for the
development of the mapping trajectory.
Fig.2.7 shows how the remaining 78 performances can be distributed according to the
degree of correlation between (1) the expansion/contraction pattern of the upper limbs
into peripersonal space and (2) the one-to-many alternation in the pre-recorded auditory
stimuli. This statistical distribution of the 78 correlation coeﬃcients concerned with the
amount of expansion/contraction at the level of the elbows is characterized by a mean r
of .66 (median r = .71). With a mean r of .47 (median r = .45), the correlation between
the expansion/contraction pattern of the wrists in reference to the auditory stimuli is
existing although less convincing. So, it seems that motor imitation occurs especially at
the level of the elbows.
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Figure 2.8.: Scaled fitted probability distributions (PDF) that define the correlation
between (1) the expansion of the elbows and (2) the displacement of the
elbows (above) and wrists (below) along the three axes in peripersonal space.
2.6. Analysis of the directionality of the expansion in
peripersonal space
The previous section indicated that an attuning is established between movement and
sound defined by a contraction/expansion pattern of the upper limbs. However, this
expansion can be the result of diﬀerent movements of the upper limbs. So further analysis
of position-related aspects needs to be conducted in order to specify how this spatio-kinetic
movement trajectory is defined with respect to the three-dimensional peripersonal space
of the subjects. This analysis needs to incorporate the trajectory of the elbows and
wrists along the diﬀerent axes of the three-dimensional coordinate system during each
performance.
The trajectory along the axes is approached from the perspective of the subjects’
peripersonal spaces. Therefore, the trajectory along the X-axis is scaled from 0 to 1
enabling an optimal comparison with the signal that specifies the distance between the
elbows. The 0-value corresponds with the 0-value position on the horizontal X-axis, the
1-value corresponds with the maximum distance of the elbows and wrists to the body in
both directions along the horizontal X-axis. The trajectory along the Z-axis is defined
according to the same concept but in the horizontal forward/backward direction. The
trajectory along the vertical Y-axis has a 0-value at the lowest possible position of the
elbow and wrist and a 1-value at the highest position. It must be stated that a 1-value
has a diﬀerent length according it concerns the elbow or the wrist.
For each performance (N = 78) correlations were made between (1) the trajectories of
both the elbows and wrists along the three diﬀerent axes and (2) the varying distance
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between the elbows. In this way, it’s possible to estimate the spatio-kinetic trajectory
that determines the motor resonance behavior of subjects in response to the one-to-many
alternation in the auditory stimuli. After these correlations were executed, a matrix was
created consisting of 12 columns of each 75 correlation coeﬃcients. Departing from the
statistical distribution of each column, means, medians and percentiles (25th and 5th)
were calculated (Table 2.3). Moreover, from each statistical distribution, there was a
fitted probability distribution obtained represented by a PDF (Fig.2.8). These statistical
calculations give an indication of how the data values are spread over the interval from the
smallest value to the largest value of the correlation coeﬃcient. The results indicate that
there is not so much diﬀerence between the left and right parts of the upper body. Because
of that, in what follows the diﬀerence between the two body parts will be excluded and
mean values will be used.
A first global observation of the means, medians, percentile values and PDF plot sug-
gests that there are high r values concerning the trajectories of elbows and wrists along
the vertical Y-axis. For the elbows, 95% of the r values (i.e., 74 out of the 78 values in
total) go beyond .56. The probability density function indicates that the r value that
is most likely to occur amounts to .93. For the wrists, the r value that seems most
likely to occur amounts to .90. 95% of the r values are higher than .33 while 75% of the
r values (i.e., 59 out of the 78 values in total) exceed .69. These observations suggest
that the motor response behavior determined by an expansion of the elbows is largely
dependent on a displacement of the elbows and wrists in the upward direction. Further
analysis is executed in order to investigate whether the upward movement of the elbows
is due to a horizontal movement in the forward/backward direction (i.e., Z-axis) or in
the sideward direction (i.e., X-axis). In order to realize this, it was investigated for all
the performances whether an increase in distance between the elbows corresponded also
to a similar, increasing displacement of the elbows and wrists along the X-axis. For the
left elbow the contraction/expansion range in the horizontal, sideward direction is defined
by x-coordinate values that fall in between 0 (i.e., maximum contraction) and 0.43 (i.e.,
maximum expansion). For the right elbow, the contraction/expansion range is defined
by x-coordinates falling in between 0 and -0.43. For the left wrist, the x-values fall in
between 0 and 0.7, for the right wrist, in between 0 and -0.7. In order to simplify the
interpretation of the subsequent correlation analysis, the x-values for the right elbow and
wrist were multiplied by -1 in order to relate increasing x-values to an expansion of the
elbows and wrists. Moreover, the diﬀerent ranges were normalized between 0 and 1. Four
diﬀerent correlation analyses were then applied between the two variables defining (1)
the scaled x-values specifying the displacement of both the elbows and wrists and (2) the
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N 78 78 78 78 78 78
Direction X X Y Y Z Z
Elbow left right left right left right
rmean 0.78 0.68 0.90 0.85 0.09 0.40
rmedian 0.78 0.73 0.91 0.92 0.11 0.39
rprctl(25) 0.70 0.53 0.87 0.83 -0.09 0.18
rprctl(5) 0.50 0.24 0.68 0.43 -0.40 -0.10
Wrist left right left right left right
rmean 0.50 0.30 0.79 0.74 0.16 0.25
rmedian 0.55 0.28 0.84 0.85 0.13 0.24
rprctl(25) 0.32 0.14 0.71 0.66 -0.07 0.05
rprctl(5) -0.01 -0.13 0.43 0.22 -0.32 -0.14
Table 2.3.: Means, medians and percentile values of the 12 distributions of 78 correlation
coeﬃcients r that define the correlation between (1) the expansion of the
elbows and (2) the displacement of the upper limbs along the three axes in
peripersonal space. The six columns above contain the correlation of the
expansion of the elbow with the trajectories along the X, Y and Z-axes of the
left and right elbow. The six columns below these of the wrists.
varying distance between both the elbows. For the elbows, 95% of the r values exceed .37,
while 75% of the r values go beyond .62. The PDF fit of the distribution indicates that
a value of .84 is most likely to occur. What concerns the wrists, the value that is most
likely to occur is .43. These results suggest that the tendency towards spatial verticality is
related with an expansion of the upper limbs in the outward direction along the X-axis. A
similar correlation analysis was performed between the variables specifying the displace-
ment along the Z-axis and the distance between the elbows. This analysis indicated an
absence of correlation between the expansion of the elbows and the displacement of both
the elbows and wrists along the Z-axis.
2.7. Discussion
Similar with previous findings (Repp, 1993b; Eitan & Granot, 2004, 2006; Craenen, 2007),
our study indicates that subjects have an intuitive tendency to associate musical struc-
tures with physical space and body movements. The analysis of the extracted movement
features shows that the corporeal resonance behavior in response to the one-to-many al-
ternation in the auditory stimuli is characterised by a contraction/expansion of the upper
limbs in the subjects’ peripersonal space. This seems to be the case especially what con-
cerns the elbows. A partial explanation of this result could be that the wrists have rather
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a tendency to follow the regular pulse of the musical stimuli. A first brief, qualitative
observation of the data seems to confirm this explanation although further research is
needed.
Moreover, empirical evidence shows that the expansion of the upper limbs is characterized
by an upward (Y-axis) and (although in a lesser degree) sideward (X-axis) directionality.
Eitan and Granot (2004) who investigated the relationship between musical structural
descriptions and synaesthetic/kinaesthetic descriptions found that changes in pitch height
corresponds to changes in movement characterised by a spatial vertical directionality as
well. This could raise the question whether it is the addition of extra voices that stimulates
expansion or whether it is the change in pitch. The experimental set-up anticipated this
question. By adding voices in the octave below the root voice, there could be no question
of a raising pitch in stimuli A and B. Nevertheless, there is a clear tendency to spatial
verticality.
Furthermore, analysis suggested that there is no linear relationship between the artistic
(i.e., music and dance) background of subjects and their motor attuning performances on
the pre-recorded stimuli. An alternative analysis however confirms the influence of per-
sonality and contextual factors, like nervousness and uneasiness, as important influences
on the performance of subjects. These two observations feed the hypothesis that the ob-
served corporeal resonance behavior (in the case when a person is feeling comfortable) is
really a spontaneous one, rooted in the action-oriented ontology of subjects independent
of their artistic background. However, to confirm this hypothesis more adequate, addi-
tional research needs to be conducted with more and more divergent subjects preferably
in more ecological valid situations.
The results of this study can be taken as ground for the establishment of a mapping
trajectory that connects the analyzed gestural trajectory of the upper limbs in peripersonal
space defined by the contraction/expansion index to a module that controls the synthesis
of extra voices on a monophonic auditory input (e.g., MuVoice module). In order to realize
this, the computational model proposed in this paper must be adjusted to recognize the
gestural trajectories of users, equipped with five inertial sensors and connected with the
system. Once a pattern of contraction/expansion of the upper limbs is then recognized,
the computational model must activate a sound-synthesizing module that adds voices on
the monophonic input. We propose a mapping trajectory that (1) gradually adds a third
according to the expansion of the elbows in the upward (Y-axis) and sideward (X-axis)
direction and (2) gradually adds an extra fifth on the root and third according to the
expansion of the wrists in the upward (Y-axis) and sideward (X-axis) direction. However,
this proposed strategy must be validated in the future in ecological valuable environments
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and situations.
The innovative aspect of this mapping strategy is that it relies on an embodied, sensory-
motor approach to music perception and expressiveness putting in evidence the action-
oriented ontology of users (Hurley, 2002; Noe¨, 2004; Colombetti & Thompson, 2007;
Taraborelli & Mossio, 2008). According to this approach, perception is build upon struc-
tural couplings between sensory patterns and motor activity. The qualitative research
presented in this study (see Sect.2.5) confirms this these by showing that only the sub-
jects that give evidence of a structural coupling between (1) the auditory pattern (i.e.,
one-to-many alternation) inherent in the auditory stimuli and (2) the corporeal resonance
behavior, could give a clear and coherent description of how they perceived the musical
stimuli. In contrast, the subjective descriptions of the participants lacking the sensory-
motor coupling were mostly vague and incoherent. Moreover, the subjective descriptions
of the subjects that gave proof of a sensory-motor coupling were very much in accordance
with each other. They described the passage from one voice to more, harmonic related
and simultaneous sounding voices in terms of ‘more full’, ‘more intense’, ‘more forceful’,
‘more exuberant’, etc. As a result, a connection could be established between musical
structural feature, movement feature and the perceptual experience in terms of richness,
intensity and expressivity (Table 2.4). This observed relationship is in line with previous
research putting in evidence the relation between (1) the size and openness of body move-
ments and the emotional intensity of the musical sound (Davidson, 1994; Camurri et al.,
2004) and (2) the contrast between an open and closed body position and the intent of
communicators to persuade (Mehrabian & Friar, 1969; McGinley et al., 1975).
Structural musical cue Movement cue Perception
adding voices expansion full, intense, force
dissapearing voices contraction empty, delicate
Table 2.4.: Relationship between musical structural feature, movement feature and
perceptual experience in terms of richness, intensity and expressivity.
By developing a mapping strategy that relies on sensory-motor integration and the
coupling of action and perception, it seems possible to address descriptions on a pure
subjective level (ideas, feelings, moods, etc.) by means of corporeal articulation and
translate them further into sound. It must be noticed that the proposed sound process
of one-to-many alternation is not related with one particular emotion or aﬀect as such
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but rather with the intensity or quality of an emotion whatsoever (Scherer, 2003; Ca-
murri et al., 2004). Nonetheless further research is required, the results presented in
this paper suggest that an emotion, aﬀect or dramatic content could be reinforced by
the specific musical process of adding voices to an in origin monophonic voice. By inte-
grating a musical synthesis module that is able to perform this kind of musical process
(MuVoice) inside the algorithm that is able to model movement, a multimodal, digital
interface is created that can be used by singers to enhance the natural capabilities of the
voice to communicate emotions and feeling by means of the expressive qualities of the
upper body extended into the virtual musical domain. In this way, it also provides a tool
that enhances music-driven psychosocial interaction in an artistic and social context. It
facilitates users, multimedia artists and dancers to control and manipulate a music per-
formance by means of expressive gestures. For the performer it means that the performed
actions are attuned with the intended actions communicated by the musical structural
cues in the constitution of unambiguous expressive percepts. For the outside world, it
means that visual and auditory sensory input received from stage (visual, auditory,...)
are perceived as attuned intended actions that can be corporeally imitated and related to
the action-oriented ontology creating expressive content.
However the advantages of the proposed mapping strategy, further research needs to be
conducted in order to integrate the proposed methodology into systems that support one-
to-many, many-to-one or many-to-many mapping strategies (Rovan et al., 1997; Hunt et
al., 2000). This will be accomplished in the future by conducting additional experiments
investigating the relation between expressive gesture and sound (Ofli et al., 2008).
CHAPTER 3
A dimensional model for the study of the coupling of action and
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Abstract
The embodied paradigm on music cognition has stressed the central role the body and
body movements play in musical meaning formation processes. In the presented study,
we investigated by means of a behavioral experiment, how free body movements in re-
sponse to music (i.e., action) can be linked to (1) the acoustic properties of music (i.e.,
music), and (2) specific linguistic, metaphorical descriptions people use to describe the
expressive qualities they perceive in the music (i.e., perception). We introduce a dimen-
sional correlation model based on the Eﬀort/Shape theory of Laban that enables us to
have a fine-grained view on musical expressivity. Also, we investigated whether action-
perception couplings are dependent on the musical background of subjects (i.e., musical
trained versus musical untrained). The results showed that the physical appearance of
body movements could be linked to the acoustic properties of the music as well as to
linguistic descriptions of musical expressiveness independent of the participants’ musical
background.
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“Although the striding first subject, straining and shrieking fit to bust a gut,
struck terror into some timid souls, it was nevertheless as clear-cut as the sub-
sequent tender second subject. ... Brahms prepares the movement’s emotional
core with consummate delicacy. The piano, musing on the ‘tender’ theme
but becoming increasingly anxious, is lovingly embraced by the orchestra. ...
The second subject at first becomes warmly resonant, but soon retreats into
extended meditation punctuated by remote horn calls, before being violently in-
terrupted. ... Running from vehement turmoil through regret, aggression, and
feather-light rippling, it culminates in a brutally hammered climax.”
(http: / / www .musicweb -international .com/ Programme Notes/ brahms
pianconc1 .htm )
3.1. Introduction
Metaphoric linguistic expressions are commonly used in the context of Western music
tradition (Guck, 1994; Aksnes, 1996; Cox, 1999). In doing so, human-like qualities (e.g.,
emotion, intentionality, etc.) are attributed to the music and descriptions are made of
music as being composed of “subjects” that “struck terror into timid souls” or “retreat
into extended meditation” (see opening quote). But what is it that empowers music to
create imaginary worlds as rich and intense as described in the opening quote?
Commonly, metaphors are used when something is diﬃcult to express in a literal way or
when one wants to capture the vividness of a phenomenal experience (Ortony & Fainsil-
ber, 1987, p.181). Thereby, a metaphor connects two conceptual domains (cf. Lakoﬀ &
Johnson, 1980): the target domain which comprises of an abstract idea (e.g., love, anger,
etc.), and the source domain in which concepts have a quality based on a concrete and
sensory experience (e.g., journey, heated fluid in a container, etc.). Research has shown
that these cross-linguistic metaphorical mappings (1) originate in systematic patterns of
the individual’s bodily, sensory-motor experience (for reviews, see Gibbs et al., 2004;
Crawford, 2009), and (2) rely on correspondences in neural representation (Barsalou,
1999, 2008; Feldman & Narayanan, 2004; Aziz-Zadeh & Damasio, 2008). We suggest that
similar mechanisms occur in the process of musical signification. But then, how can these
embodied, sensory-motor processes underlying musical metaphors be related to music lis-
tening?
Obviously, the question to this answer is not straightforward as various elements need to be
taken into account. However, in the present study, we propose that people use metaphors
to describe their musical experience as a result of motor-mimetic responses promoted
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by music (cf. motor simulation). As will be illustrated below, neuroimaging studies have
shown that listening to music activates a distributed neural network of sensory-motor cor-
tical structures in the listener’s brain. Research has also shown that the representation
of concepts and metaphorical constructs in the brain is grounded in the partial activation
of the same sensory-motor neural structures as the ones activated in the actual sensory-
motor experience of the specific concepts and constructs (Barsalou, 1999, 2008; Martin,
2007; Aziz-Zadeh & Damasio, 2008; Vermeulen, Mermillod, Godefroid, & Corneille, 2009).
These distributed networks of neural activation on which the representation of concepts
rely, are called perceptual symbols (Barsalou, 1999). From this perspective, we suggest
that associations of metaphoric constructs with music (i.e., cross-domain associations) can
be explained by a partial overlap of corresponding modal-specific neural activations. In
other words, what connects (certain) music with (certain) metaphors, is the fact that both
conceptual domains share an underlying embodied meaning found in the modal-specific
brain structures in which action plays a central role. This idea is similar to what Lakoﬀ
(1993) described as the invariance principle. According to this principle, “metaphorical
mappings preserve the cognitive topology (that is, the image-schema structure) of the
source domain, in a way consistent with the inherent structure of the target domain”
(Lakoﬀ, 1993, p.215). Therefore, words that represent a particular cognitive topology (or,
what Barsalou would call, perceptual symbol) in one domain can be used as a metaphor
to express the same topology in another domain (cf. Ga¨rdenfors, 2004, p.177). Zbikowski
((2002, p.70-71), (2008)), applied the invariance principle to music conceptualization.
Systematic evidence of the importance of the body and body movement for the way hu-
mans experience, produce, perceive, understand and communicate music has resulted in
a general theory of embodied music cognition (cf. Leman, 2007; Godøy & Leman, 2010).
In this overarching framework, the study of body movement responses in humans when
listening to music has led to the development of a motor model for the communication of
musical expressiveness presented by Leman (2007), themotor-mimetic theory presented by
Godøy (2003), and the conceptually similar mimetic hypothesis presented by Cox (2011).
These three closely related theories hold that people understand sound and sequences of
sound (cf. music) in terms of the sounds and gestures they have produced themselves.
By simulating sound-producing actions, either overt or covert, an imagined participation
with the production of the sound is provoked; “as if the music is the product of our own
action” (Leman, 2007, p.97). Closely related to this is the aspect of anticipation. For
example, many people quite easily manage to synchronize to the beat or anticipate the
continuation of a melodic line (cf. Larson & McAdams, 2004). This ability to anticipate
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“what is to come”, thus allowing for synchronization and attuning to certain aspects of the
music, provides the listener with a kind of imagined control over the music. This notion
of imagined participation is reflected in various other musicological studies investigating
the underlying embodied mechanisms of musical signification processes and the role of
metaphors therein (cf. imaginative activity (Maus, 1988), active imagination (Scruton,
1997), kinaesthetic empathy (Mead, 1999), simulated control (Leman, 2007), imaginary
agency (Levinson, 2006), etc.). Peculiar to imagined participation is that auditory events
are getting associated with actions in the individual’s motor repertoire which hold an
inherent semantics. As such, listening to music aﬀords access to this repository of action
semantics providing meaning to music. Neuroimaging studies have provided support for
the mimetic hypothesis by showing that - similar to the visual observation (for a review,
see Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004; Molenberghs, Cunnington, & Mattingley, 2011) and
the cognitive processing of hearing/reading action-related words and sentences (for a re-
view, see Aziz-Zadeh & Damasio, 2008) - the perception of action-related sounds recruits
distributed sensory-motor cortical cell assemblies related to the actual performance of
the actions (Aziz-Zadeh, Iacoboni, Zaidel, Wilson, & Mazziotta, 2004; Lewis, Brefczyn-
ski, Phinney, Janik, & DeYoe, 2005; Pizzamiglio et al., 2005; Gazzola, Aziz-Zadeh, &
Keysers, 2006; Hauk & Shtyrov, 2006; Lahav et al., 2007; De Lucia, Camen, Clarke, &
Murray, 2009). Moreover, studies have shown that deficits in understanding actions by
their sounds correspond with deficits in the actual execution of these actions, indicating a
causal relationship between auditory recognition and execution (Mahon, 2008; Pazzaglia,
Pizzamiglio, Pes, & Aglioti, 2008; Aglioti & Pazzaglia, 2010). In the context of music,
studies have shown that passive music listening activates motor areas in the brain, al-
though this is more explicitly the case with musicians than with non-musicians (Haueisen
& Kno¨sche, 2001; Hickok et al., 2003; Bangert et al., 2006; D’Ausilio et al., 2006; Zatorre
et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2008; Alluri et al., 2011). All of the above findings, show that
auditory information - either sound or music - promotes neural activity in motor-related
brain structures and provide evidence for the mimetic hypothesis. However, it must be
mentioned that the exact role of motor simulation, especially the role of so called mirror,
or echo neurons (Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004) of the underlying mechanisms in higher
level perceptual and conceptual semantic processing, is currently still the object of heavy
debate (cf. Toni et al., 2008; Hickok, 2009; Spunt, Satpute, & Lieberman, 2011).
In line with the findings mentioned above, behavioral studies, presenting so called motor-
attuning or embodied listening experiments, have shown that people are able to trans-
late sound structures into specific body movement (Jensenius, 2008; Leman et al., 2009;
Valiente-Ochoa & Payri, 2009; Bianco, Wanderley, & Bevilacqua, 2010; Caramiaux et al.,
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2010; Godøy, 2010a; Ku¨ssner et al., 2011; Kozak, Nymoen, & Godøy, 2012). Other studies
have focused on the analysis of expressive properties and connotative meanings inherent
to sound-accompanying gestures leading to taxonomies of gestural expressive semantics.
(Camurri et al., 2004; Camurri, Castellano, Ricchetti, & Volpe, 2006; Leman et al., 2009;
Boone & Cunningham, 2001; Chen-Hafteck, 2004). Also, empirical studies have been
conducted linking music to emotion/expressivity without taking into account movement
behavior (Dubnov, McAdams, & Reynolds, 2006; Laurier, Lartillot, Eerola, & Toiviainen,
2009; Juslin & Lindstro¨m, 2010; Mion et al., 2010; Canazza, De Poli, & Roda, 2011) and
imagery (Aksnes & Ruud, 2008; Eitan & Granot, 2006; Eitan & Timmers, 2010; Eitan &
Rothschild, 2011). However, only a few studies have discussed the relationship between
(1) music, (2) gesture, and (3) meaning in an integrated way (e.g., Krantz et al., 2006;
Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, & Moelants, 2010).
In the presented study, we conducted an experiment during which a real musical piece
(i.e., Brahms’ First Piano Concerto) was used in order to illustrate how free body move-
ments performed in response to the music (i.e., action) are linked to linguistic labels
people use to describe the expressive qualities they perceive in the music (i.e., percep-
tion). The linguistic labels can be considered as metaphors as they do not directly relate
to the auditory domain (i.e., target domain) but rather to the domain of concrete qual-
ities related to bodily experiences (i.e., source domain). The music that is used in the
experiment is characterized by a repeated alternation of passages defined by two distinct
sets of contrasting acoustic properties. Based on these two sets of properties, we define
two musical styles - a heroic and lyric style. The actual experiment consisted of two
parts. In a first part, free body movements in response to music were assessed by means
of a motor-attuning task. Thereby, participants where asked to translate the expressive
qualities they perceived in the music into free body movements. In a second part, par-
ticipants were confronted with 24 semantic diﬀerential scales. Now, they were asked to
associate the perceived expressive qualities of the music with the 24 bipolar linguistic
labels. Three basic research questions were central.
1. Is the contrast between the acoustic properties of the music reflected in the associ-
ated body movements and linguistic labels?
2. When a contrast is induced, are there similarities found among the diﬀerent partic-
ipants and are these dependent on the musical background of the participants (i.e.,
musically trained versus musically untrained)?
3. Is there a correlation between the expressive qualities reflected in the acoustic prop-
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erties, the body movements and the linguistic labels?
In order to answer these questions, we present quantitative methods which enable us to
extract physical properties from the music as well as from the body movements. More-
over, we introduce a new dimensional model for musical expressiveness, based on the
Eﬀort/Shape theory of Laban which will enable us to correlate music with aspects of
listeners’ actions and perception in response to the music.
3.2. Expressive correlation model
In research on music and emotion, a general distinction is made between two approaches to
emotion conceptualization: the categorical approach and the dimensional approach (see
Eerola & Vuoskoski, 2012, for a review). According to the categorical approach, emo-
tions can be represented as a limited number of discrete emotion categories. In contrast,
the dimensional approach identifies emotions relative to a small number of underlying
dimensions. An important contribution to this approach was Russel’s circumplex model
(1980). In this model, emotions are described along two continuous, orthogonal axes (i.e.,
dimensions) representing valence (positive/negative) and arousal (strong/light). In both
approaches, existing models are still not able to represent the full richness and subtleties
of musical emotion (Trost, Ethofer, Zentner, & Vuilleumier, 2012; Y. H. Yang & Chen,
2011). Moreover, a lot of descriptions of musical expressiveness do not relate immediately
to emotions. For example, as studies (e.g., Cox, 1999; Linsley, 2011; Larson, 2012) have
shown, verbal descriptions often relate to aspects of motion and space. These descriptions
can not be readily integrated into existing emotion models. Therefore, in this study, we
introduce an alternative model, based on Laban’s Eﬀort/Shape model, that presents a
more fine-grained and multifaceted approach to musical expressiveness.
The Eﬀort/Shape model provides an integrated terminological system that facilitates to
highlight various expressive qualities of body movements. The model has already been
used in various studies to connect movement behavior with expressivity and emotion (e.g.,
Camurri et al., 2004, 2006; Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, & Moelants, 2010). As the
name implies, the model consists of two main components, namely Eﬀort and Shape.
Eﬀort relates to the subtle, dynamic qualities of a movement expression while Shape re-
lates to the correlating changes of the body shape. As Watson and Lamb (1979, p.74)
state, Eﬀort and Shape are two processes by which movement is created and need to be
combined in order to fully understand movement behavior.
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The Eﬀort component is divided into four dimensions: weight eﬀort, time eﬀort, flow ef-
fort and space eﬀort. Each dimension is structured around two opposite polarities: weight
eﬀort relates to the polarities strong-light, time eﬀort to sudden-sustained, flow eﬀort to
bound-free, and space eﬀort to direct-indirect. The Shape component is divided into two
dimensions structured around the polarities spreading-enclosing and rising-descending. In
the next paragraphs, we discuss into detail the expressed qualities of each dimension and
how it can be related to body movements, acoustic properties, and linguistic labels.
Weight eﬀort Weight eﬀort represents the sense of the physical relationship of the body
with gravity ranging from strong to light weight. Strong weight indulges gravity,
yields to great force and evokes a feel of weightiness. Light weight, in contrast,
resists gravity seemingly eﬀortless and elicits a feel of weightlessness. This dimension
is related to the movement feature acceleration (cf. Petersen, 2008) which can be
further related to applied force. The acoustic feature that is related to this dimension
is amplitude as this property directly relates to the intensity and power of a sound.
The bipolar adjective indicators for this dimension are heavy/light, vigorous/frail,
rough/delicate, and hard/soft.
Time eﬀort Time eﬀort relates the the mover’s inner attitude towards time. The cate-
gory is structured around the opposites sudden and sustained. A sudden movement,
according to Preston (1977), equals an immediate discharge of energy or as a feeling
of urgency. Sustained time is felt as if energy is stretched out in time. The notions
of sudden and sustained time can be related to energy profiles/envelopes (i.e., at-
tack, decay, sustain, release). While sudden time envelopes have abrupt attacks and
releases, sustained time envelopes have softer attacks and releases and prolong the
sustain phase of the energy profile (cf. Godøy, 2010b). This dimension is related to
the movement feature impulsiveness which gives an indication of the shape of speed
profiles (cf. Camurri et al., 2004; Petersen, 2008). The acoustic feature that is re-
lated to this dimension is the onset likelihood as this property models the occurrence
of sudden changes in pitch or timbre or intensity (cf. Moelants & Rampazzo, 1997;
Brossier, 2006). The bipolar adjective indicators for this dimension are fast/slow,
nervous/tranquil, energetic/easeful, and active/passive.
Flow eﬀort Flow eﬀort relates to a sense of control. Considering free flow, movements
are streaming out freely, continuously, unimpeded, seemingly eﬀortless, and outside
the influence of any control. In contrast, bound flow relates to energy that can-
not be free, convulsive or controllable at any time. This dimension is related to
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the movement features smoothness and jerk (cf. Camurri et al., 2004; Petersen,
2008) which are indicators of the psychological feeling of comfort (Huang & Wang,
2004). The acoustic features that are related to this dimension are irregularity -
giving an indication of the jaggedness (or, noise content) of the spectral envelope
- and spectral flatness - giving an indication of the relative tonalness/noisiness of
an audio spectrum (i.e., spiky versus smooth spectrum envelope) (Bullock, 2008,
p.65). Tonalness, according to Yang and Chen (2011), relates to valence perception;
a high spectral flatness is tonal (tone-like) and reflect joy and peacefulness while a
low spectral flatness is atonal (noise-like) and reflect anger. The bipolar adjective
indicators for this dimension are rigid/fluent, anxious/secure, worried/carefree, and
serious/playful.
Space eﬀort Space eﬀort, as a qualitative experience, mainly involves how movement
energy or attention is more focused on, as opposed to distributed in, a certain en-
vironment. Space eﬀort can be divided into direct space and indirect space. Direct
space relates to a sense of goal directness, linearity, regularity, and confinedness. In
contrast, indirect space relates to energy that is diﬀused, multi-focused and flexi-
ble. This dimension is related to the movement feature directness index (Camurri
et al., 2004) indicating the directness of a movement trajectory path. The acous-
tic features that are related to this dimensions are spectral kurtosis and spectral
irregularity. The spectral kurtosis indicates the relative flatness of a distribution
(Bullock, 2008, p.58-59). A distribution with negative kurtosis (i.e., platykurtotic,
platy- means broad) has a wider peak around the mean and shorter tails. A dis-
tribution with a positive kurtosis (i.e., leptokurtotic, lepto- means slender) has a
thinner peak around the mean and much longer tails. Therefore, spectral kurtosis
can be related to the space category in the Eﬀort/Shape model. The bipolar adjec-
tive indicators for this dimension are compact/airy, dense/diﬀuse, regular/chaotic,
and balanced/unbalanced.
Spreading-enclosing Previous research by Maes and colleagues (2010) has shown that
the spreading and enclosing of the upper limbs is related to the expressive oppo-
sites forceful-delicate and full-empty. Other research has linked movement size and
openness to emotional intensity (Davidson, 1994; Camurri et al., 2004), power (Hall,
Coats, & LeBeau, 2005) and persuasiveness (Mehrabian & Friar, 1969; McGinley
et al., 1975). This dimension is related to the movement feature size indicating the
amount of contraction/expansion applied to the upper limbs. The acoustic features
that are related to this dimension are spectral kurtosis and spectral variance. Spec-
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tral variance indicates the width of the audio spectrum (i.e., how much frequency
components are spread or scattered around the spectral centroid). The bipolar ad-
jective indicators for this dimension are big/small, broad/narrow, thick/thin, and
exalting/serene.
Rising-descending Research has shown that vertical spatial positions embody the con-
cept of power (T. W. Schubert, 2005), dominance-submission (Robinson, Zabelina,
Ode, & Moeller, 2008) and hierarchy (Paechter, 2004). This dimension is related
to the movement feature height. The acoustic feature that is related to this di-
mension is spectral sharpness indicating the brightness of a sound (Bullock, 2008,
p.68). It is similar to the spectral centroid ; an indication of the amount of high-
frequency content in a sound. Thus, brightness relates to pitch “height” (Walker &
Smith, 1984; Eitan & Granot, 2006). According to Yang and Chen (2011), bright
timbre is associated with high arousal, whereas low arousal values are associated
with soft timbre. Also brightness is associated in literature with the ‘divine’ and
the ‘good’ (Herrero Ruiz, 2006) which are considered to be metaphorically related
to spatial height (Lakoﬀ & Johnson, 1980; Meier, Hauser, Robinson, Friesen, &
Schjeldahl, 2007). The bipolar adjective indicators for this dimension are high/low,
vertical/horizontal, dominant/humble, and bright/muted.
The expressive correlation model is completely defined before the experiment started. The
experiment is then set up to test whether the behavioral responses of the participants con-
firm or disprove this model. In the experiment, the within-subjects independent variable
is the combination of acoustic features into two contrasting sets defining two musical styles
(heroic and lyric). According to the model, we expect that the behavioral responses of
the participants in response to the music (i.e., the dependent variables, body movement
and linguistic description) correlate with the corresponding acoustic features. With cor-
relating, we mean that the polarity of the movement features and linguistic labels in each
dimension match the polarity of the corresponding acoustic features. To give a simple
example, music with a high amplitude is presumed to evoke (1) body movements with
a high acceleration and (2) a perception of musical expressiveness that can be described
as heavy, vigorous, rough and hard. If the model is applied to all dimensions, we have
a strong basis for supporting the hypothesis that linguistic descriptions of music have a
common ground with the body movements that are associated with music.
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Table 3.1.: Dimensional model based on Laban’s Eﬀort/Shape theory.
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3.3. Method
3.3.1. Participants
In total, we invited 36 people to participate in the experiment. They were students en-
rolled in various academic disciplines and they volunteered freely. Two distinct groups
of participants were formed on the basis of their musical background. A first group (i.e.,
musically trained group) was composed of 18 participants (10 male, 8 female) with a
mean age of 23.83 year (SD = 3.71). They declared to have had music education with a
mean number of years of 9.67 (SD = 5.40) and to play a musical instrument. Moreover,
we asked how familiar participants were with the type of music used in the experiment.
This question was rated on a five-point Likert scale, with 1 as ‘not at all familiar’, 3 as
‘somewhat familiar’, and 5 as ‘extremely familiar’. The mean rating of the participants in
group 1 on the scale was 4.17 (SD = 0.38). A second group (i.e., musically untrained
group) was composed of 18 participants (10 male, 8 female) with a mean age of 24.60
(SD = 4.81). They declared not to have had musical education of any sort (except for
the obligatory courses in primary and secondary school) nor to play a musical instrument.
Their rating of ‘musical familiarity’ resulted in a mean of 1.67 (SD = 0.48).
We also tested the level of introversion/extraversion of each participant as we assumed it
to be a factor which could have had an influence on the experimental outcome. There-
fore, we used the Dutch translation of the Big Five Inventory test (Denissen, Geenen,
Van Aken, Gosling, & Potter, 2008) providing, for the measure introversion/extraversion,
a score from 1 to 5, with 1 equalling ‘very introvert’ and 5 equalling ‘very extravert’. A
statistical t-test indicated that there was no significant diﬀerence between the rate of ex-
traversion/introversion between the musically trained group (M = 3.49, SD = 0.62)
and the musically untrained group (M = 3.51,SD = 0.67), t(34) = −.099, p > .05
(p = .92). So both groups were highly homogeneous when considering the factor extraver-
sion/introversion.
3.3.2. Materials
Musical stimulus The musical stimulus that was used in the experiment is a part of
Johannes Brahms’ First Piano Concerto, Opus 15 in D minor from 1858. More in
particular, we used the first 6 min 10 s of theMaestoso movement (see Fig.3.1). The
recording that was used was a performance of Krystian Zimmerman accompanied
by the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra conducting by Simon Rattle.
The musical piece is characterized by passages articulating extreme contrasts in
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Figure 3.1.: Waveform of the musical stimulus used in the experiment. The hatched
regions indicate the three heroic fragments, the cross-hatched regions the
three lyric fragments.
physical acoustic energy. Based on this, we define two contrasting musical style
categories which structure the main outline of the composition, namely a heroic
and lyric style category. Other than the labels might suggest, we do not define
the categories in terms of the expressive content but merely in terms of the physical
acoustic properties extracted from the musical signal.
In the first 6 min 10 s of the Maestoso movement, three heroic passages are pre-
sented in alternation with three lyric passages (see Fig.3.1). Because the first
lyric passage is relatively long in comparison with the other we deleted some por-
tion of that passage (1 min 56 s - 2 min 46 s of the recording) in a way it was not
audible for people that do not know the musical piece well. The remaining musical
stimulus had a duration of 5 min. Because fragments of equal duration are required
for the acoustic analysis (see further), the movement analysis (see Sect.3.4) as well
as for the questionnaire (see next paragraph), we defined six fragments with a du-
ration of 30 s each. Three of these fragments are defined as heroic fragments, the
other three as lyric fragments.
The acoustic properties that were extracted from the audio signal encompassed
an energy property (i.e., amplitude), a rhythm property (i.e., onset likelihood),
and spectrum properties (i.e., irregularity, spectral flatness, spectral kurtosis, spec-
tral sharpness, spectral variance). They were all extracted using the VAMP libX-
tract plugin (Bullock, 2007, 2008) hosted in Sonic Visualizer (Cannam, Landone,
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& Sandler, 2010). The exact details of how these properties were extracted are ex-
plained in Bullock (2008). To statistically test the diﬀerences between the heroic
and lyric fragments on the various acoustic properties, we applied nonparametric
Mann-Whitney U tests (normality was violated). In summary, the results show that
the levels of amplitude, onset likelihood, irregularity, spectral sharpness, and spectral
variance in the heroic fragments were significantly higher (p < .001) compared to
the levels of these acoustic properties in the lyric fragments. In contrast, the levels
of spectral flatness and spectral kurtosis were significantly higher (p < .001) in the
lyric fragments compared to the heroic fragments.
Questionnaire The questionnaire was based on the semantic diﬀerential method (Osgood
et al., 1957). This method is used to assess people’s attitudes towards all sorts of con-
cepts, objects, events, etc. The method has also been proven useful to rate people’s
emotional experience of musical fragments (e.g., White & Butler, 1968; Swanwick,
1973; O’Briant & Wilbanks, 1978; Nielze´n & Cesarec, 1981; Fujihara & Tagashira,
1984; Senju & Ohgushi, 1987; Murakami & Kroonenberg, 2003). The method is
based on a set of scales consisting of bipolar (opposite) adjective pairs placed each
at one end of a continuous rating scale (mostly a seven-point rating scale, although
five-point and nine-point scales are also used). Respondents are asked to tick one
of the seven points in between each bipolar adjective pair, indicating the rate of
association (cf. intensity) of a particular concept, object, event, etc. with one of
the adjectives (cf. direction). In our study, we used a 24-item, nine-point, semantic
diﬀerential list to rate the six musical fragments. A nine-point scale was chosen
because we were interested in small nuances between diﬀerent respondents. Each
category in the Eﬀort/Space model is described by four bipolar adjective indicators
(Table 3.1). They were chosen partly from the Laban Movement Analysis (LMA)
eﬀort bank (http://www.lmaeffortbank.com) and the Hevner adjective circle pre-
senting adjectives that are supposed to reflect the main feelings that can be evoked
in humans by listening to music (Hevner, 1936).
During the time that the respondents rated the six musical fragments, they had
to listen to the corresponding music. The questionnaire was made with Qualtrics
(www.qualtrics.com) running online on a MacBook Pro.
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3.3.3. Procedure
Participants were invited individually to take part in the experiment. Before the actual
execution of the experiment, all participants were given an explanation of the procedure
they had to run through and the tasks they had to carry out. Moreover, they were
equipped with the motion capture jacket and the required calibration was fulfilled (see
Sect.3.4.1). The actual experiment consisted of two separate parts (the motor-attuning
part, and the questionnaire part). The order in which both were executed was randomized
to exclude eﬀects due to a specific order. However, they both took place in the motion
capture space; an octagonal space of 6.5m diameter enclosed by black curtains in order
to separate the participants from the experimenters. Before the motor-attuning part of
the experiment, the participants received the following task: “Translate your experience
of the music into free full-body movement. Try to become absorbed in the music that is
presented and express your feelings into body movement. There is no good or wrong way of
doing it. Just perform what comes up in you.” They could thereby use the space indicated
by a round carpet with a diameter of 4 meter. Furthermore, we made the room completely
dark, as the pilot study had indicated that this made the participants more comfortable
and less constrained to execute their task. The music was played through a stereo setup
formed with two Behringer B2031A Truth Active Studio Monitors at a predefined volume
which was esteemed as agreeable by the experimenters. The questionnaire part of the
experiment was filled in at a table which was put just next to the carpet. Again, the
room was darkened and the music was played in a identical way as in the motor-attuning
part. From start to end, each experiment lasted for about one hour. Afterwards, people
were oﬀered some refreshments while the experimenters explained the purpose of the
experiment.
3.4. Movement analysis
3.4.1. Data acquisition
In our study, we focused on hand gesturing. This choice is motivated by research that has
stipulated the privileged role of hand gestures in reasoning and conveying emotion and
expressivity (Rizzolatti & Arbib, 1998; Goldin-Meadow, 2005; Godøy, 2010a). Three-
dimensional movements of both hands were captured with an OPTITRACK infrared op-
tical system consisting of 12 synchronized cameras and recorded with the ARENA motion
capture software (http://www.naturalpoint.com). Participants were asked to put on a
special jacket on which markers could be attached with Velcro. A default human upper
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Figure 3.2.: Left: velocity profile and related segments. Right: Three dimensional
movement trajectory path (full line) with indication of the minimum-jerk
trajectory path (dotted line) and the straight trajectory path (dashed line).
body skeleton model provided in the ARENA software was constructed from 19 infrared
reflecting markers that were attached to the jacket in a predefined manner: four markers
for the hip and three markers for the chest, upper arms, and hands. Afterwards, the
performances of all participants were exported into BioVision Hierarchy (BVH) files. Us-
ing the MATLAB motion capture toolbox (http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~neill/mocap),
complemented with own algorithms, we calculated the three-dimensional position (and
displacement) of both hands in reference to the body-center (i.e., center of the hips)
independent of how a participant is positioned or orientated in the motion capture space.
3.4.2. Movement feature extraction
In our study, we provide a quantitative method to extract, from this “raw” position
data, seven movement features each relating to one of the dimensions of the expressive
correlation model presented (see Table 3.1). Because three of the movement features (i.e.,
directness index, impulsiveness and smoothness) are based on a segmentation procedure,
we first describe the details of this procedure.
3.4.2.1. Segmentation Process
The extraction of the gestural features directness index, impulsiveness and smoothness
described below is based on a segmentation process that divides the complete motion
stream into discrete motions segments. Although it is debatable (cf. Kahol, Tripathi,
Panchanathan, & Rikakis, 2003), the segmentation process we used is in line with previous
research that takes the velocity profile as basis for defining the boundaries of each segment
(Camurri et al., 2004; Glowinski et al., 2009; Desmet et al., 2012). From a physical
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point of view, the velocity signal of a movement performed by a specific body part is
characterized by a concatenation of bell-shaped curves or motion bells (see Fig.3.2). The
boundaries of a segment are determined by local minima in the velocity signal (i.e., points
in time where the acceleration is zero). These indicate a transition from a decrease to
an increase of movement velocity. As such, each segment is defined by an increase and
subsequent decrease in movement velocity. Due to this particular method, a lot of “jitter”
occurs characterized by small, insignificant motion bells (in terms of duration and covered
distance). Therefore, we attributed a weight to each segment defined by the multiplication
of their respective duration and the covered (Euclidean) distance of the three-dimensional
spatial trajectory. This enables us to calculate the diﬀerent movement features only with
regards to a specific subset of significant and informative segments. In our study, for
the features based on the segmentation process (i.e., directness index, impulsiveness and
smoothness), we only analyze the most significant first ten segments (i.e., the segments
to which the highest weights were attributed) to avoid that jitter has a disturbing eﬀect
on the result. The ratio of the covered distance by the ten segments with respect to the
complete covered distance accounts for a mean percentage of 35% (SD = 7%). Concerning
the ratio of the summed duration of the ten segments in relation to the complete duration
of a fragment (i.e., 30 s), we obtain a mean percentage of 26% (SD = 4%).
3.4.2.2. Movement features
All features were calculated based on the movement data obtained from the participants’
dominant hand movements. Except for the movement feature size, where both hands
were taken into account. Acceleration and jerk were calculated respectively as the second
and third derivative of the three-dimensional position. Size was calculated as the distance
between both hands and height was represented by the position coordinate along the ver-
tical axis. For each of these four measures, the mean was calculated, per subject, over the
three diﬀerent fragments belonging to one musical style (i.e., heroic and lyric). This
resulted for each movement feature, per subject, in two general measures (one for the
heroic condition and one for the lyric condition).
Smoothness was calculated based on the constrained miminum-jerk model presented by
Todorov and Jordan (1998). Based on the algorithms presented in this study, we were
able to compute the minimum-jerk trajectory (i.e., the trajectory minimizing the integral
of the squared derivative of acceleration over the duration of the movement). Afterwards,
we could calculate for each motion segment (see Sect.3.4.2.1) the deviation of the ac-
tual covered trajectory from that minimum-jerk trajectory resulting in an error measure
(in m) per sample. The mean over all samples per motion segment provided us with
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Figure 3.3.: Visualization of the results of the movement analysis.
one error measure per motion segment. In line with other studies (e.g., Camurri et al.,
2004; Petersen, 2008), we related impulsiveness to the shape of the motion bells (see
Sect.3.4.2.1). For each motion segment, we calculated impulsiveness as the duration (T,
in Fig.3.2) divided by the amplitude range (A, in Fig.3.2) of the motion bells (figure 1, A).
The directness index was calculated, for each motion segment, as the proportion between
(1) the Euclidean distance of the straight trajectory between the position occupied by
the dominant hand at the beginning of a motion segment and at the end of that motion
segment, and (2) the distance covered in reality (i.e., the sum of distances from sample
to sample) (cf. Camurri et al., 2004). These three last movement features were expressed
in one general measure per motion segment. As explained in Sect.3.4.2.1, we were inter-
ested only in the ten motion segments with the highest weight per fragment. To obtain
two measures (one corresponding to the heroic style and one to the lyric style), we
calculated the mean of the measures of all 30 segments corresponding to both styles.
As a result, the overall method resulted in seven matrices (one per movement feature) of
dimensions 36×2 (i.e., participants×musical styles), facilitating further statistically pro-
cessing (see Sect.3.4.3) .
3.4.3. Results
The statistical analysis of the seven 36×2 matrices representing the general measures of
all movement features (see Sect.3.4.2.2), is conceived as a 2×2 mixed factorial design.
There are two independent variables: the between-subjects factor ‘musical background’
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(two levels: musically trained and musically untrained, and the within-subjects
factor ‘musical style’ (two levels: heroic and lyric). The dependent variable, which
is ‘movement response’, is in fact constituted by multiple dependent measures related
to the diﬀerent movement features under consideration (i.e., acceleration, impulsiveness,
jerk, smoothness error, directness index, size, height). The main question concerns how
groups change diﬀerently depending on one or more of these dependent variables, and not
whether there are intercorrelations between the outcome variables. Therefore, it is appro-
priate to apply multiple univariate analyses on each of the dependent variables (ANOVA)
instead of using one multivariate analysis (MANOVA) (cf. Huberty & Morris, 1989; Park
& Schutz, 2006).
The assumptions of normality, homogeneity of variance and sphericity could be accepted
for all features. All eﬀects are reported as significant at p < .001. There was a sig-
nificant main eﬀect of musical style on acceleration (F [1, 34] = 163.17, r = .91), im-
pulsiveness (F [1, 34] = 190.53, r = .92), jerk (F [1, 34] = 170.27, r = .91), smoothness
error (F [1, 34] = 134.81, r = .89), directness index (F [1, 34] = 129.14, r = .89), size
(F [1, 34] = 135.80, r = .89), and height (F [1, 34] = 83.04, r = .84). These results re-
vealed a higher level of directness index in the lyric condition compared to the heroic
condition and a higher level of acceleration, impulsiveness, jerk, smoothness error, size
and height in the heroic condition compared to the lyric condition.
No significant main eﬀect of musical background was found on acceleration (F [1, 34] =
1.88, r = .23), impulsiveness (F [1, 34] = 2.13, r = .24), jerk (F [1, 34] = 1.79, r = .22),
smoothness error (F [1, 34] = 1.76, r = .22), or directness index (F [1, 34] = 2.81, r = .28)
indicating that levels for these features were in general the same in the musical trained
group and the musical untrained group. However, a significant main eﬀect of mu-
sical background was found on size (F [1, 34] = 4.50, p < .05, r = .34), and height
(F [1, 34] = 5.95, p < .05, r = .39), revealing a higher level in size and height for the
musical trained group than for the musical untrained group.
There was no significant interaction eﬀect between the musical style and the musical
background on acceleration (F [1, 34] = 1.61, r = .21), impulsiveness (F [1, 34] = 1.04, r =
.17), jerk (F [1, 34] = 1.83, r = .23), smoothness error (F [1, 34] = 1.88, r = .23), directness
index (F [1, 34] = 1.40, r = .20), size (F [1, 34] < 1, r = .17), or height (F [1, 34] < 1,
r = .03).
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3.5. Semantic diﬀerential scale analysis
3.5.1. Research questions
Similar to the analysis of the movement data resulting from the motor-attuning part of
the experiment, two questions are key in the analysis of the semantic diﬀerential scales.
First: “Which linguistic labels define and diﬀerentiate between the music fragments and
corresponding musical styles (i.e., heroic and lyric)?” Second: “Does the attitude
of the participants towards the relationship between the music fragments and semantic
diﬀerential scales diﬀer in the musically trained and musically untrained group?”
The information we need in order to answer these questions are the participants’ judge-
ments of the music fragments using the semantic scales. More formally, the scores for
a participant k can be collected in a matrix Xk of I = 6 music fragments by J = 24
scales. The data of all K = 36 participants thus form a three-way array X of size
6 (fragments)× 24 (scales)× 36 (participants).
Two-way PCA versus three-way PCA
Standard principal component analysis is inadequate for the analysis of three-way arrays
as the array has to be transformed into a standard two-way matrix before analysis. De-
pending on how this is done, one of the ways disappears from the analysis or two of the
ways become confounded. In fact, prior to their analysis, semantic diﬀerential scales have
mostly been summed over participants thereby implicitly assuming that the participants
do not have a diﬀerent viewpoint on the relations between the music fragments and the
scales. For our purpose this is not acceptable. Instead to answer both of the research
questions the three-way data array has to be analyzed with methods which can be used
to study such arrays in their three-way form. In this study, we have used three-mode
principal component analysis (Three-mode PCA) for this purpose. The technique was
introduced by Tucker (1966) and detailed treatments can be found in Kroonenberg (1985,
2008) and Smilde and colleagues (2004). Using three-mode PCA, it becomes possible to
unravel underlying components in all three modes, to investigate the relationships between
them, and to assess possible individual diﬀerences.
Procedural steps for a three-mode PCA
In order to interpret the outcomes of a three-mode PCA the following steps need to be
followed: (1) preprocessing (centring and/or normalising); (2) selecting model complexity
(selecting the number of components for each way); (3) carrying out the analysis and
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evaluating its appropriateness; (4) constructing plots for interpretation (in particular,
joint biplots).
Preprocessing. Thus first, the data have to be centered in an appropriate manner. In
standard PCA of a participant by variable matrix this is done by calculating deviation
scores for the participants with respect to the variable means. In semantic diﬀerential data
for a single person, the equivalent is to calculate deviation scores for the concepts (here,
music fragments) with respect to the scale means. For several persons the procedure is
the same, each person’s judgements are analyzed by looking at deviation scores of their
own scale means; this process is referred to as centering. More formally, x˜ijk = xijk− x¯·jk.
Complexity selection. The complexity of the Three-mode PCA model is determined by
the numbers of components of the three ways. On the one hand, one desires suﬃcient
components to describe the data adequately with enough detail for interpretation, on the
other hand the more parsimonious the model is the less parameters have to be interpreted.
To find an adequate model we make use of both a deviance plot portraying the deviance
or residual sum of squares of the models versus their degrees-of-freedom and a three-
mode scree plot portraying the deviance versus the sums of the numbers of components
from all ways of the data array; for a detailed explanation, see e.g. (Kroonenberg, 2008,
Chapt.8). The examination of the two plots leads us to choose the 2×2×2 model. This
particular model lies on the convex hull (the drawn line in the graphs connecting a series
of models) in the Deviance plot and very close to the hull in the Three-mode scree plot.
We particularly wanted to inspect a model with at least two subject components, so that
we would gain an insight into the diﬀerences between individuals.
Analysis results This 2×2×2 model has a fit of 62% to the data which is more than
adequate for interpretation. The first components of the three modes account for 61%,
58% and 59%, respectively, and the second components for 1%, 4% and 3%, respectively.
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Thus we see that in all three modes a strong first component is present which is not the
case for the second one. Inspecting the component plots per mode (plots not shown, but
see Fig.3.5) it turns out that the first mode (i.e., music fragments) is dominated by the
contrast between heroic and lyric, the second mode (i.e., scales) by the scales which
describe this contrast, and that in the third mode all participants have positive scores
indicating that they are in general agreement about the relations between the other two
modes. The details can be gleaned from the joint biplots explained and discussed next.
Research question 1: Characterization of music fragments
The first question about the relations between the music fragments and their charac-
terizing scales can be answered by investigating the component coeﬃcients of the music
fragments jointly with those of the semantic diﬀerential scales. Both can be projected into
a single space, generally referred to as a joint biplot representation (Murakami & Kroo-
nenberg, 2003, p.260) or (Kroonenberg, 2008, p.273). In Three-mode PCA such joint
biplots can be constructed for each component of the third mode (here: participants).
Interpretational rules for (joint) biplots
A joint biplot can be interpreted as a standard biplot. The basic rules for their inter-
pretation are the following. (1) Due to the centering, the origin represents the mean of
each of the scales. (2) One of the modes is represented by points (here, scales) and the
other mode by arrows (here, fragments). The relation between the music fragments and
a scale can be found by dropping a perpendicular from the scales onto the arrow of the
fragment. A fragment located in origin has an average score on all scales. If the end point
of a scale projects onto the end of a fragment arrow, the fragment has a high value for
that adjective (e.g. heavy) and a low value for the adjective associated with the other end
of the scale (e.g. light). The relative positions of the scales’ projections on a fragment
indicate to what extent the participants associated the scales with that fragment. (3)
Arrows which have small angles have similar projections on them. Thus with respect
to the scales, fragment arrows close together were characterized in the same way. (4)
The importance of a scale to characterize a fragment depends only on the position of the
scale’s projection on the fragment and not on the distance a scale has to the fragment.
For instance, a scale above and a scale below the arrow of a fragment can be equally
important in describing the fragment even though they are far apart, as long as their
projections on that fragment are more or less the same. (5) Scale points close together
have more or less the same profile over the fragments. (6) Long fragment arrows indicate
that the participants award scale scores to those fragments far away from the scale mean.
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Figure 3.5.: Joint biplot for music fragments and scales representing the consensus (i.e.,
top) and the qualitative individual diﬀerences (i.e., bottom).
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When an arrow is short, the participants give the fragment only mean scale scores (little
variance).
Heroic versus lyric fragments
Consensus and quantitative individual diﬀerences. Fig.3.5 (top) displays the partic-
ipants’ consensus about the characterization of the music fragments in terms of the se-
mantic diﬀerential scales. Given that the heroic fragments and the lyric fragments are
located at opposite ends of the graphs, it is clear that overall, they were scored in an op-
posite end of the scales. Whereas the lyric fragments were judged to be soft and delicate
the heroic fragments were judged to be hard and rough. Nearly all semantic diﬀerential
scales show the strong contrast between the heroic fragments and the lyric fragments
in that they project appropriately on the first axis as do the fragments. Bright versus
muted is the most obvious exception. Apparently, this scale is not strongly associated
with the heroic-lyric distinction.
There are a number more subtle diﬀerences especially between the three lyric frag-
ments. For instance, the 3rd lyric fragment was especially noted as light, carefree, secure
and playful, while this was much less so for the 1st lyric fragment. This follows from the
high projections onto the 3rd lyric fragment by these scales and much lower values for
the same scales onto the 1st lyric fragment. The 1st heroic and 3rd heroic fragments
were judged extremely similar and their characteristics are almost entirely described by
the scales coinciding with the first axes. The 2nd heroic fragment was judged a bit more
energetic and big than the other two heroic fragments, but the diﬀerences are much
smaller than between the lyric fragments.
To what extent the participants agreed with this consensus judgement of the relations
between fragments and scales can be gleaned from the size of the coeﬃcients on the first
participant component. Figure 3.6 shows that all participants gave positive scores to
the first component and thus the consensus configuration corresponds to a certain degree
with their judgements. Alternatively, one might say that the configuration is larger for
the participants with a large coeﬃcient on the first component and smaller for those with
a smaller coeﬃcient.
Qualitative individual diﬀerences. Fig.3.5 (bottom) shows that certain fragments re-
ceived substantially diﬀerent judgments from diﬀerent participants. On its own, the biplot
contains the judgements of participants with a positive coeﬃcient on the second partici-
pant component (see Fig.3.6) and also a zero coeﬃcient on the first component. However,
no participant had a zero coeﬃcient on the first component so that for all participants
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the two joint biplots should be linearly combined (coeﬃcient on the first component ×
Consensus Plot + coeﬃcient on the second component × Individual Diﬀerence Plot) to
get a correct representation of their complete judgements of the relations between frag-
ments and scales. In the present case, the second biplot can be seen as a refinement or
correction of the consensus configuration for participants with a substantial coeﬃcient on
the second component. To get a view of the form of the biplot for participants with a
negative coeﬃcient, the positions of the fragments should be mirrored with respect to the
origin (figure not shown).
Especially for the three musically untrained participants with highly positive coeﬃcients
on the second components the heroic fragments are more playful and secure and balanced,
than one would derive from the first biplot. In other words, they have characteristics
more associated with lyric fragments (especially the 3rd lyric fragment) but also with
heroic fragments. At the same time, for them especially the 1st lyric fragment seems
more unbalanced, anxious, serious than one derived from the consensus configuration. For
the musically trained participant with the highest negative coeﬃcient, these relations are
reversed. The second component in this biplot is of little importance in describing the
considerable individual diﬀerences.
Research question 2: Diﬀerences between the trained and untrained
participants
The second research question whether there were systematic diﬀerences between the mu-
sically trained and musically untrained participants can be easily answered by looking at
Fig.3.6. It is nearly self-evident that there is no systematic grouping of the subjects on
the basis of their musical ability.
3.6. Discussion
The results clearly showed that participants associated radically diﬀerent repertoires of
body movements with the two distinct sets of acoustic properties related to the heroic
and lyric style. The heroic style evoked body movements which are higher in accel-
eration, jerk and impulsiveness, lower in smoothness and directness, larger in size, and
more elevated in comparison with movements performed in response to the lyric style
of music.
We observed a significant main eﬀect of the musical background on the size and height
features. A possible explanation for this eﬀect could be that participants felt more con-
strained to move freely in response to the music. In a post-questionnaire, the participants
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Figure 3.6.: Visualization of the subject space.
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were asked to rate how spontaneous they wanted to move to the music. The rating was
done on a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1 to 5, with 1 as ‘totally disagree’, 3 as
‘neutral’, and 5 as ‘totally agree’. The median of the musically trained group was 4,
while the median of the musically untrained group was 2. So it seems plausible that,
due to the fact that participants in the musically untrained group felt less sponta-
neously to move to the music, their movements were less pronounced resulting in smaller
and less high body movements.
The results of ANOVA analyses of the movement features show that there is no sig-
nificant interaction eﬀect imposed by the participants’ musical background. This means
that the contrast between the heroic and lyric condition observed for all movement
features is manifested similarly in both the musically trained and musically un-
trained group. This finding can be integrated in - and extend - the motor model of
musical communication presented by Leman (2007). In this model, subjective aspects of
a musician’s inner life (i.e., ideas, feelings, intentions, etc.) are articulated into gestures
that are further extended through the music instrument and, eventually, encoded into an
auditory signal representing the music. This auditory signal is then picked up by a listener
together with the physical signals related to other modalities (e.g., vision, tactile sense,
etc.). From these signals, the listener is able to decode the gestures from which the signals
originated (cf. Godøy, 2003; Leman et al., 2009; Cox, 2011). As these gestures reflect the
inner life of the musician, the listener gains insight, through this decoding process, into
the musicians’s inner life. In short, the communication of musical meaning from musician
to listener relies on a process of encoding and decoding of gestures. Moreover, according
to the results of this study, the decoding of musical gestures into overt body movements
can be conceived as a direct, non-verbal channel to communicate musical meaning be-
tween individuals in a social context. As the physical appearance of the overt movement
responses (in terms of eﬀort and shape) are highly similar among people, independent of
their musical background, body articulations form, what we could call, a corporeal rules
theory enabling intersubjective communication of musical meaning.
The results of the analysis of the semantic diﬀerential scales showed that there is a high
degree of consensus on which linguistic labels corresponded to either the heroic or lyric
style. Moreover, no diﬀerentiation in responses was found related to the musical back-
ground of the participants. This finding is in line with studies of Bigand and colleagues
(2005; 2006) indicating that emotional responses to music are stable and only weakly
influenced by musical expertise. This can possibly be explained by the fact that, al-
though people did not received musical training in the past, they are anyhow confronted
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on a regular basis with similar music in diﬀerent daily-life contexts (film, television, etc.).
These regular contacts with similar music allowed people to develop and form a specific
attitude towards the expressiveness of the music. Anyhow, the results we found indicate
that - due to the broad level of intersubjective agreement - music and corresponding body
movements are ideal media for the communication of human emotion and expressiveness.
An important part of the study was to investigate whether the behavioral responses
(i.e., the body movements and linguistic labels associated with the music) confirmed the
dimensional correlation model based on the taxonomy presented in Laban’s Eﬀort/Shape
theory. Based on the results of the movement analysis, it can be observed that the
polarities of the movement features consistently correlate with the polarities of the acoustic
properties of the respective music styles. Considering the linguistic labels, the model was
strongly confirmed for the categories weight, time, flow, and spreading-enclosing. For
the category rising-descending, we observed still a tendency towards correlation although
substantially weaker. The category space resulted in negative correlations for the linguistic
labels compact and dense. It could be argued that both labels were not perfectly suited for
the category space and therefore, resulted in negative correlations. However, the overall
results indicated that body movements associated with music reflect, in general, similar
expressive qualities as the linguistic labels that are associated with that music. In other
words, behavioral results clearly show that body movements correlate with the linguistic
labels on the level of expressed qualities defined in our expressive correlation model. This
provides a strong basis of support in favor of our experimental hypothesis that linguistic
descriptions of music have a common ground with the body movements that are associated
with music.
3.7. General discussion
In the present study, we introduced a dimensional model that enabled to compare acous-
tic properties, body movement features and linguistic labels based on their underlying
expressive qualities. These qualities were defined in terms of the taxonomy outlined in
the Eﬀort/Shape theory of Laban.
A large body of behavioral studies have shown that people can quite consistently translate
acoustic properties of sound and music into body movements (Jensenius, 2008; Leman et
al., 2009; Valiente-Ochoa & Payri, 2009; Bianco et al., 2010; Caramiaux et al., 2010;
Godøy, 2010a; Ku¨ssner et al., 2011; Kozak et al., 2012). Also, behavioral studies have
demonstrated that acoustic properties of music can be reliably linked to emotional re-
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sponses (Dubnov et al., 2006; Laurier et al., 2009; Juslin & Lindstro¨m, 2010; Mion et al.,
2010; Canazza et al., 2011). However, only a few studies have explicitly addressed how
body movements that are associated with music can be related to people’s description of
musical expressivity (e.g., Krantz et al., 2006; Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, & Moelants,
2010). Moreover, most often, studies investigating music expression use discrete emotion
models (e.g., Laurier et al., 2009; Juslin & Lindstro¨m, 2010) or dimensional models with
only a low number of dimensions (Dubnov et al., 2006; Mion et al., 2010; Canazza et
al., 2011). In the presented study, we have shown that the physical appearance of body
movements can be linked to descriptions of musical expressiveness. For this, we developed
a quantitative method that facilitated to extract movement features relating to aspects of
eﬀort and shape trajectories. Based on our dimensional model, expressive qualities could
be attributed to these movement features. Consecutively, these expressive qualities could
be further linked to linguistic labels used to describe the expressive content of music.
This method allowed us to show that people’s body-movements, in translating acoustic
properties of the music, shared a quality that can be further associated with linguistic
labels used to describe musical expressiveness. By using the dimensions explicated in
the Eﬀort/Shape theory of Laban, we could obtain a more fine-grained and multifaceted
approach to musical expressiveness than the approaches using discrete emotion models
and low-dimensional models.
The model has been applied in the presented study on a concrete case, namely the first
5 min of the First Piano Concerto of Brahms. We made the choice to conduct the study
with one relatively long and continuous piece of music instead of several shorter ones
to simulate a more ecological valid listening situation. The musical stimulus we used
was particularly suited for the experiment as it was characterized by alternating passages
with extreme contrasts in musical material. This allowed to study how this contrast
was reflected in body movements, as well as linguistic descriptions. These extreme con-
trasts in musical material are typical for a lot of Late-Romantic music. Therefore, other
musical pieces could have been equally appropriate (e.g., the 4th movement of Mahler’s
Symphony no.1, the Adagio of Dvor˘a´k’s Symphony no.9, etc.). It is argued that the case-
study methodology is problematic for the generalization of research outcomes. However,
Flyvbjerg (2006) counter-argues this and other misunderstandings related to case-study
research. He argues that the case study is a necessary and suﬃcient method in the so-
cial sciences. The dimensional model and the various algorithms for the extraction of
expressive movement features can be used in future studies to examine the relationship
between music, body movements and linguistic descriptions of musical experience. The
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dimensional model provides thereby a flexible system that facilitate the integration of
other acoustic properties, movement features and linguistic labels. Moreover, the model
could be used to annotate people’s own descriptions and imagery related to how they
perceive the musical expressivity.
A grounded, modal view on cognition and emotion could possibly explain the connection
between body movements in response to music and cross-domain associations of music
explicated in linguistic descriptions (Barsalou, 2008; Lindquist et al., 2012). When pas-
sively listening to music, studies have shown that sensory, motor (Haueisen & Kno¨sche,
2001; Hickok et al., 2003; Bangert et al., 2006; D’Ausilio et al., 2006; Zatorre et al.,
2007; Chen et al., 2008), and introspective (Chapin, Jantzen, Kelso, Steinberg, & Large,
2010; Alluri et al., 2011) brain areas are activated. Also, studies have indicated that the
processing of action-related concepts, abstract concepts, as well as concepts related to
abstract emotional states recruit neural cell assemblies distributed over sensory (e.g., vi-
sion, audition, etc.), motor (e.g., movement, proprioception, etc.) and introspective (e.g.,
mental states that include aﬀect, motivation, intentions, meta-cognition, etc.) brain areas
(e.g., Aziz-Zadeh & Damasio, 2008; Citron, 2012; Moseley et al., 2012). So, both listening
to music, and the processing of concepts create, what Barsalou (1999) calls, perceptual
symbols (i.e., neural networks distributed over sensory, motor and introspective brain ar-
eas). Therefore, it seems plausible that, if both perceptual symbols partially overlap,
the one gets associated with the other. Our study suggests that this overlap occurs in
motor-related processing areas. The results showed that linguistic descriptions can be re-
lated to the eﬀort and shape qualities related to the body movements associated with the
music. Moreover, whereas neuroimaging studies could pinpoint the existence of activation
in certain brain areas, the presented behavioral study could pinpoint the actual physical
appearance of body movements in relation to concrete concepts.
Based on our findings, it is tempting to conclude that our embodied understanding of mu-
sic (i.e., action) mediates the cross-domain linguistic descriptions ascribed to the music
(i.e., perception). However, we could draw only limited conclusions about the relationship
between action and perception. The finding that a correlation exists between both does
not imply that a causal relationship does. Therefore, in the future, more research needs
to be conducted to investigate the causal role of body movements, associated with music,
in how we perceive the expressive content of music. The main challenge is to develop ap-
propriate paradigms that allow intervention into the coupled action-perception processes
involved in musical meaning formation processes.
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3.8. Conclusion
In this experiment, participants needed to fulfill two tasks. One, they had to translate
the expressiveness they experienced in the music into corresponding body movements.
Second, they had to rate the perceived association between the music and specific lin-
guistic labels. The results of the study showed that contrasts in the acoustic properties
of music, defining two musical styles (i.e., heroic and lyric) were clearly reflected in
the free body movements participants made in response to the music. Also, participants
associated distinct sets of linguistic labels to both musical styles. The results on both
tasks were independent of the musical background of the participants (i.e., musically
trained versus musically untrained). Moreover, based on a new dimensional model
for expressivity, we could show clear correlations between the physical appearance of the
body movements participants associated with the music (i.e., action) and the linguistic
labels they attributed to the music (i.e., perception). This action-perception correlation
can possibly be explained by a grounded, modal view on music cognition and emotion.
However, more research is required to unveil if causal relationships exist between action
and perception in musical signification processes.
CHAPTER 4
The causal role of body movement in children’s perception of
musical expressiveness
Maes, P.-J. and Leman, M. (2012). The causal role of body movement in
children’s perception of musical expressiveness. Submitted.
Abstract
According to the theory of embodied music cognition, the human body and body move-
ments play a critical role in how people perceive expressiveness in music. Studies have
shown that music-driven body movements are related to how people describe their per-
ception of musical expressiveness. However, no decisive evidence has been provided yet
of a causal eﬀect of body movements on the perception of musical expressiveness. In
this study, a behavioral experiment is presented in which was investigated whether the
expressiveness of movements, which children learned to associate with music having an
ambiguous expressive character, influences later on their perception of the expressive-
ness of that music. There were two experimental groups of children (N = 28). In each
group, diﬀerent body movements, expressing either ’happiness’ or ’sadness’, were repeat-
edly paired to the same musical stimulus. For this, we used the psychological principle of
evaluative conditioning. This procedure was repeated for a second musical stimulus, but
with the two types of expressive body movements switched between groups. Afterwards,
the perception of musical expressiveness was assessed for all children based on the seman-
tic diﬀerential method. The results of the experiment confirmed the hypothesis that the
expressivity of body movements with which music is linked has a causal influence on how
music is perceived.
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4.1. Introduction
Human experience is based on a sensory-motor interaction with phenomena and objects in
our environment. According to the theory of grounded cognition (Barsalou, 1999, 2008),
the conceptualization of our environment is “grounded” specifically on such experiences
and consequently also on the cortical traces of the corresponding sensory-motor interac-
tions. Thinking of a car, so to say, involves then the partial re-enactment (cf. simulation)
of the motor-sensory experiences one had during the actual confrontation with particular
aspects of the object car (e.g., watching the shape of the car, feeling the car accelerating,
etc.) and the emotional reactions linked to this (e.g., feeling of excitement or power).
Music can be considered as a particular phenomenon or object of our environment. It is
typically composed of sound traces that result from the manipulation of musical instru-
ments. Human experience of music can be said to be based on a sensory-motor interaction
with these sound traces. According to the theory of embodied music cognition (Leman,
2007; Godøy & Leman, 2010), motor-sensory experiences and their corresponding emo-
tional responses are based on patterns of human body movement that go along with the
sound traces. The theory holds that these patterns provide a basis for a type of non-
verbal corporeal meaning formation that has its proper semantics in a match of these
music-driven movements with a previously learned repertoire of performed actions and
their consequences. However, similar to the theory of grounded cognition (Barsalou, 1999,
2008) and embodied cognition (Glenberg, 2010), and several music philosophical theories
(e.g., Broeckx, 1981), it is also assumed that a conceptualization of these experiences
and emotional responses can be built on top of this form of corporeal semantics. Re-
cently, neuroimaging studies (Chapin et al., 2010; Alluri et al., 2011) provided support
for this theory by outlining large-scale neural networks related to the processing of music.
Thereby, activation of motor areas in the brain seems to occupy a prominent role. Also,
behavioral research has shown that sound and music evoke corresponding body movement
(Jensenius, 2008; Leman et al., 2009; Bianco et al., 2010; Caramiaux et al., 2010; Godøy,
2010a; Ku¨ssner et al., 2011; Kozak et al., 2012).
Diﬀerent models and theories have been developed that unfold the underlying mech-
anisms of the role of (imagined and/or executed) body movements in response to music
(e.g., motor model for the communication of musical expressiveness presented by Leman
(2007), motor-mimetic theory presented by Godøy (2003), and the related mimetic hy-
pothesis introduced by Cox (2011)). These models can be framed in more general theories
like the associative sequence learning (ASL) theory presented by Heyes (2000; 2007), the
common-coding theory presented by Prinz (1997), the theory of event-coding presented
by Hommel (2001), mirror/echo neuron theories (Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004), and gen-
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eral action-perception theories (Wolpert, Diedrichsen, & Flanagan, 2011). The rationale
behind these related theories is that a repeated experience of a sensory-motor correlation
(i.e., one performs an action and one receives the consequences of this action through
the diﬀerent senses) creates an integrated network of associations between sensory-motor
cortical structures in the brain. Perceived and produced actions are then considered to
recruit a similar, distributed network of sensory-motor brain activation (Friston, 2009).
In our study however, we do not focus on the mechanisms of how music becomes asso-
ciated with specific motor responses but rather on how these motor-mimetic responses
relate further to music signification processes, in particular people’s perception of musical
expressiveness. Our starting point is the theory of embodied music cognition, which states
that movements made in response to music carry an inherent semantics and that listening
to music appeals to this repository of action semantics guiding meaning formation and
the perception of musical expressiveness (Leman, 2007). In other words, people’s percep-
tion of music as being expressive of emotions and meaning is said to be mediated, to a
large extent, by people’s corporeal involvement with the music. Inherent to the above
view is the suggestion that a causal relationship exists between action and perception of
musical expressiveness, in the sense that movements in response to music can influence
the perception of the musical expressiveness of that music. In the past, studies have
provided support for a causal role of performed body movements on the interpretation
and perception of music. For example, Callen (1985) claimed, from a philosophical point
of view, that moving to music may significantly shape and enhance our appreciation of
a music performance. Recent studies showed that movements can influence the percep-
tion of musical structural features such as rhythm and pitch (Phillips-Silver & Trainor,
2005, 2007; Repp & Knoblich, 2009) and people’s musical preferences (Sedlmeier et al.,
2011; Scha¨fer & Sedlmeier, 2011). Other studies have shown that observing movements
made by a music performer can reliably influence one’s perception of musical structure
and aﬀective interpretation (Thompson, Graham, & Russo, 2005; Juchniewicz, 2008). In
more general terms, Viviani (2002), in an in-depth theoretical overview and review of
existing empirical evidence, has provided strong support for the idea that implicit motor
competences act as a default frame of reference for the perception of dynamical events.
However, up to now, most behavioral studies on music and expressiveness have demon-
strated that correlations exist between how one moves to music and how one perceives
musical expressiveness (Boone & Cunningham, 2001; Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, &
Moelants, 2010). So far, no direct evidence has been provided yet concerning a causal
relationship between body movements and the perception of musical expressiveness.
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In the presented study, we introduce an experimental paradigm to investigate the causal
role of body movements in the perception of musical expressiveness. The independent
variable, which is manipulated during the experiment, is the expressiveness of the move-
ments that children associate with musical stimuli. The dependent variable is how children
perceive musical expressiveness. We define the “perception of musical expressiveness” in
terms of how children recognize the music as being expressive of the categories valence
and arousal. Valence describes the intrinsic attractiveness (positive valence) or aversive-
ness (negative valence) of the expression, while arousal describes the activation level of
the expression (low versus high). Our main hypothesis is that the expressive character of
the movements that children associate with music has an influence on how they perceive
musical expressiveness. Now, three questions can be raised? First, how do we associate
specific body movements with the musical stimuli? Second, which kind of expressive
movements do we associate with music? Third, how do we measure children’s perception
of musical expressiveness?
1. The method we used to associate expressive movements with music is based on
the psychological principle of evaluative conditioning. In essence, evaluative conditioning
involves a process in which a person’s aﬀective response or attitude (cf. evaluation) to-
wards a neutral stimulus (i.e., conditioned stimulus) is changed due to a pairing of that
conditioned stimulus with another, aﬀect-laden stimulus (i.e., unconditioned stimulus).
Juslin and Va¨stfja¨ll (2008) refer to this principle as one of the six critical psychological
mechanisms involved in the musical induction of emotions. In our study, the pairing be-
tween a conditioned and an unconditioned stimulus is instantiated by the pairing of an,
in origin, expressively ambiguous musical stimulus with expressive body movements. By
letting children repeatedly perform a particular dance choreography in response to this
musical stimulus during several sessions within a time frame of one week, we tried to con-
stitute an embodied, sensory-motor association between musical stimulus and movement
response. We then assume that, in a way, the corporeal semantics of this movement (which
entails features related to expressiveness) is automatically “triggered”, either overtly or
covertly, when hearing the music. Accordingly, this is conceptualized and reported in
questionnaires that address the perceived expressiveness of the music. However, with
children who are not conditioned with an unambiguous corporeal semantics beforehand,
we assume that the expressively ambiguous musical stimulus will not result in a clear
perceptual bias because the spontaneous associated corporeal semantics, and its concep-
tualization, will be ambiguous (at least between the subjects of this group, and likely also
within the subjects of this group).
2. In our study, we developed two dance choreographies, explicitly distinct in expressive
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character and adjusted to the two musical stimuli used in the experiment. One choreog-
raphy will be labeled with the term HAPPY choreography, the other with the term SAD
choreography, thus referring to their expressive character (for more details, see Sect.4.2.2).
As such, in what follows, the HAPPY condition relates to the condition during which an
expressively ambiguous musical stimulus was associated with the HAPPY choreography,
and vice versa, the SAD condition relates to the condition during which the same musical
stimulus was associated with the SAD choreography.
3. To “measure” the children’s perception of musical expressiveness, we used the seman-
tic diﬀerential method introduced by Osgood and colleagues (1957). Using this method,
children can indicate on a scale how they perceive a musical stimulus in relation to 14
bipolar adjective pairs that express specific valence and arousal qualities.
4.2. Methods
4.2.1. Participants
The experiment was conducted with children of 7-8 years old (i.e., second year of primary
school). Previous research has demonstrated that 5 year olds are already able to decode
and encode emotional meaning in expressive body movements (Boone & Cunningham,
1998, 2001). However, 7-8 year olds were preferred for they have a larger vocabulary than
5 year olds, which facilitates the use of questionnaires based on bipolar adjectives (see
Sect.4.2.2). Moreover, they did not yet receive formal music education, a factor which
otherwise might have biased the results of our study.
We selected three separate classroom groups of children (N = 46) in two diﬀerent schools.
Two classroom groups (of the same school) functioned as two separate experimental
groups, the other (of another school) as control group. A first experimental group (i.e.,
classroom group A) consisted of 16 children (8 male, 8 female), a second experimental
group (i.e., classroom group B) consisted of 12 children (7 male, 5 female), and the con-
trol group (i.e., classroom group C ) consisted of 18 children (7 male, 11 female). We also
tested the level of introversion/extraversion of each child as we assumed it to be a factor
that could have an influence on the dependent variable. Therefore, we used the Dutch
translation of the Big Five Inventory test (Denissen et al., 2008) providing, for the mea-
sure introversion/extraversion, a score from 1 to 5, with 1 as being ‘very introvert’ and 5
as being ‘very extravert’. The questions were rated by the school teachers of the respec-
tive classroom groups as they were assumed to occupy an objective stance with respect
to the children’s personality. For classroom group A, the mean was 3.70 (SD = 0.75), for
classroom group B, the mean was 3.74 (SD = 0.14), and for classroom group C, the mean
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was 3.35 (SD = 0.81). As such, we could say that all groups are relatively homogenous
on the factor introversion/extraversion.
4.2.2. Materials
Musical stimuli For the experiment, we selected two musical stimuli so that both exper-
imental groups could be conditioned with both the HAPPY and SAD choreography
(see next paragraph). In the selection of the musical stimuli, three main precondi-
tions were taken into account. First, the stimuli had to be “real” music. Second,
it was required that both the HAPPY and SAD choreography could be performed
on both musical stimuli, and third, they had to be ambiguous in expressive charac-
ter. Therefore, we searched for music with conflicting happy and sad cues (Hunter,
Schellenberg, & Schimmack, 2008; Larsen & Stastny, 2011). As a first stimulus, we
selected Klezmer Csardas, performed by The Franz Liszt Chamber Orchestra (Roby
Lakatos) and recorded on the album Klezmer Karma (2006). In what follows, we
will refer to this stimulus as the Klezmer stimulus. The second musical stimulus
that was used was the song Rhineland (Heartland) from the album Gulag Orkestar
(2005) of the band Beirut. Both stimuli had a duration of about 2m30s. To pin-
point the expressive ambiguity of both musical stimuli, we analyzed music-technical
properties in relation to the expressive character they have (Hunter et al., 2008;
Larsen & Stastny, 2011). For the Klezmer stimulus, we found that the aloof violin,
the specific Mi Sheberach or altered Dorian mode (resembling the key in A minor),
and several chromatic descending lines all contributed to a sad expressiveness. On
the other hand, the Klezmer stimulus can also be interpreted as a joyful piece since
percussion, syncopations, upbeats, and pizzicato by the cello create an instigating
rhythm and dynamics. Moreover, Dmitri Shostakovich described Jewish folk music,
to which the Klezmer genre belongs, in general as multifaceted as it can appear to be
happy while it is tragic: “it’s almost always laughter through tears” (Volkov, 2004).
In line with the Klezmer stimulus, the Beirut stimulus also begins in A minor. After
the introduction, a modulation from A minor to G minor is noted. The minor key
and slow tempo contribute to a feeling of sadness, whereas the instigating cadence
extended by percussion might be responsible for a joyful feeling and may stimulate
dancing.
Next to this, a statistical analysis of the questionnaire data of the CONTROL con-
dition showed no significant diﬀerence in the children’s ratings of the individual
semantic diﬀerential scales.
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U z p r Mdn Mdn
SAD HAPPY
Velocity-chest (m/s) 45x106 -51.16 <.01 .33 0.33 0.53
Velocity-hand (m/s) 20x106 -96.77 <.01 .62 0.51 1.80
Acceleration-chest (m/s2) 53x106 -34.54 <.01 .22 0.55x10−2 0.89x10−2
Acceleration-hand (m/s2) 35x106 -67.24 <.01 .43 0.94x10−2 0.03
Height-chest (m) 32x106 -74.41 <.01 .48 1.21 1.24
Height-hand (m) 39x106 -59.76 <.01 .39 0.81 0.98
Rotational speed (deg/sec) 30x107 -66.10 <.01 .27 14 44
Impulsiveness-hand 116 -6.58 <.01 .74 0.01 0.05
Distance between hands (m) 44x106 -50.81 <.01 .32 0.70 0.78
Covered horizontal distance-chest (m) 21.01 (SAD) 26.58 (HAPPY)
Covered horizontal distance-hand (m) 34.59 (SAD) 95.52 (HAPPY)
Covered vertical distance-chest (m) 4.77 (SAD) 18.95 (HAPPY)
Covered vertical distance-hand (m) 9.85 (SAD) 54.6 (HAPPY)
Table 4.1.: Summary of the movement features extracted from the SAD and HAPPY
choreography with the statistics of the diﬀerences between both (where
possible).
Dance choreographies We created two small dance choreographies that could be per-
formed to both musical stimuli. Both choreographies had an opposite expression,
namely happiness/joy (i.e., HAPPY) and sadness/grief (i.e., SAD). These expres-
sions can be linked to the categories of valence and arousal. In the case of HAPPY
and SAD, both categories are opposites; HAPPY refers to a positive valence and
high arousal, while SAD reflects a negative valence and low arousal. The general
movement features characterizing the choreographies are derived from research pin-
pointing the expressive meaning of specific body movements (Darwin, 1872; Meijer,
1989; Wallbott, 1998; Boone & Cunningham, 2001; Camurri, Lagerlo¨f, & Volpe,
2003). According to these studies, happiness or joy is portrayed by rotating move-
ments around the vertical axis, upright dancing, fast pace, expansive movements,
dynamic tension, high movement dynamics, jumping, etc. Sadness or grief is re-
flected in low tension, slow pace, passivity, head down, contracted/collapsed upper
body, etc. All these movement features were integrated into the dance choreogra-
phies. Also, we added a social component in the sense that in the HAPPY choreog-
raphy, there were passages where children could move around each other freely using
the complete dance (cf. social) space, whereas in the SAD choreography, children
were more isolated from each other on specific spots in the dance space.
We wanted to provide quantifiable measures for the movement properties used in
the choreographies. Therefore, we recorded a performance of the two choreogra-
phies executed by the dance teacher (see Sect.4.2.3). Movements of the chest and
the dominant hand were considered as being most informative in conveying the over-
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Bipolar adjectives
1 miserable gay
2 calm busy
3 stagnated motile
4 unsafe safe
5 slow fast
6 sad happy
7 brute kind
8 bleak snug
9 grey abloom
10 lonely cosy
11 touching cheerful
12 discontent content
13 lazy energetic
14 gloomy merry
Table 4.2.: Overview of the bipolar adjectives (translated from Dutch to English) used in
the semantic diﬀerential scales.
all expressiveness of the dance choreographies. Three-dimensional positions of these
body parts were recorded at a sample rate of 100 Hz with an OPTITRACK infrared
optical system consisting of 12 synchronized cameras with related ARENA motion
capture software (http://www.naturalpoint.com). Based on this data, we calcu-
lated various movement features which are summarized in Table 4.1. The results
indicate that, in the HAPPY choreography, movements were faster, more acceler-
ated, more impulsive, and higher, the upper limbs were more expanded, there was
more rotation of the body around the vertical axis, and more distance was covered
in the horizontal direction as well as in the vertical direction compared to the SAD
choreography. These results confirm, in a quantitative manner, that the HAPPY
as well as the SAD choreography are characterized by an expressiveness which is
shown to be related with the expressions of happiness (i.e., positive valence and high
arousal) and sadness (i.e., negative valence and low arousal).
Questionnaire The questionnaire was used to assess the childrens perception of musical
expressiveness. “The perception of musical expressiveness” relates, in this study, to
how children perceive music as being expressive of the qualities valence and arousal.
In other words, it relates to how children attribute positive/negative valence and/or
high/low arousal to a musical stimulus. In our study, we hypothesized that this
perception is a function of the expressiveness of the body movements that children
associate with the music. Therefore, we expect that children in the HAPPY condi-
tion are more tended towards a perception of the music as having positive valence
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and/or high arousal and, in contrast, that children in the SAD condition are more
tended towards a perception of the same music as having negative valence and/or
low arousal.
In the questionnaire, we used a method based on semantic diﬀerential scales. The
semantic diﬀerential method was introduced in by Osgood and colleagues (1957) as
a technique for measuring the various dimensions of a person’s meaning attributed
to an object or concept. According to the procedures of this method, individuals
are presented with pairs of bipolar (opposite) adjectives placed each at one end of a
continuous rating scale (mostly a seven-point rating scale, although five-point scales
are also used). These rating scales are considered to yield interval data allowing
parametric analysis methods (S. Lee, 2006; Salkind, 2007). Confronted with these
scales, individuals are asked to rate the association of a particular concept or object
in relation to the specific bipolar adjective pairs. Osgood was interested in identify-
ing some basic dimensions of connotative meaning which he found to be evaluation
(i.e., positive-negative continuum), potency (i.e., strong-weak continuum), and activ-
ity (i.e., active-passive continuum). The first two dimensions resemble respectively
the categories valence and arousal that were used in this study to define (1) the ex-
pressive movement choreographies and (2) the perception of musical expressiveness.
The technique has been used in a large body of studies to rate people’s percep-
tion of expressiveness in music (White & Butler, 1968; Swanwick, 1973; O’Briant &
Wilbanks, 1978; Nielze´n & Cesarec, 1981; Fujihara & Tagashira, 1984; Senju & Oh-
gushi, 1987; Murakami & Kroonenberg, 2003). In our study, we created a 14-item,
five-point, semantic diﬀerential list to let children rate both musical stimuli (see Ta-
ble 4.2). We opted for a five-point scale as a pilot study had indicated that children
of age 7-8 years experienced diﬃculties using a seven-point scale. The adjectives
we used express either positive valence (i.e., evaluation) and/or high arousal (i.e.,
potency), or negative valence and/or low arousal. As such, the expressive charac-
ter of each adjective matches the expressive character of one of the choreographies
(HAPPY or SAD). The validation of the adjectives was done in a pilot study in con-
sultation with children of the same age as the ones participating in the experiment
to ensure that the “vocabulary” would be understood by the children. As will be
explained in more detail in Sect.4.3, during the analysis of the semantic diﬀerential
scales, the bipolar adjectives were structured as such that the ones expressing posi-
tive valence and/or high arousal are positioned on the right-hand side of the scale,
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and the ones expressing negative valence and/or low arousal are positioned on the
left-hand side of the scale. As such, the higher the score, the more the music was
associated with adjectives with positive valence and/or high arousal, and vice versa.
Of course, during the experiment, these positions were randomized to avoid biasing
the responses as much as possible.
Additional to the semantic diﬀerential scales, we used the Wong-Baker FACES rat-
ing scale to assess in a visual way, the children’s perception of musical expressiveness
(D. Wong, 1996). At one end of that scale (i.e., FACE 0), a very happy emoticon
face was represented, at the other end (FACE 5) a very sad emoticon face was
represented, while in between, faces evolved subtly from very happy to very sad.
Originally, this rating scale was used to rate the perception of pain. However, the
rating scale is suited to measure the perception of musical expressiveness of children
to musical stimuli in terms of HAPPY and SAD. Similar to the rating method of
the semantic diﬀerential scales, the children where asked to indicate the face that
according to them, could be associated best with the music. Also, while analyz-
ing the results, the very happy face was given the highest score (i.e., 5) while the
very sad face the lowest (i.e., 0). As such, we hypothesized that the children in the
HAPPY condition, would have a significantly higher score than the ones in the SAD
condition.
4.2.3. Procedure
The experimental procedure consisted of two separate parts (see Fig.4.1). A first part
comprised the conditioning phase, while during the second part, children had to rate
the diﬀerent musical stimuli by means of the questionnaire. The conditioning phase was
subdivided into four sessions spread over four successive days (i.e., Monday to Thursday).
On the first day, a female dance teacher (16 years of classical ballet training) instructed
both dance choreographies to both experimental groups (i.e., classroom group A and
B). Children were simply instructed to imitate the movements of the dance teacher in
correspondence with the music. Thereby, she made sure not to use any verbal descriptions
in terms of valence and arousal. The duration of this first session was about one hour.
On day 2, 3 and 4, the experimental groups were two times presented with both stimuli.
Supported by the dance teacher, who danced along, children had to perform the dance
choreographies in correspondence with the musical stimuli. The order in which the stimuli
were presented to the children was changed every next day. Each session had a duration
of about 15 minutes (small breaks in between the dancing parts included) and were held
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Conditioning phase
Group A
N=16
1 2 3 4
Klezmer - HAPPY condition
Beirut - SAD condition
Questionnaire
5
Group B
N=12
1 2 3 4
Klezmer - SAD condition
Beirut - HAPPY condition
Group C
N=18
1 2 3 4
Klezmer - no movement
Beirut - no movement
1
Figure 4.1.: Schematic representation of the experimental design.
in a large room equipped with a decent speaker system (see video at http://www.ipem
.ugent.be/CausalAction). For the control group (i.e., classroom group C), the same
procedure was applied but instead of moving to the music, the children just listened to
the music. That is to say, children got the instruction to listen to the music while sitting at
a desk. This creates a passive listening situation because it prevents children from having
extensive movement responses to the music. These listening sessions were organized in the
classroom where classes normally were given. The second part of the procedure, during
which children had to rate the stimuli by means of the questionnaire, was conducted on
day 5 (i.e., Friday). This time slot of one day between the last conditioning session and
the actual rating of the stimuli was implemented on purpose, to avoid that the movement
performance itself biased certain responses to the semantic diﬀerential scales. The children
filled in the questionnaire in the classroom where classes were normally given. To start
oﬀ, the children were introduced, in group, with the semantic diﬀerential scale procedures.
Therefore, we used images of human figures with obvious opposite physical features (e.g.,
slim-plump, old-young, etc.). Afterwards, they could ask questions if necessary. Finally,
they had to listen to a musical stimulus, played in a loop, while filling in the questionnaire
at their own tempo. If all children were ready, the same was done for the other musical
stimulus. The order in which the musical stimuli were presented was changed for both
experimental groups.
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Figure 4.2.: Schematic representation of the data structures used in the analysis.
4.3. Results
In this section, we provide the results related to our main research question, namely
whether there is a statistical diﬀerence in children’s perception of the expressiveness of a
musical stimulus in terms of valence and arousal (assessed via semantic diﬀerential scales)
as an eﬀect of the expressiveness of the movements (i.e., SAD or HAPPY) that were
conditioned in association with that musical stimulus.
In general, the method used to analyze the children’s ratings on the semantic diﬀerential
scales consisted of three main parts. In the first part, as can be seen in Fig.4.2, top, we
focused on the general diﬀerences between the HAPPY and SAD condition. Thereby, no
diﬀerentiation was made between both musical stimuli. This was appropriate as the anal-
ysis of the data of the CONTROL condition showed no significant diﬀerences between the
ratings on both musical stimuli (see Sect.4.2.2). Based on this data structure, univariate
diﬀerences (i.e., individual scales) between the conditions were tested statistically. In the
second part, we applied - again departing from the same data structure - a multivariate
principal component analysis (PCA) in order to reduce the multidimensional data set
(i.e., 14 semantic diﬀerential scales) into a smaller number of informative principal com-
ponents (PCs). In the third part, we statistically tested the diﬀerences and relationships
between the diﬀerent conditions (i.e., HAPPY, SAD, CONTROL) per individual stimulus
(see Fig.4.2, bottom).
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Figure 4.3.: Representation of the mean and error bars (indicating the standard
deviation) of the ratings on each semantic diﬀerential scale for the HAPPY
condition (N=28) and SAD condition (N=28).
As already mentioned in Sect.4.2.2, the bipolar adjectives of each scale were ordered as
such that the ones expressing positive valence and/or high arousal were positioned on the
right-hand side of the scale, and the ones expressing negative valence and/or low arousal
were positioned on the left-hand side of the scale. As such, the higher the score, the
more the music was associated with adjectives representing positive valence and/or high
arousal, and vice versa.
Also, in advance of the actual analysis, we calculated Cronbach’s alpha to measure the
internal consistency of the responses on the diﬀerent scales. A Cronbach’s alpha of .87
indicated that the questionnaire had a good internal consistency (.9 > α ≥ .8) and was
as such a reliable tool.
4.3.1. Part 1: Univariate analysis
In Fig.4.3, a descriptive overview is given of the average rating (and standard deviation)
per scale, per condition. In the first part of the analysis, we performed a univariate statis-
tical analysis on these 14 diﬀerent bipolar adjective scales (see Table 4.2). Nonparametric
Mann-Whitney U tests were applied (as normality of the corresponding distributions was
systematically violated) in order to investigate, for each scale, whether there was a sig-
nificant diﬀerence in rating between the SAD condition and HAPPY condition. As can
be seen in Table 4.3, for 8 of the 14 scales (i.e., calm-busy, stagnated-motile, unsafe-safe,
slow-fast, sad-happy, lonely-cosy, discontent-content, lazy-energetic), a significant diﬀer-
ence between the conditions was found (with p < .05, at least).
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Mdn-SAD 3.5 1 4 3.5 2 4 4
Mdn-HAPPY 5 4 5 5 5 5 5
U 322 276 241 279 193 271 362
z -1.24 -2.01 -2.91 -1.96 -3.41 -2.27 -.53
p .225 .046 .003 .049 .001 .023 .611
r .17 .27 .39 .26 .46 .30 .07
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Mdn-SAD 4 5 2 3.5 4 4 4
Mdn-HAPPY 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
U 300 331 202 288 242 279 313
z -1.63 -1.12 -3.35 -1.85 -2.75 -1.98 -1.43
p .104 .264 .001 .065 .006 .047 .155
r .22 .15 .45 .25 .37 .26 .19
Table 4.3.: Results of the statistical (Mann-Whitney U) tests indicating the diﬀerences in
rating on each semantic diﬀerential scale (see Fig.4.2) between the SAD
condition (N=28) and the HAPPY condition (N=28).
Supplementary to the analysis of the semantic diﬀerential scales, we performed a Mann-
Whitney U test to check whether there was a statistical diﬀerence between the conditions
related to the ratings on the Wong-Baker rating scale. The results indicate that children
in the HAPPY condition (Mdn = 4.5) rate significantly higher (i.e., associate the music
with more happy faces) than in the SAD condition (Mdn = 4), U = 271, z = −2.07,
p < .05 (p = .038), r = .28.
4.3.2. Part 2: Multivariate analysis (PCA)
In the second part of the analysis, we applied a multivariate PCA in order to reduce the
14-dimensional semantic space - consisting of the 14 bipolar adjective scales - to a lower
number of interpretative dimensions. The results of the PCA (with additional clockwise
factor rotation of 30◦) reveal that the first two principal components (PCs) explain respec-
tively 39.19% and 13.36% of the total variance. The loadings, representing the magnitude
and sign of each scale’s contribution to the first two PCs, are given in Table 4.4. We
mention the loadings here because they will be relevant for our argumentation why the
first two PCs can be interpreted as being closely related to the categories of valence and
arousal (see Sect. 4.4).
We did statistical tests to investigate whether there was a significant diﬀerence between
the component scores related to these first two PCs (see Fig.4.4). Considering the first
PC, we applied a Shapiro-Wilk test to check whether the distribution of component scores
in both conditions was normal. This was the case for the SAD condition, D(28) = .93,
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Loading PC1 Adjective Loading PC2 Adjective
.4412 abloom .4985 busy
.3693 cheerful .4708 fast
.3478 cosy .3726 energetic
.3320 content .3156 motile
.3295 secure .2818 merry
.2963 snug .2509 gay
.2726 kind .2001 grey
.2589 gay .1864 brute
.2151 happy .1795 happy
.2125 merry .1251 touching
.0784 energetic .1013 content
.0331 slow .0820 anxious
.0252 motile .0680 bleak
.0184 calm .0663 cosy
-.0184 busy -.0663 lonely
-.0252 stagnated -.0680 snug
-.0331 fast -.0820 secure
-.0784 lazy -.1013 discontent
-.2125 gloomy -.1251 cheerful
-.2151 sad -.1795 sad
-.2589 miserable -0.1864 kind
-.2726 brute -.2001 abloom
-.2963 bleak -.2509 miserable
-.3295 anxious -.2818 gloomy
-.3320 discontent -.3156 stagnated
-.3478 lonely -.3726 lazy
-.3693 touching -.4708 slow
-.4412 grey -.4985 calm
Table 4.4.: Loadings related to the first two PCs obtained from the PCA of the 14
semantic diﬀerential scales.
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Figure 4.4.: Left: Representation of the component scores (diamonds and crosses) and
(scaled) loadings obtained from the PCA. Right: boxplots indicating the
distributions of the component scores on the first two PCs.
p > .05, but not for the HAPPY condition, D(28) = .79, p < .05. Therefore, we applied a
nonparametricMann-Whitney U test to check for diﬀerences between the conditions. The
results indicate that the component scores related to the first PC in the HAPPY condition
(Mdn = 2.28) are significantly higher than those of the SAD condition (Mdn = −0.25),
U = 189.5, z = −3.319, p < .01 (p = .001), r = .44 (i.e., medium-high eﬀect). The same
was done for the second PC. Again, normality could be accepted for the SAD condition,
D(28) = .95, p > .05, but not for the HAPPY condition, D(28) = .91, p < .05. TheMann
Whitney U test indicated that the levels of the second PC for the HAPPY condition
(Mdn = 1.61) are significantly higher than those for the SAD condition (Mdn = −1.66),
U = 194.5, z = −3.237, p < .01 (p = .001), r = .43 (i.e., medium-high eﬀect).
4.3.3. Part 3: Individual stimuli
In the third part of the analysis, we investigated statistical diﬀerences and relationships
between the HAPPY, SAD and CONTROL condition for each individual stimulus. The
children’s responses on the 14 scales were averaged as to obtain one value per respon-
dent (S. Lee, 2006; Salkind, 2007). A descriptive overview of the resulting data set
can be addressed in Fig.4.5. Because the assumption of normality was violated, we ap-
plied nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis tests in order to evaluate whether the medians of the
HAPPY, SAD and CONTROL condition were equal or diﬀerent from each other. More-
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Figure 4.5.: Representation of the mean and error bars (indicating the standard
deviation) of the ratings of the HAPPY, SAD and CONTROL condition
related to both stimuli.
over, a follow-up test (i.e., Jonckheere test) was conducted to evaluate whether trends
occurred in the medians ranging from the SAD condition to the CONTROL condition to
the HAPPY condition. We expected an ascending trend.
For the Klezmer stimulus (see Fig.4.5, left), the Kruskal-Wallis test indicated that the
rating of perceived musical expressiveness was significantly aﬀected by the conditioned
movement response, H(2) = 6.18, p < .05 (p = .046). Moreover, a Jonckheere test re-
vealed a significant trend in the data: from SAD condition to CONTROL condition to
HAPPY condition, the medians increased, J = 445.5, z = 1.98, p < .05 (p = .048),
r = .29.
Also, for the Beirut stimulus (see Fig.4.5, right), a Kruskal-Wallis test indicated that the
rating of perceived musical expressiveness was significantly aﬀected by the conditioned
movement response, H(2) = 11.49, p < .01 (p = .003). Again, a Jonckheere test revealed
a significant trend in the data: from SAD condition to CONTROL condition to HAPPY
condition, the medians increased, J = 518, z = 3.45, p < .01 (p = .001), r = .51.
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4.4. Discussion
The main research question of this study was whether a conditioned association between
an expressively ambiguous musical stimulus and expressive body movements (defined in
terms of valence and arousal) has an eﬀect on children’s perception of musical expressive-
ness (in terms of valence and arousal). Children’s perception of musical expressiveness
has been assessed by means of the semantic diﬀerential method (Osgood et al., 1957).
Univariate analyses of the individual scales revealed significant diﬀerences on 8 of the 14
scales. More in particular, in the HAPPY condition, children perceived the music as being
significantly more busy, motile, safe, fast, happy, cosy, content and energetic compared to
the SAD condition. In general, a same tendency was observed for the adjectives gay, brute,
snug, abloom, cheerful and merry although the diﬀerence were not statistically significant.
Next to this, the results of the children’s rating on the Wong-Baker FACES rating scale
show that they associated the musical stimuli with happier faces in the HAPPY condition
than in the SAD condition. These results indicate that the adjectives as well as the emoti-
cons that children associated with music matched the expressiveness of the movements
that were conditioned.
The results of a multivariate PCA, reducing the 14 dimensions to 2 principal components,
show that the component scores related to the HAPPY condition are significantly higher
for both PC1 and PC2. Here, we argue that the first two PCs can be interpreted as repre-
senting the categories of respectively valence and arousal. Inspecting the factor loadings
resulting from the PCA (see Table 4.4), one observes that the factors (i.e., scales) con-
tributing most to PC1 are explicitly valence related, while the scales related to arousal
(indicated in gray) have only a low contribution. The positive (right) direction of the axis
is then positive valence, the negative (left) direction negative valence. Vice versa, scales
related to arousal contribute explicitly to PC2, while valence related scales have only a low
contribution. The positive (vertical upward) direction of the axis is then strong arousal,
the negative (vertical downward) direction weak arousal. As such, we interpret the most
important components underlying the 14 dimensional semantic space as representing the
categories of valence and arousal or, in Osgood’s (1957) terms, evaluation and potency,
two of the basic dimensions of meaning underlying people’s responses toward an object or
concept (Salkind, 2007). Moreover, due to the significant diﬀerences in component scores,
we can conclude that the children in the HAPPY condition perceive the music as being
significantly higher in both valence and arousal, matching exactly the expressive qualities
of the corresponding conditioned body movements.
Finally, the results related to the ratings in the HAPPY, SAD and CONTROL condition
in response to the individual stimuli indicated, for both stimuli, a significant eﬀect of
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the conditioned movement response. A significant trend was found in the data, signal-
ing an increase in rating value from the SAD condition to the CONTROL condition to
the HAPPY condition. Again, as higher ratings correspond with the expressive quali-
ties of the HAPPY choreography and vice versa, we can observe a match between the
expressiveness of the conditioned movements and the perception of musical expressiveness.
In conclusion, an in-depth analysis of the questionnaire data revealed, in general, a signifi-
cant eﬀect of a conditioned association between music and expressive body movements on
the perception of musical expressiveness. However, considering the results of the ratings of
the HAPPY, SAD, and CONTROL condition in response to both stimuli, we can observe
that more clear diﬀerences between the conditions occur related to the Beirut stimulus
compared to the Klezmer stimulus. A plausible explanation for this observation could be
that it was more diﬃcult to manipulate the perception of the Klezmer stimulus towards
more negative and lower arousal qualities than it was the case for the Beirut stimulus
(see Fig.4.5). Moreover we observe that it was more diﬃcult in general to direct the
perception towards negative valence and weak arousal. Support for this interpretation is
given in Fig.4.4 (right) as we observe much more spread in the data of the SAD condition
compared to the data of the HAPPY condition.
4.5. General discussion
From previous studies we know that sound and music evoke corresponding body move-
ments in listeners (Jensenius, 2008; Leman et al., 2009; Bianco et al., 2010; Caramiaux
et al., 2010; Godøy, 2010a; Ku¨ssner et al., 2011; Kozak et al., 2012). Accordingly, dif-
ferent models and hypotheses have been formulated providing a theoretical account of
how these body movement responses to music contribute to meaning formation (Leman,
2007; Godøy, 2003; Cox, 2011). Research has shown that correlations exist between body
movement responses to music and how one perceives musical expressiveness (Boone &
Cunningham, 2001; Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, & Moelants, 2010). However, these
studies did not use an evaluative conditioning method so that the eﬀect of movement on
perceived expressiveness remained unclear. Previous research suggests that body move-
ments in relation to sound or music play a causal role in the perception and interpretation
of structural features, such as rhythm and pitch, in the sense that the movements influence
the interpretation of these musical structures (Phillips-Silver & Trainor, 2005, 2007; Repp
& Knoblich, 2009). Also, studies have shown that body movements and physical arousal
influence people’s musical preferences (Sedlmeier et al., 2011; Scha¨fer & Sedlmeier, 2011).
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The results of the presented study suggest that when an expressive dance is paired with
music with an ambiguous expressivity, the music acquires the emotional meaning of the
dance (at least for a few days). Given the fact that an experimental manipulation of
music-movement associations resulted in corresponding eﬀects on the perception of musi-
cal expressiveness, this suggests that embodiment can influence children’s perception and
interpretation of musical expressiveness, These results seem to support the embodied cog-
nition theory (Leman, 2007; Godøy & Leman, 2010), which states that movements made
in response to music invoke an inherent semantics (rooted in action-outcome repertoire)
and that listening to music appeals to this semantics as a guide for meaning formation
and the perception of musical expressiveness. The present study suggests that this se-
mantics can be influenced through movement, which results in a conditioned perception
of expressiveness.
In the following paragraphs, we address three issues. First we discuss the claim that
musical expressiveness relies on ontogenetic conditioning. The second and third issue
are related to the questions whether ontogenetic conditioning can be manipulated at
short-time and subsequently, whether ontogenetic conditioning requires body movement
causation.
According to the theory of embodied music cognition, actions may become endowed with
a specific expressiveness that fits with particular events, or that is used in interactions
with other people (Malloch & Trevarthen, 2009). Music is characteristic in that it con-
sists of patterns (the so-called moving sonic forms) that get fluently linked with expressive
actions of humans. This connection between human action and sound patterns happens
both in the encoding process, that is, when actions create the sound patterns that con-
stitute music, as in the decoding process, when sound patterns create musical meanings
(cf. motor model for the communication of musical expressiveness (Leman, 2007)). Music
perception can be seen as a decoding process in which moving sonic forms are associated
with actions that form part of the listener’s repository (or memory) of action semantics.
The underlying psychological processes, together with the biological, physical and cultural
constraints that regulate the development of these associations, need further investigation
(Godøy, 2003; Cox, 2011; Leman, 2007; Prinz, 1997; Hommel et al., 2001; Rizzolatti &
Craighero, 2004). However, it is likely that the decoding process relies on a mechanism
according to which moving sonic forms get associated with the expressive nature of ac-
tions in the action repertoire. During listening, this associated expressiveness may become
activated and attributed to the music. Based on this mechanism, the involvement with
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music appears as an empathic process in which the listener projects his or her own action
expressions onto the presented moving sonic forms of the stimulus. The present study
provides strong evidence in support of this projection mechanism.
The conjecture of the existence of a network of associations regulating music meaning
formation is supported by neuroimaging studies (Chapin et al., 2010; Alluri et al., 2011)
outlining large-scale neural networks related to the processing of real music. Moreover,
the conceptualization of the expressiveness, and the subsequent ability to describe this in
a verbal way is in line with the theory of grounded cognition presented by Barsalou (1999,
2008). Grounded cognition reflects the assumption that cognition relies on the deploy-
ment of a distributed network of sensory-motor cortical activations. Meaning formation
when listening to music relies then on the activation of a distributed neural network of
integrated (i.e., associated) sensory-motor and corresponding emotion processing areas.
Several studies have pointed out that music evokes specific expressive movements in a
rather straightforward and unambiguous manner (Jensenius, 2008; Leman et al., 2009;
Bianco et al., 2010; Caramiaux et al., 2010; Godøy, 2010a; Ku¨ssner et al., 2011; Kozak
et al., 2012), suggesting that the link between movement and sound is rather stable and
conditioned by strong social/cultural and natural native forces between body movement
and sound. Indeed, with most music, movement associates seem to be so anchored, due to
obvious sensory-motor correlations and/or cultural dispositions, that it becomes problem-
atic to unravel the causality in the action-perception coupling. The question addressed in
the present paper is whether some associations between moving sonic forms and expres-
siveness in action can be conditioned at short term. This creates the possibility to observe
the underlying mechanisms of embodiment. To cope with this, we used non-familiar mu-
sical stimuli with an ambiguous character and we worked with children, as they are less
likely to form cognitive appraisals of expressiveness in musical stimuli (Holochwost &
Izard, 2008) but are still able to attribute expressiveness to body movement (Boone &
Cunningham, 2001; Lagerlo¨f & Djerf, 2009). However, the question remains whether our
findings can be generalized to adults and less ambiguous stimuli. For this, new exper-
imental paradigms need to be explored in order to provide a conclusive answer on this
matter. Studies working with brain lesion patients, investigating the causal role of action
for sound perception can thereby be of much relevance (Pazzaglia et al., 2008; Mahon,
2008).
Another important remark concerning our study, is similar to a remark Saint-Germier
(2010) made in reaction to some studies of Phillips-Silver and Trainor (2005, 2007). In
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these studies, it was shown that body movements played a causal role in the perception
of metrical structures and rhythm. Saint-Germier agreed that body movements play a
cognitive role, “in a way if you don’t take the body into account, then you miss a crucial
part of the determinants of the cognitive processing”. However, based on findings of
studies of Phillips-Silver and Trainor (2009), he claimed that a causal role does not imply
that body movements are constitutive for the observed eﬀects (as the results of Trainor’s
study showed that the stimulation of the vestibular system produces the same eﬀects).
In our study, we made the step from findings that indicate correlations between body
movements and musical expressiveness (Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, & Moelants, 2010)
to findings pinpointing a causal role of movements for the conditioning of associations
that influence the perception of musical expressiveness. However, we cannot exclude that
the observed eﬀects are the result of other processes (e.g., biological, neurological) that
accompany or underlay movement, instead of mere movement itself. Therefore, in future
research, the challenge is to go a step further and investigate the actual constitutive
components underlying the perception of musical expressiveness. However, we conjecture
that the movement-expression associations would be very diﬃcult to simulate if real body
movements would not be involved.
CHAPTER 5
Expressing induced emotions through free dance movement
Van Dyck, E., Maes, P.-J., Hargreaves, J., Lesaﬀre, M., and Leman, M. (2012).
Expressing induced emotions through free dance movement. Submitted.
Contribution of Maes: Movement data analysis.
Abstract
The aim of this study was to examine the eﬀect of two basic emotions, happiness and
sadness, on dance movement. A total of 32 adult participants took part in the study. After
inducing emotional states of either happiness or sadness, participants danced intuitively
to an emotionally ‘neutral’ piece of music, composed specifically for the experiment. An
emotion rating scale was used to rate the eﬀectiveness of the emotion induction procedure.
Full body movement was captured using motion caption and six diﬀerent movement cues
were examined, in order to explore whether diﬀerences in corporeal articulations between
the happy and sad condition existed. The criteria for selection of these cues was based on
Eﬀort/Shape analysis of body movement. Results revealed that in the happy condition,
participants moved faster, with more acceleration, and made more expanded and more
impulsive movements than in the sad condition. These findings provide evidence of the
eﬀect of emotion induction on dance movement. Results are discussed with respect to
possible consequences for future research on human movement.
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5.1. Introduction
Emotions color all aspects of our daily life. They are essential to our social relationships,
psychological well-being, cognitive functioning, moral sensitivity and other important de-
velopmental processes (Sroufe, 1997). Moreover, as they serve as signals that convey
information about the friendliness or dangerousness of our environment, the communica-
tion of emotions has proved to be crucial to our survival (Ekman, 1992). It is therefore
not surprising that a large number of studies have explored the impact of emotions on
all kinds of human activities and processes, and that this has led to the establishment
of an abundance of diﬀerent emotion theories and concepts. One of the most dominant
models in music and emotion research is the discrete (or basic) emotions model (Juslin &
Sloboda, 2010; Zentner & Eerola, 2010; Eerola & Vuoskoski, 2011). This model proposes
that the array of human aﬀective phenomena arises out of a handful of basic emotions,
such as sadness, happiness, fear, anger and disgust (Izard, 1971, 1972, 2007; Tomkins,
1984; Buck, 1988; Ekman, 1992). According to Izard (2007, p.261), basic emotions are
“those emotions that have been characterized as having evolutionarily old neurobiological
substrates, as well as an evolved feeling component and capacity for expressive and other
behavioral actions of evolutionary origin”.
5.1.1. Emotions and embodiment
In daily life, basic emotions are communicated through speech prosody (McCann & Peppe,
2003) and voice quality (Laukkanen, Vilkman, Alku, & Oksanen, 1997; Gobl & Chasaide,
2003). However, basic emotions can also be transmitted through nonverbal and nonvocal
communication channels. Theories of embodied cognition suggest that perceiving, expe-
riencing and thinking about emotion involves embodiment, or interaction with the body,
of the relevant emotion in one’s self (Niedenthal, 2007). Charles Darwin (1872) himself
introduced the idea that both humans and animals are capable of displaying emotions
through motor behavior (especially posture). More recent research revealed that basic
emotions can for instance be embodied through facial expressions, which have distinct
and universal expressive characteristics, signaling positive and negative feelings, attitudes
and intentions (Ekman, 1972; Lundqvist & Dimberg, 1995; Moody, McIntosh, Mann, &
Weisser, 2007; Likowski et al., 2011). Other studies have shown how emotions may suc-
cessfully alter the movements of particular parts of the body such as the trunk (Meijer,
1989), the arms (Meijer, 1989; Wallbott, 1998; Pollick, Paterson, Bruderlin, & Sanford,
2001), and the hands (Gross, Crane, & Fredrickson, 2010). Moreover, both children and
adults are believed to master the ability to decode emotions from full body movements
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(Boone & Cunningham, 1998; Van Meel, Verburgh, & Meijer, 1993; Dittrich, Troscianko,
Lea, & Morgan, 1996; Lagerlo¨f & Djerf, 2009).
5.1.2. Emotions and dance movement
Dance is an interesting type of full body movement, in particular with regard to emotion
research, as it is believed to facilitate the expression of several diﬀerent emotions in a
non-verbal way (Levy, 1988). Some studies have started to classify the types of dance
movements prompted by emotions, and made attempts to explain how dance might be
modified by emotions (Walk & Homan, 1984; Dittrich et al., 1996; Brownlow, Dixon,
Egbert, & Radcliﬀe, 1997; Camurri et al., 2003). However, previous studies are limited
in their scope, as they tend to work with portrayed emotions, most often by using actors,
and predefined movements. A primary concern regarding most of the research on the
bodily expression of emotions by means of dance movement, is that it has focused on the
eﬀects of emotions portrayed by actors (Walk & Homan, 1984; Meijer, 1989; Brownlow
et al., 1997; Boone & Cunningham, 1998; Wallbott, 1998; Montepare, Koﬀ, Zaitchik, &
Albert, 1999; Camurri et al., 2003, 2004; Atkinson, Dittrich, Gemmell, & Young, 2004).
The assumption underlying the choice for emotions portrayed through acting in previ-
ous research is that actors are generally believed to be experts in displaying emotion in
the body and the face (Gross et al., 2010). Camurri and colleagues (2003, 2004), for
example, used ‘acting’ dancers in their study on modern dance movement, in which they
aimed at identifying the kinematic cues that are crucial for emotion recognition. In this
study, dancers were instructed to perform the same choreography, which was designed
exclusively for the experiment, repeatedly, each time expressing a diﬀerent basic emotion
(i.e., anger, fear, happiness and sadness). However, several studies have shown that not
all actors generate equally recognizable, emotionally expressive corporeal articulations
(Montepare, Goldstein, & Clausen, 1987; Wallbott, 1998; Gross et al., 2010). Instead of
portraying emotions through acting, we believe that emotion induction techniques could
be applied when studying emotions through body movement. A second concern is the
restrictions imposed on the dance movements. Most previous research regarding expres-
sive dance movement has made use of choreography (Brownlow et al., 1997; Wallbott,
1998; Montepare et al., 1999; Camurri et al., 2003, 2004). However, we believe that al-
lowing participants to move freely facilitates better expression of emotion, and that this
approach could prove to be a more ecologically valid strategy for studying emotion and
dance movement cues.
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5.1.3. Emotion induction procedure
Induced emotions are supposed to be equivalent to naturally occurring emotions (Jallais
& Gilet, 2010), and this supports our belief that applying emotion induction techniques
in combination with free dance movement could open new insights into the expression of
emotions through body movement. An emotion induction procedure concerns a strategy
that aims at altering the participant’s emotional state in an artificial and controlled way.
Both simple (the use of one emotion induction technique) and combined methods (the
use of two or more emotion induction techniques) have been developed to induce emo-
tional states in participants (Mayer et al., 1995). However, since multiple inductions are
believed to contribute additively to an emotion, the strongest inductions often combine
two diﬀerent techniques (Bower, 1981; Clark, 1983; Coan & Allen, 2007). In that case,
one method usually occupies foreground attention whereas another technique contributes
to a congruent background atmosphere. A frequently used combined method, developed
by Mayer and colleagues (1995), employs guided imagery to occupy foreground attention.
Guided imagery consists of a series of sentences describing particular situations in which
the participants are asked to imagine themselves lively (Ahsen, 1989). In the combined
method, guided imagery is usually supported by music. Music is believed to be an ad-
equate means of establishing a supportive emotional background atmosphere. This has
been shown in a wide range of studies that stress the vast power of music to evoke emo-
tions in listeners (e.g., L. B. Meyer, 1956; Dowling & Harwood, 1986; Thayer, 1990, 1997;
Huron, 2006; Lundqvist, Carlsson, Hilmersson, & Juslin, 2009; Juslin & Sloboda, 2010).
Previous research has shown that music is also an eﬀective means of emotion induction in a
laboratory setting (Va¨stfja¨ll, 2001; Westermann, Spies, Stahl, & Hesse, 1996). Moreover,
associations between emotions and particular musical characteristics are well established,
especially for happiness and sadness (Gabrielsson & Juslin, 2003; Juslin & Laukka, 2004).
The combination of music and guided imagery is therefore believed to lead to a controlled,
specific and eﬀective induction (Clark, 1983; Pignatiello, Camp, & Rasar, 1986; Mayer,
Meehan, & Haarman, 1990).
5.1.4. Emotion induction assessment
The most straightforward approach to measuring whether an emotion induction proce-
dure actually has altered the experienced emotions of a test subject is through self-report
(Lundqvist et al., 2009), for example, using rating scales, forced-choice formats or free
phenomenological descriptions. Self-report scales based on adjective lists have been found
to be reliable in diﬀerentiating between emotions induced through imagery (Boyle, 1984)
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and music (Juslin & Sloboda, 2010) amongst other things. Previous work by Kivy (1991)
warns that listeners may find it diﬃcult to discriminate between felt emotions and emo-
tions perceived in the music. Therefore, clear instructions as to whether listeners should
focus on perceived or induced emotions should be administered to help to avoid this prob-
lem (Scherer & Zentner, 2001). Another concern lies in the possibility that participants
might provide what they believe to be the ‘expected’ or ‘correct’ response in an attempt to
please the experimenter, rather than one that actually reflects their experience. However,
the solution to this problem can be built into the experimental method by using cover
stories that mask the true purpose of the study (Smith, 2000).
5.1.5. This study
This study examined the eﬀect of basic emotions (i.e., happiness and sadness) on free
dance movement to emotionally ‘neutral’ music. The study used an emotion induction
procedure that consisted of guided imagery and emotion-supporting music that was in-
tended to induce emotional states either of happiness or of sadness. The eﬀectiveness of
the induction was tested by means of an emotion rating scale. In order to explore whether
diﬀerences in corporeal articulations between the two conditions existed, six movement
cues were examined, chosen on the basis of Laban’s Eﬀort/Shape Theory (Laban & Ull-
man, 1960). It was hypothesized that the induced emotional state would influence the
dance movements of the participants, resulting in dissimilarities in kinematic cues between
the two conditions. In the next sections, the methodology and results are discussed in
detail.
5.2. Method
5.2.1. Participants
A total of 32 adult participants (16 females, 16 males) took part in the study. As it
is believed that the duration of negative emotional states decreases with age (Larcom
& Isaacowitz, 2009), only participants between 20 and 30 years of age were included in
the experiment. The average age of the participants was 22.75 years (SD = 3.12). The
test group comprised predominantly Belgian university students (91%). They received no
compensation for participating in the study.
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5.2.2. Design
The experiment was conceived as a repeated-measures (within-subjects) strategy to eval-
uate changes in movement characteristics. The design encompassed ‘induced emotion’ as
independent variable (with two levels: ‘happiness’ and ‘sadness’) and ‘body movement’
as dependent variable (a detailed explanation of which movement parameters were con-
sidered, is provided below, see Sect.5.3). Each participant was exposed to both levels of
the independent variable and measured on the dependent variable during each exposure.
5.2.3. Materials and stimuli
Emotion induction The emotion induction procedure consisted of a combined method
where foreground attention was manipulated by guided imagery and emotion-supporting
music was played in the background. In order to rate the eﬀectiveness of this method,
self-reported emotional experience was measured.
Both in the happy and in the sad condition, a series of eight guided imagery vignettes
were presented. The vignettes were Dutch translations of those developed by Mayer
and colleagues (1995). In advance, 20 judges had rated the eight vignettes, presented in
randomized order. A five-point Likert (ranging from ‘1 = not’ to ‘5 = a lot’ according
to the emotions ‘happiness’ and ‘sadness’) was used. The validity of the translations
was ensured as all happy emotion induction vignettes were rated near 5 (M = 4.77) for
happiness and near 1 (M = 1.11) for sadness whereas all sad emotion induction vignettes
were rated near 5 (M = 4.64) for sadness and near 1 (M = 1.28) for happiness. During
the experiment, the vignettes were projected on a Sanyo PLC XU-105 projector screen.
The four musical pieces (two for the happy induction and two for the sad induction)
that accompanied the vignettes were all non-vocal classical compositions drawn from prior
designed emotion induction procedures (cf. Bower & Mayer, 1989; Mayer et al., 1995,
Table 5.1). Again, before the actual experiment, 20 judges had rated the musical pieces,
presented in randomized order, on a five-point Likert scale (ranging from ‘1=not’ to ‘5=a
lot’ according to the emotions ‘happiness’ and ‘sadness’). All happy emotion induction
pieces were rated near 5 (M = 4.66) for happiness and near 1 (M = 1.24) for sadness
whereas all sad emotion induction pieces were rated near 5 (M = 4.47) for sadness and
near 1 (M = 1.34) for happiness. During the experiment, the musical pieces were played
through four Altec 1218A speakers.
Self-reported emotional experience was measured using a shortened version of the Dif-
ferential Emotions Scale (cf. (Izard, Dougherty, Bloxom, & Kotch, 1974; Lundqvist et al.,
2009)). Participants were asked to report ‘to what extent each of the described feelings
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Happy emotion induction Sad emotion induction
Delibes: Mazurka from Coppelia John Williams: Theme from Schindler’s List
(Alt.) Bach. Brandenburg Concerto No.2 (Alt.) Chopin. Op. 28 No. 6 from Preludes
Table 5.1.: Overview of the musical pieces used in the emotion induction procedure.
match the emotion they currently experience’, using separate unipolar rating scales. Sad-
ness was represented by Dutch translations of the words ‘sad’ (triest), ‘blue’ (droevig) and
‘downhearted’ (neerslachtig) while happiness was represented by Dutch translations of the
words ‘cheerful’ (vrolijk), ‘happy’ (gelukkig) and ‘joyful’ (blij). Below each word was a
five-point Likert scale with each number accompanied by a verbal description (1=Not at
all, 2=Slightly, 3=Moderately, 4=Very, 5=Extremely). To ensure that participants would
not be aware of the true nature of the experiment, a total of 14 other feelings were added
to the list (e.g., relaxed, sleepy and awake). Moreover, they were told that the question-
naire merely served as a control instrument. During the experiment, the questionnaires
were filled out on a MacBook Air laptop.
Musical stimulus for dance movement A professional composer designed the music
that accompanied the dance movements of the participants with the intention of provid-
ing music that could be danced to intuitively. As far as possible, this music was also
intended not to arouse the participants to the extent that it led to heightened emotion,
or to a marked change in the valence or potency of the emotion induction procedure.
Alongside the potential for controlling compositional intent, another argument in favor of
using original music for this study was to overcome the eﬀects of familiarity, which might
increase the intensity of emotional responses to music (Peretz, Gaudreau, & Bonnel, 1998;
Ali & Peynircioglu, 2010).
The neutrality of the music was justified by characteristics of the tempo, harmony,
timbre and style. Music with a fast tempo and major mode is generally experienced as
‘happy’, whereas music with a slow tempo and minor mode is mainly understood as ‘sad’
(Hunter et al., 2010). Accordingly, the harmony alternated between major and minor
chords and the tempo was mid-paced, set at 120 beats per minute (BPM). Moreover,
according to a long-term study of dance music tempi by Moelants (2008), a tempo of
around 120 BPM represents the most common tempo in contemporary dance music and
is believed to stimulate movement. The timbres were chosen in such a way that they
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would be heard as complementary, and importantly, not ‘harsh-sounding’ (Hailstone et
al., 2009): Mellotron flute, Mellotron strings, Rhodes electric piano, a clavichord sound
with a phaser eﬀect, and a drum kit. No vocals were used, so that lyrics could not have any
influence at all. Regarding music style, the intention was to produce a stimulus that was
ecologically valid: the stimulus had to sound like modern dance music that the participants
might encounter in ‘everyday life’ settings, particularly those that might involve dancing.
Thus, with a view to striking a balance between not arousing the participants excessively
on one hand, and not arousing them suﬃciently on the other (thus, perhaps, leading to
boredom), the style of the music was intended as ‘middle of the road’ rock/pop, with an
emphasis on the drumbeat, so that participants could move intuitively to the rhythm, as
they might do in a dance club.
Before the actual experiment, the neutrality of the music was validated by 20 judges
who rated the musical stimulus on a five-point Likert scale (ranging from ‘1=not’ to ‘5=a
lot’ according to the emotions ‘happiness’ and ‘sadness’). The musical piece was rated
near 3 for both happiness (M = 3.15) and sadness (M = 3.08). During the experiment,
the musical stimulus was played back from a Max/MSP patch, where the recording of the
motion caption data was synchronized with the music.
5.2.4. Procedure
Participants were tested individually in a laboratory room with dimmed lighting. Black
curtains surrounded the test area so that participants would be shielded from outside
influences. The experiments took place in the early morning in order to control for
possible shifts in emotional state due to time of the day (Hill & Hill, 1991; Thayer,
Newman, & McClain, 1994). The combination of the emotion induction procedure and the
experimental design meant that each participant was required to perform the experiment
on two occasions, suﬃciently separated in time (i.e., diﬀerent days). To avoid possible
eﬀects due to any specific order, half of the participants performed the experiment in the
sad condition first; the other half started with the happy condition.
Upon arrival, the participant was informed about the procedure and was asked to sign
a consent agreement declaring that (s)he volunteered freely, had been informed about the
tasks, had been given the opportunity to ask questions, understood that (depersonalized)
recordings were going to be made and that the data would be used for scientific and edu-
cational purposes only. Afterwards, the participant was equipped with a suit required to
facilitate motion capturing. Subsequently, all further instructions were given to enable the
participant to continue the rest of the procedure by himself/herself without intervention
of the experimenter.
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The actual experiment consisted of four parts, namely the filling out of the emotion
rating scale questionnaire, the emotion induction procedure, the performing of the dance
task, and the filling out of the emotion rating scale questionnaire for a second time. Firstly,
the participant was asked to sit down in the experimenting room and fill out an emotion
rating scale questionnaire on a laptop. Secondly, the emotion induction procedure started
automatically when the questionnaire was filled out. At the very start of both the happy
and sad emotion induction procedure, only music was presented. After 10 seconds, the
guided imagery vignettes started to accompany the musical piece at 30-second intervals
(cf. Mayer et al., 1995). When the first musical piece ended, the second (alternate) piece
faded in. At the end of all eight vignettes, the music faded out. Both the happy and sad
emotion induction procedures lasted 4 minutes and 30 seconds. The participant had been
instructed to read the sentences that would appear on the projector screen, to listen to the
music that would simultaneously play through the speakers and to try to imagine to be
in the same situation as described in the sentences. Thirdly, after the emotion induction
procedure had ended, a final vignette appeared instructing the participants to stand up
and to take place at the center of the motion capture space. Next, music started to
play automatically and the participant executed the task (s)he had received beforehand,
namely to ‘move in any way (s)he wanted’ to the music. Finally, when the music had
stopped, the participant had to sit down again, reopen the laptop and fill out the same
emotion rating scale once more. Afterwards, the participant received a beverage and a
snack and was thanked for taking part in the study. Participants in the sad condition
had the opportunity to listen to cheerful music in order to improve their emotional state
before departure.
5.3. Movement data analysis
As the primary aim of the experiment was to explore the eﬀect of induced emotions on
participants’ dance movement responses to a musical stimulus, measures needed to be
obtained (i.e., dependent variables) which allowed comparison between these movement
responses. The methodology underlying our definition of these measures was based on
the layered conceptual framework presented by Camurri and colleagues (2003, 2004).
This framework starts with modeling human movement in terms of low-level physical
measures (see Sect.5.3.1), followed by the extraction of features (see Sect.5.3.2), and
finally a high level description and taxonomy linking these objective features with the
aspects of expressivity and the subjective, emotional state of participants (see Sect.5.4).
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5.3.1. Data acquisition
Full body motion capturing was realized with an OptiTrack infrared optical system
consisting of 12 synchronized cameras with related ARENA motion capture software
(http://www.naturalpoint.com). Participants were equipped with a special suit con-
sisting of a jacket, trousers and cap on which markers could be attached. A default
human skeleton model provided in the ARENA software was constructed from 34 in-
frared reflecting markers attached to the suit in a predefined manner: four markers for
hip, three each for head, chest, upper arms, hands, and two each for thighs, shins, and feet.
Afterwards, the performances of all participants were exported into BioVision Hierarchy
(BVH) files. Using the MATLAB motion capture toolbox (http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/
?neill/mocap/) complemented by our own algorithms, the three-dimensional position
(and displacement) of 18 body parts (hereafter referred to as ‘joints’) in relation to the
body-centre (i.e., the pelvis) was calculated independent of the position or orientation of
a participant in the motion capture space. The following 18 joints were considered: head,
neck, chest, left shoulder, right shoulder, left elbow, right elbow, left wrist, right wrist,
left hand, right hand, hips, left knee, right knee, left ankle, right ankle, left foot and right
foot.
5.3.2. Feature extraction
The selection of movement features that were extracted from this “raw” position data
was grounded on concepts and theories of the Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) model
(Laban & Ullman, 1960). The LMA model provides an integrated terminological system
that facilitates to highlight expressive movement features based on four main categories:
Body, Eﬀort, Space and Shape (the so called BESS categories). In this study, six move-
ment features (Directness Index, impulsiveness, smoothness, velocity, acceleration and
expansion) were extracted that either relate to aspects of Eﬀort (i.e., Eﬀort category) or
to the geometric, spatial aspects of trajectory Shapes in reference to the human body
(i.e., Shape category) (see Fig.5.1).
5.3.3. Movement features in Eﬀort category
As in the LMA model, the Eﬀort category was further subdivided into four subcate-
gories: space eﬀort, time eﬀort, flow eﬀort, and weight eﬀort. The expressive attributes
associated with these subcategories in the LMA model are structured around bipolar op-
positions indicating subtle, qualitative aspects of a performed gesture. Space eﬀort relates
to the polarities direct-indirect, time eﬀort to sudden-sustained, flow eﬀort to bound-free,
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Laban Movement Analysis (LMA)
Eﬀort
Category Quality Measure
space direct-flexible DI
weight strong-light velocity/acceleration
time quick-sustained impulsiveness
flow bound-free smoothness
Shape
Category Quality Measure
spreading-enclosing intensity expansion
1Figure 5.1.: Laban movement analysis model
and weight eﬀort to strong-light. In this study, space eﬀort found its kinematic coun-
terpart in the Directness Index, time eﬀort in impulsiveness, flow eﬀort in smoothness
and weight eﬀort in both velocity and acceleration. Because three of these features (i.e.,
Directness Index, impulsiveness and smoothness) are based on a segmentation process,
we will describe the details of this process before providing more information concerning
the features.
Segmentation process The extraction of the features Directness Index, impulsiveness
and smoothness described below was based on a segmentation process that divides the
complete (sampled) motion stream into discrete segments, called gestural units. The seg-
mentation process resembles methods presented in previous research that take the velocity
profile as the basis for defining the boundaries of each segment (Camurri et al., 2003, 2004;
Leman et al., 2009). From a physical point of view, the velocity signal of a movement per-
formed by a specific body part is characterized by a concatenation of bell-shaped curves
(i.e., motion bells) (see Fig.5.2, left). The boundaries of a segment are determined by
local minima in the velocity signal (i.e., points in time where the acceleration is zero).
These indicate a transition from a decrease to an increase of movement velocity. As such,
each segment is defined by an increase and subsequent decrease in movement velocity. For
each performance of a participant, the segmentation process was executed for all joints.
Space - Directness Index The Directness Index concerns a concept adopted from a large
body of studies conducted by Camurri and colleagues (e.g., 2003, 2004). It expresses, for
each segment, the proportion between (1) the Euclidean distance of the straight trajectory
between the position occupied by a joint at the beginning of a segment and at the end
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Figure 5.2.: Left: velocity profile and related segments. Right: Three-dimensional
movement trajectory path (full line) with indication of the minimum-jerk
trajectory path (dotted line) and the straight trajectory path (dashed line).
of that segments, and (2) the distance covered in reality (i.e., the sum of distances from
sample to sample) (see Fig.5.2, right).
Time - Impulsiveness Again in line with studies of Camurri and colleagues (2003, 2004),
this feature relates to the shape of the motion bells. Impulsiveness is a function of the
duration and amplitude of the bell-shaped velocity curve. Sharp, distinct peaks imply
a high impulsiveness while longer, more rounded bells imply a lower impulsiveness. As
such, the measure for impulsiveness was expressed as the duration (see ‘T’ in Fig.5.2, left)
divided by the amplitude range of the motion bell (see ‘A’ in Fig.5.2, left).
Flow - Smoothness Smooth movement trajectories are related with a minimum of ac-
celeration transients, also called jerk (Hogan, 1984; D. Lee, Port, & Georgopoulos, 1997;
Todorov & Jordan, 1998). Therefore, the description of the smoothness of motion seg-
ments was based on the constrained minimum-jerk model presented by Todorov and Jor-
dan (1998). Based on the algorithms presented in this study, the minimum-jerk trajectory
(i.e., the trajectory minimizing the integral of the squared derivative of acceleration) could
be computed. Next, the diﬀerence between the minimal-jerk trajectory and the actual
trajectory covered by a specific body part was calculated. For this, a Normalized Root-
Mean-Square Error (NRMSE) measure was used.
Weight - Velocity and acceleration In contrast to previous features, neither velocity
nor acceleration is dependent on the segmentation process. Velocity, as the first deriva-
tive of distance with respect to time, expresses the rate of displacement (i.e., change of
position) of a joint. Acceleration, being the second derivative of distance, describes the
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rate of change in velocity. Although calculated diﬀerently, these measurements show re-
semblances with the Quantity of Motion (QoM) feature presented in the study of Camurri
and colleagues (2003, 2004), which is considered as an overall measure of the amount of
detected motion.
5.3.4. Movement feature in Shape category
The Shape category describes the dynamic form outlined by the constellation of body
parts in one’s kinesphere (i.e., the peripersonal space immediately surrounding a person’s
body which can be reached by the limbs). Although five diﬀerent eﬀort features were
studied, only one shape feature was included.
Expansion The most general elements of shape are opening (i.e., extending the limbs
out into one’s kinesphere) and closing (i.e., contracting the limbs close to the body-center)
(cf. Billingham, 2009). Movement size and openness can be related to emotional intensity
(Davidson, 1994; Camurri et al., 2004; Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, & Moelants, 2010).
Expansion is represented by the mean distance between the joints of the upper limbs (i.e.,
both elbows and hands) and the body-centre during the complete length of a movement
performance. This measure shows resemblances with the Contraction Index (CI) measure
used in the study of Camurri and colleagues (2004) and of Maes and colleagues (2010).
5.4. Results
To investigate the eﬀect of the emotion induction procedure, the scores given by partici-
pants on the emotion rating scales before and after the dance session were analyzed and
six movement features were tested for dissimilarities between happy and sad conditions.
5.4.1. Emotion rating scale
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests revealed that at the start of the experiment, scores for hap-
piness (Mdn = 3.67) were significantly higher than scores for sadness (Mdn = 1.33),
z = −6.92, p < .001. However, after the happy emotion induction procedure (Mdn =
4.00), scores for happiness were significantly higher than at the start of the experiment
(Mdn = 3.50), z = −2.56, p < .05. In addition, scores for sadness were significantly
higher after the sad emotion induction procedure (Mdn = 1.83) than at the beginning
of the experiment (Mdn = 1.33), z = −2.92, p < .01. Moreover, scores for happiness
were significantly higher after the happy emotion induction procedure (Mdn = 4.00) than
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after the sad emotion induction procedure (Mdn = 3.33), z = −2.85, p < .01, whereas
scores for sadness were significantly higher after the sad emotion induction procedure
(Mdn = 1.83) than after the happy counterpart (Mdn = 1.00), z = −3.45, p < .001.
To summarize, analysis of the scores on the emotion rating scales showed that the
intended eﬀect of the emotion induction procedure was obtained.
5.4.2. Movement features
All six movement features and 18 joints (i.e., body parts) were tested separately in order
to search for diﬀerences between the happy and sad condition. First, the diﬀerences
between scores were calculated and tested for normality by means of Kolmogorov-Smirnov
tests. If the assumptions of homogeneity of variances and normality could be accepted,
dependent t-tests, with the scores for the two conditions as variables, were performed.
If the assumption of normality could not be accepted, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were
executed. Only significant results are reported in Table 5.2.
To summarize, significant eﬀects of the condition were revealed for four features, namely
impulsiveness, velocity, acceleration and expansion. The eﬀects were particularly observ-
able in hand, wrist and elbow movement. No eﬀects were uncovered for Directness Index
and smoothness.
5.5. General discussion
The overall goal of this study was to investigate the eﬀect of induced emotions on dance
movement. Both hypotheses that the emotional state of the participants would aﬀect their
dance movement, and that this would result in dissimilarities in kinematic cues between
the happy and sad condition were supported.
First, the self-reported emotional state of the participants was examined. At the start
of the experiment, participants reported being in significantly stronger happy emotional
states than sad ones. This could be linked with findings of several diﬀerent emotion
studies, which revealed that participants usually report to experience stronger positive
than negative emotions before any emotion induction took place (e.g., Mayer et al., 1990;
Jallais & Gilet, 2010). This finding could either indicate that people feel rather happy in
general, or it could merely refer to the impression participants would like to convey.
Concerning the emotion induction procedure, the combination of guided imagery and
music significantly raised levels of the targeted emotion and suppressed the non-targeted
emotion as scores for happiness increased and scores for sadness decreased after the happy
emotion induction, while scores for sadness increased and scores for happiness decreased
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Happy condition Sad condition t z p
Impulsiveness
Chest 7.91 6.81 -2 <.05
Left shoulder 13.78 9.25 -1.98 <.05
Left elbow 20 14.01 -2.04 <.05
Left wrist 26.73 (1.91) 21.04 (2.18) 2.17 <.05
Right wrist 24.37 (1.71) 20.38 (1.90) 2.3 <.05
Left hand 34.80 28.61 -2.19 <.05
Right hand 33.56 (2.15) 28.72 (2.52) 2.06 <.05
Hips 2.18 1.79 -2.3 <.05
Velocity
Right shoulder 29.63 27.57 -1.98 <.05
Left elbow 41.80 (3.40) 36.35 (3.57) 2.08 <.05
Right elbow 40.42 35.54 -2.13 <.05
Left wrist 67.24 (5.51) 56.59 (5.25) 2.81 <.01
Right wrist 67.75 (5.52) 59.43 (5.89) 2.31 <.05
Left hand 94.09 (7.64) 80.82 (7.41) 2.68 <.01
Right hand 93.76 (7.48) 82.61 (7.97) 2.37 <.05
Acceleration
Head 1.82 1.59 -2.02 <.05
Neck 1.39 1.14 -2.13 <.05
Left wrist 3.11 (0.24) 2.68 (0.25) 2.03 <.05
Left hand 4.47 3.58 -2.32 <.05
Hips 0.19 0.16 -1.98 <.05
Left ankle 4.23 3.94 -2.34 <.05
Right ankle 4.18 3.84 -2.09 <.05
Left foot 4.62 4.49 -2.26 <.05
Expansion
Left hand 37.12 (1.22) 35.01 (1.15) 2.53 <.05
Right hand 37.96 (1.11) 36.24 (1.07) 2.29 <.05
Table 5.2.: M and SE of the movement feature as a function of emotion condition and
joint are reported for the paired-samples t-test. Mdn of the movement feature
as a function of emotion condition is reported for the Wilcoxon signed-rank
test. Only significant eﬀects are shown.
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after the sad emotion induction. These results indicate that the combination of guided im-
agery, which occupies foreground attention, and music, which contributes to a congruent
background atmosphere, could indeed serve as a successful means of inducing emotions
(Bower, 1981; Clark, 1983; Mayer et al., 1995; Corson & Verrier, 2007; Jallais & Gilet,
2010) and could therefore be applied eﬀectively to future studies regarding emotions and
body movement.
Since it has been suggested that each individual emotion has its own meaning, and may,
therefore, influence behavior in its own unique way (e.g., Van Meel et al., 1993; Dittrich et
al., 1996; Boone & Cunningham, 1998; Lagerlo¨f & Djerf, 2000; Camurri et al., 2004; Gross
et al., 2010; Wallbott, 1998), we expected to unveil dissimilarities in corporeal articulations
between the happy and sad condition. The results did indeed provide evidence of the
eﬀect of emotion induction as related to movement. In the happy condition, participants
displayed significantly faster and more accelerated body movement compared to the sad
condition. These results are similar to findings of the study by Camurri and colleagues
(2003) regarding dance choreography, where automatically obtained movement cues were
extracted from dancers portraying emotions of anger, fear, grief and joy. Afterwards, these
cues were compared between the four emotion categories. Results of the study by Camurri
and colleagues revealed a main eﬀect of Quantity of Motion (QoM), as performances
for joy received significant higher mean scores than performances for grief. As QoM is
considered as an overall measure of the amount of detected motion, involving velocity and
force, these findings accord with the current results regarding velocity and acceleration.
Moreover, the current study exposed an eﬀect of impulsiveness, as movements proved to
be more impulsive in the happy condition than in the sad condition. Rather similar results
have been reported in a study by Lagerlo¨f and Djerf (2000), in which participants judged
videos of choreography where dancers explicitly aimed at expressing anger, fear, grief or
joy. Results unveiled a relationship between joy and frequent tempo changes, while only
few tempo changes were identified in the grief condition.
Finally, in addition to velocity, acceleration and impulsiveness, our data unveiled an
eﬀect of expansion as movements proved to be significantly more expanded in the happy
condition compared to the sad condition. This finding is well in line with results by
Camurri and colleagues (2003), indicating that dancers who portrayed grief displayed a
higher level of contraction than those who portrayed joy. Similar findings were also re-
ported by Lagerlo¨f and Djerf (2000), as they revealed a correlation between joy and the
tendency for movements to reach out from the body centre. Regarding the application
of theories of embodied cognition to emotion, the unveiled eﬀects of the emotion induc-
tion procedure on full body movement imply that not merely the perception of emotion
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(Niedenthal, 2007) and the portrayal of emotion (Lagerlo¨f & Djerf, 2000; Camurri et al.,
2003), but also the induction of emotion, involves the embodiment of the implied emo-
tion. For that reason, we believe that emotion induction techniques could be successfully
applied to future research regarding emotions and movement.
Remarkably, significant diﬀerences between the two conditions were particularly ob-
servable in hand, wrist and elbow movement. This is consistent with the belief of the
hands having a privileged role in music-related gestures (Godøy, 2010a). It also accords
with the more general cognitive phenomenon that hand movement is closely linked with
the expression of emotions (Goldin-Meadow, 2005). In fact, one of the first functions of
spontaneous hand movement in early infancy is believed to be emotional (Trevarthen,
1986). This predominance of the hands in emotionally expressive movement is facilitated
by the many biomechanical degrees of freedom of the jointed lever system of arms and
hands. In addition, the cerebral programming of the combinations of rotation about the
many joints is, from birth, extremely refined and informed by many sensitive receptors.
Hands can be projected from the body with high velocity to transmit large forces, moved
with perfect temporal and spatial precision of guidance in an extensive reaching field,
and accurately rotated in any direction (Trevarthen, Delafield-Butt, & Scho¨gler, 2009).
Therefore, we believe that suﬃcient attention should be paid to hand and arm movement
when analyzing emotionally expressive movements in future studies.
The use of free dance movement was deliberately chosen to explore the eﬀect of emotion
on kinematics. Our results suggest that this type of dance can serve as an adequate
substitute for choreography when studying the eﬀect of emotions on movement. Applying
free dance movement has the advantage that it enables participants without professional
background to participate in dance experiments, thus enabling researchers to address
a broader group of possible participants. In addition, as participants are granted the
freedom to move in the way they prefer, they will probably feel less inhibited thus they
might move in a less restrictive fashion.
However, as participants were equipped with a motion caption suit and were ‘instructed’
to move to the music, the question could rise whether participants were truly able to
move without boundaries. As this was not a real-life setting, but an experimental one
in which accurate kinematic data needed to be obtained, some levels of freedom were
indeed impossible to obtain. However, before the experiment started, we ensured that
the motion caption suit was non-intrusive to the participants’ mobility. In addition, the
participants were instructed to move in any way they wanted to, which resulted in some
participants moving very actively whereas some did almost not display any movement
at all. Therefore, in our study, free movement should be understood as unprepared,
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unchoreographed movement with few restrictions as possible but within predetermined
boundaries of the motion caption mechanism.
Another deliberate choice in our experimental setup was the absence of a neutral con-
trol condition. As we learned from the self-reported emotional state that participants
reported overall happy emotional states before any induction took place, incorporating a
neutral emotional state would perhaps have created a too artificial situation, without any
ecological parallel. However, Jallais and Gilet (2010) stated that induced emotions are
supposed to be equivalent to naturally occurring emotions.
A critical aspect of our study might be that the music participants moved to was
composed for this particular study. This was done in order to ensure optimal control over
the musical parameters. Inevitably, it could be argued that the stimulus was in some way
artificial, although the ecological validity of the composition was ensured as an experienced
composer created it. Moreover, assessments of the music in a pilot study justified its
neutrality and besides, implementing existing music could have caused confounding eﬀects
due to familiarity.
In summary, although studies regarding the eﬀect of emotions on dance movement are
quite rare, the results of our controlled, experimental study are consistent with reports by
others but go beyond them, showing that using combined emotion induction techniques
consisting of guided imagery and music is an adequate tool for studying emotionally
expressive movement. Moreover, this study shows that free dance movement serves as an
excellent means of studying the eﬀect of emotions on kinematics. Alongside from these
findings, our data supports the notion that hand movement plays a prominent role in the
expression of emotions.
Part II.
Mediation Technologies for Embodied
Music Listening and Performance
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CHAPTER 6
The “One-Person Choir”: A multidisciplinary approach to the
development of an embodied human-computer interface
Maes, P.-J., Leman, M., Kochman, K., Lesaﬀre, M., and Demey, M. (2011).
The “One-Person Choir”: a multidisciplinary approach to the development
of an embodied human-computer interface. Computer Music Journal, 35 (2),
22-35.
Abstract
The “One-Person Choir” is a human-computer interface for singers that facilitates ges-
tural control over a digital signal processing (DSP) module for harmonizing the singing
voice in real time. Harmonization adds extra pitch-shifted voices that are tonally related
to the input voice. The interface captures global movements of the upper limbs by means
of an integrated network of inertial sensors attached to the upper body of a singer. From
these data, gestural cues are extracted and compared with a preconfigured gestural model
that has been trained with empirical data. When the gestures of the singer match the
preconfigured model, it is possible to control the harmonization of the singing input voice
captured by a microphone. Thus, the interface allows a singer to naturally enhance the
expressive qualities of his or her voice with the assistance of expressive gestures connected
to an electronic environment.
The One-Person Choir can be integrated in interactive multimedia installations that ex-
ploit the expressive power of gestures in combination with singing. As will be argued in
this article, installations illustrate, and elaborate on, an ongoing shift in contemporary
electronic and electroacoustic music: the move from interactive systems (or hyperinstru-
ments) to composing interactions (Di Scipio, 2003).
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6.1. Introduction
6.1.1. Problem definition
Research shows that gestures play an important role in the production and perception of
singing performances. Gestures enhance the communication of intentionality and expres-
sivity of singing (Davidson, 2001; Yonezawa, Suzuki, Abe, Mase, & Kogure, 2006; Liao,
2008; Luck & Toiviainen, 2008) in a way that is similar to the enhancement of speech
(McNeill, 2005). It is therefore not surprising that numerous human-computer interac-
tion (HCI) applications have focused on facilitating gestural control over the quality of the
singing voice (Hewitt & Stevenson, 2003; Kessous, 2004; Cook, 2005; Yonezawa, Suzuki,
Mase, & Kogure, 2005; D’Alessandro, d’Alessandro, Beux, & Doval, 2006; Knapp & Cook,
2006; D’Alessandro et al., 2007; Pe´rez, Knapp, & Alcorn, 2007; E. L. Wong, 2009). Ges-
tural control over the voice has to be carried out in the electronic/digital domain, where
micro-features of expression can be exchanged between media (for example between ges-
ture and audio). This could be done either by singing voice synthesis (Kessous, 2004;
Cook, 2005; D’Alessandro et al., 2007; E. L. Wong, 2009) or by transducing the acoustic
voice into an electronic/digital signal by means of a microphone (Hewitt & Stevenson,
2003; Yonezawa et al., 2005; Knapp & Cook, 2006; Pe´rez et al., 2007). Either way,
once the voice is brought into the electronic/digital domain, the gesture that controls
particular qualities of the voice (i.e., the mapping) can be arbitrarily chosen. A major-
ity of the aforementioned interfaces establish the mediation between diﬀerent modalities
(basically from movement to sound) on a purely arbitrary basis (Kessous, 2004; Cook,
2005; Yonezawa et al., 2005; D’Alessandro et al., 2007; E. L. Wong, 2009). However,
this approach may impede the natural interaction between the user and the digital sound
“instrument” as well as between the performer and their audience. The few attempts that
have been undertaken to create a natural gesture-to-sound mapping (Hewitt & Stevenson,
2003; Knapp & Cook, 2006; Pe´rez et al., 2007) have had the disadvantage of not providing
a firm empirical basis for the mapping.
6.1.2. Theoretical framework
The One-Person Choir interface proposes a systematic, empirical solution to the gesture-
to-sound mapping problem based on the embodied music cognition (EMC) paradigm
(Leman, 2007; Godøy & Leman, 2010). This approach is grounded in multisensory inte-
gration, the coupling of perception and action, the study of motor imitation, and issues
that relate to aﬀect, emotions, and subjectivity (Camurri, Volpe, et al., 2005; Leman &
Camurri, 2006; Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, & Moelants, 2010).
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Auditory output
Gestural output
Auditory information
Gestural information
Singer HCI Audience
1Figure 6.1.: Structural overview of the One-Person Choir interface.
As stated earlier, a singing performance includes more than just auditory output: It
explores and communicates ideas through vision and movement. According to the EMC
theory it is through corporeal imitation that this multimodal stream of physical structures
(e.g., audio, vision, movement) is translated into objects of a subjective action-oriented
ontology, and vice versa (Leman, 2007). The multisensory input received from the ex-
ternal physical world is associated with patterns of action. By internally mirroring these
actions, they are experienced and understood as intentionally, expressively, and seman-
tically meaningful. As such, this action-oriented ontology signals a kind of embodied,
intermediate system that acts between (1) the purely objective, physical reality and (2)
the attribution of expressiveness and mental ideas to those physical signals. Because the
experience and understanding of actions are partly shared by humans (based on biolog-
ically and cultural grounds), this ontology creates a repository for semantic communi-
cation (Leman, 2007). As a result, the diﬀerent types of sensory modalities involved in
the production and perception of music should have a semantic match in relation to the
action-oriented ontology of the musician and the audience. Globally stated, the main
challenge is the search for an appropriate gestural mediation (and associated technology)
that naturally expresses, and visually and kinesthetically communicates, the same idea as
the musical output it produces. This multisensory congruency provides a natural feeling
of causality in the human-computer interface.
6.1.3. Methodology
The integration of the body and its expressive qualities in musical performance can only
be achieved through a multi-layered analysis of objective and subjective performance
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components (Camurri et al., 2001). To that aim, this paper integrates low-level tech-
niques adopted from computer and engineering disciplines. These techniques involve the
measurement of physical body movements and, subsequently, the extraction of partic-
ular gestural features. In addition, perspectives on music interfaces are supported by
empirical findings concerning high-level, subjective factors of musical involvement like
action-perception coupling, intentionality, and meaning.
6.2. Bodily motion detection
Continuous movements of the upper limbs are the gestures that will be used to control
voice harmonization. Therefore, we need to have a motion-detection system that delivers
a low-level, physical representation of these movements. Concerning the motion-detecting
system and the representation it delivers, a number of requirements need to be met. First,
we need a three-dimensional (three-dimensional) position description of the upper limbs.
Second, this position must be expressed in reference to a coordinate system that is relative
to the body itself. In other words, the position of the upper limbs needs to be expressed
in reference to a person’s kinesphere (peripersonal space) - that is, the space immediately
surrounding the user’s body and reachable by the limbs (Laban & Ullman, 1966; Farne et
al., 2005). Third, the motion-detection system may not impede spontaneous movement.
Fourth, it must be easy to use the system in various performance contexts. Finally, the
system must be invulnerable to varying light conditions, visual occlusion, and shadow
issues. Because optical devices (video- or infrared-based) cannot adequately meet these
requirements, inertial sensor technology seemed to be the best option.
6.2.1. Inertial sensing techniques: HOP sensors
For the One-Person Choir interface we use state of-the-art, custom-made wireless inertial
motion detectors called HOP sensors (see Fig.6.2), which are named after the Hard-
ware Ontwerp (i.e., Development) Project and produced by the Center for Microsystems
Technology (CMST) at Ghent University (Kuyken et al., 2008; Huyghe, Vanfleteren, &
Doutreloigne, 2009). These sensors incorporate three-dimensional accelerometers com-
bined with three-dimensional magnetometers. With the help of a wireless transceiver, the
sensor is able to send the data from the accelerometers and magnetometers up to a range
of 40 m at a sampling rate of 100 Hz via Ethernet to a computer. Due to the relatively
small size of the sensor (55-mm long, 32-mm wide, and around 15-mm thick), the wireless
transmission of data, and the standalone battery, sensors are easily attached with simple
stretchable Velcro to parts of the singer’s body, resulting in minimal restriction of bodily
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Figure 6.2.: HOP sensor (left) and receiver (right), with a coin (25.75mm diameter) for
comparison.
movement.
The preference for this sensor over similar, alternative ones (e.g., Shake SK7, Orient-2
(Young et al., 2007), MTx XSens, Animazoo IGS190) is motivated by an established col-
laboration of our research team with the CMST lab, where this type of sensor is used
in ongoing research on inertial sensing technology. The implementation of this technol-
ogy in the One-Person Choir functions as validation of the performance and usability of
the technology. This close interaction between hardware creation and usability testing is
indispensable for future development. Nonetheless, the One-Person Choir interface is cre-
ated in such a way that it is an easy to use alternative, with similar inertial-sensor systems
to sense movements of the upper limbs. This approach facilitates a broad implementation
of the presented HCI application.
6.2.2. Position estimation
The computational method that is used to calculate the three-dimensional position of
the upper limbs in reference to the person’s own peripersonal space is described in terms
of rigid body motion and forward kinematics. A rigid body is considered as a system of
particles, whereby the distances between all the particles of the system are fixed relative
to each other. Therefore, we can conceive of the upper body as a kinematic chain of
rigid bodies connected with joints characterized by a certain degree of freedom. For the
One-Person Choir interface, it is suﬃcient to simplify this complex structure of the upper
body to five rigid bodies: the torso, the two upper arms, and the two forearms. Now, by
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Figure 6.3.: Three-dimensional visualization of a person equipped with the HOP sensors.
applying a forward kinematics algorithm - which is considered as the analytic geometry
of motion of a biomechanical system of rigid bodies whereby position is estimated as a
function of the joint angles - we can calculate, in real time, the three-dimensional position
of the wrists and elbow joints as a function of the shoulder and elbow joint angles. Before
the actual execution of the forward kinematics computation can be done, four conditions
need to be met.
First, we have to obtain the three-dimensional orientation of each rigid body. To meet this
condition, we attach five inertial sensors to the upper body in an integrated circuit, such
that each rigid body is mounted with one sensor (see Fig.6.3). The three-dimensional ac-
celerometer and three-dimensional magnetometer output of each sensor is then processed
by a MATLAB implementation of an unscented Kalman filter (UKF), which is used to
estimate the orientation of the sensor/rigid body. The pitch, yaw, and roll values (see
Fig.6.4) that specify the orientation are shown in reference to an earth-fixed coordinate
system.
Second, we have to obtain the relative diﬀerences in orientation between two succeeding
rigid bodies. This is done by subtracting the corresponding pitch, yaw, and roll values of
two sensors attached to the rigid bodies.
Third, the system needs to be calibrated. The intent is to establish a frame of reference
that defines a specific posture in terms of the diﬀerences in orientation found between the
diﬀerent sensors mounted to the rigid bodies. Therefore, a person using the One-Person
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Figure 6.4.: Real-time processing stream of data (100 Hz) produced subsequently by: the
inertial sensors (top), the UKF (middle), and the Max/MSP forward
kinematics algorithm (bottom).
Choir interface is asked to form a T-shape with the torso and the arms and is then asked
to turn the inside of their hands forward (see Fig.6.3). In this posture, all sensors are
correctly positioned so that the orientation of their coordinate system can be equalized.
We have already mentioned that estimating the position of the upper limbs is only rele-
vant in relation to the peripersonal sphere of the body itself. As such, we need to obtain
a coordinate system that is relative to body rotation and displacement. We choose to
define this local coordinate system, which moves along with the body, by placing it origin
at the sensor attached to the torso. Fig.6.3 shows an example configuration of the x, y,
and z axes relative to the person’s body. The time-varying positions of the wrists and
elbows will be determined with respect to this local-coordinate system.
Once the four conditions are met, the actual forward kinematics algorithm can be per-
formed. This is done in real time on the Max/MSP platform. An algorithm that integrates
trigonometric mathematics calculates the position of the upper limbs based on the rela-
tive changes in orientation between the relative-coordinate systems (on the upper limbs)
and the local-coordinate system (on the torso). For a more detailed explanation of the
internal functioning of the algorithm, see Maes and colleagues (2010).
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6.3. Movement processing - feature extraction
The proposed HCI provides gestural control over harmonizer-generated, pitch-shifted
voices, each sounding above the original monophonic singing voice. (Throughout this
article, the term “monophonic” refers to the number of simultaneous musical parts, not
the number of audio channels.) To realize this, the raw movement data need further
processing. In what follows, two features are considered relevant as input to the sound
interface. The first is the amount of contraction and expansion, within a person’s periper-
sonal space, of the upper limbs; the second is the direction of this movement feature in
the peripersonal space. The choice for these particular movement features is motivated
by findings of previous research indicating that (1) the dynamic nature of movement is
an important aspect in aﬀective communication (Jellema & Perrett, 2006), (2) the upper-
body features are most significant in conveying emotion and expressiveness (Kleinsmith et
al., 2005), (3) the movement size and openness can be related to the emotional intensity
of the musical sound production (Davidson, 1994; Camurri et al., 2004), and (4) an open
body position, in contrast to a closed body position, reinforces the communicator’s intent
to persuade (Mehrabian & Friar, 1969; McGinley et al., 1975).
6.3.1. First movement feature: Contraction Index
The spatio-kinetic movement cue represented by the contraction index of the upper limbs
gives a measure of the amount of the peripersonal space that is used by a person. Similar
to the contraction index defined by Camurri and colleagues (2003), the contraction index
we use results in a value between zero and one. Unlike the algorithm used by Camurri
and colleagues, the contraction index here is defined by two separate measurements. From
the positional data of the upper limbs (see Fig.6.4, bottom), the Euclidean distance is
calculated between (1) the elbows relative to each other and (2) the wrists relative to each
other. The resulting values are then normalized between zero and one. As a result, we
obtain a more nuanced estimate of the amount of space used by a person.
6.3.2. Second movement feature: Direction of movement
The second movement feature that will be used to control the One-Person Choir is the
direction in which the expansion and contraction of the upper limbs is performed. While
creating the computational method to extract this feature, we adopted the idea, after
Laban (1966), that directions of movement radiate from the center of one’s peripersonal
space and, as such, have to be determined in relation to one’s own body. The method is
subdivided into an oﬀ-line and on-line process.
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Figure 6.5.: Representations of (left) the azimuth plane, (center) the colatitude plane,
and (right) the two-dimensional representation of the kinesphere as a
function of the spherical coordinates.
Figure 6.6.: On-line process for obtaining directional vectors. Left: five successive
samples (s1− s5), between which directional vectors (v1− v4) are drawn.
Center: directional vectors shifted to the origin. Right: directional unit
vectors.
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Oﬀ-line operation During the oﬀ-line process, a computational representation of a per-
son’s kinesphere is created. It consists of a sphere with a radius of unit length in
which the center and x, y, and z dimensions correspondingly coincide with the origin
and x, y,and z axes of the local-coordinate system (see Fig.6.3). In this kinesphere,
every direction radiating from the center is represented by a vector that starts from
the origin and extends to a point on the surface of the sphere. Every end point
can then be defined in terms of a spherical coordinate, consisting of an azimuth
value Θ (theta) and colatitude value Φ (phi) value. The vertical x− y plane forms
the azimuth plane, and the horizontal x − z plane forms the colatitude plane (see
Fig.6.5). The azimuth and colatitude values are both measured with respect to the
positive X-axis.
The surface of the sphere is further subdivided into a manageable amount of direc-
tional segments. The number of segments (i.e., the resolution of the sphere) is by
default 10×10. Each of the 100 segments is then numbered and defined in terms of
a unique pair of spherical coordinates, defining its maximum and minimum values
of azimuth and colatitude.
On-line operation The on-line operation facilitates the real-time calculation of the di-
rection of movement for each part of the upper limbs (wrists, elbows, etc.). The com-
putational method that performs this operation is theoretically founded on Rudolf
Laban’s concepts. As mentioned before, Laban (1966) assumes that in relation to
our body we have the feeling that directions radiate from the center of our kine-
sphere. In line with this idea, we will represent the direction of movement as a unit
vector that starts at the origin of the local-coordinate system (i.e., the center of the
kinesphere) and extends to a point on the surface of the kinesphere (see previous
paragraph). A threefold process leads to this representation (see Fig.6.6). First,
for each incoming three-dimensional position sample acquired by the inertial sensor
system, a vector is drawn from the previous sample to the new one. Second, the
obtained vector is shifted to the origin of the local-coordinate system. Third, the
magnitude of the vector bounded to the origin is normalized to a unit magnitude.
Finally, from the Cartesian representation of this directional unit vector, we calcu-
late the spherical coordinate in terms of azimuth and elevation values. Additionally,
we check what segment of the kinesphere is intersected by the directional vector.
This operation is repeated at the same rate as the three-dimensional position es-
timation rate (i.e., 100 Hz). Because the first directional vector can be calculated
only after the input of the second position sample, there is an initial but negligible
delay of one sample.
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6.4. Gesture-to-sound mapping
After the development of real-time methods for extracting specific gestural cues - namely,
the contraction index and the direction of movement - the next challenge we face is to pro-
pose a mapping model that links the gestural cues to specific musical cues. As specified in
the introduction, the purely technological aspects of the interface design (e.g., bodily mo-
tion detection, feature extraction) need to take into consideration subjective phenomena
like multisensory integration, the coupling of perception and action, the study of mo-
tor imitation, and issues that relate to aﬀect and emotions. By elaborating on previous
empirical research (Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, & Moelants, 2010), we will propose
what we believe is the appropriate gestural model for controlling the harmonization of
the singing voice.
6.4.1. Experimental approach to the gesture-to-sound relationship
This section relies on measurements and results provided by the experimental research of
Maes and colleagues (2010). In the experiment, subjects (N = 25) were asked to listen
to four pre-recorded sound stimuli and corporeally imitate the perceived characteristics.
That study is especially relevant to the One-Person Choir interface because of the musical
nature of the stimuli. The stimuli focused on the musical eﬀect generated by a harmonizer
- that is, the gradual addition and disappearance of extra, pitch-shifted voices related to
an originally monophonic input voice. While corporeally imitating this musical structure,
it seemed that the subjects shared common gestural patterns. The crucial idea behind
the gesture-to-sound mapping of the One-Person Choir is that the integration of these
gestural patterns provides a natural and intuitive means to eﬀect harmonization of the
singing voice.
6.4.1.1. Analysis of the Contraction Index
Statistical analysis of the collected movement data showed that the addition (or removal)
of extra, harmonic voices tended to be corporeally imitated by subjects by expanding (or,
respectively, contracting) their upper limbs within peripersonal space, and tended to be
perceived as having a higher (or, respectively, lower) emotional intensity. The analysis
was made with the method outlined in Sect.6.3.1. We observed that the expansion is
primarily due to an expanding distance between the elbows (i.e., outward movement of
the upper arm). The influence of the wrists on the expansion of the upper limbs in the
peripersonal space was not significant. Therefore, the One-Person Choir only includes the
contraction index defined by the distance between the elbows.
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Figure 6.7.: Three-dimensional and two-dimensional visualizations of a direction density
matrix (DDM).
6.4.1.2. Analysis of the direction of the expansion/contraction movements
To prepare for the actual analysis, a method was developed to determine which directions
are most frequently used in a pre-recorded movement trajectory. This is established by
creating a direction density matrix (DDM) of which the dimensions correspond with the
resolution of the computational representation of the kinesphere (see Sect.6.3.2).
For a recorded movement trajectory of n samples in the format specified in Fig.6.4, n −
1 directional vectors can be calculated, each crossing one segment of the kinesphere.
This allows creating a DDM in which each element corresponds to a specific segment
of the kinesphere. Initially, zero is assigned to each element. But each time a segment
is intersected by a directional vector, one is added to the value of the element assigned
to that particular segment. Finally, after the last directional vector of the movement
trajectory is processed, the value assigned to each element of the DDM is equal to the
number of times the corresponding segment has been intersected. The values are then
normalized between zero and one. These normalized values are called directional indices
(DIs). In Fig.6.7, three-dimensional and two-dimensional visualizations of a DDM and
corresponding DIs are shown.
This method was used in the analysis of the data obtained during the experiment of Maes
and colleagues (2010), to see if there were commonalities among subjects regarding the
direction in which the expansion of movement took place. As stated previously, we take
into account the direction of movement of both elbows. Basically, this means that we
have to do the same analysis twice. For simplicity, we will only discuss the analysis of the
left elbow. Afterwards, the results of both elbows will be discussed.
Because each subject (N = 25) moved in response to four diﬀerent sound stimuli, there
were 100 diﬀerent movement trajectories performed by the left elbow that will be taken
into account. For each of the 100 movement trajectories, a DDM was created. The
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Figure 6.8.: Three-dimensional and two-dimensional visualization of the mean DDMs
(top: right elbow; bottom: left elbow), indicating the directional index (DI)
per directional segment.
mean DDM across all the performances was then calculated. This DDM showed a clear
concentration of activity, specified by an azimuth in degrees between 108◦ and 144◦ and a
colatitude between 18◦ and 36◦. These results suggest a strong commonality regarding the
directionality of the expansion/contraction motor response of subjects. The same analysis
process was executed for the right elbow leading to similar results and interpretations (see
Fig.6.8).
6.4.2. Gestural model
In relation to the development of the One-Person Choir application, there are two conclu-
sions that can be drawn from these empirical results. First, the sound-synthesis process
of adding voices to a monophonic input is spontaneously imitated by corporeal activity,
characterized by the expanded movement of the upper arms. Second, the majority of
participants shared the same direction of expansion. From these results, a gestural model
is trained and integrated in the computational algorithm implemented in the Max/MSP
environment. The specific properties of the model are internally mapped to the diﬀerent
parameters of the sound-synthesis module. As a result, when singers move according to
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Figure 6.9.: Three-dimensional visualization of the gestural model. The harmonizer is
activated when the system detects elbow movement toward the directional
segments depicted by dark regions.
the model, it is possible for them to alter their own voice in correspondence to the map-
ping configuration.
The interface system was developed to calculate in real time both the varying distance be-
tween the two elbows, specified as the contraction index (CI), and the direction in which
an increase in distance between the elbows (i.e., expansion of the upper arms) takes place.
The distance between the elbows when the arms are hanging loosely against the singer’s
sides corresponds to a CI of 1, the maximum distance between the elbows to a CI of 0.
The volume of two extra voices, created in real time by the harmonizer and mixed with
the captured voice of the singer, is regulated by the values of the CI. If the CI equals 1,
then there are no extra voices. If the CI equals 0.5, then the maximum volume of the
first extra voice is reached, while there is no extra second voice. If the CI equals 0, then
the two extra voices both reach their maximum volume. However, an increase in distance
between the elbows results in volume changes of the extra, harmonized voices only when
the elbows move toward the spherical coordinates specified in the gestural model. These
spherical coordinates are chosen in correspondence with the results of the aforementioned
experimental study (see Sect.6.3.2, Oﬀ-line operation). However, the regions of maximal
density that cover only a small portion of the directional sphere are enlarged to permit
variation in the singer’s movement (see Fig.6.9). The azimuth value of the left elbow is
fixed between 36◦ and 72◦ and the colatitude value between 0◦ and 36◦. The azimuth
value of the right elbow is fixed between 108◦ and 144◦, and the colatitude value between
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Direction
CI harmonizer
1Figure 6.10.: Visualization of the interaction between the two properties (i.e., CI and
direction) defined in the gestural model.
0◦ and 36◦.
The direction feature thus acts as a switch that closes (i.e., admits a connection) when
the input corresponds to the model and opens (i.e., prohibits a connection) when there
is no correspondence (see Fig.6.10). On the other hand, a decrease in distance between
the elbows results in volume changes of the extra, harmonized voices regardless of the
direction of movement. This is done to increase the user’s freedom and to avoid jumps in
the control signal.
In this case, the gestural model was trained with movement data obtained by experi-
mental research to enhance the usability and intuitiveness of the application. As such,
the model describes a simple but highly eﬀective gesture to harmonize a singer’s voice
and subsequently to increase musical expressiveness. However, with only small and basic
adjustments, it is possible for the user to deviate from the preconfigured model and adjust
it to his or her personal needs. Moreover, the system facilitates the integration of other
gestural models capable of controlling additional sound parameters. Another advantage
of the HCI application is the possibility to use movement-sensing and -capturing systems
other than the HOP sensors used in this study. The only requirement is that the sys-
tems must be able to output the (relative) three-dimensional position of specific points
of the human body in real time. This makes the One-Person Choir a dynamic, flexible,
and user-centered HCI application that can easily be integrated in a music performance
context.
6.5. Interaction designs
To test the embodied interface, diﬀerent interaction designs were tried out in concrete
artistic performances. In what follows, we give a brief overview of these designs.
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6.5.1. Design one
The first interaction design (see Fig.6.11, top) consisted of a solo singer equipped with the
One-Person Choir while performing some existing vocal pieces (Summertime by George
Gershwin, Ave Maria by Johann Sebastian Bach, etc.). The singer’s gestures were
sensed by the inertial sensor device and mapped to the harmonizer DSP, as explained
in Sect.6.4.2. The harmonizer detected the singer’s pitch and added the intervals of a
third and a fifth in correspondence with a specified musical key. Specific configurations
could also be made for pieces without specific tonalities. For this design, the singer could
select the key in real time via an in-house created, non-commercial data glove. A micro-
switch is located at the end of each finger with which a user can select a pre-configured key
via the Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) protocol. This allowed for harmonic
modulation within the musical piece. This design functioned as a practical test bed for
evaluating the usability of the One-Person Choir interface and the integrated mapping
strategy. The singer praised the gesture-to-sound mapping for its ability to be used in a
very natural way and for creating a sense of augmented awareness of multisensory HCI
based on expressive gesture.
6.5.2. Design two
The second interaction design (see Fig.6.11, bottom) was very similar to the previous
design, but diﬀerent in that the singer was accompanied by other musicians. Also, the
ensemble performed a diﬀerent piece of music: the arrangement of the folk song Black
is the Color of My True Love’s Hair by Luciano Berio. A few minor adjustments were
made to the previous design on the DSP level. For example, we implemented an additional
parameter in the mapping structure and the harmonization of the voice was combined
with more reverb. This gave the voices a warm and full overall sound that mixed well
with the instrument sounds. Finally, because the data glove was wired and, as such,
constrained free movement within the performance space, an external person selected the
musical key, using the harmonizer software in real time.
6.5.3. Design three
The third interaction design resulted from a commission for a new composition using
the One-Person Choir interface. The composition was written by Olmo Cornelis for two
soprano voices, dancer, and electronics, and was entitled Nelumbo. The concept of this
design is radically diﬀerent from the previous two. The motion-sensing system is not worn
by the singers but by the dancer (see Fig.6.12). The dancer, using the gesture-to-sound
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Figure 6.11.: The One-Person Choir implemented in a performance context. Top:
Design one. Bottom: Design two.
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mapping, controls with her right hand the volume of two extra voices added to the singer
on her right; similarly, her left hand controls the volumes of two extra voices added to
the singer on her left. When the distance between the hand and the chest equals zero,
there are no extra voices added. When the distance between the hand and the chest
is greatest, the three voices reach full volume. When the hand is placed in the middle,
only the first two voices reach maximum volume while the third is silent. The added
voices are pitch-shifted, tonally related duplications of the singer’s voice; the second voice
adds a third while the third voice adds a fifth. The composition was written in such a
way that the additions of the extra voices were harmonically interesting. Some passages
were intentionally tonal and mixed well with the added voices, while other passages were
especially assembled to create tension in the music. Using the harmonizer software, the
composer performed the key selection in real time.
This approach expanded the interaction possibilities of the One-Person Choir interface in
a profound way (see Sect.6.6). Moreover, it radically alters the traditional view of the
dancer as subordinate to the music. Now, the dancer is empowered with direct control
over the auditory result. The expressive power of spontaneous dance gestures is employed
to control the expressive content of the music. This enhances not only the communication
of emotions to the audience but also boosts the interaction and collaboration between the
dancers and singers. This idea of empowering the dancer to manipulate musical processes
was previously explored by Siegel and Jacobsen (1998).
6.6. Discussion
In this section, we discuss the position and contribution of the One-Person Choir interface,
as well as the presented interaction designs, in the context of electroacoustic and computer
music history.
6.6.1. Interface design
From the 1970s through the 1990s, a shift from procedural, algorithmic-music systems to
real-time interactive systems (Wegner, 1997; Goldin, Smolka, & Wegner, 2006) occurred,
enabling user-based control over the algorithmic parameters regulating the sonic output.
Soon, it became apparent that motor and perception issues must be taken into account
to enhance the usability of HCI designs (Grudin, 1990; Vaggione, 2001; Beaudouin-Lafon,
2004). In order for an HCI to facilitate natural control, the action performed by the user
and the perception of the sonic output eﬀectuated by this action must be tightly coupled.
However, in practice, HCI designs often integrate a gesture-to-sound mapping that is
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Figure 6.12.: 14 March 2010: ComAV!DAG (http://www.comav.be) at
Lemmensinstituut (Leuven). From left to right: Olmo Cornelis (composer),
Pieter-Jan Maes (electronics), Chia-Fen Wu (singer), Antonella Cusimano
(dancer), and Katty Kochman (singer).
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based purely on arbitrary decisions, constraining natural, intuitive control. The design
of the One-Person Choir interface oﬀers an original solution to this mapping problem by
adopting an embodied approach to music production and perception. Based on empirical
findings (Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, & Moelants, 2010), the visual, auditory, and
kinesthetic modalities are made congruent, thus enabling a natural feel of causality in the
human-computer interface.
6.6.2. Interaction design: from interactive systems to composing
interactions
The first two interaction designs belong to a now-standard repertoire of interactive music
systems according to which - in the words of Di Scipio (2003) - a human agent selects
and activates particular functions and processes whose output sample streams are linearly
summed together.
Composer/researchers like George E. Lewis and Agostino Di Scipio contributed to an in-
teresting evolution in the conceptualization of interaction designs (Di Scipio, 2003, 2005;
Meric & Solomos, 2009). Particularly interesting was what Di Scipio (2003, p.271) calls
“a shift from creating wanted sounds via interactive means towards creating wanted in-
teractions having audible traces.” According to Agostino Di Scipio’s interaction model,
the very process of interaction is not a matter of a linear communication flow from an
agent to some computer algorithms that it controls - very much like our first two in-
teraction designs - but is merely “a by-product of lower-level interdependencies among
system components” (Di Scipio, 2003, p.271). Our third interaction design extensively
contributes to this shift from interactive music composing towards composing musical
interactions. Whereas Di Scipio (2003) places the interaction merely at the sonic signal
level, we envision the core of the interdependency between components at the motor level.
This provides a basis for a multimodal exchange of information.
The primary motor components for this third interaction design consist of the two singers’
vocal apparatuses and the dancer’s body, extended with the HCI. They are conceived as
active mediators translating mental phenomena (e.g., intentions, ideas, feelings, moods)
into encodings of multimodal physical energy. As such, the artistic result - which com-
prises auditory structures (original voices and augmented voice) as well as visual, kines-
thetic, and possibly tactile structures - can be seen as an epiphenomenon, emerging from
a trajectory of constrained embodied interactions among the diﬀerent components of the
system and the composer’s compositional structure.
Whereas the EMC theory focuses on meaningful articulations (i.e., gestures) of the indi-
vidual body, the focus on the integrated whole of mutually influencing interpersonal bodily
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articulations extends the communicative qualities of the human body into a complex “so-
cial body”. Because it is a well-known fact in social psychology that movements play an
essential role in social information processing (2003; 2008), we can say that what is ac-
tually generated by the interaction design is the shaping and sharing of musical thoughts
and feelings in a social and collaborative context, one enhanced by HCI technology. The
dialogue between the diﬀerent components could not be anticipated in a straightforward,
linear way because it is heavily dependent on factors like personality, mood, social context,
physical environment, and so on. As such, the artistic output emerges much more from
the embodied experience of an augmented social collaboration than as a fixed product of
a purely cognitive eﬀort.
6.7. Conclusion
Our human-computer interface design contributes in multiple ways to ongoing artistic
praxis and academic research. First, the One-Person Choir presents an embodied human-
computer interface for music that incorporates an original solution for the traditional
mapping problem in electronic and digital human-computer interfaces. Second, we ex-
tended the interaction model of Di Scipio (2003) by focusing on the motor level, the
multimodal character of music, and the social interaction. Third, our notion of the social
body extends the present EMC theory which focuses almost exclusively on the individual
body. However, further empirical research must be conducted to make more fundamental
contributions.
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CHAPTER 7
A model-based sonification system for directional movement
behavior
Maes, P.-J., Leman, M., and Lesaﬀre, M. (2010). A model-based sonification
system for directional movement behavior. In R. Bresin, T. Hermann, and
A. Hunt (Eds.), Proc. 3rd Interactive Sonification Workshop (ISon). KTH
Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden.
Abstract
Computational algorithms are presented that create a virtual model of a person’s kine-
sphere (i.e., a concept of Laban denoting the space immediately surrounding a person’s
body and reachable by the upper limbs). This model is approached as a virtual sound
object/instrument (VSO) that could be “played” by moving the upper limbs in particular
directions. As such, it provides an alternative for visual qualitative movement analysis
tools, like bar plots.
This model-based sonification system emphasizes the role of interaction in sonification.
Moreover, this study claims that the integration of intentionality and expressivity in audi-
tory biofeedback interaction systems is necessary in order to make the sonification process
more precise and transparent. A method is proposed - based on the embodied music cogni-
tion theory - that is able to do this without disclaiming the scientific, systematic principles
underlying the process of sonification.
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7.1. Introduction
The intent of this study is to develop a real-time computational method for the sonification
of the way a person is moving the upper limbs in the space immediately surrounding the
body (i.e., kinesphere). The movement feature that is of particular interest is the direction
in which the diﬀerent parts of the upper body are moving in reference to a person’s torso.
The method emphasizes the role of interaction in sonification. To describe the type
of interaction that is facilitated by the system, we refer to the diﬀerent categories of
interactive sonification outlined by Hermann (2008). The type of interaction that comes
closest to the one characterizing the presented method, is denoted with the term auditory
biofeedback. In this type of interaction, the user is actively involved in generating and
controlling the input data for the sonification system. The data specifying the movements
of the upper limbs is delivered in real-time to the sonification system by an inertial sensor
system attached to the upper body of the user. The actual algorithm performing the
sonification consists of diﬀerent sub-algorithms: (1) a method for calculating the position
of the upper limbs in reference to the chest, (2) a smoothing Savitzky-Golay FIR filter,
(3) an algorithm for calculating the direction of movement of a particular point of the
upper limbs, (4) a method to virtually model and segment the user’s kinesphere, and (5)
the creation of a model-based sonification system which uses the virtual kinesphere as a
virtual sound object (VSO) controllable by directional movement behavior.
7.2. Technical design
An inertial sensor system is used to sense the movement behavior of the upper body
in real time. We made the choice to use the custom-made HOP inertial sensor system
produced by the Centre for MicroSystems Technology (http://www.cmst.be/) at Ghent
University (Kuyken et al., 2008). Five HOP sensor nodes are attached to the diﬀerent
rigid bodies constituting the upper body; one on the torso, two on the upper arms, and
two on the forearms. As such, the orientation of each rigid body in reference to an earth-
fixed reference coordinate system is obtained. These signals are then inputted in the
model presented by Maes and colleagues (2010) to calculate the position of the elbows
and wrists in reference to a right-handed coordinate system with a relative origin located
at the middle of the torso.
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7.2.1. Savitzky-Golay filter
A first problem that we encounter when using movement data originating from an inertial
sensing system is the presence of random high-frequent noise in the signal. Because of
the fact that the direction of movement will be calculated from sample to sample, the
high-frequent noise will result in an unstable and fluctuating output deforming the actual
direction of motion. To avoid this problem, a Savitzky-Golay FIR smoothing filter was
developed in Java and further implemented as a Max/MSP mxj-object. It facilitates a
real-time smoothing device that removes high-frequent noise in the signal specifying the
position of a point of the upper body from which we want to estimate the direction of
movement. The central occupation of the Savitzky-Golay filter is the computation of a
polynomial fit to the data inside a specified frame window around each incoming data
point. This fitted signal is expressed as a polynomial function (see Eq.7.1) of a specific
order and from which the polynomial coeﬃcients are computed by the Least Square Error
(LSE) estimation method.
f(x) = anx
n + an−1xn−1 + ...+ a2x2 + a1x+ a0 (7.1)
To optimize the results, the LSE estimation can be weighted with a rectangular, trian-
gular, hamming or Blackman weighting vector.
The development of the Max/MSP object is conceived in a way it enables the user to
manually configure the polynomial order, the frame size and the type of weighting vector
specifying the filter. This is of particular interest because of the fact that (1) diﬀerent
inertial sensor systems could diﬀer slightly in the noise they produce and (2) the type of
movement that is sensed.
The Savitzky-Golay FIR smoothing filter has some interesting advantages over other types
of filters, like the linear moving average and the IIR filters. The Savitzky-Golay filter
preserves - in contrast to moving average filters - much more the spatial characteristics
of the original data, like the widths and heights of peaks. Compared to an IIR filter, a
FIR filter is much more stable, which is essential in real-time environments. However, a
trade-oﬀ for smoothing the original signal with a Savitzky-Golay filter is the occurrence
of a delay in the smoothed signal. This delay results from the fact that the polynomial
fitting is computed on the basis of values that come after the point of interest. Expressed
in terms of milliseconds, the amount of delay is equal to:
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delay(ms) =
(f − 1)/2
Fs
∗ 1000 (7.2)
So, when working at a sample rate (Fs) of 100 ms with the default value 5 for the frame
size (f), this results in a delay of 20 ms which is acceptable for real-time performance.
7.2.2. Calculation of orientation
The algorithm that is presented in this section calculates the direction of movement
executed by the two wrists and elbows in reference to the body’s centre of gravity (i.e.,
the middle of the torso). The smoothed positional (x, y, z) coordinates of the two wrists
and elbows - outputted at a rate of 100 Hz - are taken as input of this algorithm. The
direction of movement is represented at each instance by a vector drawn between the three-
dimensional position of each incoming sample and the successive sample. According to
the model of Maes and colleagues (2010), the direction vector is defined in a right-handed
coordinate system of which the origin is located at the position of the chest (see Fig.7.1).
This is particularly convenient in the light of Laban’s opinion that all directional energy
irradiates from the chest and must as such be determined in relation to this centre of
gravity. By calculating the four-quadrant inverse tangent (i.e., atan2 method in Java’s
Math class), each direction vector is expressed in terms of its spherical coordinates (see
Eq.7.4).
S =
￿
x2 + z2 (7.3)
Θ = atan2(y, S)
Φ = atan2(z, x)
In the specification of the spherical coordinates, we follow the conventions outlined by
Dray (2003). The angle in the vertical, XY plane (i.e., elevation) is specified by the theta
(Θ) value expressed in radians, while the angle in the horizontal, XZ plane (i.e., azimuth)
is defined by the phi (Φ) value expressed in radians. The azimuth expresses the angle in
reference to the X-axis. The direction pointed by the Y-axis has an azimuth value of π/2
radians. The negative X-axis direction has maximum of π. The negative Y-axis has an
azimuth value of −π/2 radians. The elevation expresses the diﬀerence in angle of a vector
with the reference XY-plane. The Z-axis direction accounts for the maximal elevation
value of π/2 radians. The opposite direction accounts for −π/2 radians (see Fig.7.1).
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Figure 7.1.: Representation of the coordinate system defining the (1) position,
(2) direction of motion, and (3) virtual kinesphere
7.2.3. Virtal kinesphere model
Laban’s notion of kinesphere is used to indicate the imaginary sphere-like space imme-
diately surrounding the human body and reachable by the limbs (Groﬀ, 1995). This
section proposes a method to virtually model this kinesphere and subdivide it into dif-
ferent directional segments. The virtual kinesphere is represented in the same coordinate
system that was used to define the orientation vector (see Sect.7.2.2). The method is
developed in Java and implemented as a Max/MSP mxj-object. The amount of segments
(i.e., resolution) could be determined by the user by way of an argument. Each segment
is labelled with a number and defined in terms of a unique pair of spherical coordinates
specifying the maximum and minimum azimuth/colatitude values. The virtual sphere can
now be approached as a virtual sound object (VSO) by attaching sounds to the diﬀerent
segments. Each sound can then be triggered and controlled by directing the movements
of a specified part of the upper body to the corresponding segment. Before we go deeper
into how the VSO is configured, we present how it is visualized.
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Figure 7.2.: Two-dimensional (left) and three-dimensional (right) visualization of the
VSO.
7.2.3.1. Two-dimensional and three-dimensional visualization
For the two-dimensional visualization (see Fig.7.2), a four-plane matrix is created with a
resolution of n×n cells. Each cell corresponds to a segment of the VSO. The cell of the
matrix that corresponds to the label attached to the segment towards a movement occurs,
is colored with a user-specified ARGB color. The other segments, where no movement is
directed towards, are colored black. The user can put a command inside each cell of the
matrix indicating to which sound process or sound sample it is mapped.
For the three-dimensional visualization (see Fig.7.2), we use the OpenGL (http://www
.opengl.org) implementation in Jitter (http://cycling74.com/products/max/video
-jitter). OpenGL is a widely used two-dimensional and three-dimensional graphics ap-
plication programming interface. With the jit.gl.gridshape object, a three-dimensional
sphere object is created with a resolution of n×n segments. This sphere is the actual vir-
tual representation of the human’s kinesphere. Then, the two-dimensional matrix specified
in the previous paragraph is used to color the particular segment in which the direction of
movement occurs. This is done with the jit.gl.texture object. Again, comments could be
added in order to specify which sample or sound process is coupled to a specific segment.
The three-dimensional sphere could be rotated in a way it coincides with the perspective
of the user creating a virtual model that helps the user to explore his own, real kinesphere.
7.2.3.2. Configuration of the VSO
The method used by the VSO to turn incoming movement data into sound is standard-
ized: by directing a particular body part towards a particular segment of the surrounding
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kinesphere, it is possible to trigger the sound synthesis process attached to the corre-
sponding segment of the VSO. Nonetheless this standardized method, there are some
dynamic features implemented in the VSO. First, the number of segments of the VSO
could be changed. Second, diﬀerent parameter mappings are possible specifying what
kind of sonic process is assigned to a particular segment of the VSO. It can be sound
synthesis parameters, sound control parameters and/or sound sampling parameters. The
system that is presented in this paper takes advantage of this dynamic approach. As we
will explain, this will enable the integration of the aspect of intentionality in the process of
sonification without disclaiming the scientific and systematic aspect of sonification. But
before we come to that part, we present a version of the VSO based on additive synthesis
techniques that could be considered as a sonic alternative for the qualitative, visual data
observation.
1. The additive synthesis model: The model presented in this section is used to
sonify the complexity of directional movement behavior performed by the upper
body. The sonification is based on traditional additive synthesis techniques facil-
itating the creation of complex sounds and timbres according to the addition of
sinusoidal waveforms. Each segment of the VSO is assigned to a diﬀerent, pure
sinusoidal tone (i.e., frequency) that could be triggered in the way specified in the
previous paragraph.
Two configurations are proposed in this study. A first one presents an oﬄine process
for the sonification of the directional movement behavior of only one point of the
upper body (e.g., the right wrist). For a recorded movement trajectory of n sam-
ples specifying the position of the wrist, n − 1 direction vectors can be calculated
(see Sect.7.2.2). Then it is calculated how many times the n − 1 direction vectors
intersect each of the segments of the VSO. A number is assigned to each segment
representing the number of times it is being crossed during the performed movement
trajectory. All numbers were then normalized between 0 and 1. The sonification ex-
ists in the activation of all sinusoidal waveforms attached to the VSO segments with
an amplitude that corresponds with the normalized number representing how many
times each segment was crossed. Now, if the performed movement behavior was
homogeneous, in the sense that it was dominated by the same repeated directional
pathways over and over again, the corresponding sonification is also homogeneous,
in the sense that the sound is dominated by a few number of frequencies. This
could be compared with a high, narrow peak in a plot visualizing the statistical
distribution of the frequencies in the spectrum (see Fig.7.3).
Moreover, the chosen resolution can be compared to the bin size characterizing a
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Figure 7.3.: The oﬄine sonification method of a simple (left) and complex (right)
directional gesture.
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Figure 7.4.: Visualization of how an increasing resolution of the VSO creates a more
detailed analysis of the movement behavior.
data histogram. The more VSO segments (and attached frequencies), the more
fine-grained the movement behavior can be sonified (compare with Fig.7.4).
The same process could now be applied in an online manner taking into account
movement behavior of the full upper body. If we take the movement behavior of
the two wrists and elbows into account, each of the four points activates at each
instance one sinusoidal waveform. If the four points move in accordance with each
other across the same directional pathways, the simplicity of movement behavior
will be reflected in the simplicity of the sonification.
2. The sampler model: The sampler model provides means for the user to define
(1) the resolution of the VSO, and (2) the sounds or sound processes attached to
each segment. Now, each segment of the VSO could be interpreted as being a pad
of a traditional sampling device used for triggering samples (e.g., Akai MPC1000,
Roland, SP-404, etc.). A user can activate samples or sound processes attached to
specific segments by moving pre-defined points of the upper limbs (e.g., wrists or
elbows) in the spatial direction that corresponds to the specific segment of the VSO.
But instead of limiting the activation of sounds to touching/hitting pads with the
fingers, the embodied sampler allows a more expressive interface between human
and computer. It is possible to control sound synthesis and control processes by
spontaneous movement of the full upper body. More important, it becomes possi-
ble to match the intentions linked to bodily directional behavior to the intention
expressed by sound synthesis processes.
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work that can be filled in at wish. It provides a platform for the user to establish
sonifications based on the active, explorative engagement of the user. It stimulates
exploration of sound and sound qualities. It sharpens the awareness of how the
psycho-sensory experience of a sound must be linked to the psycho-sensory aware-
ness of the sound producing gesture in order to allow the exploration and commu-
nication of musical expressiveness. The action and the sonification of that action
executed by the embodied sampler contribute to the same kind of intentional idea
creating the illusion of biomechanical based control and causality. In doing so, the
embodied sampler provides an interface for a dynamic interplay between corporeal,
spatial, auditory and expressive components.
7.2.4. Discussion
This study pointed out that, when dealing with the interpretation and comprehension of
movement behavior, we have to take into account that this can occur on diﬀerent levels.
First, we have the pure physical properties of a movement that can be measured, quantified
and quiet easily transformed (i.e., reflected) into physical sound relations. However, this
transformation is done on a pure cognitive level and therefore easily liable to randomness
and arbitrariness. Moreover, it is forgotten that there is “something behind” the data
specifying the movement behavior. This “something behind” involves the intentionality of
a movement. An extensive body of research (Laban & Ullmann, 1966; Bartenieﬀ & Lewis,
1980; Broeckx, 1981; Godøy & Leman, 2010; Leman, 2007) shows how directionality in
a movement, and the relations among the diﬀerent parts of the upper body are linked
to expressivity and intentionality. So what is often forgotten is that the precise and
transparent interpretation of a movement is first and for all a matter of the understanding
of the intention behind the movement. Nonetheless the subjectivity of that, it is proved
(Leman, 2007) that the relationship between intentionality and the formal characteristics
of movement and sound could be expressed in a systematic, and therefore repeatable and
general, way. So, when dealing with auditory biofeedback interaction loops, where the user
is seen as an active contributor to the generated input data, we can integrate the aspect
of intentionality without departing the systematic, scientific methodology. Moreover, it
helps the transparency and preciseness of the interpretation of how specific interactions
cause the sound to change.
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7.2.5. Conclusion
We presented a system based on additive synthesis techniques that could be considered
as a sonic alternative for the qualitative, visual data observation. Moreover, we presented
an embodied alternative for the classical sampler device that integrates the expressive
qualities of the human body in the process of music production. It provided a more
intuitive and spontaneous sampling device in comparison with traditional sampling devices
where sounds are triggered by finger tapping.
The structural algorithms that make up the model-based sonification system are developed
each as standalone Max/MSP mxj-objects and can as such be implemented in other
HCI-design projects: (1) real-time Savitzky-Golay FIR filter, (2) algorithm to extract
the direction of movement from three-dimensional position data, and (3) algorithm to
virtually model a user’s kinesphere.
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CHAPTER 8
The “Conducting Master”: An interactive, real-time gesture
monitoring system based on spatiotemporal motion templates
Maes, P.-J., Amelynck, D., Lesaﬀre, M., Arvind, D.K., and Leman, M. (2012).
The “Conducting Master”: an interactive, real-time gesture monitoring sys-
tem based on spatiotemporal motion templates. International Journal of
Human-Computer Interaction (in press).
Abstract
Research in the field of embodied music cognition has shown the importance of cou-
pled processes of body activity (action) and multimodal representations of these actions
(perception) in how music is processed. Technologies in the field of human-computer
interaction (HCI) provide excellent means to intervene into, and extend these coupled
action-perception processes. In this article we apply this model to a concrete HCI ap-
plication, called the “Conducting Master”. The application facilitates multiple users to
interact in real time with the system in order to explore and learn how musical meter
can be articulated into body movements (i.e., meter-mimicking gestures). Techniques are
provided to model and automatically recognize these gestures in order to provide multi-
modal feedback streams back to the users. These techniques are based on template-based
methods that allow approaching meter-mimicking gestures explicitly from a spatiotempo-
ral account. To conclude, we present some concrete setups in which the functionality of
the Conducting Master was evaluated.
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8.1. Introduction
Developments in technology have resulted in new forms of human-computer interaction
(HCI) which can be used to intervene with the coupled action-perception mechanisms of
music processing. The resulting knowledge about the action-perception mechanisms in
turn contributes towards the development of new interactive technologies, with applica-
tions in music education, and music-based rehabilitation and entertainment.
The central idea in the theory of embodied music cognition is that music processing is
based on coupled action and perception processes (Leman, 2007; Godøy & Leman, 2010).
This is based on the insight that the human brain’s modality-specific systems support a
situation-grounded system (cf. Barsalou, 1999, 2008) that is rooted in human action. In
music processing, this situation-grounded system is known to involve the coordination of
various processing modalities. These include diverse sensory modalities, such as auditory,
visual and touch, motor modalities including fine-control of body parts and expressive
gesturing, and other modalities related to cognitive and emotive processing (Brown et al.,
2004; Koelsch et al., 2006; Zatorre et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2008; Alluri et al., 2011).
In addition, there is growing evidence in favor of the idea that the visual modality (e.g.,
H. S. Meyer, 1993; Eldridge, Saltzman, & Lahav, 2010; Nijs, Moens, Lesaﬀre, & Leman,
2012), as well as motor modality (Pazzaglia et al., 2008; Mahon, 2008; Serino et al., 2010;
Phillips-Silver & Trainor, 2005) may support the auditory modality for music processing.
Based on these insights, we introduce a general, conceptual model that can be extended to
various HCI designs in the domain of music and multimedia (see Fig.8.1). The underlying
rationale is that HCI technology facilitates the intervention and augments the coupled
action-perception mechanisms of music processing. In this paper, the model will be ap-
plied to a concrete HCI application called the “Conducting Master”, which enables users
to learn how to articulate musical meter into body movements, or what we term as meter-
mimicking gestures. When interacting with the Conducting Master, the meter-mimicking
gestures of the users are picked up by the system in real-time and processed to provide
direct multimodal feedback about how these gestures relate to the metrical structure of
the music. Users can perceive this feedback and adjust their actions accordingly to match
the musical meter. It is intended that, as a result of interacting with the system, users
learn to embody the concept of musical meter and to link it further to multimodal rep-
resentations. According to the aforementioned grounded theory (Barsalou, 1999, 2008)
and the embodied music cognition theory (Leman, 2007; Godøy & Leman, 2010), this
must help users to better understand the concept of meter and its discrimination when
listening to music. Before we advance, we first define some key terms that will be used
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Figure 8.1.: Schematic overview of the conceptual HCI model underlying the design of
the Conducting Master.
frequently throughout this article.
Meter Meter (or metrical structure) in music, indicated by the time signature, refers to
the periodically repeated basic pattern of strong and weak accented beats (i.e., pulse
group). One such basic pattern, or pulse group, constitutes a bar (i.e., measure)
of music. In general, the accentuation pattern characterizes the meter as being
either divided into two beats (i.e., duple meter; strong-weak), or into three beats
(i.e., triple meter; strong-weak-weak), which gives the music a more “march-like” or
“waltz-like” feeling, respectively. The meter can be considered as the most basic
“rhythm” underlying music. However, this does not exclude additional accents
which might occur at metrically weak places (e.g., syncopation). However, most
often, these additional accents can only be understood with reference (as deviations)
to the underlying metrical structure.
Meter-mimicking gesture This is a gesture that articulates the timing and accentuation
of a basic metrical pattern, or pulse group, i.e., when a beat occurs and how strongly
it is accentuated. This gesture, which corresponds to one bar of music, can then
be repeated continuously in time with the music. Each repetition of a particular
meter-mimetic gesture is termed a cycle or a gestural cycle.
Gestural model A gestural model is conceived as the spatiotemporal representation of
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a meter-mimicking gesture articulating a basic metrical pattern. This model is in-
ferred from a series of a repetitively performed meter-mimetic gesture in response
to music and stored as a two-dimensional spatiotemporal motion template (see
Sect.8.4.1).
The procedure for the use of the Conducting Master is divided into three steps. Firstly,
users familiar with musical meter - such as music teachers or parents - need to select
the music (from a playlist) and to perform meter-mimicking gestures in response to the
music (played as an audio file). From this performance, the system calculates a gestu-
ral model (in the form of a two-dimensional spatiotemporal motion template) which is
stored in a database together with the corresponding music (stored as a .wav file). This
gestural model serves as a reference in the subsequent steps of the procedure. It serves
as a reference because it represents a specific meter-mimicking gesture which correctly
articulates the meter in the corresponding music. Of course, it is only one possible way
of articulating a specific meter. Therefore, multiple gestural models relating to the same
or diﬀerent music (and meters) can be created and stored in the database. In the second
step of the procedure, novice users learn to perform these reference models aided by an
audiovisual monitoring service that provides direct, multimodal feedback of the users’
performances. In the final step of the procedure, once the users have learnt to imitate
specific gestural models, they can automatically query and retrieve the music indexed
with a specific gestural model by performing the particular gesture.
The Conducting Master has been implemented within the Max/MSP/Jitter environment
(http://cycling74.com) as a collection of computational algorithms with a graphical
user-interface (see Fig.8.14). The platform consists of three modules which roughly cor-
respond to the three steps in the procedure described previously: one module for gesture
modeling (see Sect.8.4.1), one module for gesture visualization (see Sect.8.5.2), and one
module for gesture recognition (see Sect.8.4.2). The algorithms rely on methods based
on spatiotemporal motion templates which capture the positional aspects of the gestures
together with temporal information related to the metrical structure of music. Gesture
modeling based on simple machine-learning algorithms requires users to perform a series
of a specific meter-mimicking gesture in response to music. Also movement features can
be extracted which relate to the expressivity and spatiotemporal accuracy of the user’s
movement performance (see Sect.8.5.1). The visualization module enables the gestural
models to be viewed together with the spatial trajectory of the new, real-time gestural
input. The recognition module compares the new gestural input with existing models to
provide users a measure of how well their gestures match the reference models stored in
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the database. The comparison relies on a template-matching technique based on cross-
correlation computation. The recognition algorithms form the basis for the gesture-based
music query and retrieval function of the Conducting Master. Sect.8.3 discusses several
interface devices for capturing the gestural input of the user(s).
The Conducting Master has resemblances with other conducting systems (see Johanssen
and Nakra (2010) for an overview). For example, the focus on expressivity extends re-
search that takes into account expressive cues conveyed in conducting gestures (Friberg,
2005; Camurri, Canepa, & Volpe, 2007; Kolesnik & Wanderley, 2004; Marrin & Picard,
1998; Swaminathan et al., 2009). However, the spatiotemporal account has not yet been
explored in this context. Systems are restricted either to the temporal or the spatial
domains. Examples of the first sort (i.e., temporal domain) mostly involve beat and
tempo detection (Borchers, Hadjakos, & Mu¨hlha¨user, 2006; Bradshaw & Ng, 2008; Morita,
Hashimoto, & Ohteru, 1991; Haflich & Burns, 1983; Bertini & Carosi, 1993), whereas the
second sort relates to the gestural control of timbre (cf. instrument emphasis) (Camurri
et al., 2007; Argueta, Ko, & Chen, 2009; E. Lee, Karrer, & Borchers, 2006; Segen, Gluck-
man, & Kumar, 2002), and dynamics control (Bertini & Carosi, 1993; Haflich & Burns,
1983; Mathews, 1991; Morita et al., 1991).
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We begin by introducing the basic concepts
underlying the approach to spatiotemporal gesture processing (Sect.8.2). Then, we discuss
some motion capture devices for facilitating gestural input into the system (Sect.8.3).
Next, we describe the modeling (Sect.8.4.1) and recognition algorithms (Sect.8.4.2) based
on a method using spatiotemporal motion templates. We then discuss the diﬀerent modes
of real-time feedback that the Conducting Master provides about users’ performances
based on the modeling and recognition functionality (Sect.8.5). Finally, we present a
scenario in which the functionality of the Conducting Master was evaluated (Sect.8.6)
followed by conclusions (Sect.8.7).
8.2. The spatiotemporal approach
Underlying the entrainment of body movement to music, there exists a spatiotemporal
reference frame that encodes temporal information inherent to certain musical and sound
patterns into the spatial deployment of gestures (e.g., Brown et al., 2006; Naveda & Le-
man, 2010; Leman & Naveda, 2010; Ku¨ssner et al., 2011; Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey,
& Moelants, 2010; Ku¨ssner et al., 2011). These spatiotemporal frames of reference exist
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Figure 8.2.: Illustration of point clouds formed by projections of musical cues related to
the diﬀerent metrical levels of Samba and Charleston music onto the gesture
trajectory performed by a dancer. Source: Naveda and Leman (2010).
as motor memory patterns carried out physically when engaged in a musical activity (such
as listening to music, dancing to music, and creating music) and they relate to people’s
structural and expressive understanding of the music and sound (cf. action-perception
coupling). Related to musical meter, these spatiotemporal frames of reference are man-
ifested as repetitively performed trajectory shapes attributing temporal points in music
to specific locations in space (cf. Naveda & Leman, 2010). This trajectory shape can be
related to the concept of basic gesture, already explored in the 1920s and 1930s of the 20th
century by Becking (1928) and Truslit (1938) (see Repp (1993a) for an overview). Related
to this concept of basic gesture, Naveda and Leman (2010) introduced a method based on
concepts of topology for analyzing gestural relationships in space. The idea behind this
Topological Gesture Analysis (TGA) method is to reduce the full trajectory shape cov-
ered by a basic gesture to only those points which correspond to important “landmarks”
in the temporal flow of music (points in time with metrical gravity, called beat points, or
metrical beat levels). Because of the repetitive nature of gestures synchronized to metrical
patterns, point clouds are formed corresponding to certain metrical levels (see Fig.8.2).
The topological structure inherent in these point clouds reveal aspects of expressivity, and
synchronization accuracy (see further Sect.8.5.1).
The underlying rationale for the design of the Conducting Master is to bring these con-
cepts and methodologies into the domain of real-time human-computer interaction. As
will be explained in detail in Sect.8.4.1, the modeling algorithms facilitate the infer-
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ence of a basic gesture model from a series of a repetitively performed meter-mimicking
gesture (i.e., training data). This basic gesture model is considered as a spatiotem-
poral representation indicating the spatial deployment of gestures with respect to the
temporal metrical pattern in the music. The model can then be visualized in syn-
chrony with the music (see Sect.8.5.2) in order that other users can learn to perform
the specific gesture. Moreover, the Conducting Master enables real-time TGA analysis
(see Sect.8.5.1.3) to be performed on recorded training data in order to inform users
about aspects of expressivity and synchronization accuracy (see Sect.8.5.1). Videos can
be referenced at http://www.ipem.ugent.be/sites/default/files/filmCM4.mov and
http://www.ipem.ugent.be/sites/default/files/filmCM5.mov, which illustrate the
underlying spatiotemporal account of the diﬀerent gesture processing, monitoring and
recognition services facilitated by the Conducting Master.
8.3. Data acquisition
A crucial requirement for the Conducting Master is its ability to capture users’ gestures.
An important aspect is its flexibility to accommodate diﬀerent, existing gestural interface
devices, to track simultaneously multiple body parts of the user, and facilitate multi-user
input. By default, the Conducting Master tracks the position of the hand or both hands
of the user, although movement of the head and torso can also be tracked if required. This
ability distinguishes the Conducting Master from contemporary conducting techniques in
which meter is usually articulated using the right hand (see Johannsen & Nakra, 2010).
Also, these techniques often require the use of a conducting baton. A baton is tradition-
ally used to exaggerate and extend a conductor’s gestures in order that musicians see more
clearly the conductor’s actions. Also various HCI conducting systems have used batons
as gestural interface devices (e.g., Mathews, 1991; Keane & Gross, 1989; Morita et al.,
1991; E. Lee et al., 2006). Both functions of the conducting baton are not of relevance
to the Conducting Master. Nevertheless, a baton can be used when interacting with the
Conducting Master to stimulate the user’s imagination of being a real conductor.
Another important aspect is the ability to express the position and displacement of the
hands in a body-relative coordinate frame instead of one fixed to a reference position
in “absolute” space. This avoids that body displacement aﬀects the coordinates of the
hands. A selection of motion capture and sensing systems exist which can be used for this
purpose with their corresponding advantages and disadvantages. In this section, we will
discuss in more detail three systems which have been used as a gestural interface device
for the Conducting Master.
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The first option is to use an optical motion capture (mocap) system that is able to track in-
frared (IR) reflecting markers using a constellation of IR cameras. We used the OptiTrack
system from NaturalPoint with related Arena software (http://www.naturalpoint.com/
optitrack/). To obtain the spatial coordinates of the hands relative to the body, one at-
taches markers in rigid body constellations to the body-center (i.e., torso) and the hands.
The OptiTrack system provides streams of three-dimensional position and orientation
data of the three rigid bodies with respect to a coordinate frame fixed to a specific posi-
tion and orientation of the mocap space. This data is streamed to Max/MSP through the
Open Sound Control (OSC) protocol at a sample rate of 100 Hz. In Max/MSP, we created
algorithms that subtract the (x, y, z) coordinates of the torso from those of the hands and,
subsequently, rotate these values according to the orientation of the torso. This resulted in
the development of a body-relative coordinate system in which the position of the hands
is defined (see Fig.8.3), ready for further processing by other computational services of
the Conducting Master (modeling, monitoring, and recognition). The biggest advantage
of the OptiTrack is the high spatial and temporal resolution resulting in accurate and
“clean” data, and is therefore an ideal system for controlled experiments in a laboratory
environment. However, the two main disadvantages are the problems of occlusion and
the lack of portability. First, the system is vulnerable to visual occlusion, i.e., data is lost
when a marker cannot be detected by any of the cameras. Second, the extensive setup
makes it diﬃcult to use outside the laboratory in more ecologically-valid environments
such as in schools or at home.
A second option we explored was the use of a motion sensing technology based on inertial
sensors, namely, the Orient Motion Capture system (http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/
ayoung9/orient.html). This was the first real-time, fully wireless, full-body, three-
dimensional motion capture system (Young et al., 2007; Young, Ling, & Arvind, 2010)
using inertial sensors. The Orient speck device is attached to the subject’s body segment
and consists of three-axis accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers in combination
with a low-power processor and a 2.4 GHz radio. The position of the hand relative to
the body-center is tracked by measuring the orientation of the torso (i.e., body-center),
upper arm and forearm. These three body segments are modeled as a tree of rigid bodies
connected by joints, starting from the torso as the root, with the arms branching oﬀ the
torso. The posture of the model is reconstructed by traversing the tree from the root and
each body segment is rotated to the orientation as calculated by the Orient speck that
determines the end-point of the body segment. In this way the position of the hands can
be estimated in a body-relative coordinate system. As before, this data is streamed to
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Max/MSP via the OSC protocol at a sample rate of 100 Hz. The biggest advantage of
the Orient system is that it addresses the drawbacks of the optical mocap system: the
lightweight specks are portable and the data collected is ecologically valid; and the system
is not vulnerable to occlusion and can be extended to motion capture of multiple subjects.
The disadvantage is that the estimation of motion can be disturbed by distortions in the
magnetic field in the capture environment.
A third option is to use the Microsoft Kinect for XBox 360 (http://xbox.com/kinect).
Using infrared video technology, the system is able to determine the three-dimensional po-
sitions of the hands and body-center (i.e., torso). This data can be streamed to Max/MSP
through the use of the Sensebloom/OSCeleton software. In a manner similar to the pre-
processing performed on the OptiTrack data, the (x, y, z) coordinates of the torso can
be subtracted from those of the hands to determine their positions in a body-relative
coordinate system. However, rotation around the vertical axis of the body cannot be
handled by the system. Also, the spatial and temporal resolution of the data is inferior
compared with the previous two systems. The main advantage of the system, however, is
that the subject need not wear any devices or markers on the person, and its portability
which it shares with the Orient. Also, similar to the other systems, it is possible to track
movement of multiple users at the same time.
8.4. Gesture modeling and recognition
The primary function of the modeling and recognition modules implemented in the Con-
ducting Master is to transform the gestures of users in relation to the musical meter into
multimodal feedback streams (see Sect.8.5) in order to inform them how to correct their
actions and contribute towards an improved, multimodal representation of musical me-
ter. In this section, a template-based method is presented to facilitate a spatiotemporal
approach to gesture modeling and recognition. At first glance methods based on hidden
Markov modeling (HMM) or dynamic time warping (DTW) might be suitable candi-
dates (e.g., Bevilacqua, Gue´dy, Schnell, Fle´ty, & Leroy, 2007; Bevilacqua et al., 2010).
These methods require, during the learning stages, few training samples (e.g., Artie`res,
Marukatat, & Gallinari, 2007; Rajko, Qian, Ingalls, & James, 2007), and a small number
of parameters (e.g., Rajko & Qian, 2008). However, they exhibit some degree of invari-
ance to local warping (compression and stretching) of the time-axis (Bishop, 2009), which
is a problem given that the Conducting Master has adopted a spatiotemporal approach
to meter-mimicking gestures. Therefore, the template-based method we propose in this
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Figure 8.3.: Orientation of the coordinate system relative to the body-center.
paper provides a proper alternative (Bobick & Davis, 2001; Lv, Nevatia, & Lee, 2005;
Mu¨ller & Ro¨der, 2006; Maes, Amelynck, & Leman, 2012).
All the required algorithms are java-scripted into real-time functioning objects operating
on the Max/MSP/Jitter platform (http://www.cycling74.com). Nonetheless, despite
the complexity of the inner algorithmic architecture, the usability of the graphical user
interface (GUI) is made as intuitive as possible (see Fig.8.14) using both hand gestures
and traditional mouse control.
8.4.1. Gesture modeling
The purpose of the modeling module implemented in the Conducting Master is to derive
a basic gesture model from a series of a repetitively performed meter-mimicking gesture
(see Fig.8.4). The spatiotemporal representation in the model explicitly determines the
spatial deployment of hand gestures in correspondence with the temporal metrical struc-
ture of music. By default, the model parameters consist of the position of both hands
in a person’s coronal dimension (i.e., left/right and up/down direction). However, the
Conducting Master allows that other movement parameters can be added or removed at
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Figure 8.4.: Schematic overview of the gesture modeling concept and functionality.
the user’s will (e.g., movement in front/back direction, velocity, etc.).
The Conducting Master allows users to start with their own music playlist which is con-
figured and imported as a .txt file in which reference is made to music stored as .wav files
on the computer. By default, four of the basic time signatures, i.e., 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, 6/8,
are supported by the Conducting Master. However, more time signatures can be added
as long as the music complies with some requirements. First, the music needs to have
a strict tempo (expressed in beats per minute, bpm). As will be explained in more de-
tail, variation in tempo would conflict with the method based on spatiotemporal motion
templates. Another requirement is that the music must begin with a downbeat (i.e., the
accented first beat of a pulse group). This provides a reference to link movement data
with the temporal structure of meter into a spatiotemporal motion template. Once the
music is selected, users record a series of a repetitively performed meter-mimicking gesture
in response to the music. The incoming position data of the hands is stored consecutively
in a multidimensional feature array forming the spatiotemporal motion template. As can
be seen in Fig.8.5 (top left), the result is a template of dimension m×n×p, where m
is the number of gestural parameters, n is the number of samples defining one meter-
mimicking gesture (i.e., one gestural cycle corresponding to one bar of music), and p is
the number of consecutive cycles performed of the same meter-mimicking gesture. As can
be seen, the horizontal axes of the template represent the temporal dimension, while the
vertical axis defines the spatial dimension. The value of n is fixed and depends on the
sample rate of the incoming movement data (SR), the tempo of the music (i.e., bpm),
and the number of beats per bar of music (BpB) according to the following formula:
n = (60 ∗BpB ∗SR)/bpm. For example, a sample rate of 100 Hz combined with a tempo
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1
Figure 8.5.: Top left: A schematic of an m×n×p template in which training data is
stored. Each cube holds a sample of a specific parameter at a specific
moment in time. Bottom left: Example of the content stored in the grey
cubes indicated on the template above where n = 200 (i.e., 200 samples
defining one gestural cycle synchronized with the meter in the music, here
with a time signature of 4/4) and p = 20 (i.e., 20 cycles of a repeated
meter-mimicking gesture). Top right: A schematic of an m×n template
representing a basic gesture model inferred from the training data. Bottom
right: Example of the content stored in the grey cubes indicated on the
template above where n = 200.
of 120 bpm and a time signature of 4/4 gives a value for n of 200. This means that one
cycle of a specific gestural parameter is defined by 200 samples. The fact that we have
for each moment in the temporal structure of the music a spatial attribute of the gesture
performed in response to it, defines the template as being a spatiotemporal representation.
The complete data set stored in the spatiotemporal motion template functions as train-
ing data from which a model can be derived based on machine-learning techniques. Two
strategies (a parametric and non-parametric method) are proposed to model repetitive cy-
cles of a meter-mimicking gesture performed in response to particular music (see Fig.8.4).
Both strategies are based on regression models, with time as the independent variable
and the spatial coordinates as the dependent variables, but they do diﬀer in the way data
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is stored.
For non-parametric methods (i.e., instance-based learning techniques) the data is the
model. In other words the data from the users’ performances for one particular meter-
mimicking gesture is stored for further use in the application. However, in the interest
of optimizing storage and speed of calculations, all performances are not stored but re-
duced to one single model performance per meter-mimicking gesture. This is achieved by
reducing the performances down to one single value at each time-stamp. Three meth-
ods which in essence are K-Nearest Neighborhood regressions include: calculation of the
mean, determination of the median, and calculation of the mid-range. The advantage of
this approach is its simplicity and ease of use in correlation analysis. A major disadvan-
tage, however, is the lack of smoothness. Additionally, the mean and mid-range methods
suﬀer from sensitivity to outliers.
Parametric methods describe the performance data as a function (closed form) in terms
of the given parameters. A first-order linear regression model was a trivial choice but it
was quite obvious that such a simple model would be inappropriate and higher order
models had to be considered. Two models were investigated: polynomial and a B-spline
regression models. Both of these methods produce smooth data models. The time series
of the spatial coordinates also suggested a segmentation into time intervals corresponding
to the musical metrical structure (e.g., four time intervals for a 4/4 time signature). B-
spline regression accounts for this by placing breakpoints at these locations. In addition,
continuity at these breakpoints is achieved without any continuity constraints for the first
and second derivatives. The explanation is that meter-mimicking gestures can be very
disruptive at these breakpoints. B-spline regression achieves this by placing the correct
number of additional knots at these breakpoints. A summary of all the models is presented
in Fig.8.6.
8.4.1.1. Validation of the models
An experiment was conducted involving six male participants with musical background to
determine which of the modeling techniques was best suited for the purposes of the Con-
ducting Master. They were asked to perform repetitive cycles of various meter-mimicking
gestures with their dominant hand in response to two audio stimuli, each consisting of
35 bars of a repetitive metrical pattern in the form of metronome ticks at a tempo of
120 bpm. The first stimulus presented a 4/4 time signature, while the other was a
3/4 time signature. In defining the model (see Sect.8.4.1), only the last 30 bars were
taken into account to enable participants to get acquainted with the task in the first
five bars. The (x, y) coordinates of the dominant hand relative to the body-center were
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1Figure 8.6.: Visualization of the five models inferred from a performance of one
participant on a 4/4 time signature. The polynomial regression model shown
is an order 10 model. The B-spline model shown is a cubic spline model.
recorded with the Orient Motion Capture system (see Sect.8.3; a video can be referenced
at http://www.ipem.ugent.be/ConductingMaster, video 7). For each performance, one
obtained a spatiotemporal motion template with dimensions 2×200×30 for the stimulus
with a time signature of 4/4, and dimensions 2×150×30 for the stimulus with a time
signature of 3/4. The experiment produced a training set of 24 data structures that were
used to evaluate the diﬀerent modeling techniques.
The goodness of the fit was assessed for the diﬀerent models using the leave-one-out-cross
validation (LOOCV) technique. For every model the normalized root-mean-square-error
(NRMSE) was calculated as shown in Eq.8.1, and this value determined the “best” fitting
model.
NMRSE =
￿￿n
i=1(yˆi−yi)2
n
(ymax − ymin) (8.1)
The best model was considered to be the one with the lowest NRMSE value on the
condition of not over-fitting the data. In Fig.8.7, the NRMSE values have been plotted
for the diﬀerent models. The mean, median and range models did not depend on a
polynomial order and are therefore represented by a flat line.
All the models with the exception of the range model resulted in a low value for NRMSE.
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Figure 8.7.: Results of cross-validation.
Model Polynomial Order NRMSE
Mean 0.1256
Median 0.1261
Range 0.1552
Polynomial 10 0.1310
11 0.1299
12 0.1288
13 0.1284
14 0.1279
15 0.1277
Spline 1 0.1964
2 0.1321
3 0.1280
4 0.1269
5 0.1265
Table 8.1.: NRMSE values
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Figure 8.8.: Schematic overview of the gesture recognition concept and functionality.
The polynomial regression model required a high polynomial order to reach the same level
of error as the others, and therefore this model was not withheld. Table 8.1 shows that
using NRMSE as the sole criterion is diﬃcult. The models - mean, median and B-spline
- have comparable values for NRMSE all within a 0.25% margin. So additional criteria
were required to discriminate between the models:
• New input performances will be evaluated using cross-correlation against existing
models (see Sect.8.4.2). A closed-form model is therefore not an asset.
• The mean and B-spline models are sensitive to outliers, whereas the median model
is more robust. Users that want to store their model will do so based upon a limited
number of performances. Outliers in one of these performances may not disturb the
process and the median model is the preferred choice in this case.
• The spline model has the advantage of a smoothness, an advantage when generating
avatars for the users’ models.
In summary, the median model was used principally for its robustness against outliers
which in practice can occur in the gestural interface due to visual occlusion or magnetic
disturbances.
8.4.2. Gesture recognition
The choice of recognition algorithms implemented in the Conducting Master is closely
aligned to the model underlying the approach to human-computer interaction (see Fig.8.1).
As noted earlier, the role of the computer is considered in intervening and extending the
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action-perception coupling underlying human music processing. One of the aspects is to
provide a tool to compare in real time the quality of “new” action input of the user(s) with
respect to existing gestural models referred by their spatiotemporal features (see Fig.8.8).
This comparison results in multimodal feedback streams back to the users which aﬀect
and guide their action behavior in terms of motor simulation. Moreover, a multimodal
representation is developed in users related to the concept of musical meter which could
have a beneficial eﬀect on the understanding of this musical structure (cf. Godøy, 2010a,
p.119).
The comparison between “new”, real-time meter-mimicking gestures and existing models
functioning as spatiotemporal references, is handled by algorithms applying a template-
matching method based on cross-correlation computation (cf. Maes, Amelynck, & Leman,
2012) as shown in the schematic in Fig.8.9. Such a method should be able to recognize
small deviations from the model in space as well as in time. Small spatial deviations
(movements slightly more to the left or right, higher or lower, forward or backward)
should not necessarily be translated as errors. Similarly, scaling up or down the size of
gestures should also not be reflected as an error. Using NRMSE as the error measure
is not appropriate as it does punish spatial translation and scaling errors. A better in-
dicator in this application is the Pearson product-moment correlation coeﬃcient r (see
Eq.8.2). It is a measure of the size and direction of the linear relationship between the
two variables - the new gestural input and the gestural model. A performance exactly
matching the reference model would result in a correlation coeﬃcient that is equal to 1,
while a total absence of similarity between input gesture and reference model would lead
to a correlation coeﬃcient of 0.
r =
￿N
i=1(X − µX)(Y − µY )
(N − 1)σXσY (8.2)
Timing deviations can be compensated by calculating the linear relationship between the
gestural input and model as a function of a time lag (cf. cross-correlation). If a time lag
window of n samples is applied in both directions, then we obtain a vector of (n + 1) r
values. The maximum value is chosen and outputted together with the corresponding time
lag. This time lag informs the users, with an objective measure, whether they anticipate
or delay the model reference.
As illustrated in Fig.8.5, the data of the parameters of the new gestural input is stored
in a buﬀer with a length of n samples; where n is the number of samples contained in
one gestural cycle. This implies that an input can only be properly matched to a stored
model after the execution of one complete gestural cycle. From then on, a reliable r (with
corresponding time lag) is delivered directly each time a new position sample is received.
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Figure 8.9.: A schematic of the template matching method based on cross-correlation.
Because we apply cross-correlation, the input buﬀer has to be shifted relative to the model
to obtain the lag-dependent r. Also, because multiple parameters are stored, we obtain
m values of which the mean is taken to obtain a proper r.
8.5. Multimodal feedback
All of the following computational services that facilitate multimodal feedback are based
on the modeling and recognition algorithms presented in the previous sections. In concept,
the multimodal feedback algorithms serve two purposes as explained before. Firstly, they
inform users how to adapt their actions in order to synchronize these with the meter in the
music. Secondly, they contribute to the development of a multimodal representation of
meter and thereby grounding the concept of musical meter into the various modal-specific
systems involved in human music processing. Similar to the modeling and recognition
algorithms, all multimodal feedback services are programmed on the Max/MSP/Jitter
platform and integrated into the modular design of the GUI.
The feedback services are divided into three separate modules. The first one (Sect.8.5.1)
extracts gestural descriptors from a recorded series of a repetitively performed meter-
mimicking gesture. These descriptors relate to the expressiveness and spatiotemporal
accuracy of the performed gestures. The second one (Sect.8.5.2) enables users to learn
to perform specific meter-mimicking gestures stored in audiovisual databases assisted by
real-time visual feedback of their own actions. Finally, the third one (Sect.8.5.3) provides
a gesture-based music querying and retrieval game in which the quality of a performance
is assigned a numerical score (from 0 to 10) and related visual and auditory feedback.
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8.5.1. Extraction of gestural descriptors
When users have recorded a series of a repetitively performed meter-mimicking gesture
in response to music, the system is able to extract gestural descriptors from the recorded
data. These descriptors relate to the expressivity of the performed gestures (i.e., ‘range’,
‘curvature’, ‘spatial dispersion’ and ‘temporal dispersion’) or they provide an indication
of the spatiotemporal accuracy of a performance (’spatial dispersion’ and ‘temporal dis-
persion’). The descriptors are calculated either from the spatiotemporal motion template
in which the training data is stored (i.e., ‘spatial dispersion’ and ‘temporal dispersion’),
or from the spatiotemporal motion template in which the gestural model is stored (i.e.,
‘range’ and ‘curvature’). In the following sections, we describe these descriptors in more
detail.
8.5.1.1. Range
The range (cf. size) of a gestural model is conceived as the distance between the minimum
and maximum positional values in both (x, y) dimensions (see Fig.8.3). It has been shown
that the size of hand gestures that people make in response to music, can reveal how
people perceive this music in terms of expressiveness (Davidson, 1994; Camurri et al.,
2004; Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, & Moelants, 2010). Large gestures indicate that
music is perceived as intense and forceful, whereas small gestures indicate that music
is perceived as being calmer and more delicate. Therefore, an indication of the size of
a gestural model could be used to make users aware of the expressive qualities of this
movement feature and to stimulate them to explore this feature when simulating musical
meter.
8.5.1.2. Curvature
The curvature (see Fig.8.10) specifies the amount by which the actual covered trajectory
(i.e. dashed line) between two data points (A and B) deviates from a straight line (i.e.
blocked line) in terms of distance. According to Eq.8.3 the measure of curvature is defined
as the proportion between the cumulative sum of Euclidean distances between successive
samples (N ) from start-point A to end-point B in relation to the Euclidean distance
between A and B.
curvature =
￿N−1
i=1
￿
(xi+1 − xi)2 + (yi+1 − yi)2￿
(xB − xA)2 + (yB − yA)2
(8.3)
Based on the gestural model, the curvature (trajectory shape) is calculated between two
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Figure 8.10.: Schematic representation of a trajectory shape (i.e., dashed line) consisting
of 7 (i.e. N) samples ( s1 to s7) starting in point A and ending in B. The
blocked line represents a straight line between point A and B.
(x, y) coordinates corresponding to successive metrical beat levels. In this way, k mea-
sures were obtained, where k is the number of beats per bar. The mean of the k values
gives a global value defining the curvature of a gestural model. Curvature is an expres-
sive descriptor which is often mentioned in the context of research on expressive gestures
(Laban & Ullman, 1966; Chi, Costa, Zhao, & Badler, 2000; Camurri, Volpe, et al., 2005).
8.5.1.3. Spatial dispersion
Spatial dispersion is a measure that indicates how users consistently attribute a specific
location in space occupied by the hands to specific metrical beat levels in the music. For
example, one can speak of a high consistency when there is a low variance in the spatial
position occupied by a hand at the moment of the downbeat and vice versa. According
to the context, the rate of consistency can be indicative of the expressiveness of meter-
mimicking gestures, as well as for the meter-mimicking skills of the users. In the case of the
former, music that is expressive of emotional turmoil or instability is likely to correspond
to meter-mimicking gestures with a lower consistency than gestures in response to music
that is expressive of a sense of rigidness and balance. Concerning the latter, users who are
not yet able to discriminate meter or to perform a particular meter-mimicking gesture,
will most likely have a lower consistency than users that do have these skills.
Spatial dispersion is calculated from a spatiotemporal motion template that contains a set
of training data (see Fig.8.5, left). Recall that the training data consists of movement data
recorded from a series of a repetitively performed meter-mimicking gesture in response
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1Figure 8.11.: Visualization of the spatial dispersion per metrical beat level. The right
image shows a detail of the first metrical beat level. The way the ellipses
are shown in the GUI to the users can be seen in Fig.8.13 and 8.14. Also,
a video can be referenced at
http: / / www .ipem .ugent .be/ ConductingMaster , video 6.
to music selected from a playlist (see Sect.8.4.1). As shown in Fig.8.5, the Time axis
defines individual bars of music (i.e., n samples) in which the metrical beat levels have
fixed positions (e.g., the downbeat is always the first sample). The position of the other
beat levels depends on the tempo and time signature of the music and the sample rate of
the motion capture device. As the Sequence axis defines the diﬀerent bars occurring in
the music, a set of training data contains for each metrical beat level p (x, y) coordinates,
forming a topological point cloud (see Fig.8.5). The median of the x and y values of
the distribution of the point cloud corresponds to the x and y value of the model (see
Sect.8.4.1). The dispersion of the point cloud around these medians is expressed in terms
of the standard deviation of the distributions. The values of the standard deviations
are considered to form the lengths of the major and minor semi-axes of an ellipse (see
Fig.8.11). The dispersion is then expressed as the area of that ellipse. However, to
compensate for diﬀerences in range between performed gestures, we express the standard
deviation with respect to a unit range. Therefore, Eq.8.4 is used to calculate the dispersion
of a metrical beat level:
spatialDispersion =
πσxσy
4rangexrangey
(8.4)
The topological dispersion value provides an objective, quantifiable measure of how well
meter-mimicking gestures are performed in terms of consistency and focus. Moreover, it
could be used in longitudinal studies monitoring the progression of users’ performances
over time. On the other hand, the topology of point cloud data provides qualitative
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information about the expressiveness of meter-mimicking gestures performed as response
to specific music. As such, it could provide valuable insights in how people perceive music
and how they attribute expressiveness and meaning to music.
8.5.1.4. Temporal dispersion
To obtain the spatial dispersion, the metrical references in the music (defined by the
horizontal axes of a spatiotemporal motion template) were “projected” onto the spatial
trajectories of the diﬀerent gestural parameters. The spatial dispersion indicated the
spatial locations described by the hand(s) when beats were heard in the music. The
temporal dispersion is calculated by applying the process in reverse; the gestural references
in response to music are projected on the temporal metrical structure of the music. The
assumption here is that cues can be detected in the gestures performed in response to
music which are intended to articulate the beats in the music. The timing of these
gestural cues can then be compared to the actual occurrence of the beats in the music.
A distribution of p values for each metrical beat level (see Fig.8.12) is obtained for all
the gestural cycles contained in a training set. The mean and standard deviation of this
distribution could provide insights on the timing qualities of the user that performed the
gestures.
However, such a descriptor is problematic as the user has a free choice to perform any
kind of meter-mimicking gesture in response to the music. It is diﬃcult to detect gestural
beat points in a standardized way - metrical beat levels can be encoded as peaks in
acceleration, sudden changes in orientation, and maximum and minimum values in the x-
and y-coordinates. The decision in this project was to implement a method for gestural
beat detection based on finding peaks in acceleration (see Fig.8.12). This means that not
all meter-mimicking gestures are appropriate to extract temporal dispersion, but if the
users restrict themselves to certain meter-mimicking gestures, then they have a method
to monitor their timing qualities with respect to musical meter.
8.5.2. Visual monitoring aid
The main purpose of the audiovisual monitoring aid is to provide visual feedback of
gestural models (in the two-dimensional coronal dimension) in synchrony with the cor-
responding music. Once a model was obtained, according to the procedures explained
in Sect.8.4.1, users can store this gestural model (i.e., a two-dimensional spatiotempo-
ral template) together with the corresponding music (i.e., the audio files on which the
meter-mimicking gestures were performed to obtain the gestural model) in an audiovisual
database. Multiple gestural models could then be created and stored in the database
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1Figure 8.12.: Results of the temporal dispersion measures for a series of a repetitively
performed meter-mimicking gesture (N=30). To detect beat points in the
trajectory shape, we looked for peaks in acceleration. The figure shows the
timing diﬀerences in the first 5 bars (i.e., 1000 samples) of a performance
between detected beat points (i.e. peaks) and the beat points in the music
(i.e., metrical beat level 1 [MBL1] to metrical beat level 4 [MBL4]).
together with the corresponding music. Users are able to browse these databases in the
monitoring module, and select either a musical piece or a gestural model. In both cases,
the aim for the user is to learn to perform meter-mimicking gestures in response to the
corresponding music by imitating the reference model as closely as possible. The visual-
ization of the gestural model is synchronized to the playback of the music. Moreover, to
support the motor simulation learning process, users are provided with direct and continu-
ous visual feedback of their own gestures (see Fig.8.13 and http://www.ipem.ugent.be/
ConductingMaster, video 2). This visual feedback of their own actions enables compari-
son with the reference model, to which they respond by regulating their actions to match
the metrical structure of the music.
8.5.3. Interactive gesture-based music querying and retrieval
application
This module enables a gesture-based music querying and retrieval service, where musical
fragments can be retrieved from the audiovisual database in response to specific gestures
which are indexed to them. The recognition algorithms based on a template-matching
method, presented in Sect.8.4.2, are central to this service. Input gestures are matched
against all the models stored in the database, and the one that most closely resembles
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Figure 8.13.: The audiovisual monitoring aid. A video can be addressed at
http: / / www .ipem .ugent .be/ ConductingMaster , video 2.
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1Figure 8.14.: Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the Conducting Master with a modular
design. Videos can be referenced at
http: / / www .ipem .ugent .be/ ConductingMaster .
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the input is chosen and the indexed music (i.e., .wav file) is retrieved and played back.
Users are informed about the degree of similarity between their performance and the
reference model, which is expressed as a numerical score between−1 and 1 representing the
correlation coeﬃcient r calculated by the template-matching algorithms (see Sect.8.4.2).
The r value is also displayed visually with a slider ranging from −1 to 1, and in an auditive
manner with the metronome volume changing in response to the r value. The time gap is
expressed numerically and also visually indicated to the users as to whether their gestures
anticipate or delay with respect to the timing of the reference model. Attributing a score
to their performance is intended to challenge users to improve as in a game which can be
played by more than one user simultaneously.
8.6. Evaluation study
The diﬀerent aspects of the interaction design in the Conducting Master were evalu-
ated in an ecologically-valid context. The aim of this test was to ensure that the dif-
ferent algorithms in the Conducting Master did perform to specification, and users re-
sponded to the audiovisual aid for learning to perform meter-mimicking gestures. For
this purpose, 23 participants (17 females, 6 males, M=16.65 year, SD=0.57 year) were
recruited and divided into four groups (three groups of six and one group of five par-
ticipants). After an introduction to the Conducting Master, three participants in each
group were asked to volunteer in the first part of the test while the others were iso-
lated. In this modeling part, the three participants were asked to perform with their
dominant hand a series of a specific meter-mimicking gesture in response to a musical
piece they could choose from a pre-prepared playlist (video fragments can be referenced
at http://www.ipem.ugent.be/ConductingMaster, video 5-6). All the musical pieces
were played at a strict tempo of 120 bpm and had a time signature of 4/4. The move-
ment data of the dominant hand was captured with the infrared optical OptiTrack system
as explained in Sect.8.3. From the captured data, a spatiotemporal model was created
as explained in Sect.8.4.1 for each of the three performances. These models were then
stored in a database together with the corresponding music. In the second part (i.e.,
recognition part), the group was united and five people were asked to learn to perform
a randomly assigned meter-mimicking gesture with the help of the audiovisual monitor-
ing aid (see Sect.8.5.2). Because the gestures were fairly easy, they only got two min-
utes time to learn the specific gesture. After these two minutes, they had to perform
a “test” in which they were asked to retrieve the music corresponding to their specific
gesture and to keep on performing for another ten bars (video fragments can be ref-
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erenced at http://www.ipem.ugent.be/ConductingMaster, video 3-4). During these
performances, the correlation coeﬃcient r was recorded indicating how well each perfor-
mance matched the corresponding reference model stored in the audiovisual database.
A second test was conducted with seven children in the third class of primary school (4
males, 3 females, M=8.14 year, SD=0.38 year), three of whom had started music lessons
half-a-year before. However, none of them was acquainted with a meter discriminating
task. The hypothesis was formulated that children’s capacities to discriminate metrical
structures in musical fragments would increase thanks to the use of the Conducting Mas-
ter. A test was developed that provided a quantitative measure of the discrimination
skills of the children before and after (pre and post-test) the instruction session with the
Conducting Master. In the pre and post-test, children were asked to synchronize drum
tapping with the metrical structure of eight musical stimuli played as audio files. The
stimuli consisted of four simple children’s songs that were familiar to the children. Each
stimulus had a version that was played at a tempo of 80 bpm and another version that was
played at a tempo of 120 bpm. Two of the four stimuli had a time signature of 2/4, the
other two had a time signature of 3/4. It was hypothesized that the timing and accentua-
tion patterns of the drum strokes would match the metrical structure of the musical meter
better in the post-test compared to the pre-test, due to the training with the Conducting
Master. The user experience of the children was also evaluated during the instruction
session for the Conducting Master, by asking them to fill in a small questionnaire after
the instruction session with queries relating to aspects of amusement, comprehensibility,
interest, feedback, and challenge.
The instruction phase was split into a first session of 90 minutes, followed by a second
session of 75 minutes on diﬀerent days. The experimenters prepared in advance an audio-
visual database with eight meter-mimicking gestures and corresponding children’s songs,
which had time signatures of 2/4 and 3/4 in equal numbers. For each stimulus, a version
was played at a strict tempo of 120 bpm and then at 80 bpm. Each session in turn is
divided into two parts: first, the children learned to perform the gestural models with the
help of the audiovisual monitoring system (it was made possible that two children could
do this at the same time) and the motion was captured with the Kinect (see Sect.8.3);
second, the querying and retrieval system (see Sect.8.5.3) was used (again by two chil-
dren at a time) to obtain a score on how well they performed with respect to the models
(video fragments can be referenced at http://www.ipem.ugent.be/ConductingMaster,
video 1). The data that was analyzed consisted of drum tapping data during the synchro-
nization task performed during the pre and post-tests, and answers to the questionnaire
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Figure 8.15.: Plot representing the mean of the correlation coeﬃcient (r) of each
performance together with the standard deviation.
on the user experience.
8.6.1. Results and discussion
The first aim of the evaluation was to investigate whether the diﬀerent algorithms of the
Conducting Master did perform as intended in an ecologically-valid environment. This
was indeed the case as no major problems such as computer crashes, undue delays, or cpu
overload were experienced, and the main algorithms for modeling, template-matching and
visual feedback worked as expected. The second aim was to examine whether users were
able to learn how to perform meter-mimicking gestures using the audiovisual monitoring
aid. For this purpose, the correlation coeﬃcients (r) obtained in the recognition part of
the experiment were analyzed. For each performance, a time series of correlation values
(100 Hz) from ten bars of music was obtained and the mean and standard deviation were
calculated (see Fig.8.15). It was observed that all but one performance had a very high
rate of similarity with respect to the reference models and relatively low standard devi-
ation values, indicating consistency in their performances. Calculating the mean of all
performances gives an r-value of .80 (SD = .16).
The first aim of the second evaluation study was to test the hypothesis that the ability to
simulate the metrical pattern of music into body movements increased the participants’
skills to discriminate these structures in unfamiliar musical fragments. Support for this
hypothesis could provide grounds for introducing the system in an educational context.
However, the analysis of the drum tapping data obtained from the pre and post-tests did
not provide suﬃcient evidence. Although there seemed to be some tendencies of improve-
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Figure 8.16.: Results of the questionnaire to asses participants’ user experience.
Questions were rated on a five-point Likert scale. The dots represent the
mean of the participants’ ratings while the lines indicate the standard
deviation.
ments in skills for articulating timing and accentuation, no definite claims can be made
concerning this research question. Probably, the instruction sessions with a total duration
of 2 hours and 45 minutes was too short for this purpose. Another important issue worth
mentioning is the lack of a strong methodological foundation underlying the instruction
sessions. More research needs to be conducted to define a methodological framework
in which the Conducting Master could be used for educational means (cf. Hornbaek &
Stage, 2006; Chaiklin, 2007; Koutsabasis & Vosinakis, 2012). The second aim was to rate
the experience of the children using the Conducting Master using a questionnaire (see
Fig.8.16) relating to aspects of amusement (question 1), interest (question 2), challenge
(question 3), educational value (question 4), and comprehensibility (questions 5, 6 and 7).
The questions concerning the comprehensibility of their involvement with the Conducting
Master (questions 5, 6 and 7) were rated high without any exception (see Fig.8.16). In
general, children seemed to be amused by the instruction sessions (question 1). As to
aspects of interest, challenge and educational value (respectively, questions 2, 3 and 4),
the children seemed less convinced.
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8.7. Conclusion
A gesture-based HCI system called the Conducting Master is presented that helps users to
articulate musical meter into body movements. Towards this end, a conceptual model has
been introduced that integrates the interactive system with the coupled action-perception
mechanisms of human music processing. The mediation of digital technology has allowed
augmented, multimodal feedback to be provided to the users for their meter-mimicking
gestures. In response, users’ gestures can be adapted in order to synchronize them with
the musical meter. Moreover, the use of multimodal feedback information grounds the
concept of musical meter into the various modal-specific systems involved in the human
processing of music. We approached gesture processing explicitly using a spatiotemporal
model. As a result, findings of research on the role of motor simulation for human mu-
sic processing has been realized as a practical application. The shape of the gestures is
understandable and easy to visualize and therefore used easily to instruct the shape of
gestures to users. Indeed, an evaluation study showed that users managed, in a relatively
short period, to learn how to perform specific meter-mimicking gestures in response to
music. Also, the results of a user study showed that they clearly understood the intended
behavior and whether they were doing it correctly. Another valuable contribution to other
HCI conducting systems is the explicit link that is made between the spatial trajectory
of gestures and the temporal framework outlined by musical meter. This is facilitated by
the introduction of spatiotemporal motion templates which stored positional information
of gestures together with a reference to the metrical structure of music, and served as
the foundation for the techniques for gesture modeling and recognition. Also, this link
between the spatial components of gestures and the temporal aspects of meter is visual-
ized dynamically (i.e., in synchrony with the music). The geometric aspect of shape is
expressed to the users and also the quality of the eﬀort, which were facilitated by the
spatiotemporal motion templates for extracting various gestural descriptors indicating
expressiveness and spatiotemporal accuracy. However, further research needs to be un-
dertaken on the methodology and pedagogy for integrating the Conducting Master into
music education and music-based therapy and rehabilitation.
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Dance-the-Music: An educational platform for the modeling,
recognition and audiovisual monitoring of dance steps using
spatiotemporal motion templates
Maes, P.-J, Amelynck, D., and Leman, M. (2012). Dance-the-Music: An edu-
cational platform for the modeling, recognition and audiovisual monitoring of
dance steps using spatiotemporal motion templates. EURASIP Journal on
Advances in Signal Processing, 2012 (35).
Abstract
In this article, a computational platform is presented, entitled “Dance-the-Music”, that
can be used in a dance educational context to explore and learn the basics of dance
steps. By introducing a method based on spatiotemporal motion templates, the platform
facilitates to train basic step models from sequentially repeated dance figures performed
by a dance teacher. Movements are captured with an optical motion capture system. The
teachers’ models can be visualized from a first-person perspective to instruct students
how to perform the specific dance steps in the correct manner. Moreover, recognition
algorithms - based on a template matching method - can determine the quality of a
student’s performance in real time by means of multimodal monitoring techniques. The
results of an evaluation study suggest that the Dance-the-Music is eﬀective in helping
dance students to master the basics of dance figures.
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9.1. Introduction
Through dancing, people encode their understanding of the music into body movements.
Research has shown that this corporeal engagement has a component of temporal syn-
chronization but also becomes overt in the spatial deployment of dance figures (Brown
et al., 2006; Leman, 2007; Leman & Naveda, 2010; Naveda & Leman, 2010; Godøy &
Leman, 2010). Through dancing, dancers establish specific spatiotemporal patterns (i.e.,
dance figures) in synchrony with the music. Moreover, as Brown (2006) points out, dances
are modular in organization, meaning that the complex spatiotemporal patterns can be
segmented into smaller units, called gestures (Kahol, Tripathi, & Panchanathan, 2004).
The beat pattern presented in the music functions thereby as an elementary structuring
element. As such, an important aspect of learning to dance is learning how to perform
these basic gestures in response to the music and how to combine these gestures to further
develop complex dance sequences.
The aim of this article is to introduce a computational platform, entitled “Dance-the-
Music”, that can be used in dance education to explore and learn the basics of dance
figures. A special focus thereby lays on the spatial deployment of dance gestures, like
footstep displacement patterns, body rotation, etc. The platform facilitates to train basic
step models from sequentially repeated dance figures performed by a dance teacher. The
models can be stored together with the corresponding music in audiovisual databases. The
contents of these databases, the teachers’ models, are then used (1) to give instructions to
dance novices on how to perform the specific dance gestures (cf. dynamic dance notation),
and (2) to recognize the quality of students’ performances in relation to the teachers’
models. The Dance-the-Music was designed explicitly from a user-centered perspective,
meaning that we took into account aspects of human perception and action learning.
Four important aspects are briefly described in the following paragraphs together with
the technologies we developed to put these aspects into practice.
Spatiotemporal approach When considering dance gestures, time-space dependencies
are core aspects. This implies that the spatial deployment of body parts is directly linked
to the temporal structure outlined in the music (involving rhythm and timing). The mod-
eling and automatic recognition of dance gestures often involve Hidden Markov Modeling
(HMM) (Ruiz & Vachon, 2002; Chenevie`re, Boukir, & Vachon, 2006; Kahol, Tripathi, &
Panchanathan, 2006; Bevilacqua et al., 2010). However, HMM has the property to exhibit
some degree of invariance to local warping (compression and stretching) of the time-axis
(Bishop, 2009). Even though this might be an advantage for applications like speech
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recognition, it is a serious drawback when considering spatiotemporal relationships in
dance gestures. HMMs are fine for detecting basics steps and spatial patterns but would
experience major diﬃculties with timing aspects because of the inherent time-warping
mechanism. Therefore, for the Dance-the-Music, we will introduce an approach based on
spatiotemporal motion templates (Bobick & Davis, 2001; Lv et al., 2005; Mu¨ller & Ro¨der,
2006). As will be explained in depth, the discrete time signals representing the gestural
parameters extracted from dance movements are organized into a fixed-size multidimen-
sional feature array forming the spatiotemporal template. Dance gesture recognition will
be achieved by a template matching technique based on cross-correlation computation.
User- and body-centered approach The Dance-the-Music facilitates to instruct dance
gestures to dance novices with the help of an interactive visual monitoring aid (see
Sect.9.3.4.1 and Sect.9.4). Concerning the visualization of basic step models, we take
into account two aspects involving the perception and understanding of complex multi-
modal events, like dance figures. First, research has shown that segmentation of ongoing
activity into smaller units is an automatic component of human perception and functional
for memory and learning processes (Brown et al., 2006; Zacks & Swallow, 2007). For this,
we applied algorithms that segment the continuous stream of motion information into a
concatenation of elementary gestures (i.e., dance steps) matching the beat pattern in the
music (cf. Kahol et al., 2004). Each of these gestures is conceived as a separate unit,
having a fixed start- and endpoint. Second, neurological findings indicate that motor
representations based on first-person perspective action involve, in relation to a third-
person perspective, more kinesthetic components and take less time to initiate the same
movement in the observer (Jackson, Meltzoﬀ, & Decety, 2006). Although applications in
the field of dance gaming and education often enable manual adaptation of the viewpoint
perspective, they do not follow automatically when users rotate their body during dance
activity (Davcev, Trajkovic, Kalajdziski, & Celakoski, 2003; Nakamura, Tabata, Ueda,
Kiyofuji, & Kuno, 2005; Chan, Leung, Tang, & Komura, 2010; Deng, Leung, Gu, &
Yang, 2011). In contrast, the visual monitoring aid of the Dance-the-Music automatically
adapts the viewpoint perspective in function of the rotation of the user at any moment.
Direct, multimodal feedback The most commonly used method in current dance educa-
tion to instruct dance skills is the demonstration-performance method. As will explained
in Sect.9.2, the Dance-the-Music elaborates on this method in the domain of human-
computer interaction (HCI) design. In the demonstration-performance method, a model
performance is shown by a teacher which must then be imitated by the student under
close supervision. As Hoppe and colleagues (2006) point out, a drawback in this learning
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schematic is the lack of an immediate feedback indicating how well students use their mo-
tor apparatus in response to the music to produce the requisite dance steps. Studies have
proven the eﬀectiveness of self-monitoring through audiovisual feedback in the process
of acquiring dancing and other motor skills (Gibbons, 2004; Menickelli, 2004; Hanrahan
& Mathews, 2005; Chan et al., 2010). The Dance-the-Music takes this into account and
provides direct, multimodal feedback services. It is in this context that the recognition al-
gorithms - based on template matching - have their functionality (see Sect.9.3.3). Based
on cross-correlation computation, they indicate how well a student’s performance of a
specific dance figure matches the corresponding model of the teacher.
Dynamic, user-oriented framework The Dance-the-Music is designed explicitly as a
computational framework (i.e., a set of algorithms) of which content and configuration
settings are entirely dependent on the needs and wishes of the dance teacher and student.
The content mainly consists of the dance figures that the teacher wants to instruct to
the student and the music that corresponds with it. Configuration settings involve tempo
adjustment, the number of steps in one dance figure, the number of cycles to perform to
train a model, etc. Moreover, the Dance-the-Music is not limited to the gestural param-
eters presented in this article. Basic programming skills facilitate to input data of other
motion tracking/sensing devices, extract other features (acceleration, rotational data of
other body parts, etc.), and add these into the model templates. This flexibility is an
aspect that distinguishes the Dance-the-Music from commercial hardware (e.g., Dance
Dance Revolution [DDR] dancing pad interfaces) and software products (e.g., StepMania
for Windows, Mac, Linux; DDR Hottest Party 3 for Nintendo Wii; DanceDanceRevolu-
tion for PlayStation 3, DDR Universe 3 for Xbox360, Dance Central and Dance Evolution
for Kinect, etc.). Most of these systems use of a fixed, built-in vocabulary of dance moves
and music. Another major downside of most of these commercial products is that they
provide only a small action space restricting spatial displacement, rotation, etc. The
Dance-the-Music drastically expands the action/dance space facilitating rotation, spatial
displacement, etc.
The structure of the article is as follows: In Sect.9.2, detailed information is provided
about the methodological grounds on which the instruction method of the educational
platform is based. Sect.9.3 is then dedicated to an in-depth description of the technolog-
ical, computational, and statistical aspects underlying the design of the Dance-the-Music
application. In Sect.9.4, we present a user study conducted to evaluate if the system can
help dance novices in learning the basics of specific dance steps. To conclude, we have
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Figure 9.1.: Graphical user interface (GUI) of the Dance-the-Music.
Sect.9.5 in which we discuss the technological and conceptual performance and future
perspectives of the application.
9.2. Instruction method
In concept, the Dance-the-Music brings the traditional demonstration-performance ap-
proach into the domain of human-computer interaction (HCI) design (see Sect.9.1). Al-
though the basic procedure of this method (i.e., teacher’s demonstration, student’s per-
formance, evaluation) stays untouched, the integration of motion capture and real-time
computer processing drastically increase possibilities. In what comes, we outline the didac-
tical procedure incorporated by the Dance-the-Music in combination with the technology
developed to put it into practice.
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9.2.1. Demonstration mode
A first mode facilitates dance teachers to train basic step models from their own per-
formance of specific dance figures. Before the actual recording, the teacher is able to
configure some basic settings, like the music on which they want to perform, the tempo
of the music, the number of steps per dance figure, the amount of training cycles, etc.
(see module 1 and 2, Fig.9.1). Then, the teacher can record a sequence of a repetitive
performed dance figure of which the motion data is captured with optical motion capture
technology (see module 3, Fig.9.1). When the recording is finished, the system imme-
diately infers a basic step model from the recorded training data. The model can then
be displayed (see module 4, Fig.9.1) and, when approved, stored in a database together
with the corresponding music (see module 5, Fig.9.1). This process can then be repeated
to create a larger audiovisual database. These databases can be saved as .txt files and
loaded whenever needed.
9.2.2. Learning (performance) mode
By means of a visual monitoring aid (see Fig.9.8 and Fig.9.11) with which a student can
interact, the teachers’ models can be graphically displayed from a first-person perspective
and segmented into individual steps. By imitating the graphically notated displacement
and rotation patterns, a dance student learns how to perform the step patterns in a
proper manner. In order to support the dance novice, the playback speed of the dynamic
visualization is made variable. When played in the original tempo, the model can be
displayed in synchrony with the music that corresponds with it. Moreover, recognition
algorithms are implemented facilitating a comparison between the model and the perfor-
mance of the dance novice (see Sect.9.3.3). As such, direct multimodal feedback can be
given monitoring the quality of a performance (see Sect.9.3.4).
9.2.3. Gaming (evaluation) mode
Once students learned to perform the dance figures with the visual monitoring aid, they
can exhibit their dance skills. This is the application mode allowing students to liter-
ally “dance the music”. By performing a specific dance figure learned with the visual
monitoring aid, students receive music that fits the particular dance genre. It is in this
context of gesture-based music retrieval that the recognition algorithms based on tem-
plate matching come to the fore (see Sect.9.3.3). Based on cross-correlation computation,
these algorithms detect how exact a performed dance figure of a student matches the
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model performed by the teacher. The quality of the student’s performance in relation to
the teacher’s model is then expressed in the auditory feedback and in a numerical score
stimulating the student to improve his/her performance.
The computational platform itself is built in Max/MSP (www.cycling74.com). The
graphical user interface (GUI) can be seen in Fig.9.1. It can be shown on a normal
computer screen or projected on a big screen or on the ground. One can interact with
the GUI with a computer mouse. The design of the GUI is kept simple to allow intuitive
and user-friendly accessibility.
9.3. Technical design
Diﬀerent methods are used for modeling and recognizing movement (e.g., HMM-based,
template-based, state-based, etc.). For the Dance-the-Music, we have made the deliber-
ate choice to implement a template-based approach to gesture modeling and recognition.
In this approach, the discrete time signals representing the gestural parameters extracted
from dance movements are organized into a fixed-size multidimensional feature array form-
ing the spatiotemporal template. For the recognition of gestures, we will apply a template
matching technique based on cross-correlation computation. A basic assumption in this
method is that gestures must be periodic and have similar temporal relationships (Kahol
et al., 2003; H. D. Yang & Park, 2007). At first sight, HMMs or dynamic time warp-
ing (DTW)-based approaches might be understood as proper candidates. They facilitate
learning from very few training samples (e.g., Artie`res et al., 2007; Rajko et al., 2007) and
a small number of parameters (e.g., Rajko & Qian, 2008), two requirements of the Dance-
the-Music. However, HMM and DTW-based methods exhibit some degree of invariance
to local time-warping (Bishop, 2009). For dance gestures where rhythm and timing are
very important, this is problematic. Therefore, when explicitly taking into account the
spatiotemporal relationship of dance gestures, the template-based method we introduce
in this article provides us with a proper alternative.
In the following of this section, we first go into detail how dance movements are captured
(Sect.9.3.1). Afterwards, we explain how the raw data is pre-processed to obtain gestural
parameters which are expressed explicitly from a body-centered perspective (Sect.9.3.1.2).
Next, we will point out how the Dance-the-Music models (Sect.9.3.2), automatically rec-
ognizes (Sect.9.3.3) performed dance figures using spatiotemporal templates and how
the system provides audiovisual feedback of this performance (Sect.9.3.4). A schematic
overview of Sect.9.3 is given in Fig.9.2.
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Figure 9.2.: Schematic overview of the technical design of the Dance-the-Music.
9.3.1. Motion capture and pre-processing of movement parameters
Motion capture is done with an infrared (IR) optical system (OptiTrack/Natural Point).
Because we are interested in the movements of the body-center and feet, we attach rigid
bodies to these body parts (see Fig.9.3). The body-center (i.e., center-of-mass) of a hu-
man body in standing position is situated in the pelvic area (i.e., roughly the area in
between the hips). Because visual occlusion can occur (with resulting data loss) when
the hands cover hip markers, it can be opted to attach them to the back of users in-
stead (see Sect.9.3.1.2, par. Spatial displacement). A rigid body consists of minimum
three IR-reflecting markers of which the mutual distance is fixed. As such, based on this
geometric relationship, the motion capture system is able to identify the diﬀerent rigid
bodies. Furthermore , the system facilitates to output (1) the three-dimensional position
of the centroid of a rigid body, and (2) the three-dimensional rotation of the plane formed
by the three (or more) markers. Both the position and rotation components are expressed
in reference to a global coordinate system predefined in the motion capture space (see
Fig.9.4). These components will be referred to as absolute, in contrast to their relative
estimates in reference to the body (see Sect.9.3.1.1).
For the Dance-the-Music, the absolute (x, y, z) values of the feet and body-center to-
gether with the rotation of the body-center expressed in quaternion values (qx, qy, qz, qw)
are streamed, using the open sound control (OSC) protocol to Max/MSP at a sample
rate of 100 Hz.
9.3.1.1. Relative position calculation
The position and rotation values of the rigid body defined at the body-center are used to
transform the absolute position coordinates into relative ones in reference to a body-fixed
coordinate system with an origin positioned at the body-center (i.e., local coordinate
system). The position and orientation of that local coordinate system in relation to the
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Figure 9.3.: Placement of the rigid bodies on the dancer’s body.
person’s body can be seen in more detail in Fig.9.4. The transformation from the initial
body stance (Fig.9.4, left) is executed in two steps. Both are incorporated in real-time
operating algorithms, implemented in Max/MSP as java-coded mxj -objects.
1. Rotation of the local, body-fixed coordinate system in a way it has the same orien-
tation as the global coordinate system (Fig.9.4, middle). What actually happens, is
that all absolute (x, y, z) values are rotated based on the quaternion values of the
rigid body attached to the body-center representing the diﬀerence in orientation
between the local and the global coordinate system.
2. Displacement of the origin (i.e., body-center) of the local, body-fixed coordinate
system to the origin of the global coordinate system (Fig.9.4, right).
As such, all position values can now be interpreted in reference to a person’s own body-
center. However, a problem inherent to this operation is that rotations of the rigid body
attached to the body-center, independent from actual movement of the feet, do result in
apparent movement of the feet. The consequences for free movement (for example for
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1Figure 9.4.: Representation of how the body-fixed local coordinate system is translated to
coincide with the global coordinate system.
the upper body) are minimal when taking into account a well-considered placement of
the rigid body attached to the body-center. The placement of the rigid body at the hips,
as shown in Fig.9.3, does not constrain three-dimensional rotations of the upper body.
However, the problem remains for particular movements in which rotations of the body-
center other than the rotation around the vertical axis are important features, like lying
down, rolling over the ground, movements where the body-weight is (partly) supported by
the hands, flips, etc. Apart from the problems they cause for the mathematical procedures
presented in this section, these movements are also incompatible with the visualization
strategy which is discussed into more detail in Sect.9.3.4.1. As such, these movements are
out of the scope of the Dance-the-Music.
9.3.1.2. Pre-processing of movement parameters
As already mentioned in the introduction, the first step in the processing of the movement
data is to segment the movement performance into discrete gestural units (i.e., dance
steps). The borders of these units coincide with the beats contained in the music. Because
the Dance-the-Music requires music to be played at a strict tempo, it is easy to calculate
where the beat points (BPs) are situated. The description of the discrete dance steps
itself is aimed towards the spatial deployment of gestures performed by the feet and
body-center. The description contains two components: First, the spatial displacement of
the body-center and feet, and second, the rotation of the body around the vertical axis.
Spatial displacement This parameter describes the time-dependent displacement (i.e.,
spatial segment) of the body-center and feet from one beat point (i.e., BPbegin) to the
following (i.e., BPend) relative to the posture taken at the time of BPbegin. With posture
we mean the position of the body-center and both feet at a discrete moment in time.
Moreover, this displacement is expressed with respect to the local coordinate system (see
Sect.9.3.1.1) defined at BPbegin. In general, the algorithm executes the calculation in
three steps:
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1. Input of absolute (x, y, z) values of body-center and feet at a sample rate of 100 Hz.
2. Calculation of the (x, y, z) displacement relative to the posture taken at BPbegin
expressed in the global coordinate system (see Eq.9.1):
→ For this, at the beginning of each step (i.e., at each BPbegin), we take the incoming
absolute (x, y, z) value of the body-center and store it for the complete duration
of the step. At each instance of the step trajectory that follows, this value is
subtracted from the absolute position values of the body-center, left foot, and right
foot. This operation places the body-center at each BPbegin in the middle of the
global coordinate system. As a consequence, this “reset” operation results in jumps
in the temporal curves forming separate spatial segments corresponding each to one
dance step (e.g., Fig.9.5, bottom). The displacement from the posture taken at each
BPbegin is still expressed in an absolute way (i.e., without reference to the body).
Therefore, the algorithm needs to perform a final operation.
3. Rotation of the local coordinate system in a way it has the same orientation as the
global coordinate system at BPbegin (cf. Sect.9.3.1.1, step 1):
→ Similar to the previous step, only the orientation of the rigid body attached to
the body-center at each new BPbegin is taken into account and used successively
to execute the rotation of all the following samples belonging to the segment of a
particular step.
4. Calibration:
→ Before using the Dance-the-Music, a user is asked to take a default calibration
pose, meaning to stand up straight with both feet next to each other. The (x, y, z)
values of the feet obtained from this pose are stored and used to subtract from the
respective coordinate values of each new incoming sample. As such, the displacement
of the feet is described at each moment in reference to that pose. This calibration
procedure enables to compensate for (1) individual diﬀerences in leg length, and (2)
changes in the placement of the rigid bodies corresponding to the body-center. As
such, one can opt for placing that rigid body somewhere else on the torso.
(∆x,∆y,∆z)[BPi,BPi+1[ = (x, y, z)− (x, y, z)BPi (9.1)
Rotation In geometry, Euler’s rotation theorem states that, in three-dimensional space,
any displacement of a rigid body such that a point on the rigid body remains fixed, is
equivalent to a single rotation about a fixed axis that runs through the fixed point. Such
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a rotation can be fully defined by specifying its quaternions. A quaternion representation
of a rotation is written as a normalized four-dimensional vector [qx qy qz qw]T , linked to
the rotation axis [ex ey ez]T and rotation angle ψ.
In Sect.9.3.1.1, we outlined the reasons why the rotation of the rigid body attached to
the body-center is restricted to rotations around the vertical axis without having too
severe consequences for the freedom of dance performances. This is also an important
aspect with respect to the calculation of the rotation around the vertical axis departing
from quaternion values. Every rotation, expressed by its quaternion values, can then be
approximated by a rotation around the vertical axis [0 0 ± 1]T or in aeronautics terms
rotations are limited to yaw. Working with only yaw gives us the additional benefit of
being able to split-up a dance movement in a chain of rotations where every rotation is
specified with respect to the orientation at the beginning of each step (i.e., at each BP).
The calculation procedure consists of two steps:
1. Calculation of the rotation angle around the vertical axis:
→ The element qw in the quaternion (qx, qy, qz, qw) of the rigid body attached to the
body-center determines the rotation angle ψ (qw = cos(ψ/2). We use this rotation
angle as an approximation value for the rotation angle around the vertical axis (i.e.,
yaw angle Ψ). Implicitly we suppose that the values for qx and qy are small what
means that the rotation axis approximates the vertical axis: [ex ey ez]T = [0 0 ±1]T .
2. Calculation of the rotation angle relative to the orientation at BPbegin (see Eq.9.2):
→ The method to do this is similar to the one described in the second step of the
previous paragraph (‘Spatial displacement’).
∆Ψ[BPi,BPi+1[ = Ψ−ΨBPi (9.2)
9.3.2. Modeling of dance figures
In this section, we outline how we apply a template-based approach for modeling a se-
quence of repetitive dance figures performed on music. The parameters of the - what
we will call - basic step model are the ones described in Sect.9.3.1.2, namely the relative
displacements of the body-center and feet, and the relative rotation of the body in the
transverse plane per individual dance step.
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The basic step model is considered as a spatiotemporal representation indicating the
spatial deployment of gestures with respect to the temporal beat pattern in the music. The
inference of the model is conceived as a supervised machine-learning task. In supervised
learning, the training data consists of pairs of input objects and a desired output value. In
our case, the training data consists of a set of p repetitive cycles of a specific dance figure
of which we process the gestural parameters as explained in Sect.9.3.1.2. The timing
variable is the input variable and the gestural parameters are the desired values. The
timing variable depends on (1) the number of steps per dance figure, (2) the tempo in
which the steps are performed, and (3) the sample rate of the incoming raw movement
data, according to Eq.9.3.
n =
60 ∗ stepsPerF igure ∗ sampleRate(Hz)
tempo(bpm)
(9.3)
As such, the temporal structure of each cycle is defined by a fixed number of samples (i.e.,
1 to n). The result is a single, fixed-size template of dimension m×n×p, with m equal to
the number of gestural parameters (cf. Sect.9.3.1.2), n equal to the number of samples
defining one dance figure (cf. Eq.9.3), and p equal to the number of consecutive cycles
performed of the same dance figure (see Fig.9.5).
To model each of the gestural parameters we use a dedicated K-Nearest Neighbor regres-
sion calculated with L1 loss function. In all these models, time is the regressor. The
choice for an L1 loss function (L1 = |Y − f(t))|) originates in its robustness (e.g., protec-
tion against data loss, outliers, etc.). In this case the solution is the conditional median,
f(t) = median(Y |T = t) and its estimates are more robust compared to an L2 loss
function solution that reverts to the conditional mean (Hastie, Tibshirani, Friedman, &
Franklin, 2005, p. 19-20). We calculate the median of the displacement values and rota-
tion value located in the neighborhood of the timestamp we want to predict for. Since we
have a fixed number of sequences per timestamp (i.e., p) a logical choice is to choose all
these values for nearest neighbor selection. The “K” - in the K-nearest neighbor selection
is then determined by the number of sequences performed of the dance figure. The model
that eventually will be stored as reference model consists out of an array of values, one
for each timestamp (see Fig.9.5).
Because the median filtering is applied sample per sample, it results in “noisy” temporal
curves. Tests have proven that smoothing the temporal curves stored in the template
improve the results of the recognition algorithms described in Sect.9.3.3. Therefore, we
smooth the temporal curves of the motion parameters of the model template with a
Savitzky-Golay FIR filter (cf. Maes, Leman, & Lesaﬀre, 2010). This is done segment per
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1Figure 9.5.: Top left: m×n×p template storing the training data. Each cube consists of
one numeric value which is a function of the time, gestural parameter and
sequence. Top right: m×n template representing a basic step model. Bottom
left: The five lines represent an example of the contents of the gray cubes in
the top left template (with n = 800, and p = 5). Bottom right: Represention
of the discrete values stored in the gray feature array in the top right
template.
segment to preserve the “reset” operation applied during the processing of the motion
parameters (see Sect.9.3.1.2). This type of smoothing has the advantage of preserving the
spatial characteristics of the original data, like widths and heights, and it is also a stable
solution.
The system is now able to model diﬀerent dance figures performed on specific musical
pieces and, subsequently, to store the basic step models in a database together with
the corresponding songs. In what follows, we will refer to these databases as dance
figure/music databases. One singular database is characterized by dance figures which
consist of an equal amount of dance steps performed at the same tempo. However, as
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much databases as one pleases can be created varying with respect to the amount of
dance steps and tempi. These databases can then be stored as .txt files and loaded again
afterwards. Once a database is created, it becomes possible to (1) visualize the basic step
models contained in it, and (2) compare a new input dance performance with the stored
models and provide direct audiovisual feedback about the quality of that performance.
These features are described in the remaining part of this section on the technical design
of the Dance-the-Music.
9.3.3. Dance figure recognition
Figure 9.6.: Template matching schematic.
The recognition functionalities of the Dance-the-Music are intended to estimate the qual-
ity of a student’s performance in relation to a teacher’s model. It is the explicit goal to
help students to learn to imitate the teachers’ basic step models as closely as possible.
Therefore, the recognition algorithms are implemented to provide a measure of similarity
(for individual motion features or for the overall performance). This measure is then
used to give students feedback about the quality of their performance. For example, the
dance-based music retrieval service presented in Sect.9.3.4.2 must be conceived from this
perspective.
In this section, we outline the mathematical method for estimating in real time the simi-
larity between new movement input and basic step models stored in a dance figure/music
database. For this, we will use a template matching method. This means that the gestural
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parameters calculated from the new movement input will be stored in a single, fixed-size
buﬀer template, which can then be matched with the templates of the stored models (see
Fig.9.6). A crucial requirement of such a method is that it must compensate for small
deviations from the model in space as well as in time (cf. Lv & Nevatia, 2006). Spatial
deviations do not necessarily need to be considered as errors. A small deviation in space
(movement is performed slightly more to the left or right, higher or lower, forward or
backward) should not be translated into an error. Similar, a performance slightly scaled
with respect to the model (bigger or smaller) should also not be considered as an error.
Using normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) as error measure is not appropriate
as it does punish spatial translation and scaling errors. A better indicator for our appli-
cation is the Pearson product-moment correlation coeﬃcient r. It is a measure of the size
and direction of the linear relationship between our two variables (input and model). A
perfect performance would result in a correlation coeﬃcient that is equal to 1, while a
total absence of similarity between input gesture and model would lead to a correlation
coeﬃcient of 0. Timing deviations are compensated by calculating the linear relationship
between the gestural input and model as a function of a time-lag (cf. cross-correlation).
If we apply a time-lag window of i samples in both directions, then we obtain a vector of
i+1 r values. The maximum value is then chosen and outputted as correlation coeﬃcient
for this model together with the corresponding time-lag. As such, we obtain an objective
measurement of whether a dance performance anticipates or is delayed with respect to
the model.
The buﬀer consists of a single, fixed-size template of dimension m×n, with m equal to the
number of gestural parameters (cf. Sect.9.3.1.2), and n equal to the number of samples
defining one dance figure (cf. Eq.9.3). When a new sample - containing a value for each
processed gestural parameter - comes in, the system needs a temporal reference indicating
where to store the sample in the template buﬀer along the Time axis. For this, dance
figures are performed on metronome ticks following a pre-defined beat pattern and tempo.
As such, it becomes possible to send a timestamp along with each incoming sample (i.e.,
a value between 1 and n).
Because the buﬀer needs to be filled first, an input can only be matched properly to
the models stored in a dance figure/music database after the performance of the first
complete dance figure. From then on, the system will compare the input buﬀer with all
the models at the end of each singular dance step. This results for each model in m r
values, with m corresponding to the number of diﬀerent parameters defining the model.
From these m values, the mean is calculated and internally stored. Once a comparison
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Figure 9.7.: Example of the internal mechanism of the template matching algorithm. It
represents the result of the comparison of a dance figure consisting of eight
steps (defined each by 100 samples) performed by a student (here, subject 8
of the user study presented in Sect.9.4) against all stored models (N = 9) at
each BPbegin.
with all models is made, the highest r value is outputted together with the number of
the corresponding model. An example of this mechanism is shown in Fig.9.7. The dance
figure/dance database is here filled with nine basic step models. From these nine models,
the model corresponding with the r values indicated with thicker line width, is the model
that at all times most closely relates to the dance figure of which the data is stored in the
input buﬀer template. As such, this would be the correlation coeﬃcient that is outputted
by the system together with the model number.
9.3.4. Audiovisual monitoring of the basic step models and real-time
performances
As explicated in Sect.9.2, multimodal monitoring of basic step models and real-time per-
formances is an important component of the Dance-the-Music. In the following two sec-
tions, we explain in more detail respectively the visual and auditory monitoring features
of the Dance-the-Music.
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9.3.4.1. Visual monitoring
The contents of the basic step models can be visually displayed (see Fig.9.8) as a kind
of dynamic and real-time dance notation system. What is displayed is (1) the spatial
displacement of the body-center and feet, and (2) the rotation of the body around the
vertical axis from BPbegin to BPend. The visualization is dynamic in the way it can be
played back in synchronization with the music on which it was originally performed. It
is also possible to adapt the speed of the visual playback (but then, without sound). The
display visualizes each dance step of a basic step model in a separate window. Fig.9.8
shows the graphical notation of an eight-step basic samba figure as performed by the
samba teacher of the evaluation experiment presented in Sect.9.4. The window at the left
visualizes the direct feedback that users get from their own movement when imitating
the basic step model represented in the eight windows placed at the right. On top of
the figure, one can see the main interface for controlling the display features. The main
settings involve transport functions (play, stop, reset, etc.), tempo settings, and body part
selection.
The intent is to visualize the displacement patterns (i.e., spatial segments) of each step
on a two-dimensional plane which represents the ground floor on which the dance steps
were performed (see Fig.9.8). In other words, the displacement patterns are displayed
on the ground plane and viewed from a top-view perspective. Altering the size of the
dots of which the trajectories exist, enable to visualize the third, vertical dimension of
the displacement patterns. The red dots and purple trajectories define the displacement
patterns of the right foot, the green dots and yellow trajectories the ones of the left
foot, and the black dots and trajectories the ones of the body-center. The vague-colored
dots represent the configuration of the feet and body-center relative to each other at the
beginning of the step (BPbegin), the sharp-colored dots the configuration and the end of
the step (BPend). As can be seen, as a result of the segmentation procedure presented
in Sect.9.3.1.2, the position of the body-center is reset at each new BPbegin. The triangle
indicates the orientation of the body around the vertical axis. Moreover, the orientation
of the windows (and all the data visualized in it) needs to be understood in reference
to the local reference frame of the dancer (see Fig.9.4). Initially, the orientation and
positioning of each window with respect to the local frame is as indicated by the XY
coordinate system visualized in the left window. However, when dance novices are using
the visual monitoring aid, they can make the orientation of the movement patterns of
the basic step model displayed in each window dependable on their own rotation at the
beginning of each new step. This means that the XY coordinate system (and, with that,
all data visualizing the model) is rotated in such a way that it coincides with the local
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frame of the dance novice. As such, the basic step model is visualized at each instance
from a first-person perspective. This way of displaying information presents an innovative
way of giving real-time instructions about how to move the body and feet to perform a
step properly. Now, this information can be transferred to the dancer in diﬀerent ways:
Figure 9.8.: Visualization of the visual monitoring aid interface.
1. The most basic option is to display the interface on a screen or to project it onto
a big screen. When a dance figure involves a lot of turns around the vertical axis,
it is diﬃcult to follow the visualization and feedback on the screen. An alternative
display method provides a solution to this problem. It concerns the projection of
the displacement information directly on the ground. We used this last approach in
the evaluation study presented in Sect.9.4 (see Fig.9.11).
2. An alternative method projects the windows one by one, instead of all eight windows
at once (see Fig.9.9). The position and rotation of the window is thereby totally
dependent on the position and rotation of the user at the beginning of each new
dance step (BPbegin). A new window is then projected onto the ground at each
BPbegin, as such that the centroid of the window coincides with the position taken by
the person at that moment. The rotation of the window is then defined as explained
above in this section. Because of the reset function (see Sect.9.3.1.2) applied to the
data - which visualizes the position of the body-center at each BPbegin in the center
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of the window - the visualization gets completely aligned with the user. The goal for
the dancer is then to stay aligned in time with the displacement patterns visualized
on the ground. If one succeeds, it means that the dance step was properly performed.
This method could not yet be evaluated in a full setup. However, the concept of it
provides promising means to instruct dance figures.
Figure 9.9.: An example of how to project the eight windows one by one to create a
real-time dance notation system from a first-person perspective.
9.3.4.2. Auditory monitoring
There have been designed ample computer technologies that facilitate automatic dance
generation/synthesis from music annotation/analysis (Mori, Ohta, & Hoshino, 2004; Shi-
ratori, Nakazawa, & Ikeuchi, 2006; Kim, Fouad, Sibert, & Hahn, 2009; Ofli, Erzin, &
Yemez, 2010). The opposite approach, namely generating music by automatic dance
analysis - is explored in the domain of gesture-based human-computer interaction (Qian
et al., 2004; Castellano, Bresin, Camurri, & Volpe, 2007; Maes, Leman, Kochman, Lesaf-
fre, & Demey, 2011) and music information retrieval (Bevilacqua et al., 2010). We will
follow this latter approach by integrating a dance-based music querying and retrieval
component in the Dance-the-Music. However, it is important to mention that this com-
ponent is incorporated not for the sake of music retrieval as such, but rather to provide an
auditory feedback supporting dance instruction. Particularly, the quality of the auditory
feedback gives the students an idea in real time how well their performance matches the
corresponding teacher’s model. As will be explained further, the quality of the auditory
feedback is related to two questions: (1) Is the correct music retrieved corresponding to
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the dance figure one performs? (2) What is the balance between the music itself and the
metronome supporting the timing of the performance?
After a dance figure/music database has been created (or an existing one imported) as
explained in Sect.9.3.2, a dancer can retrieve a stored musical piece by executing repeti-
tive sequences of the dance figure that correlate with the basic step model stored in the
database together with the musical piece. The computational method to do this is out-
lined in Sect.9.3.3.
The procedure to follow in order to retrieve a specific song is as follows. The input buﬀer
template starts to be filled from the moment the metronome - indicating the predefined
beat-pattern and tempo - is activated. Because the system needs the performance of
one complete dance figure to fill the input buﬀer template (see Sect.9.3.3), the template
matching operation is executed only from the moment the last sample of the first cycle of
the dance figure arrives. The number of the model which is then indicated by the system
as being the most similar to the input triggers the corresponding song in the database.
To allow a short period of adaptation, the “moment of decision” can be delayed untill
the end of the second or third cycle. The retrieval of the correct song matching a dance
figure is only the first step of the auditory feedback. Afterwards, while the dancer keeps
on performing the particular dance figure, the quality of the performance is scored by the
system. The score is delivered by the correlation coeﬃcient r outputted by the system.
On the one hand, the score is displayed visually by a moving slider that goes up and down
along with the r values. On the other hand, the score is also monitored in an auditory
way. Namely, according to the score, the balance between the volume of the metronome
and the song is altered. When r = 0, only the metronome is heard. In contrast, when
the r = 1, only the music is heard without the support of the metronome. The game-like,
challenging character is meant to motivate dance novices to perform the dance figures as
good as possible.
A small test was conducted to evaluate the technical design goals of this feature of the
Dance-the-Music in an ecologically valid context. Moreover, it functioned as an overall
pilot test for the evaluation experiment presented in Sect.9.4.
For the test, we invited a professional dancer (female, 15 years of formal dance experience)
to our lab where the OptiTrack motion capture system was installed. She was asked to
perform four diﬀerent dance figures in a diﬀerent genre (tango, jazz, salsa and hip-hop)
on four corresponding types of music played at a strict tempo of 120 beats per minute
(bpm). The figures consisted of eight steps performed at a tempo of 60 steps per minute.
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1Figure 9.10.: r values when the model outputted correspondingly is similar to the
intended model.
The dancer was asked to perform each dance figure five times consecutively. From this
training data, four models were trained as explained in Sect.9.3.2 and stored in a database
together with the corresponding music. Afterwards, the dancer was asked to retrieve each
of the 4 pieces of music one by one as explained above in this section. She performed each
dance figure six times consecutively. Because the dancer herself provided the models, it
was assumed that her performances of the dance figures during the retrieval phase would
be quite alike. The data outputted by the template matching algorithm (i.e., the model
that most closely resembles the input and the corresponding r value) was recorded and
can be seen in Fig.9.10. We only took into account the last five performed dance figures
as the first one was needed to fill the input buﬀer. The analysis of the data shows that the
model that was intended to be retrieved was indeed always recognized as the model most
closely resembling the input. The average of the corresponding correlation values r over all
performances was 0.59 (SD = 0.18). This value is totally dependent on the quality of the
performance of the dancer during the retrieval (i.e., recognition) phase in relation to her
performance during the modeling phase. Afterwards we noticed that smoothing the data
contained in the model and the data of the real-time input optimizes the detected rate
of similarity. As such, a Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter (see Sect.9.3.3) was integrated
and used in the evaluation experiment presented in the following section. Nonetheless,
the results of this test show that the technical aspects of the auditory monitoring part
perform to the design goals in an ecologically valid context.
9.4. Evaluation of the educational purpose
In this section, we describe the setup and results of a user study conducted to evaluate if
the Dance-the-Music system can help dance novices in learning the basics of specific dance
steps. The central hypothesis is that students are able to learn the basics of dance steps
guided by the visual monitoring aid provided by the Dance-the-Music application (see
Sect.9.2.2). A positive outcome of this experiment would provide support to implement
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the application in an educational context.
9.4.1. Participants
For the user study, three dance teachers and eight dance novices were invited to partic-
ipate. The three teachers were all female with an average age of 27.7 years (SD=1.5).
One was skilled in jazz (11 years formal dance experience, 3 years teaching experience),
another in salsa (15 years formal dance experience, 5 years teaching experience) and a
last in samba dance (9 years formal dance experience of which 4 years of samba dance).
The samba teacher had no real teaching experience but, due to her many years of for-
mal dance education, was found competent by the authors to function as a teacher. The
group of students consisted of four males and four females with an average age of 24.1
years (SD=6.2). They declared not to have had any previous experience with the dance
figures they had to perform during the test.
9.4.2. Stimuli
The stimuli used in the experiment were 9 basic step models produced by the 3 dance
teachers (see Sect.9.4.3). Each teacher performed 3 dance figures on a piece of music
corresponding to their dance genre (jazz, salsa, and samba). They were able to make their
own choice of what dance figure to perform within certain limits. We asked the teacher
to choose dance figures consisting of eight individual steps and to perform them at a rate
of 60 steps per minute (the music had a strict tempo of 120 bpm). The nine basic step
models can be viewed in Appendix A. They involve combinations of (1) displacement
patterns of the feet relative to the body-center, displacement patterns of the body in
absolute space, and (3) rotation of the body around the vertical axis.
9.4.3. Experimental procedure
The experimental procedure is subdivided into three phases, following the three basic
procedures of the demonstration-performance method (see Sect.9.2).
Demonstration phase In the first phase, basic step models were inferred from the per-
formances of the teachers. The three teachers were invited to come one by one to the lab
where the motion capture system was installed. First, the concept of the Dance-the-Music
was briefly explained to them. Then, they were equipped with IR-reflecting markers to
enable us to use the motion capture system. After that, they were allowed to rehearse the
dance figures on the music we provided. When they said to be ready, they were asked to
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1Figure 9.11.: A student interacting with the interface of the visual monitoring aid,
projected on the ground.
perform each dance figure five times consecutively. From these five cycles of training data,
a basic step model was inferred. Each dance teacher was asked to perform three dance
figures, resulting in a total of nine basic step models. Visualizations of these models can
be referenced in Appendix A.
Learning phase What follows is a learning phase during which students are instructed
how to perform the basic step models provided by the teachers, only aided by the visual
monitoring system (see Sect.9.3.4.1). As in the previous phase, the students were invited
one by one to the experimental lab. Also, they were informed about the concept of the
Dance-the-Music and the possibilities of the interface to control the visual monitoring aid,
which was projected onto the floor (see Fig.9.11). After this short introduction, they were
equipped with IR-reflecting markers. Then, the individual students were given 15 min
to learn a randomly assigned basic step model. During this 15 min learning phase, they
could decide themselves how to use the interface (body part selection, tempo selection,
automated rotation adaptation, etc.).
Evaluation phase In the last phase, it is evaluated how well the students’ performances
match the teachers’ models. All eight students were asked to perform the studied dance
figure five times repetitively. From these five cycles, the first is not considered in the eval-
uation to allow adaptation. The performance is done without the assistance of the visual
monitoring aid. Movements were captured and pre-processed as explained in Sect.9.3.1.
The template matching algorithm (see Sect.9.3.3) was used to obtain a quantitative mea-
sure of the similarity (i.e., correlation coeﬃcient r) between the students’ performances
and the teachers’ models. Because an r value is outputted at each BPbegin, we obtain in
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Subjects 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 AVERAGE
Age 25 24 28 24 20 33 12 27
Model 2 7 8 1 6 9 4 3
A
Mean r .82 .54 .84 .45 .43 .75 .84 .83 .69 (SD=.18)
SD r .03 .03 .04 .07 .10 .05 .06 .07 .06 (SD=.02)
B
Teacher’s rating .9 .8 .9 .6 .8 .85 .8 .7 .79 (SD=.10)
0=min, 1=max
C
Pleasure 4 4 4 4 4 3 5 5 4.13 (SD=.64)
Educational potential 4 4 4 5 5 4 4 4 4.25 (SD=.46)
5-point Likert scale
1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree
Table 9.1.: Descriptive overview of the results of (1) the quantitative (A) and qualitative
(B) ratings of similarity between students’ performances and the
corresponding teachers’ models, and (2) the user experience of the dance
students (C).
total 32 r values. The mean of these 32 values was calculated together with the standard
deviation to obtain an average score r for each student. Moreover, their performances
were recorded on video in order that the teachers could evaluate afterwards the performed
dance figures in a qualitative way. Also, after the experiment, students were asked to com-
plete a short survey questioning their user experience. The questions concerned whether
the students experienced pleasure during the use of the visual monitoring aid and whether
they found the monitoring aid helpful to improve their dance skills.
9.4.4. Results
The main results of the user study are displayed in table 9.1. Concerning the average
measure of similarity (r) between the students’ performances and the teachers’ models,
we observe a value of 0.69 (SD = 0.18). From a qualitative point of view, the average
score given by the teachers to the students’ performances in relation to their own per-
formances is 0.79 (SD = 0.10). Concerning the students’ responses to the question if
they experienced pleasure during the learning process, we observe an average value of
4.13 (SD = 0.64) on a five-point Likert scale. The average score indicating the students’
opinion about the question whether the learning method helps to improve their dance
skills resulted in an average value of 4.25 (SD = 0.46).
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9.4.5. Discussion
For the interpretation of the results, it is diﬃcult to generalize results in terms of sta-
tistically significance because of the relatively small number of participants (N = 8).
Therefore, a more qualitative interpretation of the data seems more suitable. Nonethe-
less the sample number is relatively small, the average r of 0.69 (SD = 0.18) suggests a
considerable improvement of dance skills among all subjects due to the visual monitoring
aid facilitated by the Dance-the-Music. Moreover, the average of the standard deviation
of r (M = 0.06, SD = 0.02) indicates that the individual performances of the students
were quite consistent over time. These results are supported by the results of the scores
teachers’ gave - based on video-observation - to the students’ performances (M = 0.79,
SD = 0.10). What is also of interest is the observation of a linear relationship (r = 0.50)
between the scores provided by the template matching algorithm of the Dance-the-Music
and the scores provided by the teacher. Concerning the user experience, results suggest
that students in general experience pleasure using the visual monitoring aid (M = 4.13,
SD = 0.64). This is an important finding as the experience of pleasure can stimulate
students to practice with the Dance-the-Music. Even more important is the finding that
the students in general have the impression that the Dance-the-Music is capable of helping
them to learn the basics of dance gestures (M = 4.25, SD = 0.46). This suggest that the
Dance-the-Music can be an eﬀective aid in music education.
9.5. General discussion
The results provided in Sect.9.4 suggest that the Dance-the-Music is eﬀective in helping
dance students to learn basic step models provided by a dance teacher. Despite these
promising results, some remarks need to be made. First, the sample number (N = 8)
was relatively small. This implies that, for the moment, the results indicate only prelim-
inary tendencies and cannot be generalized yet. Second, although the basic step models
involved combinations of displacement patterns of the feet and body and rotation around
the vertical axis, the models were anyhow relatively easy. This was necessary because
(1) the students had no earlier experience with the dance genre, and (2) because it was
the first time they actually interacted with the visual monitoring aid (and we expect a
learning curve for students to use and get used to the dynamic visual notation system).
Therefore, in the future, it would be of interest to conduct a longitudinal experiment in-
vestigating whether it becomes possible to learn more complex dance patterns when one
becomes more familiar with the notation system presented by the visual monitoring aid.
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Third, in line with the previous remark, a comment made by the teachers is that dancing
involves more than displacement patterns of the feet and body and rotation of the body
around the vertical axis. This is indeed a justified remark. However, as stated before
(Sect.9.1), the Dance-the-Music can easily import other motion features and integrate
them into the modeling logic based on spatiotemporal motion templates. For example, in
the evaluation experiment, we integrated the horizontal, (x, y) displacement of the body
in absolute space as a supplementary parameter in the model and visualization aid. Apart
from that, it must be stressed that the explicit intent of the Dance-the-Music - as it is
presented in this paper - is to provide a platform which can help students to learn the
basics of dance gestures which can then be further refined by the dance teacher during
dance classes. Because the visually monitoring aid can in principle also be used without
a motion capture system, it can be useful for students to use the Dance-the-Music to re-
hearse certain dance figures and small sequences of dance figures at home before coming
to dance class. As such, the time that teacher and students are together can be optimally
spent without “losing” time teaching the basics to the students.
Technological realizations and innovations incorporated in the Dance-the-Music were de-
veloped explicitly from a user-centered perspective, meaning that we took into account
aspects of human perception and action learning. For example, the visualization strategy
is based on findings on the role of (1) segmentation of complex events (Zacks & Swallow,
2007) , and (2) a first-person perspective (Jackson et al., 2006) for human perception
and action learning. However, it must be added that a third-person perspective (e.g.,
a student watching the teacher performing) has its own benefits with respect to action
learning (Jackson et al., 2006). Therefore, both perspectives must be considered as being
complementary to each other. Moreover, the introduction of a novel method for model-
ing and recognition based on spatiotemporal motion templates, in contrast to techniques
based on HMM, facilitate to take into account time-space dependencies that are of crucial
importance in dance performances. We also took into account research findings stressing
the importance of real-time feedback of one’s performance (Gibbons, 2004; Menickelli,
2004; Hanrahan & Mathews, 2005; Hoppe et al., 2006; Chan et al., 2010). Therefore, we
developed a recognition algorithm - based on template matching techniques - that enables
us to provide real-time, multimodal feedback of a student’s performance in relation to a
teacher’s model. Another property that was essential in the design of the Dance-the-
Music was the dynamic and user-configurable character. In essence, the Dance-the-Music
is considered as a technological framework of which the content depends completely on
the user (i.e., teacher and student). Users can propose their own dance figures, music,
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tempo, etc. Moreover, the Dance-the-Music facilitates to incorporate a broad spectrum
of movements (absolute displacement, rotation, etc.). These two features distinguish the
Dance-the-Music from most dance games available on the commercial market that pro-
vide mostly a fixed, built-in vocabulary of dance moves and music and also provide only a
small action space. Because of its dynamic character, the Dance-the-Music can also have
its benefits for motor rehabilitation purposes.
9.6. Conclusion
In this article, we presented a computational platform, called Dance-the-Music, that can
be used in dance education to learn dance novices the basics of dance figures. The design
of the application is considered explicitly from a user-centered perspective, meaning that
we took into account aspects of human perception and action learning. Aspects that are
of crucial importance involve (1) time-space dependencies in dance performances, (2) the
importance of segmentation processes and a first-person perspective for action learning,
(3) the eﬀectiveness of direct, multimodal feedback, and (4) the design of a dynamic
framework of which the content is completely dependent on the users’ needs and wishes.
Technologies have been presented to bring these conceptual approaches into practice.
Moreover, an evaluation study suggested that the Dance-the-Music is eﬀective in learning
the basics of dance figures to dance novices.
CHAPTER 10
General discussion and conclusion
10.1. Overview
The presented research project was subdivided into two main parts. First, a part aiming
towards the proliferation of fundamental knowledge about the action-perception relation-
ship in musical meaning formation processes. Second, a part in which this fundamental
knowledge was implemented into practical human-computer interaction (HCI) applica-
tions in the field of music/dance performance and education.
In the first part of the presented research project, the main research question was
to what extent people’s descriptions of perceived musical expressiveness are related to
people’s direct embodied, sensory-motor experience of music during music listening. This
question was introduced in the context of conceptual metaphor theory. People abundantly
use metaphorical expressions to describe music, like ‘music is heavy’, ‘music is fluent’,
‘music is triumphant’, etc. Lakoﬀ and Johnson (1980, p.20) argued that “the two parts
of each metaphor are linked via an experiental basis and that it is only by means of these
experiental bases that the metaphor can serve the purpose of understanding”. Later,
strong empirical evidence was provided in support of the claim that conceptual metaphors
are grounded in individual’s embodied sensory-motor experience (see Seitz, 2000; Gibbs
et al., 2004; Crawford, 2009, for reviews). Based on the theory of grounded cognition
and emotion (Barsalou, 2008; Lindquist et al., 2012), an explanation was given of how
the embodied experience of music may be further linked to linguistic concepts used to
describe that music (Chapt.1, Sect.1.2). These theoretical constructions were developed
into an operational model (Chapt.1, Sect.1.3.4). The main challenge of the research
project was to provide empirical evidence in support of this model.
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The behavioral studies that were conducted consisted of motor attuning tasks in com-
bination with self-report tasks. Motor attuning tasks facilitated to assess people’s direct,
embodied experience of music. This was done by recording people’s free body movements
performed in response to music. Self-report tasks assessed people’s linguistic descriptions
of musical expressiveness through questionnaires and interviews. Both tasks were inte-
grated in a methodology based on the layered conceptual framework presented by Leman
and colleagues (2007, p.177-182) and Camurri and colleagues (2004). Therefore, compu-
tational algorithms were developed to obtain quantitative measures of the music-driven
body movements. Also, self-report instruments based on semantic diﬀerential scales and
interviews were developed. The acquired measures of both the motor attuning tasks and
the self-report tasks were brought together based on high-level taxonomies and models
of expressiveness. A new dimensional correlation model was developed especially for this
purpose.
The behavioral studies showed strong correlations between the physical appearance
and/or expressive qualities of (1) acoustic properties of the music, (2) music-driven body
movements, and (3) the linguistic concepts people used to describe their perception of mu-
sical expressiveness. What was particularly interesting was the high degree of similarity
between people - independent of their musical training - in the music-driven body move-
ments, as well as in the linguistic descriptions. However, as the study in Chapt.2 (Maes,
Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, & Moelants, 2010) pointed out, when people have diﬃculties
to translate sounds into body movements, they had also more diﬃculties in describing
the expressiveness of the sounds. However, at that point, no causal relationship could
be pinpointed between action and perception. A first step in this direction was made in
the study presented in Chapt.4 (Maes & Leman, 2012). In this study, it was shown that
the body movements that children learned to associate with music had a causal eﬀect on
how they perceived the music. In a last study (Van Dyck et al., 2012, Chapt.5), it was
shown that the emotional state of people had a significant influence on how these people
performed free body movements to music. Whether this finding has further implications
on how they perceive musical expressiveness has to be investigated in future research.
In the second part of the presented research project, several human-computer interac-
tion designs were presented that implemented fundamental knowledge related to human
cognition and perception. Moreover, all of the presented HCI applications shared an un-
derlying design model (see Chapt.1, Sect.1.4.2, Fig.1.2). In this model, the primary role
of technology was considered to intervene into, and thereby extend, the coupled action-
perception mechanisms of music processing.
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In the One-Person Choir, a gesture-sound mapping strategy was implemented in which
the performed actions and the resulting auditory manipulations (i.e., harmonization) cor-
related, based on the underlying expressive qualities. Hence, the obtained multimodal
congruency facilitated a natural feel of causality in the human-computer interface, both
from the perspective of the musician, and of the listener/spectator. The One-Person Choir
was embedded in a music composition for two singers and dancer, called ‘Nelumbo’. The
underlying idea of this composition extended the interaction model of Di Scipio (2003),
and brought forward the notion of ‘social body’.
In another study (Maes, Leman, & Lesaﬀre, 2010, Chapt.7), a system was presented for
the sonification of directional movement behavior. In the design, the same sound-gesture
mapping strategy as the one of the One-Person Choir was applied.
The development of the Conducting Master was inspired by the idea that the ability
to render structural and expressive musical features into body movements, enhances the
discrimination and understanding of these features. With the Conducting Master, users
can learn how to translate metrical structures of music into corresponding body move-
ments. For this, methods, based on spatiotemporal motion templates, were developed to
model, visualize, and compare meter-mimicking gestures.
Similar to the Conducting Master, with the Dance-the-Music application, it becomes
possible to learn to perform body movements with respect to the temporal structure of
the music (e.g., beat, meter, etc.). However, where the Conducting Master focused on
hand gesturing, the Dance-the-Music oﬀers the possibility to really dance to the music.
Thereby, displacement patterns of the feet and rotation patterns of the body were recorded
and processed. Again, the method based on spatiotemporal motion templates was used
in order to model, visualize, and compare dance gestures.
10.2. General discussion
The findings of the behavioral studies showed that correlations could be found between
acoustic properties of music, music-driven body movements, and descriptions of musical
expressiveness. These correlations were found using high-level taxonomies and models
of expressiveness. A new, dimensional model was developed based on the Eﬀort/Shape
theory of Laban (Maes, Van Dyck, et al., 2012, Chapt.3). This model was particularly
suited for a fine-grained and multifaceted categorization of body movements and verbal
descriptions in terms of motion and space. The model was applied to a concrete case:
the First Piano Concerto of Brahms. This musical piece was characterized by alternating
passages of what was called the ‘heroic’ and ‘lyric’ style. In each dimension of the model,
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these two musical styles were opposite to each other. This made the musical piece partic-
ularly relevant to study (1) whether the contrast in musical material was expressed in the
music-driven gestures and verbal descriptions of musical expressiveness, and (2) correla-
tions between music-driven gestures and verbal descriptions per musical style. However,
future studies should address how the model can be applied to other kinds of music con-
sisting of acoustic properties which are organized diﬀerently along the dimensions of the
model.
Next, the results of the behavioral experiments indicate that there was a high degree
of similarity among people in their movement responses to music. Therefore, rather gen-
eral measures of expressive movement behavior (up to the level of individual gesture
segments) were taken into account. Data over large time scales were thereby reduced to
single-value measures. In this way, specific dynamic processes over time were cancelled
out. Functional data analysis (FDA) could provide a valuable alternative as it can model
data, drawn from continuous processes, as functions of time. This approach enables to
reveal underlying dynamic processes (cf. Vines, Nuzzo, & Levitin, 2004). In addition,
there is a need for a better understanding of the goal-directed and intentional character
of body movements performed in response to music. If one adopts the idea that music
promotes gestural aﬀordances (cf. Godøy, 2010a), one also needs to define methods to
extract structural and expressive musical cues that drive (i.e., aﬀord) body movements.
A valuable strategy is presented by Desmet and colleagues (2012). In that study, it is
investigated how a musician’s mental focus on musical targets (i.e., musical intentions)
match with performed expressive body movements. Thereby, a bottom-up approach (i.e.,
measuring corporeal articulations, and automatic gesture segmentation) is combined with
a top-down approach (i.e., gesture and score annotation, manually executed by the mu-
sician). However, fully automatic methods should be developed that facilitate to extract
goal-directed cues from a combined analysis of the musical audio signal and the performed
music-driven body movements. Promising methods have been provided based on a spa-
tiotemporal approach and related topological gesture analysis (TGA) (Naveda & Leman,
2010), and on Gaussian mixture models and Dirichlet processes (Amelynck, Maes, & Le-
man, 2012). A further application of these methods would lead to a better understanding
of attention and memory processes involved in music perception, and of music perception
in general.
With the study presented in Chapt.4 (Maes & Leman, 2012), a move was made from
correlation studies to studies investigating causal relationships between action and percep-
tion. Previous studies had shown that movements can influence the perception of musical
structural features such as rhythm and pitch (Phillips-Silver & Trainor, 2005, 2007; Repp
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& Knoblich, 2009) and people’s musical preferences (Sedlmeier et al., 2011; Scha¨fer &
Sedlmeier, 2011). With the study presented in Chapt.4, it was shown that body move-
ments have a similar causal eﬀect on the perception of expressiveness. However, more
research needs to be conducted to unveil the underlying mechanisms responsible for these
causal eﬀects. This would imply a reductionist approach, starting from the localization
of neural pathways, leading further to the understanding of neural mechanisms and the
functioning of neural cells. However, as music involves highly complex processing, and
neuroimaging techniques need to be improved, current research is only at the beginning
of a full understanding of the mechanisms and processes involved in musical meaning
formation.
Also, further research needs to be conducted to acquire a deeper understanding of the
ways in which auditory-gesture relationships are established. This was not the explicit
focus of the presented research project. However, it was conjectured that repeated, cor-
related sensory-motor experiences are important in establishing auditory-motor linkages.
This is confirmed by studies investigating the plasticity of the brain in the context of
musical instrument training (Bangert & Altenmu¨ller, 2003; Lahav et al., 2005; D’Ausilio
et al., 2006; Lahav et al., 2007). Moreover, in one of the presented studies (Maes &
Leman, 2012), it was shown behaviorally that a systematically repeated pairing of motor
representations with auditory representations could create a link between both. However,
further research need to be conducted to investigate whether innate mechanisms exist
that drive motor resonance behavior (manifested in aspects of eﬀort, as well as in aspects
of shape) in response to auditory energy (e.g., entrainment in babies). Findings in this
field of research could deepen our understanding of the role of motor processes in music
cognition and perception.
Concerning the practical applications in the experiment, important challenges remain to
be addressed in future research.
The approach, based on multimodal integration, that was applied to the development of
gesture-sound mappings (see Maes, Leman, Lesaﬀre, Demey, & Moelants, 2010; Maes et
al., 2011, Chapt.2, and Chapt.6) involved a one-to-one gesture-sound mapping. However,
it would be interesting to further investigate how this approach could be extended to
more complex one-to-many, many-to-one, and many-to-many gesture-sound relationships
(cf. Hunt & Kirk, 2000; Wanderley, 2001; Bevilacqua, Mu¨ller, & Schnell, 2005).
Next, it would be interesting to further develop the spatiotemporal approach to gesture
analysis into HCI designs (Maes, Amelynck, Lesaﬀre, et al., 2012; Maes, Amelynck, &
Leman, 2012). As the results of small evaluation studies have shown, this approach
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facilitated people to learn space-time relationships of gestures with respect to structural
and expressive features of music. In line with this, more advances could be made in the
domain of Topological Gesture Analysis and analyses that take into account the goal-
directness of gestures in response to music.
In the underlying design model of the presented HCI applications, mediation technolo-
gies had a role in extending the action-perception coupling with multimodal feedback
loops (see Chapt.1, Sect.1.4.2). However, more research needs to be conducted on the
contribution of visual feedback to the understanding of gestures in response to music. It
could for example be argued that visual feedback of gestures distracts attention away from
the understanding of how these gesture are related to the music itself, or that it imposes
a cognitive load that impair other processes.
One of the most important challenges that remain to be addressed is to provide a stable
basis for these applications into the domain of music/dance performance and education.
Obviously, this is a highly complex matter. In the domain of music education, it involves
a close collaboration between academic researchers, music teachers in the field, and policy
makers. Only if the knowledge and visions of all parties involved are reconciled, advances
will be made towards the development of relevant methodologies in which new mediation
technologies can serve learning processes. Also, in the domain of music/dance perfor-
mance, long-term collaboration is necessary between academic researchers and artists.
Only then, mediation technologies could be optimally implemented and contribute to
advances in the cultural and creative sector.
From another perspective, one needs to ask the question how practical applications
can contribute to advances in fundamental, academic research. The HCI applications
presented in this research project, oﬀer possibilities for studies orientated towards funda-
mental knowledge. For example, the “One-Person Choir” (Maes et al., 2011, Chapt.6)
can be used to study gesture-sound relationships, or social interaction processes during
music performances. Also, the “Conducting Master” and the “Dance-the-Music” can be
used to study the role of multimodal feedback streams in tasks involving spatiotemporal
accuracy. However, more concrete studies need to be conducted that elaborate on these
ideas.
10.3. Epistemological premises
• In the presented research project, empirical support was provided for the fact that
people’s linguistic descriptions of musical expressiveness are grounded in the embod-
ied, sensory-motor experience of that music. A grounded, modal view on cognition
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and emotion may provide an explanation for this finding.
• The body and body movements provide a means through which people’s subjec-
tive involvement with music can be understood and, to a certain extent, objectively
measured. Moreover, as music-driven body movements show a high degree of simi-
larity among people, body movements can be understood as a non-verbal means for
interpersonal communication of musical expressiveness.
• The meaning and expressiveness that people attribute to music is not an inherent
property of the music itself. Instead, meaning is created through people’s interaction
with the music, based on earlier sensory-motor experiences, shaped by physical and
cultural predispositions, and embedded in a certain context.
• As musical meaning is linked to sensory-motor experiences, it obtains a multimodal
character. This view is supported by the grounded, modal theory of human cognition
and emotion.
• Underlying the entrainment of body movement to music, there exists a spatiotem-
poral reference frame that encodes temporal information inherent to certain musical
and sound patterns into the spatial deployment of gestures. These spatiotemporal
frames of reference exist as motor memory patterns carried out physically when
engaged in a musical activity (such as listening to music, dancing to music, and
creating music) and they relate to people’s structural and expressive understanding
of the music and sound (cf. action-perception coupling).
• Body movements performed in response to music can help to develop an under-
standing of the structural and expressive features of music. Thereby, mediation
technologies can extend the action-perception coupling with augmented multimodal
feedback loops. This helps to develop a better awareness of how body movements
are related to structural and expressive features of music.
10.4. Conclusion
The presented research project has contributed to a more profound understanding of the
role of the body and body movements in the exploration, perception, conceptualization,
and communication of musical expressiveness. Thereby, the focus laid on the empirical
investigation of the action-perception coupling involved in musical formation processes.
This entailed the development of (1) experimental designs for behavioral research, (2)
analytical instruments to extract quantitative, kinematic features from body movement
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recordings, (3) self-report methods to asses how people perceive musical expressiveness,
and (4) high-level taxonomies and models to connect movement features with aspects
of musical meaning. The empirical findings resulting from the behavioral experiments
empowered the theoretical framework considering embodied music cognition. However, a
series of new questions and challenges arose which must be tackled in future research.
A second important realization of the presented research project was the implemen-
tation of knowledge about embodied music cognition and perception into the domain
of human-computer interaction applications. This required to apply gesture interface
technologies, and to develop real-time functioning algorithms for the extraction of ex-
pressive movement features, gesture modeling and recognition, and multimodal feedback.
However, the main focus thereby was not on the development of highly advanced and
innovate technological realizations. Rather, the main contribution must be considered in
the (humble) attempts to reconcile findings resulting from fundamental academic research
with more practical outcomes in various domains of music and dance (performance, ed-
ucation, rehabilitation, etc.). However, more eﬀorts are required to provide stable bases
for such applications in the various domains in which music has its place.
Appendices
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Basic step models
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Figure A.1.: Visualization of the nine basic step models created and used during the
evaluation study of the Dance-the-Music (see Chapt.9, Sect.9.4).
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